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Michaelmas

V.

PUSBY.

Vera. 273.)
Term.

Nov. 20, 1684.

Bill was that a horn, which, time out of

mind, had gone along with the
estate, and was delivered to his
In ancient time to hold their land
be delivered to him; upon which

plaintiff's
ancestors
by, might
horn was
this inscription, viz. "Pecote this horn to
hold huy thy land."
The defendant answered as to part, and
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demurred as to the other part, and the demurrer was that the plaintiff did not by
his bill pretend to be entitled to this horn,
either as executor or devisee; nor had he in
his bill charged it to be an helr-loome.
The demurrer was overruled, because the
defendant had not fully answered all the
particular charges in the bill, and was ordered to pay costs.
And the lord keeper
was of opinion that if the land was held by
the tenure of a horn or cornage, the heir
would be well entitled
to the horn at law.
'
Vide 1 Inst 107a,
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Mollineux's Case.
(Latch,

172.)

a

a

it

1.

a

a

One promised Rutland Mollineux that In consideration of &c. he would
make assurance of certain lands, which he refused to do. And Mollineux
sued him In the court of requests for
special performance.
In order to
prohibition he alledged.
obtain
That the plaintiff has an action on the case at common law. To which
was answered that in it, he would only recover damages, but here the suit
is for
specific performance, to obtain which there is no action at common
law. And this is the ordinary course in Courts of Chancery.
JONES, J. Yet we will not suffer the Court of Requests to go on, though
the Chancery may.
recusant convict, who by
2. It appears by the bill that the plaintiff is
the statute, is an excommunicated person, and therefore cannot sue.
DODERIDGE, J. The defendant has admitted the plaintiff to be able to

The court refused the prohibition.
J. The court will do justice to

DODERIDGE,

a

sue.

recusant convict.
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HALL
(9

Chancery.

V.

WARREN.

to be ascertained by the actuary of an Insurance office, who was namied; and the value
of the other premises by other persons, to be
nominated. It does not appear, that these

Ves. 605.)

July

4, 1804.

The bill was filed to obtain a specific performance of an agreement, executed by the
defendant,
for the sale of an advowson
and estate to the plaintifC, Hall, in trust,
for the other plaintifC, Hanson, at such price
as the advowson should be valued at by
Mr. Morgan, and the other premises by perThe agreement was
sons to be nominated.
dated the 9th of March, 1802. On the 8th
of May following, under a commission of
lunacy, the defendant was found a lunatic
from the 1st of May, 1792, with lucid intervals.

Two grounds of defence were taken by

the answer of the lunatic, by his committee:
1st, that he was insane at the time of the
' execution
of the contract: 2dly, that the
plaintiffs knew his situation, and took advantage of it, to induce him to sell to Hall;
concealing
the circumstance, that Hanson
was the real purchaser; being aware, that
from a former quarrel the defendant would
not sell to hira. A great deal of evidence
was gone into, on both sides, as to his state
of mind.

/
^

'

Mr. Romilly, Mr. Stanley, and Sir Thomas
Turton, for plaintiffs, pressed for an Issue;
insisting upon their right to a decree, upon
the ground, either that the defendant was
not a lunatic, when he entered into the contract;
or, that it was executed in a lucid
Interval. They had not traversed the Inquisitlon.

Mr.

Plggott,

Mr. Fonblanque,. and
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Mr.

Cooke, for defendant.— The rule, as
laid
down by Lord Thurlow, in Attorney General
V. Pamther, 3 Brown, Ch. 441, 443, is, that
where a person seeks to avoid his own act,
by alleging incompetence at the time, the

proof is incumbent upon him. But where It
has been previously found, that the party to
be affected by the -transaction, was not competent at a previous date, those who seek
to bind him, must show his competence
at
the time.
It is difficult to determine the
degree of capacity necessary to characterize a lucid interval.
Lord Thurlow seems to
think It sufflcleht, that any man would suppose him capable of transacting for himself.
This plaintifC has had the opportunity of
In Owen v. Datraversing the Inquisition.
vies, 1 Ves. Sr. 82, Lord Hardwicke takes
the distinction between the case of an estate
vested in trustees, and In the lunatic himself; observing, that in the latter case that
circumstance may prevent the remedy In
equity, and leave It at law.
But, independent of the question of sanity,
at the date of this transaction, to obtain a
performance under such circumstances, the
terms of the contract ought to be clearly
proved,
fair, reasonable, and certain. In
this Instance, the value of the advowson was

valuers ever were named; and that cannot
be supplied by the court; who cannot give
the arbitrator the Information, which the
party could have given. How can this court
supply the want of judgment as to the value
of the timber? In Emery v. Wase, 5 Ves.
846, 8 Ves. 505, Lord Alvanley considered an
agreement to sell according to the valuation
of another person, not such as the court
Praying an
would be desirous to enforce.
issue, and undertaking to show a lucid Interval at the date of the agreement, they
must also show, that the plaintifC was bound
at that time. An Issue Is granted only in
aid of a legal right, as that of an heir at
law: not where the object. is the specific performance of an agreement.
In that case the
course required, that the plaintifC should
have previously ascertained his right at law;
that he should show, he had sustained damage, which was not repaired by the verdict;
and that the very essence of the relief was,
that he should have the thing In specie.
Mr. Romllly, In reply.— An agreement to
sell at the valuation of another person is not
unusual. The chance is perfectly equal.
In
Emery v. Wase the decision was not upon
that groimd. If the party refuses to name
a valuer, the court refers it to the master.
A plaintifC clearly has a right to a specific
performiance; even though a jury would
give twice the amount in damages.
Upon
the question of lunacy. It Is clear, a lunatic
Is bound by an act done in a lucid Interval;
and till the act of Geo.
(St. 15 Geo. II, p.
607, c. 30), even marriage, contracted in a
lucid Interval, was good. The person who has
a contract with the lunatic. Is perniltted to
traverse; as he may show, that the party
with whom he contracted never was a lunatic. But the question, whether the defendant was a lunatic at the date of the agreement, could not have been tried in a traverse.
In Ex parte Feme, 5 Ves. 450, 832,
Lord Rosslyn's opinion was, that the jury
could not find as to any Intervening period.
But certainly the question, whether he was
In a lucid interval, coidd not have been tried:
the Inquiry In such a proceeding as to that,
being, whether the party Is liable to lucid
Intervals; not as to the particular time. It
seems to be supposed, that. If the defendant
Is now a lunatic, the contract cannot be
executed;
by analogy to criminal cases, In
which a man who becomes a lunatic, at any
time before execution, is not punished. But
te that objection holds in civil cases. It will
apply equally to prevent a decree for a specific performance against the representatives;
for they cannot tell what the lunatic might
have said. In Owen v. Davies there happened to be trustees: but this party does not
object; but chooses to take the title with
the defect

II
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THE MASTER OF THE ROLLS. The ob- material inquiry with reference to the execuject of this bill is to obtain the specific pertion of this contract; for though the plainSupposing
the
tiff wishes for an issue upon both points, he
formance of an agreement.
contract to have been entered into by a comseems from the general tenour of his statepetent party, and to be in the nature and
ment to confide more in establishing a lucid
circumstances of It unobjectionable, it Is as
Interval than in negativing the fact, that the
"J
much of course in this court to decree a defendant ever was deranged.
It was not
specific performance, as it is to give damages
therefore improper for the plaintiff, under
at law. See White v. Damon, 7 Ves. 30.
these circumstances,
to waive the opportunity
Upon
The contract is produced and proved.
of traversing, and to come here for an issue;
the face of it nothing appears to prevent
upon the supposition,
that the contract was
There is nothing imreasonable,
execution.
entered into, either by a person who was not
as between the parties, upon the face of it.
a lunatic;
or in a lucid interval. In the
It fixes no value upon the estate: but it latter case it would be equally binding; for
provides a mode, in which the value is to
the law upon this subject is, that all acta
be ascertained, that is perfectly fair and
done durijjg a lucid interval are to be conequal between them.
It must be supposed,
sidered done""by a person perrectly capable"
that if competent, they had taken the proper' "pf contra cting, manag mg, and disposing of,
means of getting at the real value, by em-' ;^lg_affaj ra, at that pfefiod^
xms has more
ploying persons of skill to value the advowfrequently occurred upon" wills. A multison and the farms.
The first objection
tude of questions has been raised upon the
against carrying this agreement into execuexecution of a will during a lucid interval;
tion is, that in consequence of some dispute and, that being proved, the will has been held
with Hanson, the defendant had an objec- valid and effectual, to all Intents and purposes,
tion to dealing with him. But the evidence
for the conveyance of real and personal estate, aa if the testator had never been dedoes not bring it up to that; showing, not
ranged.
that he made any declaration to that effect,
It must be the same as to contract, or any disposition of property.
but only, that some quarrel had taken place,
If he
totally unconnected with the subject of the had made an absolute conveyance It would
contract. The circumstance, therefore, that
have been good, if made in a lucid interval.
Hall is a nominal contractor, is immaterial;
The question, therefore, being reduced to
for it happens in a vast proportion of cases,
t o prevent
the fact, there is no circumstance
that the contract Is entered into in the name th e execution of the contract; supposmg the
of a trustee.
5arty to have been competent; and the fact
But the principal objection to the perform- of his competence ought to be put in a course
ance is, that the defendant was not compeof Inquiry. I should certainly refuse, upon
tent, having been insane at the time the conthe evidence before me, to determine that
tract bears date. That is matter of fact.
he was not a lunatic; and as to a lucid InIn support of that fact alleged, the inquisi- terval, upon this evidence, I should hesitate
considerably; not being suflBciently apprized
tion is produced; by which the defendant is
found a lunatic from a period long anteceof all the circumstances of his life at that
dent, biit with lucid intervals.
particular period.
The history of the conThat inquisition, having been taken in the absence of tract itself is not brought forward. The ci^
the plalntifE, Is not conclusive upon him.
cumstances of the negotiation do not appear.
But It is evidence prima facie of the lunacy. Something material to the competence might
It is however competent to third parties to arise or result from the very mode in which
dispute the fact; and to maiatain, that not- the negotiation was conducted.
In one case,
withstanding the inquisition, the object of it I remember, the manner, in which the will
was of soimd mind at any period of the time
was written and executed, went a great way
which it covers.
An opportunity, it is said,
towards showing, it was In a lucid interval:
has been already afforded of traversing the the mode of the act being part of the eviinquisition;
and undoubtedly, if it would
dence of the testator's sanity. See Temple v.
Temple, 1 Hen. & M. 476. There is some
have answered the plaintiff's purpose merely to have traversed and contradicted the general evidence with reference to his situafinding, by showing that the defendant was
tion for some considerable time previous to
not a lunatic, he ought to have embraced
the contract; and very littie negative evithat opportunity; and it was unnecessary dence: none applying exactly, or approaching
to come here In the first instance.
nearly, to the period, except the servant's;
But if,
as it is said, he may have been a lunatic,
and that not of a nature to be conclusive;
with reference to the general state and habit
supposing the evidence strong about the peof his mind, during a considerable space of riod. But it Is for a jury to determine, what
time, but with lucid intervals, and the conwas the degree of efficiency and competence
tract was executed during one of those lucid
of his mind at the time.
All the difficulties
intervals, I doubt very much whether that
the plaintiffs
suggested by the defendant,
could have been got at by a traverse; whethwill have to struggle with; for, if general
er, upon that proceeding, it could have been
limacy is established, they will be under the
ascertained,
that upon a given day he had a
necessity of showing, according to Attorney
lucid interval; which might come to be a
General v. Parnther, that there was, not
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merely a cessation of the violent symptoms
but a restorati on flf—tlie.
the disorder,
Tac uities of tn e mind,^uill crent to enablgjjia.
^"pg^
soundly "lolndge of the act. That is
■im. inquiry much more fit for examination
viva voce bef(«e a jury, than upon ■written
depositions.
There is notlung, therefore, to prevent my
sending it to that inquiry.
inDiflBiculties
supposing
deed are suggested,
even that it
should be found that the contract was made
in a lucid interval, as to the mode In which
it is te be carried Into execution; for it is
said, as to that, th^e are provisions in it,
I do not
which cannot now be executed.
see those difficulties so strong as to be convinced, that it is impossible to execute it;
that the previous Inquiry is not to be made,
and would be nugatory;
for If th ere was
a valid and bindi ng contract, the superv ening
"
'-! hcapac^'"or"M[e party cannot dep rive the
, Deneat"
m the
o tEer o r the
en5eneflt7_ ^ NotEmg~appear9
one, so purely personal, that they
rets to
cannot be supplied without the intervention
of the mind and the act of the party; for
they are to be done with reference to a given
mode; and with regard to ascertaining the
of

H.& B.EQ.(2d Ed.)-37
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value, a mode equivalent, and as effectual
So, as to the oband fair, may be found.

jection

the difficulty of making the
the difficulty that struck Lord
Hardwicke, in Owen v. Davies, was avoided
there;
as there were trustees.
But it does
not appear to me, that, if the plaintiff is satisfied with that which is in truth no title,
but only an enjoyment under this court, be
ought not to have all the court can give
him. It is disadvantage to him, of which
the other cannot complain, that he cannot
get a good title; but must rest an indefinite
period, without a title, having only the enjoyment. These difficulties are not so strong
as to preclude the previous inquiry, before
we can ascertain the precise mode, in which
the subsequent parts are to be carried Into
execution.
Therefore take an issue.
from

conveyance,

The issue directed was the same as in a
former case of Clerk v. Clerk, 2 Vern. 412,
whether the defendant was a lunatic at the
time of the execution of the contract; and
if so, whether he had lucid intervals; and
whether the contract was executed during a
lucid interval. Niell .v. Morley, 9 Ves. 47a
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RINDGB
(57

Commission

v.

BAKER.

N. Y. 209.)

of Appeals

Cases.

1874.

Action to recover one-half the expense of
party-wall in Norwich, Chenango county.
The parties agreed by parol, in April, 1869,
or cellar-wall of
to construct a basement
stone eight feet high, one-half of the width
of which should stand upon the plaintiff's
land and the other half upon the defendant's
land, and to buUd upon the stone wall a partition of wood between their respective adjoining buildings.
This agreement as the
plaintiff testified, was before the commencement of the construction of the stone wall so
far modified that the partition above the
stone wall was to be constructed of brick
instead of wood. In pursuance of this agreement each party at his own expense built
one-half of the basement wall, and laid upon
sleepers upon
this wall, thus constructed,
which to rest the first floor of their respective buildings.
The plaintifC so constructed
the cellar or basement wall of his building
A

to the basement stone wall
parties, and procured his
building timber to be cut the proper length
for use in the brick wall. In the construction
of which the defendant had agreed to join
him. The defendant then refused to join the
plaintiff in the construction of the brick wall,
whereupon the plaintiff gave him notice to
join In its construction, and that in case of
his failure to do so, he should proceed and
construct it and compel him to pay one-half
of the expense of its construction. The defendant again refused to join the plaintiff
as to correspond
erected by the

in its construction, and forbade him from
constructing it on the defendant's premises.
The plaintiff then proceeded and constructed
the wall and brought this action to recover
one-half of the necessary expenses of its
construction. Judgment for plaintiff.
Charles Mason, for appellant.
for respondent

E. H. Prfai-

dle,

GRAY, C. The contract, under which the
parties commenced and proceeded in the construction of the party-wall, was for an interest in land, an easement which could not
have been acquired by parol; and the defendant's failure to perform it, however Injurious that failure, may have been to the
plaintiff, would not, had the contract remained wholly unexecuted,
have afforded him a
cause of action.
But the defendant having
proceeded with the plaintiff in its execution,
so far as to lead the plaintiff to believe that
the contract was made not only in good faith
but that it would be fully executed on the
part of the defendant. Insomuch, that fhe
plaintiff had contributed his share to the construction of that part of the wall which by
the contract was to be made of stone;
had,
at the same time, constructed the cellar or
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basement walls in his own apartment to conform to the party-wall thus constructed by
the equal contribution of the parties; and
had also procured his timber for use in the
construction of the residue of his building, to
be cut of the length requisite for use In the

brick wall, which by their agreement, the
defendant was, after the completion of the
stone waU, to join in constructing
upon It
His failure, at this stage of the performance
of the contract, by refusing to join in that
part of the party-wall which was to consist
of a brick wall above and to rest upon the
stone wall, operated under the circumstances, as a fraud upon the plaintiff; and hence
in an action for specific performance an equitable estoppel upon the defendant would
have been established, and with the right of
the plaintiff to a decree against the defendant for a specific performance of the contract; or, in other words, that he jom the
plaintiff in construeting the brick wall, as
the jury in answer not only to the Interrogatory submitted to. them, but in substance, by
their general verdict found he had agreed to
do. 2 Story, Eq. Jur., § 750; Will. Eq. Jur.
283; Malins v. Brown, 4 N. Y. 403, 407, 411.
But because the plaintiff had, and might
have pursued this remedy, it by no means
proves that he had no other remedy equitable in its character, which would produce
the same result in less time and at less expense, and under the circumstances,
better
adapted to the ends of justice in a case like
The time
the one under consideration.
which would necessarily have been consumed in the prosecution of an action for spedflc
performance, and the consequent delay in
the erection of the wall would, under the
exigency of the case in hand, and with all
by the plaintifC for
needful arrangements
completing his half of the wall, and using it
in the construction of other parts of his
building, result in damages to him nearly as
great if not greater, than the expense incurred in constructing the defendant's half.
Such a remedy was therefore so inexpedient
as to amount to a denial of justice, and if
the plaintiff has no other equitable remedy,
or Is not permitted to avail himself of one,
he must bear with conceded Injustice and
blame the law. Such a state of things ought
not to be tolerated, and need not be, where
If
established equitable principles prevail.
the wall had been constructed at the johit
as in good conexpense of both parties,
science it should have been, and repairs upon

it

had

become

necessary,

each

party

have been obliged to contribute to
them, and If either party, after notice by the
other to do so, had declined, the party giving
the notice (as the plaintiff did In this case),
might have proceeded, made the repairs, and
maintained his action for the amount of onehalf of the expense incurred in making them,
upon the ground that the benefit was equal,
and that even-handed justice would compel
would
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party to bear his share of the burden.
v. Mesier, 4 Johns. Ch. 334, 338,
339, 8 Am. Dec. 570.
A decree for specific performance is nothing more or less than a means of compelling
a party to do precisely what he ought to
have done without being coerced by a court.
Such a decree might well go further, and provide that in case of delay by the defendant
beyond some reasonable time, to be fixed by
notice of' the decree, the
the court after
plaintiff might proceed and erect the wall,
one-half of the necessary expense of which
And now
should be paid by the defendant
that the plaintiff has, after due notice, borne
share of the burden, and
the defendant's
what would necessarily by a
done exactly
for specific performance have been
decree
adjudged that the defendant ought to have
done without suit, no good reason can be
'
assigned why, when the exigency of the case
has rendered the remedy by action for specific performance wholly inadequate to accomplish the ends of justice, the defendant
should not be held responsible for his share
of the burden when it is shown that in equity he ought to do so, upon the same principle
that a party who ought in equity to contribute one-half of the necessary expense of repairing a wall is bound, after notice and refusal, to pay the adjoining owner who has
repaired it one-half of the necessary expen.ses of the repairs; and notwithstanding
the facts which establish the equitable obligation to build may be widely different from
such as would establish an equitable obligation to repair, yet the principle upon which
contribution is enforced is the same in each
case.
Contribution was at one time enforced
only in a court of equity, and it was said by
Baron Parke (6 Mees. & W. 168) that Lord
Eldon regretted,
not without reason, that
courts of law had ever assumed jurisdiction
of the subject; they have nevertheless done
so, and as Justice Bronson said in. Norton v.
Coons, 3 Denio, 130, 132, "borrowed their jurisdiction on this subject from courts of equity, and along with it, taken the maxim that
equality is equity."
And Story, in his work
upon Contracts (second volume, | 885), referring to contribution by co-sureties or coguarantors, says, it was formerly questioned
whether at law contribution
could be enforced without some positive agreement to
that effect;
but it is now well established
that it may be enforced both in law and equity.
The right to maintain such an action
at law has not, in this state, been questioned
in modem times, and especially where the
remedy can be as conveniently administered
In an action at law as in equity, since both
are administered by the same judge.
The judgment should be aflBrmed.
each

Campbell

DWIGHT, C. This Is an action brought to
recover the one-half of the amount of the
expense incurred by the plaintiff in building
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party-wall between the premises of the
plaintiff and the defendant.
The plaintiff
bases his right of action on a parol agreement between
him and the defendant.
It
■appeared
at the trial, according to the testimony of both pai'ties, that there had been
such an agreement to build a stone wall,
which was suitable as a foundation for a
partition-wall to rest upon, and that was actually carried out by their mutual consent
and acts.
Whether there was an agreement
to go further, and to build a pai-ty-wall was
contested.
The plaintiff's claim was, that
there was an agreement to build at joint expense, a wooden partition between buildings
to be erected on the respective lots of the
parties, and that this was afterward so modified as to substitute a brick partition-wall in
its place.
The question was submitted to
"Did the
the jury in the following form:
defendant, E. D. Baker, agree with the
plaintiff, H. A. Rindge, that he would join
with said Rindge in the building of the brick
wall in question?" The jury found in the
affirmative.
The form in which the case is presented
for the consideration of this court is, assuming the existence of the pal-ol agreement, and
that the foundation-wall was actually built
by both parties, and that the defendant now
refuses to go on and complete the brick portion of the wall, can the plaintiff, upon due
notice, complete that portion of the wall at
his own expense, and recover from the defendant his proportion of the outlay? It is
to be observed that this is not the ordinary
case of an easement created by parol, but
that it is a more special inquiry, whether a
parol agreement to build a wall is enforceable in a court of justice, and if so, whether
it can be substantially enforced under the
facts of the present case by an action to recover the amount necessarily expended in
It will be proper to consider
construction.
at the outset whether a written agreement
to build a wall is capable of enforcement hi
equity.
If not, it would of coiu:se foUow
that a parol agreement partly executed cannot be. On the general question of enforcing
a covenant to build or to repair, there has
been great diversity of opinion, and the decisions are conflicting. The leading authorities in England are Mosely v. Virgin, 3 Ves.
Jr. 185; Wilkinson v. Clements, L. R. 8 Ch.
App. 96. Other cases are collated in Story,
Eq. Jur. §§ 725, 729 (11th Ed.). In Wilkinson v. Clements, supra, one of the latest decisions by the appellate court, it is said to
be the settled rule in England that the court
will not in general enforce a covenant to
The principal reason seems to
build houses.
combe that damages supply an adequate
pensation. Where, on the other hand, damages will not answer, the usual rule prevails,
and a remedy will be granted in equity, on
account of the Inadequacy of the relief at
law. This was the result in that case; and a
a
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party having performed his part of the conti-act, had his remedy in equity, against the
other party. The point in Mosely v. Virgin
was, that an agreement to build may be enforced if sufficiently certain and specific.
This Is the view of Mr. Justice Story. The
cases earlier than Wilkinson v. Clements are
collected in Becl£ v. Allison, 4 Daly, 421, in
which case the conclusion Is maintained. In
an elaborate opinion, that in a proper case,
the jui'isdictlon to decree specific performance of a covenant to repair exists, the case
being placed on the same general ground as
that of a covenant to build. The present
by
case falls within the rule established
these authorities.
It was not a general and
indefinite covenant.
The place on which the
wall was to be erected was fixed by the contract; its length, height and thickness were
prescribed, as well as the materials of which
This Is the test
It was to be constructed.
given in Mosely v. Virgin, supra, and in Story, Eq. § 727. The plaintiff could have had
no adequate remedy in damages, as he needed to have the wall stand on the defendant's
land, in order to carry out his building as it
The result is that if the agreewas planned.
ment had been in writing it would have been
enforced by a court of equity.
The next Inquiry is, whether the act of
building the stone foundation-wall was such
a part performance as to take the case out
of the statute of frauds. This is not an Instance of a mere parol license, executed in
part; it Is rather that of an agreement, from
which the defendant was to receive the same
The inducement on
benefit as the plaintiff.
the defendant's part to allow the plaintiff's
wall to stand on his land, and to aid in constructing it, was the fact that he was to receive a benefit from having the same support to his own part of the wall, from the
plaintiff's land and a corresponding service
If, then, the com-t will not
and expenditure.
entertain an action for specific performance
in the present case, it will be because there
are some parol agreements which have been
partly carried out that do not fall within the
general rule that part performance takes the
case out of the statute of frauds. No reason
can be given why an ordinary contract to
land In fee shall be withdrawn
purchase
from the statute by part performance, which
will not apply to the present case. Mr. Frye
states the rules as follows:
(1) The act of
parol performance must be referable to the
alleged agreement and no other.
(2) They
must be such as render it a fraud on the defendant, to take advantage of the contract
not being in writing.
to
(3) The agreement
which they refer must be such as in Its own
nature is enforceable by the court (4) There
must be proper evidence of the parol agreePry, Spec. Perf. (Am. Ed.) 251. All
ment.
of these exist in the present case. In commenting upon the third, he remarks that the
agreement must be of such a nature that the
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court would have had jurisdiction in respect
to it in case it had been in writing. It has
already been shown that the court would
have enforced
the contract
between the
plaintiff and defendant had it been written.
The next inquiry is, whether the plaintiff
was bound to resort to the remedy of specific
performance? It would seem not Specific
performance
is merely a remedy for an existing right; each of the parties, by force of
the contract, became a trustee for the other;
there was an equality of burdens as well as
of rights growing out of the contract relations of the parties.
Specific performance is
but a single mode of enforcing the equitable duties growing out of these relations.
The parties have voluntarily subjected themselves to the rule that "equality is equity;"
each of them having thus become equitably
bound to pay his share of the amount necessary to construct the wall, is liable in equity to an action for contribution. This has
been applied to cases of contribution between
Story, Eq. Jur. § 64, f; 1
co-contractors.
Pars. Cont. 31. The whole doctrine rests
upon principles of natural justice and equity. The plaintiff had his choice of remedies.
He might demand specific performance;
in
which case he would pay only one-half of
the expense, and insist upon the defendant's
rendering the other half; or, after demand
and refusal, he might build the entire wall
and bring his action for contribution.
He
has elected to take the latter course.
It is claimed that the present action is
not an equitable one. The fact that it ia
brought for money is not decisive upon that
point. The real test in such an action is
this: if It be brought for damages for breach
of contract It Is a case at law; If It be
brought for money, by way of performance
of the contract it is a case in equity. Thus
where a vendor, in a contract for the sale of
land, sues for the price, his action is equitable.
The mutuality of the contract gives
each of the parties the same remedy; and
yet the recovery by the vendor is simply In
money.
If this theory did not prevail in
respect to contracts partly performed, the
vendor would be utterly without remedy,
since it is well settled that there is no action at law on a parol contract in part performed. That the yendor can have an equitable action for money is established in
Crary v. Smith, 2 N. Y. 60; Brown v. Hafl!,
Will. Eq. Jur. 290. The ac5 Paige, 240;
tion in the present case was brought for relief, and the facts disclose an equitable
The fact that It was tried
cause of action.
by jury, with consent of parties, is immaterial, as the court might, of its own motion, have submitted the questions to a jury;
and any informality in the mode of proceNo
dure was waived by mutual consent
preliminary settlement of the issues is requisite.
Colman v. Dixon, 50 N. Y. 572.
This view Of the case is strengthened by
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the fact that the common-law courts hold
that If a tenant In common, or joint tenant, or other person who Is under a duty to
repair, fails to contribute after a demand
by a co-tenant or co-obligor, the latter, on
incurring the necessary expense, may bring
an action on the case to recover the proporLortionate share of the defaulting party.
Mumford v.
ing T. Bacon, 4 Mass. 575;
Brown, 6 Cow. 475, 16 Am. Dec. 440; Doane
This action is based
Y. Badger, 12 Mass. 65.
on a failure to discharge the equitable duty
imposed on the defendant which is derived
from the principle of natural justice lying at
It is
the root of the doctrine of contribution.
however urged that the defendant does not,
by this action, obtain an easement of permaThe answer is that if
nent value to himself.
he does not he sufEers only by his own neglect The correct view however is that the
judgment will establish his right and act as
an estoppel against the plaintiff and all claimof the ease. ing under him, as the existence
ment is the very proposition which it is necA
essary to establish in order to recover.
final suggestion
is that the parol contract
having been partly executed, the parties to
it are estopped from denying the existence
The authorities are quite
of the easement
distinct to this effect, and the proposition is
fully justified by the rules of estoppel as applied to the case of expenditures made upon
land on the faith of the representations of
an owner.
Brown v. Bowen, 30 N. Y. 541,
86 Am. Dec. 406; 3 Washb. Real Prop. 68,
In Campbell v. McCoy, 31
and cases cited.
Pa. 263, a parol executed agreement to erect
a dam was held to be irrevocable in equity,
and that it created a permanent right vrhich
would survive the erection itself.
Rerick v.
Kern, 14 Serg. & B. 267, 16 Am. Dec. 497.
The same rule was applied to the laying
down of water-pipes in Le Fevre v. Le
Fevre,,4 Serg. & R. 241, 8 Am. Dec. 696. In
McKellip V. Mcllhenny, 4 Watts, 317, 28 Am.
Dec. 711, the doctrine was applied to a license to flood land, on which money and labor had been expended, on the faith of the
Beatty v. Gregory, 17 Iowa, 114, 85
license.
Am. Dec. 546, is a case of a wall partly built
on a licensee's land.
There is, in some of the authorities, a confusion growing out of a want of accurate
discrimination between cases arising in law
and equity. At law a parol license, owing
to the statute of frauds, is revocable at the
pleasure of the licenser, notwithstanding the
expenditure of money on his land by the 11- .
censee. The cases on this subject are so numerous and so imiform that it would be a
In equity
waste of time to refer to them.
As a court of
the rule is quite different.
equity will take a parol contract for the sale
of lands out of the statute of frauds, when
it is partly performed, it will, on the same
principle,
treat an executed parol contract
for an easement as equivalent to a grant
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under seal, where the parties cannot be reto their original position. Under this
doctrine the acts of the parties in the present case have created a permanent easement
upon the land, of which all who may purchase of them are bound to take notice.
The
judgment for the plaintiff, in the present case,
simply recognizes the existence of that easement, and the added duty or obligation of
mutual contribution for its erection
and
maintenance.
The judgment of the court below should
stored

be affirmed.

REYNOLDS, 0.

It

appears

to be conced-

that the agreement to erect the partywall created, or was intended to create an
easement in land, and that to make it valid,
It should have been in writing. It was by
parol, and was doubtless void under the statute of frauds.
The parties however proceeded under it, so far, as that it is also agreed,
that in consequence of part performance the
plaintiff might, after the repudiation by the
defendant, have appealed to a court of equity to compel him to specifically perform; and
yet it is conceded that a resort to this remedy would have been, if successful, inadequate to redress the injury to the plaintiff.
In the earlier days of the law, a party having some claim to equitable relief was obliged to resort to a tribunal exercising that
sort of jurisdiction, invented, it is said, in
some of the old books, to do justice in cases
wherein the courts of common law were deficient, and of the common law it has been
said that by reason of its flexibility it was
capable of affording an adequate remedy in
most cases of wrong. It however did happen that separate courts of common law and
equity jurisdiction did exist for a long time,
and until within a comparatively recent period, existed in this state; and it may not
be denied that under this system, by reason
of the ignorance of counsel or the learning of
judges and chancellors, it occasionally happened that suitors were found in the wrong
forum and turned away without relief on
Of whatever magnitude
payment of costs.
such an evil may have been it seems very
clear to me, that it was attempted to be
remedied by our constitution of 1846 and the
Code of 1848, with its multitude of modifications.
It is suggested that the present action is
one at common law and cannot be maintained upon a void contract. This general
rule no judge or lawyer will dispute. It is
further said, the plaintiff's remedy was in
equity, where he should have succeeded, but
would have been of no practical
success
value; in other words, the remedy would
He came
have been worse than the disease.
into a court having general jurisdiction both
in law and equity, and stated the facts of
his case in his complaint, as he was authorized by law to do, and in the most essential
ed
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the result
Another objection is made against the propriety of the judgment of the supreme court
in this case that there is no precedent for
and that it is the very first of the kind
do not quite
known to the law. While
am yet willagree to the fact as alleged,
no case reported
ing to assume that there
in the boolis which affords an exact preceam prepared to give.
dent for the judgment
Where precedents are reasonable they fursafe guide to follow; and where they
nish
as is not uncommon,
are unreasonable,
delicate and difficult question is often preBut where there are no precedents
sented.
that appear to be binding upon the concourt, the demands of Justice rescience of

abide

it,

I

a

It is said that this is a pure and simple acfor the
tion at law, to recover damages
It must be conbreach of a void conti-act.
fessed that the complaint bears some of the
common-law
decmarks of an old-fashioned
laration, omitting its prolixity. But, as
understand,
it also states in a concise form
all the facts upon which the plaintiff relies
for relief, and these facts have, at least substantially, been found by the jury to be true.
Why may not this, under the present system, be called a bill in equity? It is quite
true that there is no prayer for specific performance of the partially performed contract, but that is not of the slightest consequence, as has been often held.
Marquat v.
Marquat, 12 N. Y. 336; Emery v. Pease, 20
N. Y. 62.
In the latter case, what was from
the prayer of the complaint, regarded by the
whole supreme court as an action- at law,
to recover money due upon an account stated, and the plaintiff nonsuited because
he
had not appealed to the equity ear of that
court was, in the court of appeals, disapproved, because the facts stated entitled the
plaintiff to an accounting as in the case of a

I I

both.

is

different and distinct forms of pleading and
proceeding were preserved, the two separate
jurisdictions might be longer continued, even
of
when the same court took cognizance

do and ought to have done.
It is quite true that the defendant forbade
the plaintiff from proceeding to complete the
party-wall according to the mutual parol
agreement, but if the matter had gone so far
as that equity would compel him to complete
it, his order to stop could be of no more force
or effect than that of an ancient monarch
who ordered the waves of the ocean to be
stayed.
It is further urged that even if the defendant pay the judgment against him, he has no
grant of an easement to continue the partywall on the land of the plaintiff. This in
one sense may be entirely true, but the same
law that, in effect, compels him to perform
his agreement with the plaintiff by paying
damages, will protect him in the enjoyment
of every right of property which he could
have had if he had not made it necessary to
appeal to the courts.
It does not appear
that he ever requested the plaintiff to grant
him any easement whatever; and we are
not to assume that if he had, and offered to
fulfill the conditions of his part of the agreeIndeed,
ment, it would have been refused.
if it appeared in his answer in this case
that he had offered to pay (which was at
least equal to performance) upon the condition that the plaintiff granted an easement
equal to what the contract demanded, I think
the court ought to and would have so oi^
dered, but the defendant put his right upon
an entirely different contingency and must

I

I

partnership, and the case thereafter proceeded upon that theory.
That case, in principle, does not appear to me to be unlike this,
so far as the form of proceeding and forum
is concerned.
It seems to be clear that the
defendant ought to have done as he verbally
agreed to do. He had got the plaintiff into
more or less difficulty, for the reason that
his promises had been not only relied upon,
but his fidelity evinced by acts tending to
the consummation of the common purpose.
He then repudiates, and the plaintiff must
suffer great injury if he stops the improvement contemplated, and incur extra cost and
expense if he perform the work and furnish
the material which the defendant agreed to

a

particular proved their truth, as is fouud by
the verdict of the jury, and had judgment.
If he may not have properly had judgment,
it being agreed that he was entitled to relief, where else should he go to obtain it?
The court to which he applied had the authority to do him justice In some form, and
it could turn him over to none other; for no
other court existed to which he could apply
for the remedy he was in some form entitled
to. Since the radical changes to which reference has been made, it has sometimes been
very difficult to distinguish by any thing
that appears in a pleading, between an action
at law or a suit in equity.
Before the
change in practice, the distinction between a
common-law declaration and a bill in chancery was very well understood.
Now both
jurisdictions are blended, and a party is permitted to state his case upon its facts, in his
own form, and to take such relief as he ought
to have, if he be entitled to any, and if he
makes any mistake in his allegations the
court may, in its discretion, conform the allegations to the facts proved, and give the
appropriate judgment which either law or
equity demands.
General jurisdiction, both
in law and equity, having been united in
the same court, with a form of procedure
common to all cases, it is difficult by the
mere inspection of a pleading, to determine
whether a given case is to be governed by
legal or equitable rules; and
am of the
opinion, that the inevitable result of such a
system will be the abolition of all substantial distinctions between law and equity. If

a
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that,

quire
made..
the

In

In a proper case, one should be
the present case we all agree that

plaintiff

has sustained

an injury

for

which he should have redress, and there is
that the judgment below has
no complaint
awarded him more damages
than he was
fairly entitled to recover. It is possible that
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a ease precisely like this has never before
arisen, but if any shall hereafter arise, ,it
may as well be understood that a party thus
injured is not without an adequate remedy
in the courts.
The Judgment of the supreme court should
be afiSrmed,

with

costs.
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V'
ADDERLET

a

v.

DIXON,

Sim. & S. 607.)
Chancery.

The plaintiffs having purchased and taken
^assignments of certain debts which had been
Mproved under two commissions of bankrupt,
agreed to sell them to the defendant for 2s.
' 6d. in the pound.
The defendant's solicitor, accordingly, gave
C
notice of the sale to the assignees, and preof the debts, and the
pared sin assignment
plaintiffs, notwithstanding the purchase money had not teen paid, executed it, and signed
money, and
the receipt for the consideration
The bill was
left It in the solicitor's hands.
filed to compel the defendant specifically to
perform the agreement, and to pay the purchase money to the plaintiffs.
The defendant, by his answer, submitted
that the matter of the agreement was not the
proper subject of a bill In equity for a specific
performance; and claimed the same benefit
as if he had demurred to the bill.

J

Mr. Sugden and Mr. Garratt, for plaintiffs.
Mr. Hart and Mr. Treslove, for defendant

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR.
Courts of equity decree the specific performance of contracts, not upon any distinction between realty and personalty, but because damages at'law
may not. In the particular case, afford a comThus a court of equity decrees
plete remedy.
performance
of a contract for land, not because of the real nature of the land, but because damages at law, which must be calcuof the
lated upon the general money-value
land, may not be a complete remedy to the
purchaser, to whom the land may have a peSo a court of eqculiar and special value.
uity will not, generally, decree performance of
a contract for the sale of stock or goods, not
because of their personal nature, but because
damages at law, calculated upon the marketprice of the stock or goods, are as complete aT
remedy to the purchaser as the delivery of
the stock or goods contracted for; inasmuch
as, with the damages, he may purchase the
same quantity of the like stock or goods.
In Taylor v. Neville, cited in Buxton v.
Lister, 3 Atk. 383, specific performance was
decreed of a contract for the sale of 800 tons
of iron, to be delivered and paid for in a certain number of years and by instalments; and
the reason given by Lord Hardwicke, is that
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such sort of contracts differ from those
that
are Immediately to be executed. And they do
differ in this respect, that the profit upon the
contract being to depend upon future events,
cannot
be correctly estimated in damages
where the calculation must proceed upon conjecture.
In such a case to compel a party to
accept damages for the non-performance of
his conti'act, is to compel him to seU the actual
profit which may arise from it, at a conjectural price. In Ball v. Ooggs, 1 Brown, Pare
Cas. 140, specific performance was decreed in
the house of lords of a contract to pay the
plaintiff a certain annual sum for his life, and
also a certain other sum for every hundred
weight of brass wire manufactured by the defendant during the life of the plaintiff. The
same principle is to be applied to this case.
Damages might be no complete remedy, being
to be calculated merely by conjecture; and to
compel the plaintiff in such a case to take
damages would be to compel him to sell the
annual provision during his life for which he
had contracted,
at a conjectural price. In
Buxton V. Lister, Lord Hardwicke puts the
case of a ship carpenter purchasing
timber
which was peculiarly convenient to him by
reason of its vicinity; and also the case of an
owner of land covered with timber contracting to sell his timber In order to clear his
land; and assumes that as, in both those cases, damages would not, by reason of the special circumstances be a complete remedy, equity would decree a specific performance.
The present case being a contract for the
sale of the uncertain dividends which may become payable from the estates of the two
bankrupts,
it appears to me that, upon the
principle established by the cases of Ball v.
Coggs, and~Taylor v. Neville, a court of equity
will decree specific perfoi'mance, becailSe dam-"
ag es at lAw caBHgfag curately represeiir the'
-value ot lhelBta re dlYldendsfSia to compel
tins pufehas er "foT:ake'Buch"aamages would be
"to compel nimTa sell fh^ecffvlderids at a con-

"^turalTfrice:

It Ifftrue that the present bill is not filed by
the purchaser, but by the vendor, who seeks,
not the uncertain dividends, but the certain
sum to be paid tot them.
It has, however.
been settled, by repeated decisinna that fSe
T6fflei3yr in equity must belnutual; and that
when 'a"BiirwlU lie for the purchaser, it will
also lie for the vendor.
Vide Withy v. Cottle, 1 Sim. & S. 174.
Hamblhi v. Dhmeford,
2 Bdw. 531.
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HODGES

V.

ROWING

(18 Atl. 979, 58 Conn.
Supreme

Court of Errors

April

15,

et ux.
12.)

of Connecticut.

1889.

Appeal from superior court, Fairfield county; Fenn, Judge.
Suit by P. H. Hodges against B. W. Kowof a
Ing and wife for specific performance
for
contract for sale of land. Judgment
appeal.
defendants
plaintiff, and
for
D. B. Lockwood and E. W. Seymour,
T. W. Wheeler and H. J. Curtis,
appellants.
for appellee.

J. On the 17th day of Authe defendants entered into the
following contract with the plaintiff: "StratWe agree to purford, August 17th, 1887.
Stratford,
chase of P. H. Hodges his place in
Conn., containing tiiteen acres, more or less,
for the sum of nine thousand five hundred
dollars; to pay six thousand cash, and three
thousand five hundred on bond and mortgage
for one year; to take title immediately, and
possession on the first of January, 1888, and
have paid him one hundred dollars on acBHARDSLEY,

gust, 1887,

Edwin W. Kowinq. Eliza KowNo writing relating to the contract
The court besigned by the plaintiff.
upon the petition of the plaintiff, de-

count.

ING."

was
low,
creed that the defendants should specifically
perform the contract, from which decree they
They claim that under
appeal to this court.
the statute of frauds the plaintiff was not
bound by the contract, not having signed any
memorandum of it, and hence that it should
not, in equity at least, be enforced against
them, and make this claim the ground of one
The statute reof their reasons of appeal.
quires only that the written agreement shall
be "signed by the party to be charged therewith."
The defendants rely upon certain
cases

as

authority for their claim, and among

others upon the cases of Benedict v. Lynch,
IJohns. Ch. 370, and Lawrenson v. Butler,
1 Schoales & L. 13.
Both of these cases are
in accord with the claim of the defendants;
but the former case is opposed to the numerous decisions in the state of New York on the
same suSject, and the latter case to nearly all
In the case of Clason
the English decisions.
V. Bailey, 14 Johns. 484, Chancellor Kent,
after reviewing the New York decisions,
says that "it is sufficient if the agreement be
signed by the party to becliarged." In the
same opinion he reviews the English decis" There is
ions up to that time, and adds:
united
and
strong
nothing to disturb this
of
current of authority but the observation
Lord Redesdale In Lawrenson v. Butler, 1
Schoales & L. 13, who thought that the contract ought to be mutuali^and that if one
party could not enforce it the other ought
" The
not.
authority of Lawrenson v. Butler
seems not to liave been recognized in England.
Tlie more recent decisions in that
country are referred to in 1 Benj. Sales, §§ 254,
255. There is still some conflict in the de-

cisions in this country, but the weight of au-
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thority is that the statute of frauds is satisfled by the signature to the contract of the
party souglit to be charged only, whether the
suit to enforce it be at law or in equity, and
whether it relates to the sale of real or personal estate.
ClMson v. Bailey, 14 Jolins.
484;
Purmort, 16 Wend. 460;
McCrea
Richards v. Gr^en, 28 N. J. Eq. 536; Railroad
Corp. V. Evans, 6 Gray, 33; Sutherland v.
Briggs, 1 Hare, 34. We think that there is
not sufiicient ground for this reason of appeal.
Another reason of appeal is "that the specific execution of the contiact should not have
been decreed, because it is too uncertain to
be enforced, inasmuch as it could not be understood from the writing itself without the
necessity of resorting to parol proof. " No
objection seems to have been made to the contract when it was ofEered in evidence, and
therefore the objection now made, that it is
void upon its face, comes too late to be entitled to consideration.
But the claim, if
seasonably made, would have been unfounded.
The defendants do not specify in tlieir reasons
of appeal, or in their brief, the particulars
in which they claim that the contract is deficient in certainty.
We suppose their claim
to be that the statement of the location of the
land is too indefinite to satisfy the requirement of the statute of frauds.
If the only
description of the land had been "fifteen
acres, more or less, in the town of Stratford, "
there would have been force in this claim,
though according to the decisions of courts of
high authoritysuch adescription might have
been applied to the land intended by it by extrinsic evidence. In the case of Hurley v.
Brown, 98 Mass. 545, the only description in
the contract of the property agreed to be con"
veyed was "a house and lot on Amity stteet.
The court admitted evidence that there was
only one house and lot on Amity street which
the defendant had a right to convey, and that
the parties had been in treaty for the purchase and sale of it, and that the subjectmatter of the contract might be thus identiSee, also. Mead v. Parker, 115 Mass.
fied.
413; Robeson v. Hornbaker, 3 N.
Eq. 60.
In the present case the court finds that tlie
plaintiff owned no other real estate in Stratford, and that the same was occupied by him
as a homestead and residence. But we think
that the description of the land in this contract is so definite as not to require a resort
to extrinsic evidence to identify it, other
than such as is always necessary to apply a
description of real estate to the premises described. The language of the contract is:
"We agree to purchase of P. H. Hodges his
place at Stratford, containing fifteen acres,
The import of the word
more or less."
"place" in this connection is reasonably cerIts popular and correct meaning, as
tain.
thus used, is the place where one resides; his
Webst. Diet., in verbum. The
homestead.
court finds that the plaintiff told the defendants, before they signed the contract, that
the place contained about 15 acres, and that
The
this statement was made in good faith.

J.
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defendants assign as a reason of appeal that
"there was not about fifteen acres of land."
It Is enough to say that the court does not
find that there were not 15 acres in the place,
but evidently declined to makesuch a finding.
The defendants introduced the recitals in two
deeds as evidence of the quantity of land in
One was the deed to the plaintiff
tlie place.
of the land, in which was added to the description of the quantity of land the words
"more or less," and the other was a conveyance of a small strip of the land to a railroad
company, specifying the quantity eonveyed.
Except for the words "more or less" in the
deed to tlie plaintiff, it would have appeared
that there was a fraction of an acre less than
The court, referring
15 acres in the piece.
to this evidence, says: "There was no evidence as to tlie exact quantity of land except
It properly rethe recital in said deeds."
garded those recitals as inconclusive eviThe remaining reason of appeal is
dence.
that the plaintiff had adequate remedy at law.
Tlie defendants clai m that the equitable jurisdicliun of the courts in this state was restricted by the provision in the old statute
last found in Revision 1875, p. 413, § 5. that
courts of equity shall "take cognizance only
of matters in which adequate relief cannot be
had in the ordinary course of law," and that
that provision is still in force. It is unnecessary to inquire whether that provision has not,
as the plaintiff claims, been since repealed by
the practice act passed in 1879, because, in
our view, it did not have the restrictive effect claimed for it. A similar claim was
made by the defendant in the case of Munson
v, Munson, 30 Conn. 425, and the court say
the provision referred to "is simply an afiflrra" The
ance of a well-settled rule of equity.
rule of equity is thus stated by Judge Swift:
r "It is a leading principle that equity will not
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interpose where there is an adequate remedy
It is not sufiadent that there is a
at law.
remedy, but it must be as complete and beneficial as the relief in equity."
2 Swift, Dig.
c. 1, § 1. In the action at law for the breach
of the contract the plaintifiE could only recover the excess, if any, of the sum agreed to
be paid for the land above its market value
when the contract was to be performed. Such
a remedy is manifestly inadequate, and courts
of equity, therefore, hold, as a general rule,
that when a contract for the sale of real estate has been fairly entered into, the party
contracting to sell, as well as the party contracting to buy, is entitled to have it specifically performed. The cases on this question are all one way. It is true courts of
equity liave, in the exercise of their discretion, refused to apply the rule in certain
cases where it would be productive of hardship or inconvenience.
The court did so in
the case of Whitney v. City of New Haven,
23 Conn. 624. In that case the city had contracted to purchase from the plaintiff land
and water-rightsforthe
purpose of providing
a water supply, and afterwards voted to abandon the project contemplated by the purchase.
The court dismissed the bill for a
specific performance, but remark as follows
in their opinion: "As a general rule, where
the purchaser of real estate can come into a
court of equity, to obtain a deed of it, the
vendor can come there to get his money,
which WHS agreed to be paid; but the rule is
not universally true, and it should not be applied, we think, where it will do unnecessary
mischief to one of the parties." In the present case the contract appears to have been
fairly made, and is subject to the general rule
of equity. There is no error in the judgment complained of. The other judges concurred.
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FRENCHMAN'S BAY
LAND & WATER CO.

(24 Atl. 814,
Supreme

Judicial

& MT.

84 Me. 195.)

Court of Mame.

Jan.

15,

1892.
Report from supreme judicial court, Hancock county.
BUI In equity by Margaretta B. Porter
against Frenchman's Bay & Mt. Desert Land
& Water Company, to which respondent deOn report
Demurrer sustained,
murred.
and bill dismissed.
Deasy & Higglns, for plaintiff.
Hamlin, for defendant.

Hitle

&

LIBBBY, J. BUI in equity, praying for
decree for a specific performance of a conmade by the defendant
tract In -writing,
with the plaintiff, for the purchase of a lot
of land in the village of Sorrento.
It comes before this court on a demm-rer
and the questo the bill by the defendant,
tion to be determined is whether, upon the

allegations in the bill, this court has jurisdiction in equity to decree a specific performance.
We think it clear that in a proper case
the court has jurisdiction to decree specific

performance or a contract in writing for the
conveyance of land, in a bill brought by the
Rev. St § 6, c. 77,
vendor cr by the vendee.
But the court in this state d9es not
cJ. 3.
take jurisdiction in equity when the plaintiff
has a plain, adequate, and complete remedy
at law. Milliken v. Dockray,
Id an action
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80 Me. 82, 13 Atl. 127; Bachelder v. Bean,
76 Me. 370; Alley v. Chase, 83 Me. 537, 22
Atl. 393.
And we think it must appear by the allegations in the bill, where an action at law
may be mamtained, that the remedy by
it is not plain, adequate, and complete; for
it is a well-established rule of equity pleading that the bill must contain allegations

showing that the court has equity jurisdiction. Story, Eq. ei. §§ 10, 34; Jones v.
Newhall, 115 Mass. 244, 252, 253.
In this case, we think it perfectly clear
that the plaintiff has a right to maintain an
action at law for a breach of the contract.
That being so, to show jurisdiction in equity,
there should be some allegations in the blll-\
showing that the remedy at law would not
}
be adequate and complete.
There Is nothing
of the kind in this bill. After setting out '
the contract, It alleges that the plaintiff was
in possession of the land, and has continued
to be in irossession of the land, to the time
of the filing of the bill; no allegation that
her action in regard to the land was in any
way changed by the making of the contract;
no allegation that anything had been done by
either party, in consequence of the making
of the contract, which could not be taken
into consideration In the assessment of the
plaintiff's damages.
Demurrer sustained. Bill dismissed, with

j

costs.

PETERS,

EMERY,
red.

C.
and

J., and WALTON, VIRGIN,
WHITEHOUSE, JJ., concur-
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Supreme
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SPEX3IFI0 PBEJPORMANOE OF CONTRACTS.
et aL v.
67,

LEAVITT

et al.

35 W. Va. 194.)

Court of Appeals of West Virginia.
March 31, 1891.

Appeal and supersedeas from circuit court,
Wood county.
Barna
Loomis & Tavener, for appellants.
Powell and Okey Johnson, for appellees.

LUCAS, P. This suit originated by the
tiling of a bill In chancery by H. E. Bumgardner, a married woman, and H. F. Bumgardner, her husband, against C. P. Leavitt
and others, in the circuit court of Wood county.
The female plaintiff alleges that the defendant Leavitt induced her to invest $1,000
in the steam-boat General Dawes, the proposed cost of which was $7,500.
It was understood that the boat was to be put in a jointstock company, in which the plaintiff H. E.
Bumgardner was to have shares in proportion to the money she had advanced, as aforesaid.
The plaintiff exhibits with her bill an
agreement as follows:
"This article of agreement, made and entered into this the 14th day
of July, 1884, between 0. P. Leavitt, county
of Wood, and state of West Virginia, and H.
E. Bumgardner of Hockingport, Athens Co.,
Ohio, witnesseth, that the said O. P. Leavitt,
in case of misunderstanding,
or not being able
to agree, or in case of death of Herman Bumgardner, agent, said Lea vitt agrees to ta ke
the said stock ofTtilf s. ijjjtn^arctii^ at not 'ex"-"
'^x^eeding- cost.-Tsr, if iroat' depreciates in~va luer
aOalr-e'asn vama'B on7"""the said Mrs. H. "E.
Btmgardner agreesTo'give said C. P. Leavitt
the refusal over any other purchaser.
The
said stock referred to above is stock in the
steamer General Dawes. [Signed] C. P. Leavitt." And there is further exhibited the following notice:
"To Chas. P. Leavitt— Sir: 1
propose to sell you my stock in the Farmer's
Trans. Co. in accordance with your contract
of July 14, 1884, at cost, or, if the boat has
depreciated in value, at its fair cash valuation.
Your early attention is called to this matter,
having arisen under which
the contingency
you bound yourself to take said stock.
[Signed] H. B. Bumgardner, by H. F. Bumgardner, Ag't. March 31, 1887." The bUI supplesigned
ments the above-written agreement
by C. P. Leavitt, by stating that it was a part
of the consideration that the husband, H. F.
Bumgardner, was to have regular employment on said steam-boat, of which said C. P.
Leavitt was to be master. It is further alleged that all of the interests, including the stock
owned by Leavitt, (which was a large majority of it,) as well as that ovsmed by H. B.
Bumgardner,
was capitalized into a corporation known as the Farmer's Transportation
Company, or conveyed to said company.
The
steamer was valued at $7,600 at that time,
and 760 shares of capital stock of the par value of $10 per share were Issued, of which 100
shares were given to said H. E. Bumgardner,

and 1% shares to her husband, In order that
he might be represented in the company,
it
is further alleged that C. P. Leavitt took
charge af master, and pursuant to the agreement gave H. F. Bumgardner
employment,
but that they soon disagreed, and said H. P.
Bumgardner was discharged.
Plaintiffs proceed to aver that since such disagreement they
have at all times been ready to give said Leavitt the preference of purchasing said stock,
and have urged him to buy said stock according to his agreement, but he has steadily and
persistently refused to do so, until the 81st
day of March, 1887, when the above notice
They charge that
was written and served.
there has been no depreciation in the value of
the boat, but that it has been increased in
size and capacity at a large expense, and its
value enhanced in consequence.
It is further
alleged that one E. W. Petty, who is made a
defendant, had attached the 101% shares of
stock in the circuit court of Wood county in
an action at law against H. F. Bumgardner.
It is further alleged that the plaintiffs were
largely indebted to J. W. Arnold and L. H. Arnold, both of whom were made defendants,
and that the female plaintiff executed a lien
upon the said 100 shares of stock to secure
By an agreement and comsaid indebtedness.
promise between the plaintiffs and said E. W.
Petty his debt is reduced to $422, which it is
agreed shall be paid him out of the proceeds
arising from the sale of said 101% shares of
stock; and by like agreement with J. W. and
L. H. Arnold, they are to receive the residue
of the proceeds of said sale as a compromise,
and in full settlement of the indebtedness due
them from the plaintiffs.
Plaintiff H. B.
Bumgardner,
it is alleged, has always been
ready, and has offered, and now offers, to specifically perform the said agreement on her
part, by assigning and transferring said 101%
shares of the stock free and unincumbered, as
The prayer
of the 31st day of March, 1887.
of the bill is that the court will declare the
plaintiff to be entitled to a specific performance and execution of the said agreement,
with interest on the said amount from March
31, 1887; second, that the court will decree
that the amount ascertained to be due said H.

B. Bumgardner from said C. P. Leavitt may
be paid over to said E. W. Petty "and said J.
W. and L. H. Arnold, as above set out; and,
thirdly, for all proper accounts and general
relief. The bill was demurred to by Leavitt,
but the demurrer was overruled, whereupon C.
P. Leavitt filed his answer, in which he admits the agreement as set out in the bill, so

far as it goes, but he denies it was ever understood or contemplated that the said H. F.
Bumgardner should have the right, at any
time he might thereafter see fit, to require
respondent
to buy the stock of said H. Bl
Bumgardner, and to require respondent to pay
therefor the original cost, but in truth it was|
intended to give respondent rdusal and right
to buy said stock at any time, provided he'
paid therefor as much as any other bidder,
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and provided, furtliermore, that respondent so
desired. He alleges that the boat Is not worth
more than $2,500, about one-third of what she
and
cost at the time said stocli was issued;
that the present value of said 101% shares in
is not worth more than
the bill mentioned
He denies that the
?333.33% at the outside.
stock has ever been tendered him, or that either of the plaintiffs have ever proffered the
same at anything like a fair cash valuation.
day of
He admits tiat on or about the
July, 1887, he offered them $850 for the stock,
although he linew that they had immtJiately
before that offered it to another party at $800.
He alleges that it had been assigned by H. E.
Bumgardner to Mrs. J. W. Arnold, to secure
was
payment of a debt, and the certificate
then held by one L. N. Tavener, as attorney
for said Arnold, who had notified the secretary of the corporation, and requested a transsets out also
Respondent
fer on the boolis.
that the certificate was incumbered by a lien
of said E. W. Petty, and he pleads that the
plaintiffs had not title to said stock, and so
Respondcould not carry out the agreement.
ent further alleges that his said offer of $850
was made in good faith, and he was ever
ready from the time he offered in 1887 to buy
said stock to take the same, but his offer was
not accepted, nor was there ever tendered to

respondent the said stock at any time, nor
could it be, since they had parted with the
title. He denies that he ought in equity to be
compelled to pay for the stock, which cannot
and is incumbered to the full
be delivered,
J. W. Arnold and L. H.
amount of its value.
Arnold filed their joint arid separate answer,
in which they admit all that is said in the bill
about the mortgage or pledge of the stock to
them, and admit that they have agreed that
out of the proceeds arising from the sale E.

W. Petty should be first paid, and that they
would accept the residue of the proceeds In
full satisfaction of their lien, and that they

have accordingly authorized L. N. Tavener,
Esq., their attorney, to execute their release,
in order that said H. E. Bumgardner may execute to said defendant 0. P. Leavitt an unincumbered transfer of said 100 shares of stock
In fulfillment of said H. B. Bumgardner's contract on her part, as set out In Exhibit No. 1
of the bill. E. W. Petty likewise answers, and
admits all the averments of the bill as to his
lien upon the stock by attachment, and also
the agreement with reference
out of the proceeds of sale.

to his payment

A vast amount of testimony was taken,

little of which had anything to do
with the case, the bulk of it seeming to be
predicated upon some extraneous controversies as to the earnings of the boat, and
Leavitt's settlement vrtth the corporation
On the 10th of Decemand stockholders.
ber, 1888, the case came on to be finally
that H. E.
heard, and the court decreed
Bumgardner was entitled to specific execution of the contract; that demand was made
by her on the 31st day of March, 1887; and
very
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that the 101% shares of stock were then
worth 5!866.60; and the said C. P. Leavltt is
decreed to pay that amount, with interest
from 81st day of March, 1887, aggregating the sum of $954.76, which he is to pay,
with interest thereon from the date of deThe money is to be distributed to the
cree.
Arnolds and Petty in accordance with their
respective liens, and agreements with reference to the same.
The decree then proceeds
to direct "that L. N. Tavener, who Is authorized in a writing filed in the papers In
this cause to release the Hen of said J. W.
Arnold and L. H. Arnold upon 100 shares
of the stock aforesaid, to execute said release of said lien, and, in case said L. N.
Tavener shall fail or refuse to execute said
release within ten days from this date, then
Barna Powell, who Is hereby appointed a
special commissioner for the purpose, Is authorized and directed to execute a release
of the lien of said J. W. Arnold and L. H.
Arnold, as aforesaid, upon the 100 shares
of stock held In the name of H. E. Bumgardner and filed with the papers in this
cause, which certificate of 100 shares, as
well as the certificate of 101% shares now
also in the file in this cause, are to be delivered to said O. P. Leavltt upon payment
by him, or some one for him, to the defendants Petty and Arnolds and plaintiffs, the
sum hereinbefore decreed by him to be paid."
Leave was given the plaintiffs to sue out
execution. From this decree the defendant
Leavltt has appealed to this court.
The first and pivotal question to be decided In this case Is whether the court of
chancery had jurisdiction to decree specific
performance. If not, the bill should have
In the first
been dismissed on demurrer.
place, regarding the defendant Leavltt, as
having for a consideration obtained the refusal of, or, as we may call It, the option
on, this stock, could he have maintained a
bin for specific performance against Mrs. H.
E. Bumgardner in case she had refused to
let him have the stock, and had Insisted on
selling it to some one else? This is an imH sucE~relIef
portant question, because,
could be granted to the purchaser were
he to apply, the seller, who has given the
purchaser such preference or option. Is entitled to like relief by reason of the operation
of the principle of mutuality of right and
The general doctrine upon this subremedy.
"It is
ject Is thus stated by Mr. Pomeroy:
not then sufficient In general that a valid and
binding agreement exists, and that an action
at law for damages will lie In favor of either party for a breach by the other; the
peculiarly distinctive feature of the equitable doctrine Is that the remedial right to a
See
specific performance must be mutual."
Moore v. Fitz Randolph, 6 Leigh, 175. This
is a general rule, namely, that the right to a
specific execution of a contract, so far as the
question of mutuality is concerned, depends
itself Is obliupon whether the agreement

*
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gatory on both parties, so that upon the application of either against the other the
court would grant a specific performance.
Says Mr.
Duvall V. Myers, 2 Md. Ch. 401.
Pomeroy: "It is a familiar doctrine that if
the right to the specific performance of a
contract exists at all, it must, be mutual.
The remedy must be alike attainable by both
parties to the agreement." Pom. Spec. Perf.
In the present case it appears that
§ 165.
the defendant Leavitt, being the owner of
about three-fourths of the stock in a steamboat, entered into an agreement with a married woman with reference to $1,000 of the
same stock.
It is true that the contract was
signed by him alone.
The circumstance that
it was signed by him alone is not material,
since it is admitted by both parties that she
entered into the contract, and was to be
bound by it. Wat Spec. Perf. §§ 268, 270.
Neither is the fact that she was a married
Woman material in this state, since, by our
married woman's act, which went into operation in 1869, (see Code, c. 66,) a married
woman may not only take and hold personal property, such as stocks, but, being
such a stockholder, she may vote the same
in any organized company; consequently she
had the right of disposition and the power
to sell or contract to sell.
It is also true
personal
that, according to her statement,
services entered into a part of the consideration of the contract, and it is a rule almost
universal that a contract for personal servagainst the partj'
ices cannot be enforced
promising such services, and hence for the
want of the requisite mutuality specific execution will not be enforced against the opposite party, -unless the services have been
actually performed, and the contract to that
extent been executed, as was the case here.
Pom. Spec. Perf. § 310.
These obstacles being disposed of, we may
inquire, had Mrs. Bumgardner persisted in
selling this stock to a third party, contrary
to her agreement, could Leavitt have asked
the court of chancery to interfere by injunction, and to compel her to transfer the stock
to him upon payment of the price stipulated
in the agreement? The question of specific
performance of contracts for the delivery of
stock is frequently treated by the text-writers in an empirical and unsatisfactory manner, as If there were something peculiar In
this character of personal property, which
rendered
It Impossible to classify it under
any general rule. Mr. Fry, for example,
does not hesitate to say positively that a
contract for the sale of stock will not be
specifically enforced, although he afterwards
admits that railway shares form an exception. Fry, Spec. Perf. §§ 24, 27. Mr. Pomeroy's treatment of the subject Is equally
unsatisfactory.
See Pom. Spec. Perf. §§ 17p9. The true principle would seem to be
(that, as a general rule, courts of equity will
I not enforce specific performance of contracts
for the delivery of shares of stock, but when
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a purchaser has bargained for such shares, ^
or taken an option upon them, because they ;
have for him a unique and special value, the
loss of which could not be adequately com|
pensated by damages at law, the chancellor,
in the exercise of a sound discretion, may
decree specific execution.
This principle we
find laid down and Insisted upon in the more
recent work of Mr. Waterman, (1881.) "The
same principles," he says, "govern in conti'acts for the sale of stock as in the sale
of other property,— that Is, If a breach can
be fully compensated
in damages, equity
will not interfere; while it will do so when,
notwithstanding the payment of the money
value of the stock, the plaintifE will still lose
a substantial benefit, and thereby remain
uncompensated.
If a contract to convey
stock is clear and definite,) and the uncertain
value of the stock renders it difficult to do
justice by an award of damages, specific
performance will be decreed."
Wat Spec.
Perf. § 19. Among the many other cases
cited in support of this proposition is the
leading case of Ooloret v. Rothschild, decided by Sir John Leach, vice-chancellor,
in
1824, 1 Sim. & S. 590, in which It Is said that
a bill will lie for the specific performance
of a contract for the purchase of government stock, where It prays for the delivery
of certificates which give the legal title to
the stock.
There are many other cases,
however, both in England and America,
which sustain the correct principle as laid
down above, but which it is unnecessary to
In the present case the purchaser of
cite.
the refusal of or option upon the stock In
the steamboat was dealing for an article
which he could not go upon the market and
buy, and which no one could deliver to him
but the holder, with whom he bargained.
The shares of stock evidently had for him
a peculiar value, which could not be compensated by mere damages, such as would be
recovered
at law. Their possession would
enable him to control the company, and to
retain his position as master of the vessel.
For the same reason, therefore, that a con-

tract for railway shares will frequently be
specifically performed, viz., whenever such
shares are being purchased for the purposes
of organization and control, I think a court
of equity would have interfered in this case
In favor of O. P. Leavitt, had he filed a bill
praying for its intervention. It follows,
therefore, upon the ground of mutuality of
remedy and reciprocity of obligation, that
such a bill could be maintained by Mrs.
Bumgardner. There Is another ground quite
as apparent as that stated above, and that is
that the legal title to this stock had passed
into the hands of a third party, who is properly made a co-defendant
In the case cited
above of Doloret v. Rothschild, 1 Sim. & S.
590,
the vice-chancellor remarks: "I consider also that the plaintiff, not being the
original holder of the scrip, but merely the
bearer, may not be able to maintain anj"
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action at law upon the contract, and that,
if he has any title, it must be in equity."
\ So in the present case the plaintiffs are In a
i situation in which a court of equity sees its
I way clearly to administer complete and aderemedial justice to all parties interif they were remitted to a
ested, whereas,
iquate
; court of law, if relief could be afforded at
all, it could only be done by resorting to
actions, perhaps no less than three.
j several
Upon the general principle, therefore, of
'
circuity of action, and affording
avoiding

inadequate or Impracticable, specific performance will be decreed."
Wat. Spec. Perf.
For these reasons, therefore, we think
§ 17.
there w;as no error in overruling the demurUpon the merits, alrer to the plaintiffs' bill.
though there was, as we have said, a great
deal of unnecessary testimony taken, the
plaintiffs' case might have rested, and no
Qoubt did rest, upon the testimony of the
defendant O. P. Leavitt himself. Out of the
168 questions propounded to him, of which
some were frivolous, and nearly all impertinent, he is asked on the 103d question
whether he did not offer Mrs. Bumgardner
$850 for her stock, in order to get rid of
Bumgardner, to which he replies: "Yes; I
wanted to get rid of bim. Here is one of
the clerks right here who asked him what
he would take for it at different times."
"Did you not make a prop104th question:
osition to buy the stock on account of your
obligation under that contract? Answer.
I guess the clerk
Oh, yes; several times.
made offers at different
here knows that
times through Mr. Ritchie, and Mr. BarinThe deger can testify to the same thing."
fendant further testifies that these offers
were made lu March, 1887, or a little after
that time, and that the negotiations would
have been concluded, except for some trivial
and inconsequeutial dispute about matters
foreign to the subject-matter. To take the
defendant, therefore, at his own word, and
fix the value of the stock at a price only differing by a few dollars from what he himself offered, with interest from the time of
his offer, was a judgment of the circuit
court of which he has no right to complain,
and we think, therefore, that the decree
complained of should be in all respects affirmed.

I
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relief where the remedy at law Is inadequate,
it was proper for the com:t of equity to exercise its jurisdiction.
Whenever the remedy at law would be incomplete and inadequate because the court of law cannot give
judgment, and
a conditional or modified
would be imable to preserve the benefit of
the agreement to aU the parties interested,
equity has jurisdiction to enforce the agreement. In the case of Summers v. Bean, the
general principle is thus declared by Judge
Moucure, (13_Grat. 412:)
"Generally an adequate remedy may be had at law for the
breach of a contract concerning any other
personalty than slaves, and therefore, as a
general rule, a court of equity will not enforce the execution of such a contract.
But
sometimes an adequate remedy at law cannot be had for the breach of such a contract,
and then its specific execution will be enAs it was said In May v.
forced in equity."
Le Claire, 11 Wall. 218, in order to oust
the equity jurisdiction,
the remedy at law
must be "as effectual and complete as the
chancellor can make it." The same princiby all the text-writers.
ple is recognized
See Fry, Spec. Perf. § 18; Pom. Spec. Perf.
Mr. Waterman says tersely: "If,
§ 29.
however, the remedy at law would be wholly

I
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WELTZ

r. JACOBS et al.

(40 N. E. 723, 171 111. 624.)
Supreme

/^

Court of Illinois.

Feb.

14/ 1898.

Appeal from appellate court, First district
Bill in equity by George M. Welty to restrain H. R. Jacobs from refusing to perform a contract for the use of a theater,
and to enjoin Ulysses D. Newell from the
use and occupation of the same.
From the
decree of the appellate court (64 111. App.
285), aflBrming the decree of the superior
court of Cook county, in favor of defendants, plaintiff appeals.
Affirmed.
Bulkley,
Gray & More, for appellant.
James B. Purnell, for appellee H. R. Jacobs.
Partridge & Partridge, for appellee V, D.
Newell.

CARTER, J. This was a bill for an Injunction filed December 28, 1895, in the superior court of Cook county, by the appellant, in which he alleged that he was a theatrical manager and proprietor;
that on
April 9, 1895, he entered into a written contract with H. B. Jacobs, manager, and representing M. J. Jacobs, proprietor, of the AIhambra Theater, in Chicago, to play his company in the "Black Crook" at such theater
for seven consecutive nights, commencing
December 29, 1895; that Jacobs was to furnish the house, well cleaned, lighted, and
heated, together with the stock, scenery, and
equipments contained therein, stage hands,
stage carpenter, fly men, regular ushers, gas
man, property man. Janitor, ticket seller,
orchestra, house programmes,
doorkeepers,
licenses, billboards, bill posting, distribution

of printed matter, usual newspaper adver-

tisements, and the resources of the theater
in stage furniture and properties not perishable; that Welty was to furnish a company
of first-class artists, to the satisfaction of
Jacobs, together with special scenery, calcium lights, etc., and also, 10 days in advance,
certain printing, prepaid and free from all
charges, consisting of a variety of bills, etc.;
that appellant was to receive 60 per cent,
of the gross receipts up to $5,000, and 70
that if the
per cent, on all over $5,000;
company should not prove satisfactory to
Jacobs, whose judgment was to be conclusive, or if the company should prove not to
be as represented,
then Jacobs should have
the right to cancel the contract by giving appellant at least one week's notice, by mail
or otherwise; that appellant's company was
not to appear at any other house in the city
prior to the date of the performance specified;
that If, by any unforeseen accident,
fire, or for any reason
whatever, Jacobs
could not furnish the house for said performance the contract was to become null and
void.
The bill further alleged that appellant had kept and performed all his covenants; that he had tendered the printing as
required, and that he was ready to furnish
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a satisfactory company; that he had received
no notice from Jacobs that his company was
not satisfactory nor as represented, and had
been given no notice of the termination of
his contract as therein provided; that within the then last 30 days Jacobs had entered
Into a contract with U. D. Newell for the
Alhambra Theater for the same week that
appellant's contract provided for; that Newell claims to be the manager of another company, also engaged in producing the "Black
Crook"; that Jacobs and Newell were combining and confederating to Injure and defraud appellant, as Newell had agreed to
produce the play for a less percentage than
appellant; that appellant had 40 performers under contract, and would be obliged to
pay them their salaries whether they performed or not, and that he could procure no
other place for his performance during said
time, and would be compelled
to remain
idle, at great expense; that the money value
of his contract could not be determined, either actually or approximately. In any other
manner than by carrying out and fully performing it according to its conditions; that
Jacobs and Newell had announced their intention of keeping appellant out of the possession and use of said theater; that appellees were financially irresponsible. The bill
prays for an order enjoining appellees from
hindering appellant and his company from
taking possession of the Alhambra Theater,
its appurtenances and stage property, and
from hindering, delaying, interfering with,
or preventing appellant from producing said
play in accordance with said contract, and
also restraining appellees from using or occupying said theater, its stock, scenery, and
equipments,
during said period of seven
days, and from allowing any other person
or company to use or occupy the same; and
also restraining and enjoining appellees from
refusing to furnish to appellant, during such
period, the usual and necessary light, heat,
music, regular stage hands, stage carpenter,
etc., and for general relief.
The injunction
was granted, and served on appellees December 28, 1895.
On December 30, 1895, a
rule was entered on appellees to show cause
why they should not be punished for contempt of court In violating this Injunction.
The next day an order was entered modifying the injunction so as to permit Newell to
produce the play at the Alhambra, and Jacobs
was ordered to pay into court 60 per cent
of the entire receipts received by him at the
Alhambra for the week, and to pay to Newell 30 per cent of such receipts, and the
On
cause was continued to January 3, 1896.
that day both appellees answered, replication was filed, and Newell moved for a disAppellee Jacobs
solution of the injunction.
In his answer admitted the making of the
contract with appellant but denied that appellant's company was satisfactory or as
represented, and alleged that he had notified
appellant thereof, and had canceled the con-
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junction was Improvidently Issued; and the
bill was therefore dismissed, and the money
Appellant apordered returned to Jacobs.
pealed, and asked that the money be retained in the clerk's hands pending the appeal, which was allowed, and the money
ordered left with the clerk until the final deThe appellate court
termination on appeal.
affirmed the decree, and appellant has further appealed to this court.
There was no sufficient proof that Jacobs
canceled his contract with Welty on any of
the grounds stipulated in it, and the question is not whether Jacobs was justified in
violating the contract, but whether his bill
of complaint for equitable relief can be sustained or he should be remitted to his action
at law. Strictly speaking, the bill was not
H one for specific performance, but for injune"tion only. It is clear from its allegations
and the authorities bearing upon the question that specific performance of the conIt is not, and
tract could not be decreed.

J/

j

/ /

I
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'
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and negotiations between all the parties to
this suit from December 16th until the bill
was filed; that, becoming alarmed that Jacobs would close up the Alhambra entirely
during that week, he (Newell) had procured
an injunction from the circuit court on December 27, 1895, and had It served on Jacobs the same day, restraining Jacobs from
closing up the theater during said week and
excluding his company from presenting their
play; charges appellant with laches and bad
faith in suppressing all information in regard to such first injunction, and alleged
that appellant's contract was in violation of
the statutes, which forbid any amusement
or diversion on Sunday, so that specific performance could not be enforced.
cause was heard by the court, and a
decree entered finding that the injunction
and that
had been violated by appellees,
under the order modifying the injunction
there had been paid into court $1,134.75;
that the equities were with the appellees;
and that the appellant had a complete and
adequate remedy at law, and that the in-

3

the Alhambra a number of articles belonging
to his company and had taken possession of
the same; alleged various communications

5

the Tompkins Black Crook Company in the
Alhambra for seven successive nights, beginning December 29, 1895, the contract being in all particulars Uke appellant's, except
as to the percentage of receipts; that as
early as December 27th he had removed to

cannot be, contended that appellant could
have been compelled, by any writ the court
could have issued, to occupy the theater
with his company of actors and give the performances contracted for, any more than a
public singer or speaker can be compelled
specifically to perform his contract to sing
Negative covenants not to sing
or speak.
or perform elsewhere at a certain time than
a designated place have been enforced by
the injunctive process, but further than this
such contracts have not been specifically enforced by the courts, by injunction or othLumley v. Wagner,
erwise.
De Gex, M.
G. 604; Daly v. Smith, 38 N. Y. Super. Ct.
158.
In Lumley v. Wagner there was an express covenant not to sing elsewhere than
at the complainant's theater, and the Injunction was placed on that ground.
But it is urged that negative covenants
may be implied as well as expressed, and,
when necessarily implied from the terms of
the contract, they will be enforced In like
manner;
citing the following cases:
Montague V. Flockton, L. E. 16 Eq. 189; Great
Northern Ey. Co. v. Manchester, S. & L. Ey.
De Gex & S. 138; Chicago & A. Ey. Co.
Co..
V. New York, L. E.
W. E. Co., 24 Fed. 516;
Singer Sewlng-Mach.
B. Co.,
Co. v. Union B.
Holmes, 253, Fed. Cas. No. 12,904;
High,
Inj. (2d Ed.) 1150; Fredricks v. Mayer, 13
How. Prac. 566.
While there was a negative covenant in the contract under consideration against Welty, it is not important to
consider whether or not appellant might
have been enjoined from performing elsewhere than at Jacobs' theater at the time in
question, for It is manifest he could not
have been compelled to perform at said theater. Before a contract will be specifically
enforced there must be mutuality in the contract, so that it may be enforced by either;! —!.-u-<'
and, as this contract was of such a nature!
_^
that it could not have been specifically en-\
-~^
forced by appellee Jacobs, It should not be
Lancaster v. Eobso enforced by appellant.
erts, 144 111. 223, 33 N. B. 27; Pry, Spec.'
196;
Perf. 11 440, 441; Wat Spec. Perf.
Cooper v. Pena, 21 Cal. 411.
But it is urged that courts of equity will
by injunction restrain the violation of contracts of this character in many cases where
they cannot decree specific performance,
and the following among other cases are referred to: Western Union Tel. Co. v. Union
Fed. 423-429; WeUs, Fargo
Pac. Ey. Co.,
Co. V. Oregon E. & Nav. Co., 15 Fed. 561,
and 18 Fed. 517; Wells, Fargo & Co. v.
WithNorthern Pac. E. Co., 23 Fed. 469.
out determining whether there may not be
exceptional cases not falling within the general rule, we think the rule is as stated in
Chicago M. G. L. & F. Co. v. Town of Lake,
130 ni. 42, 22 N. B. 616, and the authorities
there quoted.
It was there said (page 60,
130 m., and page 619, 2E N. E.): "The bill
of complaint In this case, though not strictly
a bill for the specific performance of a con-

&

tract; denied all combination to injure appellant; admitted that he had made a contract
with NeweU for the same week he had formerly contracted to appellant; denied that
appellant had furnished the printing as required; and that he was without remedy exAppellee Newell
cept in a court of equity.
in his answer alleged that he had been informed that appellant's contract had been
canceled;
that on November 29, 1895, he
had made a contract with Jacobs to play
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find without them the use of the theater
building would oeem to be of little use. It
is practically c-uuceded by counsel tor appellant that this part of the contract could not
be specifically enforced as prayed, or otherwise, in equity; but it Is con' nded tha,t
this part of the contract is merely incidental
to the more important part of It, which wag
the right to occupy and use the theater and
Its furnishings, and give therein the performances provided for, and to exclude from
a like occupation and use the other appellee,
Newell, and that the injunction was proper
for that purpose.
This would have been an/\
indirect method of enforcing a part perform/ \
ance of the contract, and courts will not
force specific performance of particular stipL
ulatlons separated from the rest of the con\
tract, where they do not clearly stand by
themselves,
unaffected by other provisions.
Baldwin v. Fletcher, 48 Mlci^. 604, 12 N. W.
873.
Even if such a decree might have been
-tained, we are satisfied the sound legal
discretion of the court was not violated In
refusing It, or in dissolving the injunctlou
Appellant's remedy.
after it was granted.
If any he had, was at law. The judgment
of the appellate court is affirmed, judgment

enf
I

\

affirmed.
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tract, Is In substance a bill of that kind.
In 3 Pom. Bq. Jur. § 1341, It. Is said: 'An
restraining the breach of a contract Is a negative specific enforcement of
that contract. The jurisdiction of equity
Iinjiinction
to grant such injunction is substantially coincident with Its jurisdiction to compel a
Both are governed by
specific performance.
It may be
the same doctrine and rules.
stated, as a general proposition, that whenever the contract Is one of a class which
will be affirmatively specifically enforced, a
court of equity will restrain its breach by
Injunction, if this is the only practical mode
of enforcement which its terms permit.' "
It Is plain that, as a general rule, to enjoin
one from doing something in violation of his
Is an indirect
contract
mode of enforcing
the affirmative provisions of such contract,
although such an injunction may often fall
short of accomplishing its object.
It is obvious from what has been said and from
the authorities that to enjoin appellee Jacobs, as prayed In the bill, from refusing to
furnish the usual and necessary light, heat,
music, regular stage hands, stage carpenter, ushers, equipments, etc., provided for
In the contract, would be the same, In substance, as to command him to furnish th"m.
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JONES

V.

XEWriALL.

(115 Mass.
Supreme Judicial
Suffolk.

Bill for

ANOB OF CONTRACXiS.

244.)

Court of Massachnsptts.
June 20, 1874.

specific performance by Leonard S.
against Benjamin B. Newliall.
From
a judgment overruling
a demurrer to the
complaint defendant appealed.
The case was
heard before Ames, J., who decided that
plaintiff was entitled to the decree prayed
for, from which decision defendant also apOn report to the full court.
pealed.
Demurrer sustained and bill dismissed.
The agreement,
the specific performance
of which was prayed, is as follows:
"This
indenture, made this fourth day of December, A. D. 1872, by and between Leonard S.
Jones, of Cambridge in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts,
and Benjamin B. Newhall, of Boston in said Commonwealth, witThat said Jones agrees to sell, and
Sijnesseth,
j^aid Newhall to purchase, first, all the rigljt,
I title, share and interest of the saiid Jones to
and in any and all property belonging to the
Worthington Land Associates, together wit*i
^j
I one promissory note for ten thousand doJilkrs, dated April 18, 1872, belonging to said
yones, and being one of five of even amount
and date given by Samuel A. Wheelock and
by mortgage on land conveyed by
(secured
said associates to T. A. Ballou and others:
second, all the right, title, share and interest of said Jones to and in any and all
property belonging to the Dorchester Land
Association,
the share of said Jones consisting of fourteen shares of the stock of said
Dorchester
Land Association, together with
two mortgage notes of $3,467.95 and $4,743.36, respectively, given by Samuel A. Wheelock to said Benjamin
B. Newhall.
For
which said property, said Newhall agrees to
pay to said Jones the amount of all moneys
invested by said Jones in said associations,
Interest on the same at seven per cent, per
annum from the time of investment to the
date hereof, and the additional sum of five
thousand dollars as bonus.
Said investments,
interest,
and bonus, amounting in all to
thirty-four thousand one hundred and ninetysix 33/100 dollars, payable as follows: viz.,
ten per cent, of said sum, viz., 3,419o3/i„5
dollars in cash, on the delivery of this agreement, and the balance in nine monthly payments, the first five of such payments to be
3,75534/100 dollars each, and to be made one
in each of the first months of the year A. D.
1873, and the remaining four of said nine
to be of 3,000 dollars each, and
payments
to be made one in each of the months of June^
July, August, and September of said year
1873, with interest on said payments at the
It is
rate of seven per cent, per annum.
that If said Newhall
agreed, nevertheless,
shall elect to anticipate any of said payJones
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ments,

said Jones shall receive the same
when ofEered. And it is further agreed, that
of said first payment of ten per cent, of said
whole amount, two thousand dollars shall he
applied to the payment of the property second above desci-ibed, and 1,419 os/i 00 dollars
shall be applied to the payment of said property first above described;
that the five of
said monthly payments next ensuing shall be
i applied to the payment of said property first
and, together with said
described,
above
1,41903/100 dollars, shall be deemed full pay-'
ment therefor; and when made, said Jones
agrees to transfer, convey, and deliver to
said Newhall or his heirs or assigns, all the
property first above described, and execute
and deliver to him or them all instruments of
conveyance necessary or proper for the conthat after said
j veyance of said property;
• transfer
or delivery, the property second
j above described shall be transferred, conveyNewhall or his
; ed, and delivered to said
i heirs or assigns, in amounts of one thousand
multiples thereof, as payments of
I dollars or
by said
i like amounts shall then be made
Newhall; an amount of said property equal
first payment of
j to said 2000 dollars of said
ten per cent, being retained by said Jones
until the final transfer; and that all proper
of the same shall
; instruments of conveyance
and delivered as is above proi be executed
I vided In the case of the property first deAll increase arising in the mean
I scribed.
i time from the sale of either of said properties above described or otherwise, whether
in cash, mortgages, notes, or other securities, shall be held in trust by said Jones for
said Newhall, and delivered, transferred, and
to said Newhall, his heirs or asconveyed
signs, at the times above provided for the
final transfer of either of said properties respectively. And it is further agreed, that
said Newhall shall hold said Jones harmless
from all taxes or assessments of whatever
kind or by whomsoever levied or assessed
upon said property above described, whether
Said
now existing or hereafter created.
Xewhall is hereby empowered to appear at
all meetings of the associations above named,
vote, and otherwise take part in the transaction of business at said meetings, in the
place and stead of said Jones, as fully as
said .Tones could do; and is hereby nomithe attorney of said
nated and appointed
Jones to that extent." The bill alleged the
execution of the agreement, the transfer of
the plaintiff's interest in the Worthington
Land Association, and payment therefor, and
that there remained due from defendant \
four of the monthly pavments specified inJXi.
that may /
and assessments
the agreement,
he made on the Dorchester Land Association.

R. D. Smith & A. B. Jones, for plaintiff.
A. C. Clark, for defendant
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WELLS, 3. Jurisdiction In equity is conferred upon ttiis court by Gen. St. c. 113, {
2, to hear and determine "suits for tlie specific performance of written contracts by
and against either party to the contract,
and his heirs, devisees, executors, administrators and assigns." The power extends alike
to written contracts of all descriptions, but
its exercise is restricted by the proviso,
"when the parties have not a plain, adequate and complete remedy at the common
This proviso has always been so conlaw."
strued and applied as to make it a test, in
each particular case, by which to determine
whether jurisdiction in equity shall be entertained. If the only relief to which the
plaintiff would be entitled in equity is the
same in measure and kind as that which he
might obtain in a suit at law, he can have
no standing upon the equity side of the
court, unless his remedy at law is doubtful,
circuitous, or complicated by multiplicity of
parties having different interests. Charles
River Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 6 Pick. 376,
396; Sears v. Boston, 16 Pick. 357; Wilson
V. Leishman, 12 Mete. (Mass.) 316, 321; Hilliard v. Allen, 4 Cush. 532, 535; Pratt v.
Pond, 5 Allen, 59; Glass v. Hulbert, 102
Mass. 24, 27; Ward v. Peck, 114 Mass. 121.
In contracts for the sale of personal property jurisdiction In equity is rarely entertained, although the only remedy at law
may be the recovery of damages, the measure of which is the difference between the
market value of the property at the time of
the breach and the price as fixed by the
contract. The reason is that, in regard to
most articles of personal property, the commodity and its market value are supposed
to be substantially equivalent, each to the
other, so that they may be readily interThe seller may convert his rechanged.
jected goods into money; the purchaser,
with his money, may obtain similar goods;
each presumably at the market price; and
the difference between that and the contract
price, recoverable at law, will be full Indemnity. Jones V. Boston Mill Corp., 4 Pick.
507, 511; Adderley v. Dixon, 1 Sim. & S. 607;
Harnett , v. Yielding, 2 Schoales & L. 549,
553; Adams, Eq. 83; Fry, Spec. Perf. §§ 12,
29.

It Is otherwise with fixed property like
Compensation in damages,
real estate.
measured by the difference in price as ascertained by the market value and by the contract, has never been regarded In equity as
such adequate indemnity for nonfulfillment
of a contract for the sale or purchase of
land as to justify the refusal of relief In
equity. When that is the extent of the
right to recover at law, a bill in equity is
maintainable, even in favor of the vendor,
to enforce fulfillment of the contract, and
payment of the full amount of the price
agreed on.
Old Colony Railroad v. Evans, 6
Gray, 25.

OF CONTRACTS.

Although the general subject Is within the
chancery jurisdiction of the court, yet inadequacy of the damages recoverable at law
Is essential to the right to Invoke its action
as a court of chancery in any particular case.
The rule is the same whether applied to the
contracts for the sale of real or of personal
estate.
The difference In the application
arises from the difference In the character
of the subject-matter of the contracts in respect to the question whether damages at
law will afford full and adequate Indemnity
to the party seeking relief.
If the character
of the property be such that the loss of the
contract will not be fairly compensated In
damages based upon an estimate of its market value, relief may be had in equity,
whether it relates to real or to personal esAdderley v. Dixon, 1 Sim. & S. 607;
tate.
Duncuft V. Albrecht, 12 Sim. 189, 199; Clark
V. Flint, 22 Pick. 231; Story, Eq. Jur. § 717;
Adams, Eq. 83; Pry, Spec. Perf. §§ 11, 23,
30, 37.

The property in question In this case ap
pears to be of such a character. It is not
material, therefore, whether the interest of
the plaintiff Is In the nature of realty or of
personalty. But the relief he seeks is not
such as to require the aid of a court of
equity. At the time this bill was filed the
only obligation on the part of the defendant
to be enforced either at law or in equity
was his express promise to pay a definite
sum of money as an installment towards the
purchase of certain property from the plaintiff. That promise is supported by the executory agreement of the plaintiff to convey
the property, contained in the same instrument, as its consideration; but In respect of
performance the several promises of the defendant are separable from the entirety of
the contract, and each one may be enforced
by itself as an assumpsit.
The plaintiff is
not obliged to sue in damages upon his contract as for a general breach. He may recover at law the full amount of the installment due.
In equity he can have no decrgft
beyond that.
He can_ngt__cpme into equi^
what he can have at Bw:~
to_obtaln~breclsely
Howe v. Nickerson, 14 Allen, 4(
Jacobs v. Peterborough & S. R. Co., 8 Gush.
223; GIU V. Bicknell, 2 Cush. 355; Russell
V. Clark, 7 Cranch, 69.
The plaintiff has no occasion for any order
of the court in regard to performance by himself. At most, all that is necessary for him
to do In order to recover his judgment at
law, is to offer a conveyance of a portion of
his interest corresponding to the amount of
the installment due.
We do not regard the fact, stated in the
report, that the defendant "also refused to
pay an assessment then due, or about to become due," for which he was bound by the
contract to provide, and hold the plaintiff
harmless; because that Is immaterial upon
demurrer, there being no allegation In the
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bill In reference to It And besides, there
would be suflSclent remedy at law for such a
breach, if It were sufficiently alleged and
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could have no other relief than recovery oi
the same amount of money due or measure
of damages as would have been awarded by
judgment in the court of law. Hall v. Warproved.
If the plaintiff will be compelled to bring ren, 9 Ves. 605; Walker v. Eastern Counseveral actions for his full remedy at law, ties Ry. Co., 6 Hare, 594; Kenney v. WexIt is because he has a contract payable in ham, 6 Madd. 355.
Installments; that is, he may have several
In contracts respecting land there Is an
I'
But he may sue them sev- additional consideration for maintaining jucauses of action.
erally, or he may join them all in one suit, risdiction in equity in favor of the vendor
when all shall have fallen due, at his own as well as the vendee, which is doubtless
He is not driven into equity to much more influential with the English
election.
- escape the necessity of many suits at law.
courts than it can be here; and that is the
It is true, as the plaintiff insists, that doctrine of equitable conversion. It is rea different rule exists in the English courts ferred to as a reason for the exercise of juof chancery, and that in numerous cases, not risdiction at the suit of the vendor, in Cave
unlike the present, relief in equity has there V. Cave, 2 Eden, 139; Eastern Counties By.
been granted by decree for payment of a Co. V. Hawkes, 5 H. L. Cas. 331; Fry, Spec.
Perf. § 23.
due by contract, although
sum of money
In Massachusetts, instead of a distinct and
recoverable at law. The maxim,
equally
which, as we apply it, makes the want of independent court of chancery, with a jurisadequate remedy at law essential to the diction derived from and defined and fixed
right to have relief in equity in each case, by long usage, we have certain chancery
has always been attached to chancery Juris- powers conferred upon the court of common
But in the English courts it has law, whose jurisdiction and modes of remdiction.
been rather by way of indicating the nature edy as a court of law had already become exand defining tended much beyond those of English courts
and origin of the jurisdiction,
the class of rights or subjects to which it of common law, partly by statutes and partattaches, than as a constant limit upon its ly by its own adaptation of its remedies to
r exercise.
Courts of chancery were created the necessities which arose from the absence
I to supply defects in proceedings at common of the court of chancery. This difference in
\law. Story, Eq. Jur. §§ 49, 54. Their juris- the relations of the two jurisdictions would
diction grew out of the exigencies of the alone give occasion for different rules govearlier periods in the judicial history of the erning their exercise. Black v. Black, 4 Pick.
country, and was from time to time enlarged 234, 238; Tirrell v. Merrill, 17 Mass. 117, 121;
to meet those exigencies. Its limits, having Baker v. Biddle, Baldw. 394, Fed. Cas. No.
become defined and fixed by usage, have not 764.
contracted as the jurisdiction of the comThe successive statutes by which the eqIt has al- uity powers of this court have been confermon-law courts was extended.
once ac- red or enlarged have always affixed to their
ways been held that jurisdiction
quired in chancery, over any subject or class exercise the condition that "the parties have
of rights, is not taken away by any subsenot a plain, adequate, and complete remedy
This has been conquent enlargement of the powers of the at the common law."
courts of common law, nor by reason of any strued as referring "to remedies at law as
new modes of remedy that may be afforded they exist under our statutes and accordby those courts. Story, Eq. Jur. § 64i; Snell, ing to our course of practice." Pratt v. Pond,
Eq. 335; Slim v. Croucher. 1 De Gex, F. & 5 Allen, 59. It has also been repeatedly held
that, in reference to the range of jurisdicJ. 518.
Hence arose a wide range of concurrent tion conferred, the several statutes were to
jurisdiction, within which chancery proceed- be construed strictly. Black v. Black, and
ed to administer appropriate remedies, with- ChCxies River Bridge v. Warren Bridge, ubi
out regard to the question whether a like supra. No reason or necessity remains for
remedy could be had in the courts of law. the maintenance of concurrent jurisdiction,
Colt V. WooUaston, 2 P. Wms. 154; Green v. except for the sake of a more perfect remBarrett, 1 Sim. 45; Blain v. Agar, 2 Sim. edy in equity when the plaintiff shall estab289;
Cridland v. De Mauley, 1 De Gex & S. lish his right to it And such we understand
459;
Evans v. Bicknell, 6 Ves. 174; Bur- to be the purport and intent of our statMilkman v. Ordrowes V. Lock, 10 Ves. 470. One of its max- utes upon the subject.
ims was that there must be mutuality of way, 106 Mass. 232; Angell v. Stone, 110
Accord- Mass. 54.
right to avail of that jurisdiction.
A similar restriction upon the equity jurisingly, if the contract or cause of complaint
was such that one of the parties might re- diction of the federal courts is so construed
quire the peculiar relief which chancery with great strictness. Oelricks v. Spain, 15
alone could afford, it was frequently held Wall. 211, 228; Grand Chute v. Winegar,
that the principle of mutuality required that Id. 373; Phoenix Mut Life Ins. Co. v. Bailey,
jurisdiction should be equally maintained in 13 Wall. 616; Parker v. Winnipiseogee Lake
favor of the other party, who sought and Cotton & Woollen Co., 2 Black, 545; Baker
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Biddle, Baldw. 394, Fed. Cas. No. 7t54.
See, also, Woodman v. Freeman, 25 Me. 531;
Piscataquis F. & M. Ins. Go. v. Hill, 60 Me.
V.

178.

Even in courts of general chancery powers
and of independent organization, while the
power to entertain bills relating to all matters which in their nature are within their
is maintained, yet
concurrent jurisdiction
the usual course of practice is to remit parties to their remedy at law, provided that
be plain and adequate, unless for some reason of peculiar advantage which equity is
to possess, or some other cause
supposed
influencing the discretion of the court. Kerr,
Fraud & M. 45; Bisp. Eq. § 200; also, Id.
§ 37; Snell, Bq. 334; Clifford v. Brooke, 13
Ves. 131; Whitmore v. Mackeson. 16 Beav.
126;
Hammond v. Messenger, 9 Sim. 327;
Hoare v. Bremridge, L. R. 14 Bq. 522, 8 Ch.
App. 22.
The doctrine of Colt y. WooUaston, 2 P.
Wms. 154, and Green v. Barrett, 1 Sim. 45,
tUougn not expressly overruled, has been
questioned
(Thompson v. Barclay, 9 Law J.
Ch. 215, 219), and does not seem to govern
the usual practice of the courts See cases
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above
749.

:^

1

>^

and Newham v. May,

13

Price

But, Independently of statute restrictions,
the objection that the plaintiff may have a
sufficient remedy or defense at law In the
particular case is a matter of equitable discretion, rather than of jurisdictional right;
and is therefore not always available on
demurrer. Colt v. Nettervill, 2 P. Wms. 304;
Kamshire v. Bolton, L. R. 8 Eq. 294; Hill v.
Lane, L. R. 11 Eq. 215; Barry v. Croskey, 2
Johns. & H. 1.
According to the practice In this commonwealth, on the other hand, under the statutes relating to the exercise of jurisdiction
In equity, a bill is demurrable, not only if4
it show that the plaintiff has a remedy at
law, equally sufficient and available, but also
If it fail to show that he is without such
remedy.
Pool v. Lloyd, 5 Mete. (Mass.) 525,529; Woodman v. Saltonstall, 7 Cush. 181,
Pratt V. Pond, 5 Allen, 59; Clark v. Jones,
Id. 379; Metcalf v. Cady, 8 Allen, 587; Mill
River Loan Fund Ass'n v. Claflin, 9 Allen,
101; Com. V. Smith, 10 Allen, 448; Bassett
v. Brown, 100 Mass. 355, 105 Mass. 551, 560.
The demurrer, therefore, must be sustained, and the bill dismissed.
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OF CONTRACTS.
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Nov. 4, ISTa'^i^r^

Demurrer.
The, plaintiffs In this case, Richard FotherglU and Ernest Thomas Hankey, were ironmasters, carrying on the Aberdare Ironworks.
The defendant Richard Rowland
of the Newbridge Colliery.

was lessee

The bill alleged that the plaintiffs had for
accustomed to purchase coals
of the defendant Rowland, and that at the
hereinafter
time of making the agreement
mentioned there was a subsisting contract,
imder which Rowland was supplying the
plaintiffs from 1871 to the 4th of January,
1872, with a quantity of coal from the said
some time been

colliery.

That at the time of the making of the
agreement of the 6th of December,
1871,
the Newbridge Colliery was only opened upon one seam of coal, called "the No. 3 seam,"
and was only partially opened on that seam;
that Rowland was anxious to extend the
openings in the seam, and had made representations to that effect to the plaintiffs,
and that he (Rowland) was short of capital
for extending his works, and that, with a
comparatively small outlay, the colliery would
produce nearly 300 tons of coal a day, and
that if a siding could be had on the Taff
Vale Railway, near the Taff Vale Ironworks,
he (Rowland) would be able to deliver the
coal with greater facility and a considerable
reduction of cost.
That the plaintiffs were then in a position to consume at the ironworks a much
larger quantity of coal than they had previously taken, and were disposed to make an
arrangement
with Rowland to supply him
with capital to enable him to extend his colliery, and also to make an arrangement with
the Taff Vale Railway Company for the construction of a siding, provided that Rowland
would enter into a contract of sale to the
plaintiffs of aU the coal which the said colliery, would produce,
for a lease of five
years, provided that the quantity then supplied should not be less than a stated minimum.
That negotiations for an arrangement upon this footing resulted in an agreement,
come to at a meeting, between the plaintiffs
and Rowland on the 6th of December, 1871,
by which they agreed that Rowland should
sell to the plaintiffs, and that the plaintiffs
should buy the whole of the get of the coal
of the No. 3 seam of the said colliery for
five years, the quantity not to be less than
that then delivered to the Taff Vale Ironworks, unless the coal should fail, at 6s. per
ton, provided that the Taff Vale RailwayCompany would provide a siding to which
Rowland should forthwith m^ke a road, and
that the plaintiffs should lend to Rowland
£1,000 to aid him in opemng the colliery and
that this agreement was reduced to writing
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in the form of a pencil memorandum signed
by Rowland, and about the same time the
plaintiffs agreed with Rowland that, besides
the coal of the said No. 3 seam, another vein
should be included in the contract, and, at
any
the option of the plaintiff Fothergill,
other vein of coal within the colliery should
be included.
That the said agreements were reduced
to writing by a memorandum
in the form of
a letter of the 4th of January, 1872, addressed to Rowland and confirmed by him in writing, and another memorandum subscribed
thereto of the 5th of January, 1872, which
were as follows:

I

"Dear Sir:
have been excessively occupied since our interview last month, and have
not found time to sit down and write in detail
that which we mutually agreed upon beyond
the sunple sale of coal described in the pencil
memorandum we drew up together in the
following

" 'Sold

terms:

"

'6 Dec.

1871.

R. F., Esq., M. P., the whole of the
get of the No. 3 coal out of the Newbridge
Colliery property for five years, the quantity
not to be less than at present delivered to

his Taff Vale works, imless the coal should
fall, at 6s. per ton payment as usual.'

"To which I desire now to add that we
arranged, when so required, that you would
deliver the said coal into oiu* wagons on a
siding of the Taff Vale Railway at such a
reduction in price as you could obtain off the
cost in comparison with the delivery Into the
Taff Vale works, provided that the Taff Vale
Railway Company would provide such siding (which you had not been able to obtain),
and to which you w^ould forthwith make a
road; in reference to which I am glad to
Inform you that I have seen Mr. Fisher, and
obtained his consent to his company providing the needful siding, a most valuable conIn prospect of the possibly very
cession
large quantities of coal you talked of flooding
I also promised to lend you £1,0(X),
me with.
and developing the
to aid you in opening
said colliery at the rate of £5 per cent, per
annum interest, to be taken in such proportions monthly as you require in exchange for
at six months' date, all
your acceptances
which please confirm, and I remain,
"Yours faithfully,
"Rich. Fothergill."
"5th Jan.

1872.

"It

between us that besides
is understood
the No. 3 coal named herein that the Forest
Vach vein is included in the foregoing contract, and, further, that any other vein of coal
worked shall be Included at tie option of Mr.
FotherglU or representatives.

"Rich. Fothergill.
"Richd. Rowland."

That in part performance of the said agreement Rowland had commenced to deliver coal
from the said coUiery to the ironworks; that
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It is said, however, that, although yon can
ascertain the market price as regards all the
past nondelivery, you cannot ascertain exactly
To
the market price as to future deliveries.
say that you cannot ascertain the damage in
case of breach of contract for the sale of
extending
goods, say in monthly deliveries
over three years (which is the case here,
for there are three years unexpired of the
contract), is to limit the power of ascertaining damages in
way which would rather
astonish gentlemen who practice on what is
called the other side of Westminster Hall
There is never considered to be any difBthing, therefore
culty in ascertaining such
case in which damdo not think it Is
ages could not be ascertained at law.
That being so, what is there to distinguish this from any ordinary contract for
has
the sale of goods? We have been told
suppose
some connection with the colliery.
coals must necessarily have connection with
colliery, and it happens that the person
who sold the coal to be produced from givIt
a

I

I

I

a

I

feel no doubt
SIR G. JESSBL, M. R.
whatever on the question, therefore I think it
never did
Is my duty to give a decision.
do not apapprove, when at the bar, and
prove now, when on the bench, of the practice of not deciding a substantial question
when It is fairly raised between the parties
and argued, simply because it is raised by
It is a great benefit to all parties
demurrer.

I

a

a

Sharp & Ullithorne, agents for Simons &
Plews, Merthyr Tydvil, for plaintiffs. I. H.
Wrentmore, W. Kelly, and Mr. Goslhig, for
defendants.

to have the question in the case speedily and
cheaply determined,
and the practice of demurring ought, if possible, to be encouraged.
The question is one which
am sorry to
have to decide against the plaintiffs.
No honest man, whether on the bench or off
can
approve of the conduct of the defendants.
The first defendant, Rowland, has entered Inr
to a contract bona fide for valuable considerations to sell
quantity of coal to be raised
from his mine to the plaintiffs. He has received the advantages of the contract, and because coal has risen in value and he can get
better price elsewhere, he does not choose to
perform his contract.
Such conduct ought not
to meet with the approval of anybody.
Then
have to determine is, whether
the question
^he plaintiffs have come to the right court to
obtain that which the law will undoubtedly
compensation
give them, namely,
in some
shape or other for the loss they have sustained by this breach of contract.
It appears to
me, as the law now stand s, a conrt of egulty cannot give the m any relie
The first question is, what is the contract
for? In my view of the contract
one for
the sale of coals, that is, coals gotten, the get
of coa!, the severed chattel, and it_has_noj:fis.
lation yy hatever to
contract for re al estate.
That point rSrHy was noT'SfgnS315y"Mr.~i!'ry,~
although
Mr. Marten did touch upon it
think it must be assumed, therefore, to he
simple contract for the sale of
chattel of
very ord inarY fipijinriptinii^ji ot alleged to be
peculiar coal, or coal that 'cannot ie got elseread the hill,
where.
On the contrary, as
there is coal that can be got elsewhere of the
higher price. The
same description, only at
result is that the plaintiffs will incur an
amount of damage to be measured by the
market price which they may have to pay for
as the coal
the coal of the same description
agreed to be supplied by the defendant Row-

a

the plaintiffs had advanced to him the sum ot
£1,000,
which he had employed in extending
the colliery; and that the siding was constructed by the Taff Vale Railway Company
tmder the arrangement made with them hy
one of the plaintiffs.
That after January, 1872, coal of the description yielded by the colliery increased very
much in value, and that Rowland had appealed to the plaintiffs to make some modification in the contract, which they had refused,
though they had made an allowance by way
of gift to the amount of one-third of the contract price; but that no variations in the contract had been assented to by the plaintiffs.
That coal of the description yielded by the
colliery had advanced from Cs. to 13s. per ton.
That the plaintiffs had discovered that Rowland, in violation of the terms of his agreement, was selling coal from the said No. 3
seam to other persons than the plaintiffs; and
that the deliveries were greatly below the
minimum quantities specified in the contract.
That in August, 1873, the plaintiffs discovered that Rowland had entered into an agree-'
ment with the defendants Spickett, Price, Bassett, and Meyer, for the sale to them of the
colliery; and that such agreement was entered into for the purpose of evading the performance
on the part of Rowland of the
agreement between the plaintiffs and himself,
and of depriving the plaintiffs of their lights
in the premises.
The plaintiffs prayed, first, for an Injunction to restrain the defendants from selling,
assigning, or disposing of or interfering with
the colliery, except subject to the agreement
between the plaintiffs and Rowland; and from
selling, disposing of or interfering with anj\
coal gotten or to be gotten out of the said
colliery, except for the purpose of the performance
of the agreement;
and, secondly,
that it might be declared that the plaintiffs
were entitled to the whole of the get of the
seam of coal No. 3, and of the Forest Vach
vein of the coUiery, and also, at the option of
the plaintiffs, to the whole of the get. of any
other seam of coal worked at the colliery during the period of five years, upon the terms of
the said agreement embodied In the memoranda of the 6th of December, 1871, and the 4th
and 5th of January, 1872.
The defendants demurred to the bill.
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colliery was also at that time the owner
of the colliery. I apprehend there Is no difficulty about entering into a contract for
the sale of coal coming from a particular
colliery by persons not owners of that colliery; that is the common practice. The
coals not being delivered, and there being
no means of obtaining their delivery without compelling the defendant Rowland to
raise them, it has been admitted before me
that this is a contract of which you cannot obtain a specific performance in a court
of equity.
Therefore any relief to be obtained by the
plaintifCs in the shape of compensation must
be obtained at law, and I do not understand
that the plaintiffs, coming here for an injunction which they ask, are willing to abandon
their claim to compensation at law in the
shape of damages.
Then it is said, assuming this contract to
be one which the court cannot specifically
perform, it is yet a case in which the court
will restrain the defendants from breaking
But I have always felt, when
the contract.
at the bar, a very considerable
dlflftculty in
understanding
the court on the one hand
professing to refuse specific performance because it is difficult to enforce it, and yet
on the other hand attempting to do the same
If it is right
^thing by a roimdabout method.
to prevent the defendant Rowland from selling coal at all, he not having stipulated not
to sell coal, but having stipulated to sell all
the coal he can raise to somebody who has
promised valuable consideration, —why is it
not right to compel him to raise it and deliver it? It is difficult to follow the distinction, but I cannot find any distinct line laid
down, or any distinct limit which I could
seize upon and define as being the line dividing the two classes of cases— that is, the
class of cases in which the court, feeling
that it has not the power to compel specific
performance, grants an injunction to restrain
the breach by the contracting party of one
or more of the stipulations of the contract,
and the class of cases in which it refuses to
Interfere.
I have asked (and am sure I
should have obtained from one or more of
the learned counsel engaged in the case every
I have not only
assistance) for a definition.
not been able to obtain the answer, but I
en

I
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obtained that which altogether commands my assent, namely, that there is no
such distinct line to be fo'und in tht authorities.
I am referred to vague and general
propositions,— that the rule is that the court
is to find out what it considers convenient,
or what will be a case of sufficient importance to authorize
the interference of the
court at all, or something of that kind.
That being so, and not being able to discover any definite
principle on which the
court can act, I must follow what Lord St.
Leonards says, in Lumley v. Wagner, 1 De
Gex, M. & G. 604, is the proper conduct for
a judge, in not extending this jurisdiction.
am not, however, entirely without assistance from authority, because it appears to
me that this very case has been put, though
only by way of illustration, by a very great
judge. Lord Cottenham, in Heathcote v. Railway Co., 2 Macn. & G. 112, where he says:
"If A. contract with B. to deliver goods at a
ceitain time and place, will equity interfere
to prevent A. from doing anything which
may or can prevent him from so deUvering
the goods?" That is the exact case I have
to deal with, because I have decided that
the contract is a contract for the delivery of
Finding the dictum of Lord Cottengoods.
ham express on the subject, and the plaintiffs' counsel not having been able to produce to me any authority in which there has
been such an injunction granted on the sale
of goods or any chattel, in a case in which
specific performance could not be granted, I
think I shall do right in following that ausay, although I say it with
thority; and
much regret, that it is a case in which equity
can afford no relief.
With regard to the question of costs, I
think it is undesirable to take the technical
admission of the facts of the bill, when a
person files a demurrer, to be an admission
of the truth of the facts against him for the
If there is no remedy at
purpose of costs.
aU at law, I think the rule that the costs
should follow the result too valuable a one
with. On these grounds I
to be tampered
allow the demurrer, with the usual consehave

I

I

quences.

A petition of appeal was presented against
this decision, but the case was compromised
before it came to a hearing.
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DANFORTH

PHILADBIiPHIA

et al. v.

CAPE MAY
(30

N.

S. L..

J.

Eq.

RY.

&

GO.

12.)

Court of Chancery of New Jersey.

Oct. Term,

1878.

Bill for specific performance. Heard on bill
and answer.

J.

W. Griggs,

House,

for

for complainants.

W. A.

defendants.

RUNYON, Ch. The bill Is filed to obtain
a decree for specific performance, by the defendants, of a contract entered into between
the complainants, partners in business, and
them, on the 19th of December,
by
1877,
which the former agreed to construct, equip
and finish, for the latter, a single-track, narrow-gauge railroad, and telegraph line in connection therewith, from the terminus of the
Camden, Gloucester & Mount Ephraim Railway to high-water mark in the city of Cape
May, with stations, engine and freight houses,
machine and repair-shops, turn-tables,
waterstations, &c., &c., and all necessary terminal
facUitles, for $2,000,000, payable in the capital
stock and first mortgage bonds of the company.
By the contract, the complainants were to
complete the work within five months after
the bonds were negotiated and sold at a price
not less than ninety cents on a doUar of the
par value thereof; and it was stipulated that
they should not be sold at less than that price
without the consent of both parties.
The bill states that the complainants entered
on the work, and proceeded with it from the
date of the contract to the 20th of February
following; that there was, at the latter date,
due to them, under the contract, the sum o'f
that they were then
$40,000, or thereabouts;
'
entitled to have an estimate made, but the
defendants refused to make it, or to pay them,
or to carry out the contract, which the complainants allege would be of great value to
them if performed; and, further, that the defendants cannot respond in damages for their
refusal to carry out the agreement; and that
the complainants could profitably dispose of
the bonds and stock stipulated for as payment
The bill prays that the defendants may be decreed to spedficaUy perform the contract generally, and, also, that they may be required to
make the estimate before mentioned, and deliver bonds and stock to the complainants for
the amount which may be found due them
thereon.

The defendants' answer admits the contract and declares their willingness to perform
it, but alleges their inability to do so by reason of the provisions of an act of the legislature of this state (a supplement to the general
railroad law), approved on the 19th of February, 1878. By one of those provisions the
provision of the original act requiring that the
articles of association should not be filed until
at least $2,000 of stock for every mile of the
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proposed railroad should have been subscribed
and ten per cent paid thereon, was altered
so as to require that the entire amount of
$2,000 per mile shall be paid to the treasurer
of this state, to be repaid by him to the directors or treasurer of the company in the
manner specified in the supplement, as the
work of constructing the railroad shall progress. By the other, the provision of the original act which authorized the mortgaging of
the road, &c., of the company, to secure the
payment of their bonds to an amount not exceeding the amount of the paid-up capital
stock, was altered by adding a provision that
if any person or persons shall issue such bonds
to any greater amount than the amount which
at the time of such issue shall have been
actually paid up on the capital stock of the
company, he, she or they shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and, on conviction, be punished
by fine of not more than $5,000 or imprisonment at hard labor for not more than three
years, or both, at the discretion of the court
These provisions of the supplement were therein expressly made applicable to corporations
already organized under the original act The
defendants state that they have expended all
the money received by them on account of
their capital stock in the work on the road,
and that they are not able to comply with the
provisions of the supplement and that, by the
terms of the supplement, their charter is forfeited, by reason of their failure to comply

with the provisions of that act
There are several considerations which forbid the granting of the relief prayed for in
this suit If this court would undertake the
performance of such a contract as that stated
In the bill, a contract for building and equipping a long line of railroad, building station,
freight and engine houses, &c., &c. (and the
current and great weight of authority is decidedly against it— Story, Eq. Jur. § 726; Ross
T. Union Pac. R. Co., 1 Woolw. 26, Fed. Gas.
No. 12,080; Fallon v. Railroad Co., 1 DiU.
121, Fed. Gas. No. 4,629; South Wales R. Co.
V. Wythes, 5 De Gex, M. & G. 880), the dlsability of the defendants would be a sufficient
reason for refusing. Courts of equity will
never undertake to enforce specific performance of an agreement where the decree would
be a vain or imperfect act Tobey v. County
of Bristol, 2 Story, 800, Fed. Gas. No. 14,065.
And the incapacity of the defendant to carry
the contract into execution affords a ground
of defence in a suit for specific performance.
Fry, Spec. Perf. § 658.
In this case the defendants are willing to
perform their part of the, contract if they can
lawfully do so. They have never refused to
issue their bonds and stock to the complainants in accordance with the terms of the contract, except because of the provisions of the
supplement
above referred to, under which
they apprehend they may have lost their corporate existence, and by which, if their corporate existence be not lost their directors
and officers who should act in the matter
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would be liable to severe and ignomlniouB I stances of the case, declare that the apprehensions, or doubts at least, of the defendants,
punishment for so doing.
P. L. 1878, p. 23.
They have not complied with the provisions
as to the validity of the supplement, are wholly groundless, and direct them to proceed, notof the supplement in reference to the amount
withstanding the penalties above mentioned,
to be paid in on their capital stock, and have
to issue bonds according to the contract and In
not been able and are not able to .do so. Only
violation of the prohibition of the supplement;
ten per cent, of the amount of their capital
to subject themselves to indictment for misstock has been paid in. Their corporate powextinct,
demeanor and the consequences of conviction.
ers are, according to the supplement,
It is enough that the legislature has forbidden f^
P. Ii. 1878,
and the corporation is dissolved.
them to issue the bonds to induce this court
p. 22. The complainants, however, insist that
to refuse to order them to issue them. But,
the supplement is an unconstitutional law; that
further, there Is at least doubt whether the
it destroys their contract, which existed when
company still has a corporate existence.
it was passed, and which was founded on the
Though the court might, if the case were
faith of the original act; that it deprives
free from these difficulties, direct the defendand
them of their vested rights thereunder,
ants to make the estimate of work already
that it should be declared to be unconstitudone prayed for In the bill CVVaring v. Railtional, and its provisions, so far as they are
subject to that objection, disregarded.
Bat it way Co., 7 Hare, 482), yet, for the considerations already presented, that relief must also
is in nowise necessary to consider that question; for, If there were no other valid objecbe denied.
, The bill wis be dismissed.
tion, this court would not, under the circum-
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the second part the necessary privileges and
requisite facilities for the transaction of all
the express business over the entire length of
(99 U. S. 191.)
their road, extending from Salisbury to MorOct
Supreme Court of the United States.
ganton, in North Carolina, arid furnish such
1878.
facihtles by all its passenger trains running
each way over its road as may be necessary
Appeal from the circuit court of the Unitto forward without delay all the express mated States for the Western district of North
ter that may be offered by said party of the
Carolina.
second part, and to do all in its power to
This is a bill in equity, filed June 18, 1875,
promote the convenience of said party of the
by the Southern Express Company, a corsecond part in the transaction of its express
poration of Georgia, against the Western
business, both at way and terminal stations.
North Carolina Railroad Company, a corpo"Said party of the second part agrees to
ration of North Carolina, W. A. Smith, and
Henry Clews, for the specific performance of load and unload said express matter by its
own agents, at its own proper costs and char2, 1865,
a contract entered into December
ges, and save harmless said party of the first
between the railroad company and the compart against all claims for loss and damage
plainant.
The bill alleges that the railroad company to the express matter of the party of the secwas organized for the purpose of construct- ond part, except that which occurs from the
ing a railroad from Salisbury, North Car- negligence and carelessness of said party of
olina, to a point on the Tennessee line; that the first part or its agents.
"The said party of the first part agrees to
it completed that portion of its line between
Salisbury and Morganton, and put it in run- carry free of charge the messengers in charge
of express matter and the officers and agents
ning order; that the road-bed, rolling-stock,
of the said party of the second part passing
&c., became dilapidated during the war, and
The
over the road upon express business.
that the company in 1865 was without the
said party of the second part agrees to pay to
means to repair the road and make it safe
the said party of the first part fifty cents
and
for the transportation of passengers
freight; that the company, having been un- per hundred pounds for all express matter carAn account of the
over the road.
ried
successful elsewhere, applied to the complainant for a loan or advance of $20,000; weights of all express matter shall be taken
that the complainant having agreed to loan by said party of the first part whenever they
shall see fit to do so, and delivered to the
or advance that sum in consideration of seagent of the party of the first part, weekly or
Jeurlng the exclusive privilege of transporting
monthly, as may be desired.
(freights over said road as far as Morganton,
to be
"The accounts for transportation
entered,
and of certain other advantages,
made up monthly, and the sum found to be
with the advice and consent of the stockdue to said railroad company for transportaholders of the railroad company, into the foltion, at the rate hereinafter specified, shall be
lowing contract with that company:
applied monthly toward the payment of sai(^
"This indenture of agreement, made and
twenty thousand ($20,000) dollars, until the
entered into this second daj of December,
A. D. eighteen hundred and sixty-five, be- whole sum, with interest, is paid, after which
payments for transportation shall be made by
tween the Western North Carolina Railroad
said party of the second part monthly in cash.
Company, as party of the flf st part, and the
"This contract shall remain in force for the
Southern Express Company, as party of the
full term of one year, from the first day of
second part, witnesseth as follows:
January, eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
If
"Whereas the party of the second part has
the said sum of twenty thousand ($20,000)
agreed to loan and advance to \he party of
dollars, with interest thereon, shall not have
the first part the sum of twenflf thousand
been repaid to the said second party at the
($20,000) dollars upon the aotes of said railexpiration of said one year, this contract shall
road company, bearing interest at the rate
continue in force for a further period, and
of six per cent per annum, which sum 1^-to
until the whole of said twenty thousand ($20,be expended in repairs and equipments
far
said road.
And whereas the party of theSret
000) dollars, with interest thereon, shall have
part is desirous of securing the services of an been repaid.
And the said party of the first.
part hereby covenants and agrees that it willl
efficient and responsible agent for the transaction of all of the express business over its
not furnish express privileges over said road I
,to any other parties during the existence of I
road, and is willing to provide the requisite
facilities for the proper transaction of said
this contract on any more favorable tennsj
express business in the manner and upon the
thW those herein made with the said party
terms hereinafter specified:
of the second part, both as to rate of trans"Now, therefore, in consideration
portation paid, advance payments, and total
of said
loan and advance, and the rents, covenants,
amount paid per annum.
It is mutually coveand agreements hereinafter made and providnanted and agreed by the parties hereto that
ed, said party of the first part hereby agrees
any other contracts
that may now exist,
and binds itself to grant to the said party of
whether verbal or written, for express service

SOUTHBRJST EXP. CO.

v.

NORTH CAROLINA

R, CO.
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The charter of the railroad company granted in February, 1855,
annexed to the bill
and made
part thereof. Its twenty-fifth
and twenty-sixth sections are as follows:
"Sect. 25. Be
fui-ther enacted, that the
said company shall have the exclusive right
of conveyance,
transportation of persons,
goods, merchandise, and produce over the
said railroad, to be by them constructed, at
such charges as may be fixed on by the

it

a

it

it

board of directors.
"Sect 26. Be
further enacted, that said
company may, when they see fit, farm out
their right of transportation over said railroad, subject to the rules above mentioned;
and the said company and every one who
may have received from
the right of transportation of goods, wares, and merchandise
over the said railroad, shall be deemed and
taken to be
common carrier, as respects all
goods, wares, produce, and merchandise intrusted to them for transportation."
At rule-day in July, 1875, the writ of subpoena was returned executed, and the cause
continued until the October term, when
was ordered that the commissioners in possession of the road In the Western district of
North Carolina, and Howerton, president of
the company, be notified to appear and answer or demur to the bill of complaint at
rule-day in January, 1876. The commissioners appeared and demurred.
The demurrer
was sustained and the bill dismissed. The
express company then brought the case here.
Clarence A. Seward, for appellant
A. S.
Merrimon, for appellee.

a

8

''

SWAYNE, Justice. The bill avers that it\
was filed against the receiver appointed by
the court below, that he was in possession
of the railroad, and that the institution of the
suit was by the consent of the court. Without this latter fact the bill could not have
been filed or maintained.
The suit would
have been a contempt of the court which
had appointed the receiver,
and punishable
as such.
Davis v. Gtay, 16 Wall. 203.
The citizenship of the complainant corpoExpress Co. v.
ration is sufficiently averred.
Kountz,
complainant
Wall. 342.
Such
need not prove its existence, unless the fact
is directly put in issue by the defendant.
Society for Propagation of Gospel v. Town
Pet. 480.
of Pawlet,
To the objection that the requisite corporate power of the complainant
not shown,
there are two answers. The contract of
presumed to be infra vires, uncorporation
Waite,
til the contrary is made to appear,
Act. & Def. 334.
The charter is set out In the record, and
part of It. That leaves no room for
forms
doubt upon the subject.
2

is

a

Is

4
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a

"Tod R. Caldwell,
"Pres't W. N. C. R. R. Co.
"H. B. Plant,
"Pres't Southern Express Company."
The bill then alleges that the $20,000 was
with the contract, and
paid tn compliance
that shortly thereafter the complainant entered upon the road, transported freight according to the terms of the contract,
kept
regular accounts and exhibited them to the
company, which were always approved, and
' it continued to act under said contract until
July, 1873; that in 1870 the railroad company conveyed to Tod R. Caldwell and Henry
Clews, as joint tenants, and to the survivor
of each,—the former of whom has since deceased,— all its real and personal property,
in\ eluding its franchises, in trust, to secure a
\ large number of its bonds then about to be
\issued;
that $1,400,000 of said bonds were
sold or hypothecated, aud came into the hands
of persons unknown to the complainant, but
for much less than their value and not by a
bona fide sale; that, notwithstanding, the alleged creditors of the company instituted foreclosure proceedings In the circuit court of the
United States for the Western district of
North Carolina, and in 1873 obtained a decree ordering the sale of all the property of
Smith,
that the defendant.
said company;
having in that suit been appointed receiver of
In
forbade the complainant.
Vthe company,
I July, 1873, from further using the cars of
/the company, unless upon conditions where/ by said contract was virtually surrendered or
ignored;
that thereupon the complainant
compelled to abandon said railroad, alportion
though the money so loaned, with
of the interest thereon, Is still due and unpaid. It then alleges that the suit is brought
with the consent of said court, and with the"
privilege of making such parties defendant
for that puras might be deemed necessary
pose;
that the trustees in the mortgage to
secure the bonds of the railroad company had
express notice of the contract when they accepted the trust, and that it was claimed by
the complainant
as an existing lien; that the
substance of said contract had been published
separately at the instance of the stockholders
of the railroad company, and was well known
to its creditors and to the purchasers of its
bonds at the time, and especially to the defendant Smith; and that the railroad company having conveyed away Its property, and
behig in part insolvent, the violation of the
contract cannot be compensated by any damat law. The
ages which would be recovered
decree compelling
bill therefore prays for
the railroad company to specifically perform
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Its contract, and for such other and further
relief as the nature and circumstances of the
case may require, and for process against the

a

between the parties hereto, shall terminate
and cease on the thirty-first day of December,
and sixty-five, at which
eighteen hundred
time this contract shall take effect.
"In witness whereof, the parties to these
presents have hereunto set their hands and
seals the day and year first above written.
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Davis

V.

Gray, supra;

Doggett v. Railroad

a

exactly shown, or that the pursuit of the
legal remedy would be attended otherwise
with doubt and difficulty.
Judge Story, after an elaborate examination of the subject, thus lays down the general rule: "The just conclusion in all such
cases would seem to be that courts of equity
ought not to decline the jurisdiction for
specific performance of contracts whenever
the remedy at law is doubtful in its nature,
extent,

operation,

or

adequacy."
Story,
also, Stuyvesant v.
11 Paige, 414; Barr v. Lapsley,'
Wheat 151; Storer v. Railway Co.,
Younge & C. 48; Wilson v. Railroad Co., L.

Eq. Jur.
Mayor, etc.,

728.

2

Adequate capacity on the part of the railroad company to mal^e the contract is to be
presumed in like manner.
No party defendant was necessary but the
He was In the possession of the
receiver.
property and effects of the railroad company, subject to the order of the court, and
could have specifically performed the contract, or paid back the money loaned if the
The presence of the
court had so directed.
other parties was immaterial, and the bill
might well have been dismissed as to them.
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Co., 99 U. S. 72.
The contract between the express company
Eq. 28.
R.
and the railroad company was that the latter should give to the former the necessary
But we need not pursue the subject further,
facilities for the transaction of all its busibecause there is one provision of the conness upon the road, forward without delay
tract in this case which is fatal to the relief
by the passenger trains both ways all the
sought.
A court of equity never interferes
express matter that should be offered, do all
where the power of revocation ex.iJLti.' Jj'rye.
in its power to promote the convenience of "yped-Ferf. BC'
The contract stipulates that after the first
the express company, both at the way and
shall c^ase upon the payment of the
terminal stations, and carry free of charge year
$20,000 and interest.
the messengers in charge of the express matThis might be made
immediately upon the rendition of the decree.
ter, and the officers and agents of the exThe action of the court would thus become
press company passing over the road on exnullity.
press business. The consideration for these
stipulations was a loan by the express comThere is another objection to the appellant's case which is no less conclusive.
pany to the railroad company of $20,000, to
The road is in the hands of the receiver
for
be expended in repairs and equipments
the road, the loan to bear interest at the rate appointed in a suit brought by the bondholdof six per cent per annum, and the payment ers to foreclose their mortgage.
The appellant has no lien.
The contract
of fifty cents per hundred pounds for all exneither
expressly nor by Implication touches that subpress matter carried over the road, to be apject. It is not
plied in discharge of the loan and Interest.
license as insisted by counThe contract was to continue for one year sel. It is simply
contract for the transfrom the first day of January, 1866, and un- portation of persons and property over the
til the principal and interest of the debt road. A specific performance by the receiver would" be a form of satisfaction or -pi^
The bill avers that
should be fully paid.
the receiver had refused to carry out the 'ment wiiicfT ie" ca nnot be required tt* ni!i'''f.
contract,
and that the principal of $20,000- "As well migEFhe be decreed to satisfy the
appellant's demand by money, as by the servaiid a part of the interest were unpaid.
ice sought to be enforced.
enforcement of contracts not relating
Both belong to
decree for specific performthe lien-holders, and neither can thus be dito realty by
ance la not an unusual exercise of equity
verted.
jurisdiction.
In
Such cases are numerous
The appellant can, therefore, have no locus
standi In a court of equity.
both English and American jurisprudence.
They proceed upon the ground that under
Both these objections appear by its own
showing. It was, therefore, competent and
the circumstances a judgment at law would
proper for. the court below, sua sponte, to
not meet the demands of Justice, that
would be less beneficial than relief In equity,
dismiss the bill for the want of equity upon
that the damages would not be an accurate Its face. Brown v. Piper, 91 D. S. 37.
satisfaction, that their extent could not be
Decree affirmed.
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plaintiff.

Howe

action was brought in

tlie state court to restrain the defendant,
Helen Braham, otherwise known as Lilian
Kussell, from violating her agreement with

the plaintiff by singing during the current
season in any other employment than at
which the complaint
the plaintiff's theater,
A preliminary
alleges she is about to do.
injunction having been obtained at the time
of the commencement of the action, the cause
was removed by the plaintiff to this court
answer; and the defendant now
before
moves upon affidavits to dissolve the injunction. By the agreement in writing between
the parties, the defendant agreed to sing in
comic opera in the employment of the plaintiff whenever required during the season of
1S82 to 1883, commencing on or about September 1, 1882, at a stipulated weekly salary.

the agreement provides that "the
artist is engaged exclusively for Mr. John McCaull, and during the continuance of this engagement wiU not perform, sing, dance, or
otherwise exercise her talent in theater, conchurches,
either
or elsewhere,
cert halls,
gratuitously or for her remuneration or advantage, or for that of any other person or
other theater or establishment (although not
thereby prevented from fulfilling her engagement with Mr. McCaull) without having first
obtained permission in writing of Mr. McCaull; and for each and every breach of this
rule the artist shall forfeit one week's salary,
or her engagement, at the option of Mr. McCaull; but such forfeiture of one week's salary shall not be held to debar Mr. McCaulI
from enforcing the fulfillment of this contract in such a manner as he may think fit."
By article 3 it is provided that "no salaries
wiU be paid for. any night or days on which
the artist may not be able to perform through
and the
Illness or other unavoidable cause;
artist absenting herself, except from illness
or other unavoidable cause, will forfeit one
week's salaiy, or her engagement, at the option of Mr. McCaull, and will also be held
liable for any loss that may be sustained by
Illness,
Mr. McCaull owing to such absence.
to be accepted as an excuse, must be attested
by a medical certificate, which must be delivered to Mr. McCaull or his representative
as early as possible, and before the comShould such
mencement of the performance.
absence exceed two weeks, the engagement
may be canceled at the option of Mr. McCaull."
The defendant entered upon the performance of her engagement at tlie Bijou Opera
1882, with
House in this city in September,
By article

1
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great success, which was continued until prevented from further performance by pro^
tracted illness.
Having partially recovered,
she attempted to renew her appearances, but
after three nights' performances, in December, she suffered a relapse from which she
did not recover until about the middle of
February, 1883.
By the written contract the plaintiff was to
furnish all costumes.
This was modified,
prior to September, by an oral agreement by
which the plaintiff was to pay a larger salary and the defendant to furnish her own
costumes.
Both parties agree as to the modification of the contract to this extent The
defendant contends that in addition to the
above the oral contract was further modified
by the plaintiff agreeing to pay her weekly
salary as at first fixed during the continuance
of any illness; that the sum of about $350,
paid to her by the plaintiff during her illness,
was paid in pursuance of this modification of
the contract; and that since the middle of
December the plaintiff has refused to continue such payment during that part of her
illness, in violation of the agreement as modified.

The plaintiff denies that the modification
of the contract included any agreement to
pay her during illness, and asserts that the
moneys actually paid her while ill were merely advances on account of future salary to be
earned, and so expressly stated at the time.
Each party sustains Its respective claims in
by several witnesses.
They
this respect
leave this branch of the subject in so much
doubt that I feel obliged to reject it from
consideration, without prejudice to either in
regard to their mutual claims in respect to it,
since neither party made it a ground of terminating the contract.
Up to the time this action was commenced
the defendant had given no notice to the
plaintiff terminating the agreement;
nor had
the plaintiff, as he might have done according
to the express provision of the agreement,
notified the defendant that it was canceled,
I
owing to her absence beyond two weeks.
must, therefore,
hold the agreement as still
in force. Contracts for the services of ar- \
tists or authors of special merit are personal \
and peculiar; and when they contain nega- \
tive covenants which are essential parts of
the agreement, as in this case, that the artists
will not perform elsewhere, and the damages, in case of violation, are incapable of
definite measurement, they are such as ought
to be observed in good faith and specifically
That violation of such
enforced In equity.
covenants will be restrained by injunction, is
Lumley v.
now the settled law of England.
Wagner, 1 De Gex, M. & G. 604; Montague
V. Flockton, L. R. 16 Bq. 189, 199.
The subject was exhaustively considered by
Preedman, J., in the case of Daly v. Smith,
in
49 How. Prac. 150, in whose conclusions,
accordance with the English cases above
fully concur. In the present case it
cited,

I
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is, however, virged that the remedy by Injunction should not be allowed, on the ground
that the plaintiff's damages have been hquidated by the first article of the contract
namely, that "for each and
above quoted;
every breach of this rule the artist shall forfeit one week's salary;" and the cases of
Barnes v. McAllister, 18 How. Prac. 534;
Nessle v. Reese, 29 How. Prac. 382; Mott v.
Mott, 11 Barb. 127, 134; and Trenor v. Jackson, 46 How. Prac. 389, are cited in support
of this view.
There is no doubt of the general principle
that where the damages for the violation of
a covenant are either liquidated by the
agreement, or may be easUy and definitely ascertained, the parties will be left to their
remedy at law. But it Is clear that In cases
of contract like the present, the damages are
not capable of being definitely ascertained
or measured;
and In the cases first above
cited, injunctions were for that reason alThe only question in this case, therelowed.
fore, which distinguishes the present agreement from those, is whether the provision
for the forfeiture of a weels's wages for
every violation of article 1 is such a liquidation of the damages as bars the remedy by
Injunction.
In Barnes v. McAlister and in
Nessle v. Reese and Mott v. Mott, supra,
there was a covenant to pay a specific sum
for failure to observe the covenant in these
cases;
and these sums were held by the
court to be strictly liquidated damages.
Where the provision of the contract is in
the nature of a penalty, and not liquidated
damages, it Is well settled that such a provision will not prevent the remedy by injunction to enforce the covenant specifically;
and the provision will be construed as a
penalty, and not as liquidated damages,
where its plain object is to secure a performance of the covenant, and not intended
as the price or equivalent to be paid for a
of It.
Howard v. Hopliyns,
nonobservance
2 Atk. 371; Bird v. Lake, 1 Hem. & M.
Fox V. Scard, 33 Beav. 327; Sloman v. Walter, 1 Brown, C. 0. 418; Jones v. Heavens, 4
Oh. Div. 636.
Whether the language of the contract is
to be construed as a penalty or as liquidated
damages is to be determined from' its language and Its presumed intent to be gathered from the circumstances of the parties
"A penand the .nature of the agreement.
alty," says Lord Loughborough, in Hardy v.
Martin, 1 Cox, Ch. 26, "is never considered
in this court as the price of doing a thing
which a man has expressly agreed not to do;
but if the real meaning and intent of the
contract is that a man should have the power, if he chooses, to do a particular act upon
the payment of a certain specified sum, the
power to do the act upon the payment of
the sum agreed on is part of the express
contract between the parties."
Vincent v.
King, 13 How. Prac. 234-238; Kerr, Inj. 409.
In Coles T. Sims, 5 De Gex, M. & G., Lord

Ill;
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Justice Turner says, upon this point, (p. 1:)
"The question In such cases, as I conceive,
is, whether the clause is inserted by way of
penalty or whether it amounts to a stipulation for liberty to do a certain act on the
payment of a certain sum."
That the clause providing for the forfeiture of one week's salary for each violation
of this contract was in tiie nature of a penalty, and designed solely to secure the observance of article 1, is manifest both from
the general nature of the employment and
the requirements of a manager of opera, as
well as the express language of this article;
because (1) the stipulation is not for the
payment of a certain sum as liquidated damages, but only for the forfeiture of a week's
salary; (2) it gives an option to the plaintiff,
instead of such forfeiture, to annul the engagement; (3) it declares that such forfeiture
shall not disbar the plaintiff from' enforcing
the fulfillment of this contract in such a
manner as he shall think fit, i. e., by any
available legal or equitable remedy.
As the
remedy by injunction is one of the remedies
available, this language Is equivalent to an
express declaration that the provision for the
forfeiture of a week's salary for each violation shall not affect his right to a remedy
by injunction.
This last stipulation would
not, indeed, influence the court, provided it
was clear that the ^damages were intended
to be liquidated at a specific sum, for which
the defendant was to have the option of singing at any other theater.
But these several
clauses taken together show conclusively that
no such thing was intended, and that the
sole object was to secure the specific observance of the contract that the defendant
should not sing elsewhere; and the plaintiff
is therefore entitled to restrain the violation
of it. As the season will close on May 15th
and the contract then terminate, there are
certain equitable conditions which should be
observed, and which It is competent for the
court, in continuing the Injunction, to Impose.
Russell V. Farley, 105 U. S. 433, 438.
The injunction of this court must not be
used directly or indirectly to -enforce the collection by the plaintiff of his alleged but
disputed claim' for previous advances, through
the nonpayment
of salary hereafter earned,
at least until his right is legally adjudicated.
(2) Considering the short period remaining,
the defendant must not be sent to California,
where by the contract she might have been
taken 'vnthout salary en route going and returning; nor, having respect to her precarious health, should she be sent to any very
distant point; (3) the plaintiff should furnish satisfactory security for the prompt
payment weekly for the defendant's services
at -the rate of $150 per week, the contract price,
from the time the defendant gives notice In
writing of her readiness to sing under the
contract, so long as she shall continue In
readiness to perform her duties.
In case of failure to pay any future salarv
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earned, the defendant may apply, on two
days' notice, to the plaintiff's attorneys for
the dissolution of this injunction.
An order may be entered continuing

the
injunction subject to the above provisions
and conditions.

NOTE.
Enjoining Employs from Serving Rival of
Employer. — ^The decisions upon the judicial enforcement of the stipulations common between
actors, artists, authors, lecturers, or other professional worliers and their employers, that the
shall not exercise his skill and talent
employs
for any other person, are not very numerous,
but they estaband are somewhat conflicting;
lish the modern general doctrine to be that the
employer is not obliged to submit to a breach of
the covenant, and content himself with an action for damages, but, in a proper case, may
an injunction restraining the employs
have
and this,
from engaging in any rival service;
whether compelling the latter to perform his
affirmative engagement to labor for his emTo reconcile the
ployer is practicable or not.
except upon the
would be difficult,
decisions
explanation that, when suits of this nature
were first brought, the inadequacy of the action for damages, as a remedy, wis not fully
perceived; but that, gradually, as one case after another was presented, it became better understood,
and equity judges grew more prompt
and willing to exercise their jurisdiction on the
ground that employers of public performers cannot well be compensated in damages for departures of artists from their establishments.
If an actor, continuing to perform for his general employer, according to his engagement,
plays on "off nights" for a rival theater, the
question how much the receipts of his employer
have been diminished by the opportunity given
the public of hearing the favorite elsewhere, is
too vague and uncertain to be shown by legal
proof.
And if, as is frequently the case, he
from his first engagement wholly,
withdraws
and devotes himself to the service of a competitor, the question of damages is rendered
still more perplexing by the difficulty of showT
ing what profits the deserted manager would
been conhave realized had the performances
tinued as agreed; and the latter needs, also, to
have some indenmity, difficult to be estimated
in money, for his liability to refund for tickets
or boxes sold in advance, and for his loss of
prestige tlirough failure of his announced enObviously courts of justice cantertainments.
not compel public performers or members of the
professions to perform
specific services they
have promised; there are no means at the command of a tribunal for compelling a person to
act, sing, speak, or write, nor is there any
standard for determining whether one has done
The
so in good faith and with his best skill.
result, therefore, is that a properly-framed
stipidation, in a contract for services of this description, forbidding the employs to serve elsewhere, may be enforced by injunction.
Such
injunctions
under the
are equally obtainable
in a civil
codes of procedure, upon complaint
action; or, in states adhering to the old pracor,
upon bill in equity;
in the United
tice,
States circuit court, sitting in equity, if the
parties are citizens of different states.
In what cases the fact that the contract of
the parties, by liquidating the damages or otherwise, gives the employer a better remedy by
action than usual, precludes his resort to injunction, is the question particularly discussed
in the text, and nothing need be added to Judge
Brown's able and lucid exposition of the principles governing that branch of the subject.
This note will indicate the development of the
general power of equity to enjoin in these cases.
Early English decisions went upon the theory
that although an independent, simple covenant
not to undertake specified services may be enH.& B.EQ.(2d Ed.)— 39
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forced, when reasonable and consistent witli
public policy, yet in a contract between A. and
B. that B. shall act or sing, etc., for A., and
shall not perform for any one else, the negative
clause is merely incidental to the affirmative;
and unless the case is one in which the court
can enforce the affirmative stipulation it ought
not to enjoin a proposed breach of the negative.
These decisions, therefore, generally denied A.'s
prayer for an injunction to restrain B. from
performing
in the employment of C, unless
some special ground of equitable jurisdiction
over the case existed. The following are illustrative cases : Price agreed to prepare exchequer
reports for Clarke to publish, without, however,
engaging not to write for any one else. The
saying
lord chancellor refused an injunction,
that as he had no jurisdiction to compel Price,
directly, to write reports for Clarke, he ought
not to do so indirectly, by forbidding him to
write for any one else. Clarke v. Price (1819)
2 WUs. Ch. 157. A similar application was denied for the same reason, where the engagement of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge with Baldwin's publishing firm was
simply to furnish them with certain maps and
charts for publication, a thing which the court
had no means of compelling directly.
Baldwin
v. Society (1838) 9 Sim. 393. The actor Kean
was advertised to play at Drury Lane theater,
while there was yet 10 days unexpired of a
prior engagement at Covent Garden. The vicechancellor denied the application of the Covent
Garden proprietors to enjoin him, for the same
reason, viz., that there was no jurisdiction to
compel him to perform his 10 days' service,
Kemble v. Kean (1829) 6 Sim. 333. Upon examination of a special agreement for mercantile services of defendant, containing a stipulation forbidding his working for any other house,
the affirmative stipulations of the contract were
pronounced too vague and too onerous towards
the employs to allow of decreeing a specific
performance, and the court would not enjoin the
breach of the negative covenant alone. Kimberley V. Jennings (1836) 6 Sim. 340.
Upon the other hand, the case of Morris v. Colman (1812) 18 Ves. 437, illustrates the principle
that a covenant not to serve may be enforced
by injunction where other facts give equitable
jurisdiction of the controversy.
Colman, noted
as a dramatist, became manager of the Haymarket theater, under an agreement in the nature of a copartnership,
which contained a
clause restraining
him from writing dramatic
pieces for any other theater.
In a suit which
arose between the parties interested in the manvalidity
agement, the
of this clause was questioned before Lord Chancellor Eldon. He pronounced it valid and enforceable, it being be'
tween partners, and being neither contrary to
public policy nor unreasonable as between the
parties.
The decision has generally been explained in later cases on the ground that the
stipulation was one of several in an agreement
of copartnership, and that equity has jurisdiction of disputes among partners, though this explanation has been questioned. 2 Philli. 597.
Early American decisions ran in the wake of
the English; our courts did not deny the jurisdiction, but were loth to exercise It De Rivafinoli, while manager of the Italian theater in
New York, engaged Corsetti as first bass In
operas, the latter agreeing not to make use of
his talents in any other theater.
But before the
opening of the season Corsetti was announced
to sail for Cuba, to perform there under another
manager.
De Rivafinoli then sought an injunction, (and ne exeat,) which Chancellor Walworth refused, on the ground that under the
the application was premature,
circumstances
for before commencement of the actors engagement the manager could not have a right of
action. On the general question he said, in effect, that while it is theoretically proper that
"a bird that can sing and will not sing must
be made to sing," yet there is an obstacle to
making a vocalist sing by order of the court of
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comedian IngersoU agreed with Hamblin,
manager of the Bowery theater in New
York, to play for him for three years, also, not
to act except for Hamblin during the term; but
an injunction was refused because tiiere was
no ground of jurisdiction over the affirmative
part of the agreement, while the negative was
a mere matter between employer and employe.
Hamblin v. Dinneford (1835) 2 Edw. Ch. 529.
When Burton, the famous comedian of a generation ago, was manager of Front Street theater,
Baltimore,
he bargained with Burke to withdraw Mrs. Burke's services from the employManager
ment of
Marshall and bring her to
join Burton's company. Marshall then sued for
an injunction, which was issued below. On appeal the court held that either of three facts
shown, viz., there was no express restrictive
clause m the contract between the Burkes and
complainant;
complainant was prosecuting an
actiou at law; and Mrs. Burkei's engagement, if
any, would be void as that of a feme covert, —
was enough to defeat the suit. Burton v. Marshall (1846) 4 Gill, 4Sr. De Pol v. Sohlke
(1869) 7 Rob. Ecc. 280, was decided after Lumley V. Wagner (1 De Gex, M. & 6. 604), yet
does not mention it, but takes the older doctrine
for granted. The opinion assumes, however,
that irreparable damage to follow from a breach
of a negative covenant may be ground of equitable jurisdiction,
and the judge refused to enjoin the danseuse Sohlke from performing for
other employers, not for want of power, but because, as the plaintiffs had not a theater in operation in which they could use her services,
therefore they could not be irreparably damaged
by her dancing elsewhere for the time being.
Tflius American as well as English courts, down
to the middle of our century, we're unwilling to
enjoin an employe's breach of a collateral promise not to serve elsewhere, unless the affirmative
engagement were a propei subject-matter
of
equitable relief.
Development of the Modem Doctrine. — Since
about 1850 a broader and more liberal position
has been taken. An advance was distinctly
made in Dietrichsen v. Cabburn, 2 Philli. 52, and
Rolfe V. Rolfe, 15 Sim. 88, (both 1846,) in
which the rule adverse to enforcing a negative
stipulation was distinctly questioned and limited; though these were not cases of professional services, but of contracts for exclusive
employment in mercantile duties. The circumstances of a controlling
decision, Lumley ▼.
Wagner, which soon followed them, were that
Manager Lumley engaged Mile. Johanna Wagner to siag at Her Majesty's Theater, London,
for three months, in certain specified operas, at
a weekly salary of £100. The agreement, as
originally signed, did not in so many words forbid her from singing for any other employer;
but a few days afterwards
the manager objected to the omission, and Mile. Wagner's
agent then added an article, saying:
"Mile.
Wagner engages herself not to use her talents
at any other theater, nor in any concert or
reunion, public or private, without the written
authorization
of Mr. Lumley." Notwithstanding this, she did accept (for a higher salar3\ it
was said) an engagement from Manager Gye
to sing at the Italian opera, Covent Garden,
and Lumley sued for an injunction.
It was
granted below. Lumley t, Wagner, 5 De Gex
the

a

314.

a
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& S. 485.
On appeal the familiar objection
was urged that equity will not enjoin the
breach of a negative covenant where it cannot
decree performance of the affirmative one to
which it is incident.
6 Sim. 333; Id. 340; 3
Macn. & G. 393. But Lord Chancellor St.
Leonards said that when the reason why th«
court could not decree specific performance ii
not that the plaintiff is not entitled to
but
merely the want of means to compel the defendant to perform, he thought the court need
not on that account refrain from doing what
was within its power, viz., forbidding
performance which will violate the contract. To
the objection that there was
remedy at law
by action for damages, the lord chancellor replied that such remedy was no better than exists upon covenants not to practice as attorney,
surgeon, etc., within certam limits, which are
often enforced by injunction.
Another objection was that the promise not to sing elsewhere was not in the original agreement; but
the chancellor said that the two papers were
not independent, but were in effect one contract; and that evfen if the stipulation not to
sing elsewhere had never been made in writing, he thought it was implied in the original
contract; in other words, singing for Mr. Gye
was a breach of the spirit and meaning of the
contract to sing for Mr. Lumley.
Another objection was that the injunction would be mischievous, because
popular
would prevent
artist from singing at one theater, while the
court could not promote her performing at another; hence the tendency would be to prevent
the public from hearing her anywhere; but the
chancellor said that the artist had no right to
complain on this groimd; the injunction would
merely forbid her doing what she had engaged
not to do. "The temporary injunction was, thereLumley v. Wagner (1852)
fore, continued.
De Gex, M. & G. 604; 13 Eng. Law & Eq.
252. The opinion embodies an elaborate review
of the previous English cases on the extent to
which equity may go in enjoining breach of
negative covenants of various kinds; and the
decision has been generally followed in both
countries as establishing the jurisdiction to enforce contracts not to serve in public performances or intellectual work.
A firm of French photographists, Fredricks
& Co., employed Constant Mayer as "artist
painter" for three ^ears, at an annual salary,
to retouch proofs in oil at their New York
house, and he engaged not to work for any
with
one else; yet he left them and engaged
Gumey.
The question whether the court could
grant an injunction was decided in their favor,
not apthe judge saying that this remedy
plicable to aU restrictive covenants, for many
may be protected by action for damages; but
great actor, or
contracts for employrnent of
for services which involve exercise of nigh
powers of mind peculiar to the one person,
cannot be treated by ordinary rules, but reFredquire the special remedy of injunction.
ricks v. Mayer (1857) 13 How. Prac. 566. But,
on the merits of the application under the particular circumstances, the judge denied it; and
this was affirmed in Fredxicks y. Mayer,
Bosw. 227.
Anuetti Galletti agreed to dance at the
Broadway Music Hall, New York, for six
weekly salary, and to "exercise
months at
her utmost abilities for the promotion of the exhibition." But the agreement did not contain
her to perform
an express clause forbidding
elsewhere
and on accoiunt of this omission the
was denied.
injunction
employer's motion for an
Butler V. Galletti (1861) 21 How. Prac. 465. ,
Hayes, manager of the Olympic theater in
New York, engaged Willio to play at the Olympic for three months, and "not to perform at
After playing
etc.
any other establishment,"
two months, Willio accepted an offer of highAn injuncer salary from a Boston theater.
tion was granted, the court mentioning, wittt
a

chancery, In the fact that no officer of the court
has that perfect knowledge of the Italian language, or possesses that exquisite sensibility in
the auricular nerve, which is necessary to the
understanding and enjoyment of Italian opera;
and it would be difficult for a master to determine whether a defendant sang in faithful performance of his engagement, or ascertain what
effect the coercion might produce upon his singing, especially iu the livelier airs. De Rivafinoli v. Corsetti (1833) 4 Paige, 264. Similar
considerations led Edwards, J., to refuse a similar application in Sanquirico v. Benedetti, 1
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Hare, 241;
reveal secrets of business
Eng. Law
Eq. 182), of a contract not to write
particular description of book
Sim. & S.
18 Ves. 437), of a contract not to practice
particular trade or calling (125 Mass. 258: 16
Vt. 176 22 Law Rep. 693
Jur. [N. S.] 976
15 Sim. 88), although in either case the injured
party could maintain an action for damages,
there is no good reason for refusing an injunction to forbid breaking a contract for exclusive
is is

professional
and sound.
services,
forcible
recounted in 26 Alb.
German case
Cases involving
claim of the artist
that the manager first broke the contract by
assigning the artist to a part or position less
desirable than that which the contract assured,
or by failing to give due opportunity for appearances, are: Daly v. Smith, 49 How. Prac.
150, Roserie v. Kiralfy, 12 Phila. 209, and De
Pol V. Sohlke,
Rob. Ecc. 280.
Must there be an Express Negative Contract?
— Several English cases support the view that
an engagement not to serve elsewhere is fairly to be implied from
contract, in general
terms, to perform under one manager or at one
establishment.
But American judges have
generally
refused to interfere
unless there
were an express stipulation forbidding the service sought to be enjoined.
In other words, in
this country a simple engagement to serve
leaves the employ^ at liberty to take other service, provided he faithfully performs the first
engagement.
Gill, 487;
Burton v. Marshall,
Butler V. Galletti, 21 How. Prae. 465; Wallace V. De Young, 98 111. 638.
But compare
Manufacturing Co. „v. Cook,, Bost, I^w Rep.
547, 549.- X'w*- ftA'i-O oUy^XCXj i..., I')0lj>
Form of a Restrictive Covenant. — ^The restrictive clause may well be drawn in the following form—making variations appropriate
to the circumstances of the particular case:
And
is further agreed, in consideration of
the premises, that the party of the second part
actor,
artist, or other employfi) will not,
(the
during the term of this agreement, exercise his
professional
skill and talents as an actor (or
artist, etc.) in public, (within the city of New
York, or otherwise state the limits to which the
restriction
intended to be confined; and the
courts are more willing to enforce these restriclimited), either for
tions when the locality
compensation or gratuitously,
and either upon
his own account or for another employer or
establishment,
without the consent in writing
of the party of the first part first obtained, under pain of injunction, action for damages, or
any other available judicial remedy: provided,
however, that the party of the second part may
at any time and as often as he thinks fit perform gratuitously at any entertainment
charitably given for the burial expenses and relief
of the family of a .deceased actor, (or otherwise state explicitly any right which the actor
desires to reserve.)
Procedure. — Several
of the cases indicate
is proper to join the second employer
that
as co-defendant, and to draw the injunction so
as in terms to forbid him to employ the chief
defendant, as well as prohibit the latter from
performing.
Clarke v. Price,
Wils. Oh. 157;
Lumley v. Wagner,
De Gex, M. & G. 604;
Gill, 487; Hamblin v.
Burton v. Marshall,
Dinneford,
Edw. Ch. 528.
Whether the
practitioner may have
ne exeat as well as
injunction, see De Rivafinoli v. Corsetti,
Paige, 264; banquirico v. Benedetti,
Barb.
315; Hayes v. Willio, 11 Abb. Prac. (N. S.)
167.
What action lies in behalf of an injured
manager or other employer against
rival or
eempetitor for inducing artists of his company
or employes in his establishment to leave his
service, see Bowen v. Hall, 20 Am. L. Ree
(N. S.) 578, and note. Id. 587.
1
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approval, the modern doctrine that a definite
contract by an actor not to perform at any other theater than his employer's may be enforced;
and saying that this remedy is not impaired
Hayes v. Willio
by the Code of Procedure.
(1871) 11 Abb. Prac. (N. S.) 167.
Montague, manager
of the Globe theater,
London,- engaged Flockton to act at the Globe,
exacting
an
express
stipulation
without
that
not act elsewhere.
But the vicehe should
was
chancellor said that such a stipulation
implied. An engagement to perform for a definite term at one theater involves an engagement not to perform during the term at any othWhen a person agrees to act at a
er theater.
particular theater, he agrees not to act anywhere else as plainly as if a negative clause
Montague v. Flockton (1873)
were inserted.
L. R. 16 Eq. Cas. 189; 28 Law J. (N. S.) 581.
And the same opinion was expressed, obiter,
in Fechter v. Montgomery, 33 Beav. 22, where
and, ex
the suit was by Fechter as manager;
parte, in Webster v. Dillon, 3 Jur. (N. S.) 432.
Manager Daly engaged Fanny Morant Smith
to play at his theater in New York city during the seasons of 1874, 1875, and 1876, the
contract containing a stipulation that she should
not act during the term of the contract
at
any other New York city theater without his
written consent; and that if she should attempt
to do so, the plaintiff might, "by legal process,
or otherwise, restrain her from so performing on
payment to her, during such restraint," of oneShe,
fonrth her salary under the contract.
however, allowed herself to be advertised to
play at a rival establishment, the Union-square
theater, and he brought suit for an injunction.
The New York superior court pronounced the
stipulation not to perform, valid, and proper
to be enforced by injunction;
saying that, although the clause as to plaintiffs restraining a
breach on paying a quarter salary could not give
jurisdiction, yet, as the court had jurisdiction
without
the clause might be regarded as a
guide in fixing the terms of the injunction.
Therefore, the actress was enjoined from playing within
the city, provided
the manager
punctually pay to her one-quarter
should
of
Daly v. Smith (1874) 49
her agreed salary.
How. Prac. 150. The opinion has been commended for its review of the authorities.
For other cases in which the modern doctrine
(of Lumley v. Wagner) has been incidentally
recognized
of discussed, and applied in a way
not aiding materially
to support it, see Mapleson V. Bentham,
20 Wkly. Rep. 176, where
the vice-chancellor
denied an application
by
Mapleson, lessee of the Royal Italian Opera,
enjoin
to
his first tenor from singing elsewhere;
Wolverhampton,
etc.. Ry. Co. v. London, etc.,
Ry. Co., L. R. 16 Eq. Oas. 433, involving an
agreement relative to use of
railroad; and
Manufacturing
Co. v. Cook, Bost. Law Rep.
547, in which an employe of
manufacturing
company was enjoined from breaking his covenant with his employers that he would not for
five years disclose their secrets or engage with
any other employer;
with which latter case
compare Estcourt v. Estcourt Hop Essence Co.,
32 Law T. (N. S.) 80;
reversing same case
31 Law T. (N. S.) 567; Gower v. Andrew, 14
Cent. Law J. 50; and Deming v. Chapman, 11
Judge Lowell's opinion in
How. Prac. 382.
Singer Sewing-machine
Co. v. Union Buttonhole, etc., Co.,
Holmes, 253, is an instructive
application
discussion of the
of the doctrine to
ordinary mercantile contracts, in which a promisor agrees not to deal with any other than
the promisee; with which case compare Bickford V. Davis, 11 Fed. 549, and Fothergill v.
See, also,
note
Rowland, L. R. 17 Eq. 132.
by B. H. Bennett, to Bowen v. Hall, 20 Am.
Law Reg. (N. S.) 578, 587. The suggestion
made at the close of this note, that, since modem equity enjoins a breach of
contract not to
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CLARKE

V.

(2 Wils. Ch.

PRICE.
157.)

July 21, 22, 1819.
Cases In Chancery.
The bill, filed the I5th of June, 1819, stated
that In 1814 the defendant George Price,
Esq., proposed to compose and write reports
of cases argued and determined in the court
of exchequer; and the plaintiffs entered into
a treaty with him as to the terms upon which
the same shooild be printed and published;
and that on the 27th of AprU, 1814, the foUowing agreement was signed by him: "Memo^
randum: It is agreed between George Price,
Esq., and William Clarke and Sons, as follows: Mr. Price undertakes to compose and
write the cases in the court of exchequer,
commencing
with Easter term, 1814, and to
periodically; the said William!
be published
Clarke and Sons to be at the charge of all expenses of paper, printing and advertising,
which expenses, when discharged, to divide
the profits of the said work equally (that is
to say), one moiety to the said George Price,
the other to the said William Clarke and
Sons; all accounts to be adjusted at Christmas in every year, at the customary trade
price and commission: And it is further
agreed that Messrs. Clarke shall be at liberty
to relinquish the undertaking should they think
it advisable."
The bill further stated that, in pursuance
of the agreement, Mr. Price composed and
wrote divers reports of cases argued and determined in the court of exchequer, and that
the plaintiffs printed and published them at
their owin costs and charges, periodically and
in pari:s; that the first volume consisted of
three parts, the first being published in August, 1814, the second In May, 1815, and the
third in March, 1816; that on the 2d of
March, 1816, a variation In the agreement
was made between the plaintiffs and Mr.
Price, and that a memorandum thereof waa
made in writing and signed by Mr. Price, in
"March 2d, 1816.
the
words following:
Memorandum of agreement between George
Price and William Clarke & Sons: Whereas,
by an agreement bearing date the 27th of April, 1814, between the above parties. It was
there stipulated that Mr. Price should take
the reports in the exchequer, and Messrs.
Clarke should print the same, and divide the
profits between the respective parties: And
whereas the first volume of the Reports in the
Court of Exchequer has been printed and
published by the said George Price and William Clarke & Sons: And whereas the' said
George Price Is desirous of selling all his
copyright and interest In the first volume:
In consideration of which, the said William
Clarke & Sons agree to give, and the said
George Price agrees to accept of the sum of
£166.
And the said George Price further
agrees to give any further assignment of the
copyright, if required from him by the said
William Clarke & Sons." That, in pursuance
of the second agreement, the plaintiff duly
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paid to Mr. Price the £166. That In further
pursuance
of the agreement of the 27th of
April, 1814, Mr. Price continued to write and
compose reports of cases argued and determined in the court of exchequer;
and that
before the publication of the first part of the
second volume, and on or about the 11th of
1816,
November,
a further agreement was
made between the plaintiffs and Mr. Price,
and a memorandum thereof made as follows:
"November 11th, 1816. Memorandum of agreement between George Price, Esq., and William Clarke & Sons:
Mr. Price agrees to the
following terms for writing and composing
the second volume of his Reports la the Exchequer, sale of his copyright, and interest In
the said volume; Messrs. Clarke, for the considerations above, to pay to Mr. Price, within
one month after the publication of each part,
the sum of £6 10s. for each sheet of sixteen
pages royal octavo, and in the same proportion for any less quantity than a sheet; Mr.
Price to be allowed the sum of £2 on each
part for corrections; all above that sum to he
paid by Mr. Price, and deducted out of the
payment for each part; Mr. Price to give a
if required, at Messrs.
further assignment,
Clarke's expense."
The bin further stated that, in piusuanee
of the agreements, Mr. Price composed and
wrote a second volume of reports of cases
argued and determined in the court of exchequer, and which the plaintiffs, at their expense, printed and published in four parts,
the first part on the 20th of January, 1817,
the second on the 23rd of April, 1817, the
third on the 1st of June, and the fourth on
the 13th of September, 1817; and that the
plaintiffs duly paid the sums of money due
to Mr. Price for the copyright of the second
volume, according to the three memorandums
That in June, 1817, the plainof agreement.
tiffs and Mr. Price agreed to make a further
variation in the terms of the agreement of
the 27th of April, 1814, and on the 19th of
Jime, 1817, the following memorandum was
signed: "London, June 19th, 1817. Memorandum:
Mr. Price agrees with M^srs
Clarke to receive for his Interest in the agree
ment for the exchequer reports, dated 27tb
of April, 1814, commencing at the third volume, the sum of £7 per sheet, and £3 per part
for corrections; all above that sum to be
paid by Mr. Price, and if under £3 the difference to be paid to Mr. Price until the sale
shall exceed a thousand, but not to apply to
any reprints above that number of the parts
already published or to be. Mr. Price agrees
to give any further assignment of the copyright and future Interest to Messrs. Clarke,
at their expense"
The bill further stated that In pursuance
of the agreements of the 27th of April, 1814,
and the 19th of June, 1817, Mr. Price wrote
and composed, and the plaintiffs printed and
published, at their expense, the third volume,
consisting of four parts, and also two parts
of the fourth volume, at the times specified
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in the bill, and that they had paid to Mr.
Price the sums which by tie agreements were
of the third volume,
due to him in respect
and also c'ivers sums on account of the fourth
Tolume.
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were not entitled to the assistance of the
court
An injunction having been obtained ex
parte, on the filing of the bill and on aflidavit, a motion was now made to dissolve it.

The bill further stated that Mr. Price had
Mr. Wetherell, J. Wilson, and Mr. Price,
made some contract with the other defendfor defendants Price and Sweet.
Mr. Heald
ants, Brooke and Sweet, by which he had
and Mr. Ching, for defendant Brooke.
Mr.
bound himself to write and compose new volShadwell, for plaintiffs.
lunes of reports of cases argued and determined in the court of exchequer, and In the
exchequer chamber, in order and to the inTHE LORD CHANCELLOR. The case of
Morris v. Colman is essentially different from
tent that the same might be printed and pubthe present.
and the plainlished by Brooke and Sweet;
In that case, Morris, Oolman,
and other persons were engaged in a partnertiffs insisted that they were entitled to have
ship in the Haymarket Theater, which was
an assignment duly made to them of all the
to have continuance for a very long period, as
copyright in such of the reports as he had
long Indeed as the theater should exist.
written and composed, and to be the printers
Ooland to have an assignment
man had entered into an agreement which
and publishers,
was very unwilling to enforce,— not that he
made to them, of the copyright of all such of
would vyrite for the Haymarket Theater, but
the said reports as he shall hereafter write
that he would not write for any other theater.
and compose, upon making to him such payIt appeared to me that the court could enments as he is entitled to by virtue of the
force that agreement by restraining him from
agreements of the 27th of April, 1814, and
writing for any other theater.
the 19th of June, 1817.
The court
could not compel him to write for the HayMr.
The bill prayed that the defendant,
Price, might be decreed specifically to permarket Theater, but it did the only thing in
expressed in the
its power,—it Induced him indirectly to do the
form the said agreements
by permitting the plain- one thing by prohibiting him from doing ansaid memorandum
other.
There was an express covenant on his
tiffs to print and publish the reports of cases
part contained in the articles of partnership.
so long as he
in the court of exchequer,
But the terms of the prayer of this bill do
should continue to compose and write the
not solve the diflBculty;
upon the terms agreed upon in the
same,
for. If this contract
respectively,
and deliveris one which the court will not carry into
said memorandums,
execution, the court cannot Indirectly enforce
ing to the plaintiffs the manuscripts of said
it by restraining Mr. Price from doing some
reports for that purpose, and by duly makother act This is an agreement which exing and executing to the plaintiffs an assignpressly provides that Mr. Price shall write
ment of the copyright of such parts of the
and compose reports of cases to be publlsbsaid work as had been published, and should
In Morris v. Colman,
composed,
and
the ed by the plaintiffs.
be written
thereafter
there was a decree directing the partnership
plaintiffs being ready to pay to him such
to be carried on. It could not be put ah end
sums of money as should be justly due to
to, and it was the duty of the parties to interhim; also praying an injimction to restrain
fere;
buU—havfi no Jurisdi ction t o compel
Mr. Price from printing or publishing, or emor any other Mr. Price to write reports for the plaintiffs.
ploying the other defendants,
cannot, as in the other case, say "thalT will
person or persons than the plaintiffs, to print
Induce him to write for the plaintiffs by preand publish the fifth or any subsequent volventing him from writing for any other perume or part of the same work which Mr.
son, for that ia no t the Tijitnre nf thp flp;rppPrice should thereafter compose and write,
Brooke,-l-J^fiBt- The on!^ means of enforcing the exeand to restrain the other defendants,
cution of this agreement would be to make
and Sweet, from printing and publishing the
or to
an order compelling Mr. Price to write resaid work so written and composed,
ports for the plaintiffs, which I have not the
be written and composed, or any part thereIf there be any remedy In
means of doing.
of.
The answers submitted that, on the true thls^ case It is at law._ If I cannot compel Mr7
Price to remain in the court of exchequer for
Mr. Price
of the agreements,
construction
can do nothing.
the purpose of taking notes,
was not bound to employ the plaintiffs as the
cannot indirectly, and for the purpose of
publishers of all future reports to be written
compelling him to perform the agreement
by him; that the plaintiffs were Informed in
compel him to do something which is merely
Mr.
October, 1818, of the contract between
It is also qultel
Price and the other defendants; that on the incidental to the agreement.
clear that there is no mutuality in this agree- 1
1st of April, 1819, the work was advertised,
ment
am of opinion that
have no juris- 1
as being about to be published, and that the
diction in this case.
defendants
had now printed a considerable
Injunction dissolved.
part of the fifth volume, and had thereby InThe bill was afterwards dismissed,
and that the plaintiffs,
with
curred great expense;
costs, for want of prosecution.
having suffered such expense to be incurred.

I

I
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LTTMLBT r. WAGNER
(1 De Gex,

M. & G.

The Lord Chancellor,

May

604.)
22,

26,

1852.

The bill in this suit was filed on the 22d
1852, by Benjamin Lumley, the lessee
of her Majesty's Theatre, against Johanna
Wagner, Albert Wagner, her father, and
Frederick Gye, the lessee of Covent Garden
Theatre; it stated that In November, 1861,
Joseph Bacher, as the agent of the defendants
Albert Wagner and Johanna Wagner, came
to and concluded at Berlin an agreement in
writing in the French language, bearing date
1851, and which agreethe 9th November,
ment being translated into English was as
follows:

April,

"The

undersigned Mr. Benjamin

Lumley,

possessor of her Majesty's Theatre at London,
and of the Italian Opera at Paris, of the one
part, and Mademoiselle Johanna Wagner cantatrice of the Court of his Majesty the King
of Prussia, with the consent of her father,
Mr. A. Wagner, residing at Berlin of the
other part, have concerted and concluded the

following contract: First, Mademoiselle Johanna Wagner binds herself to sing three
months at the theatre of Mr. Lumley, her
Majesty's, at London, to date from lie 1st
of April, 1852 (the time necessary for the
jojirney comprised therein), and to give the
parts following: 1st. Romeo, Montecchi; 2nd.
Fides, ProphSte; 3rd. Valentine, Huguenots;
4th. Anna, Don Juan; 5th. Alice, Robert le
Diable; 6th. An opera chosen by common
accord.
Second. 'fheLtfiree first parts must
necessarily be, Istr^pmeo, 2nd, Fides, 3rd,
Valentine; these parti once sung, and then
only she will appear, if Mr. Lumley desires
it, in the three other operas mentioned aforeThird, These six parts belong exclusaid.
sively to Mademoiselle Wagner, and any other cantatrice shall not presume to sing them
during the three months of her engagement.
If Mr. Lumley happens to be prevented, by
any cause soever, from giving these operas,
he is nevertheless held to pay Mademoiselle
Johanna Wagner the salary stipulated lower
down for the number of her parts as if she
Fourth, In the case where
had sung them.
Mademoiselle Wagner should be prevented
by reason of illness from singing in the
course of a month as often as it has been
stipulated, Mr. Lumley is bound to pay the
Fifth, Madsalary only for the parts sung.
emoiselle Johanna Wagner binds herself to
sing twice a week during the run of the
three months; however if she herself was
hindered from singing twice in any week
whatever, she will have the right to give at
a later period the omitted representation.
Sixth, If Mademoiselle Wagner fulfilling the
wishes of the direction, consent to sing more
than twice a week in the course of three
months, this last will give to Mademoiselle
Wagner 50£ sterling for each representation
extra. Seventh, Mr. Lumley engages to pay
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Mademoiselle Wagner a salary of 400£ ster.
ling per month, and payment will take place
in such manner that she will receive lOftE
sterling each week.
Eighth, Mr. Lumley will
pay by letters of exchange to Mademoiselle
Wagner at BerUn, the 15th of March, 1852,
the sum of 300£ sterling, a sum which will
be deducted from her engagement in his retaining 100£ each month. Ninth, In all cases
except that where a verified illness would
place upon her a hindrance. If Mademoiselle
Wagner shall not arrive in London eight days
after that from whence dates her engagement, Mr. Lumley will have the right to regard the nonappearance
as a rupture of the
contract, and wiU be able to demand an inTenth, In the case where Mr.
demnification.
Lumley should cede his enterprise to another, he has the right to transfer this contract
to his successor, and in that case Mademoiselle Wagner has the same obligations and
the same rights towards the last as towards
Mr.'Xumley.
Johanna Wagner,
^Albert Wagner."
"Berl&,_the 9th November, 1851."
The biliyiien stated, that in November,
Joseph Bacher met the plaintiff in Paris,
when the plaintiff objected to the agreement
as not containing a usual and necessary
clause,
preventing the defendant Johanna
Wagner from exercising her professional abilities in England without the consent of the
plaintiff, whereupon Joseph Bacher,- as the
agent of the defendants Johanna WagnS?"'
and Albert Wagner, and being fully authorized by them for the purpose, added an article in writing in the French language to the
agreement, and which, being translated into
English, was as follows:
1851,

"Mademoiselle Wagner engages herself not
to use her talents at any other theatre, nor
in any concert, or reunion, public or private,
without the written authorization of Mr.
Lumley,
Dr. Joseph Bacher,
"For Mademoiselle Johanna Wagner, and
authorized by her."

The bill then stated that the defendants J.
and A. Wagner subsequently made another
engagement
with the defendant P. Gye, by
which it was agreed that the defendant J.
Wagner should, for a larger sum than that
stipulated by the agreement with the plainitiff, sing at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent
Garden, and abandon the agreement vrith the
plaintiff. The bill then stated that the de-

fendant F. Gye had full knowledge of the
previous agreement with the plaintiff, and
that the plaintiff had received a protest from
the defendants J. and A. Wagner, repudiating
the agreement on the allegation that the
plaintiff had failed to fulfill the pecuniary
portion of the agreement.
The bill prayed that the defendants Johanna Wagner and Albert Wagner might be
restrained from violating or committing any
breach of the last article of the agreement;
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that the defendant Johanna Wagner might
be restrained from singing and performing
or singing at the Royal Italian Opera, Cotent Garden, or at any other theatre or place
without the sanction or permission In writing of the plaintiff during the existence of
the agreement with the plaintiff ; and that
the defendant Albert Wagner might be restrained from permitting or sanctioning the
defendant Johanna Wagner singing and performing or singing as aforesaid; that the
defendant Frederick 6ye might be restrained from accepting the professional services
of the defendant Johanna Wagner as a singer and performer or singer at the said Royal
Italian Opera, Covent Garden, or at any
other theatre or place, and from permitting
her to sing and perform or to sing at the
Royal Italian Opera, Coyent Garden, during
of the agreement with the
the existence
plaintiff, without the permission or sanction
of the plaintiff.
The answer of the defendants A. and J.
Wagner attempted to show that Joseph Bacher was not their authorized agent, at least
for the purpose of adding the restrictive
clause, and that the plaintiff had failed to
make the stipulated payment by the time
mentioned in the agreement.
The plaintiff
having obtained an injunction from the vice
chancellor Sir James Parker on the 9th May,
1852, the defendants now moved by way of
appeal before the lord chancellor i to discharge his honor's order.
Mr. Bethell, Mr. Malins, and Mr. Martindale, in support of the appeal motion.
Mr.

Bacon and H. Clarke, contra, in support of

the injunction.

THE LORD CHANCELLOR.
The question which I have to decide in the present
case arises out of a very simple contract,
the effect of which Is, that the defendant
Johanna Wagner should sing at her Majesty's Theatre for a certain number of nights,
and that she should not sing elsewhere (for
that Is the true construction) during that
period.
As I understand the points taken
by the defendants' counsel in support of
this appeal they in effect come to this, namely, that a court of equity ought not to grant
an injunction except in cases connected with
specific performance, or where the injunction being to compel a party to forbear from
committing an act (and not to perform an
act), that injunction wiU complete the whole
of the agreement remaining unexecuted.
I have then to consider how the question
stands on principle and on authority, and in
so doing
shall observe upon some of the
cases which have been referred to and com-

I

1 The case was heard by the lord chancellor
on a representation that it was intended to confine the argument to the legal question alone,
which it was said involved an important point
of equity jurisdiction, on which the authorities
were conflicting.
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upon by the defendants in support
of their contention. The first was that of
Martin v. Nutkin, 2 P. Wms. 266, in which
the court Issued an injunction restraining an
act from being done where it clearly could
not have granted any specific performance;
but then it was said that that case fell within one of the exceptions which the defendants admit are proper cases for the interference of the court, because there the ringing of the bells, sought to be restrained, had
been agreed to be suspended by the defendant in consideration of the erection by the
plaintiffs of a cupola and clock, the agreement being in effect the price stipulated for
the defendant's relinquishing bell-ringing at
stated periods; the defendant having accepted the benefit, but rejected the corresponding obligation. Lord Macclesfield first granted the injunction which the lords commissioners,
at the hearing of the cause, continued for the lives of the plaintiffs.
That
case therefore, however it may be explained,
as one of the exceptional cases, is nevertheless a clear authority shovwng that this court
has granted an injunction prohibiting the
commission of an act in respect of which
the court could never have interfered by
way of specific performance.
The next case referred to was that of
Barret v. Blagrave, 5 Ves. 555, which came
first before Lord Loughborough, and afterwards before Lord Eldon, 6 Ves. 104. There
a lease had originally been granted by the
plaintiffs, the proprietors of Vauxhall Gardens, of an adjoining house, under an express covenant that the lessee would not
carry on the trade of a victualler or retailer
of vrines, or generally, any employment that
would be to the damage of the proprietors
of Vauxhall Gardens. An under-lease having been made to the defendants, who were
violating the covenant by the sale of liquors, the proprietors of Vauxhall Gardens
filed a bill for an injunction, which was
granted by Lord Loughborough. It has been
observed in the argument here, that in granting the injunction, Lord Loughborough said:
"It is in the nature of specific performance," j
and that therefore that case also falls under one of the exceptional cases. When that/
case came before Lord Eldon he dissolved
the injunction, but upon a different ground,
namely, on that of acquiescence for many
years, and in a sense he treated it as a
case of specific performance.
As far as the
words go, the observation of those two eminent judges would seem to justify the argument which has been addressed to me; In
effect, however, it was only specific performance, because a prohibition preventing the
commission of an act may as effectually perform an agreement as an order for the performance of the act agreed to be done. The
agreement in that case being that the house
should not be opened for the purposes of
entertainment to the detriment of Vauxhall
Gardens, the court granted the Injunction;
mented

j
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that was a performance of the agreement tn
substance, and the term' "specific performance" is aptly applied in such a case, but
not in the sense in which it has been used
before me.
It was also contended that the plaintiff's
remedy, if any, was at law; but it is no
objection to the exercise of the jurisdiction
by injunction that the plaintiff may have a
legal remedy.
The case of Robinson v. Lord
Byron, 1 Brown, Ch. 588, before Lord TJiurlow, so very often commented upon by succeeding judges, is a clear illustration of that
proposition, because in that case the defendant. Lord Byron, who had large pieces of
water in his park, which supplied the plaintiff's mills, was abusing his right by preventing a regular supply to the plaintiff's
mill, and although the plaintiff had a remedy at law, yet this comt felt no difficulty
in restraining Lord Byron by injunction from
preventing the regular flow of the water.
Undoubtedly there are cases such as that
cited for the defendants of Collins v. Plumb,
16 Ves. 454, before Lord Eldon, in which
this coml: has declined to exercise the powet
(which in that instance it was assumed to
have had) of preventing the commission of
an

act,

because

such

power

could

not

be

properly and beneficially exercised.
In that
case the negative covenant, not to sell water to the prejudice
of the plaintiffs, was
not enforced by Lord Eldon. not because he
had any doubt about the jurisdiction of the
court (for upon that point he had no doubt),
but because it was impossible to ascertain
every time the water was supplied by the
defendants, whether It was or not to the
damage of the plaintiffs; but whether right
or wrong, that learned judge, in refusing to
exercise the jurisdiction on very sufiBcient
grounds, meant in no respect to break in on
the general rules deducible from the previous authorities.
At an early stage of the argument
adverted to the familiar cases of attorneys'
clerks, and surgeons' and apothecaries'
apprentices, and the like, in which this court
has constantly interfered, simply to prevent
the violation of negative covenants;
but it
was said that in such cases the court only
acted on the principle that the clerk or apprentice had received all the benefit, and
that the prohibition operated upon a concluded contract, and that therefore the injunction fell within one of the exceptional cases.
do not, however, apprehend that the jurist
diction of the court depends upon any such
principle. It is obvious that in those cases
the negative covenant does not come into
operation
until the servitude is ended, and
therefore that the injunction cannot be required or applied for before that period.
The familiar case of a tenant covenanting
not to do a particular act was also put during
the argument; but it was said that in such
a case the jurisdiction springs out of the relation of landlord and tenant, and that the
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tenant having received the benefit of an executed lease, the injunction operates only
so as to give effect to the whole contract
That, however, cannot be the principle on
which this court interferes, for, beyond all
doubt, where a lease is executed containing

affirmative and negative covenants, this court
attempt to enforce the execution of
the affirmative covenants, either on the part
of the landlord or the tenant, but will leave
it entu-ely to a court of law to measure the
damages;
though with respect to the negative covenants, If the tenant for example
has stipulated not to cut or lop timber, or
any other given act of forbearance, the court
does not ask how many of the affirmative
covenants on either side remain to be performed under the lease, but acts at once by
giving effect to the negative covenant, specifically executing it by prohibiting the commission of acts which have been stipulated
not to be done. So far then each of the cases
to which I have referred appears to me to
be in direct contravention of the rules which
have been so elaborately pressed upon me
by the defendants' counsel.
The present is a mixed case, consisting not
of two correlative acts to be done, one by
the plaintiff and the other by the defendants,
which state of facts may have and in some
cases has introduced a very important difference,— but of an act to be done by J.
Wagner alone, to which is superadded a negative stipulation on her part to abstain from
the commission of any act which will break
In upon her affirmative covenant,— the one
being ancillary to, concurrent and operating
The agreement to
together with the other.
smg for the plaintiff during three months
at his theatre, and during that time not to
sing for anybody else, is not a correlative
and
contract, it is in effect one contract;
though beyond all doubt this court could not
interfere to enforce the specific performance
of the whole of this contract, yet in all sound
construction and according to the true spirit
of the agreement, the engagement to perform
for three months at one theatre must necessarily exclude the right to perform at the
It was clearsame time at another theatre.
ly intended that J. Wagner was to exert her
vocal abilities to the utmost to aid the theatre
I am
to which she agreed to attach herself.
of opim'on, that if she had attempted, even
in the absence of any negative stipulation,
to perform at another theatre, she would have
broken the spirit and true meaning of the contract as much as she would now do with reference to the contract into which she has actual-

will not

ly entered.
Wherever this court has not proper jurisIt
liction to enforce specific performance.
iperates to bind men's consciences, as far as
fhey can be bound, to a true and literal perand it will
lormance of their agreements;
from their conlot suffer them to depart
ftracts at their pleasure, leaving the party
to the
with whom they have contracted
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mere chance of any damages which a jury
The exercise of this Jurisdiction
may -give.
has, I believe, had a wholesome tendency towards the maintenance of that good faith
which exists In this country to a much greatand aler degree perhaps than In any other;
though the jurisdiction Is not to be extended, yet a judge would desert his duty who
did not act up to what his predecessors have
handed down as the rule for his guidance In

of such an equity.
was objected that the operation of the
injunction In the present case was mischievous, excluding the defendant J. Wagner from
at any other theatre while this
performing
court had no power to compel her to perform
at her Majesty's Theatre. £Tt Is true, that I
have not the means of compelling her to sing,
combut she has no cause of complaint, if
pel her to abstain from the commission of
an act which she has bound herself not to
her to fulfill
do, and thus possibly cause
which I
her engagement The jurisdiction
now exercise T^'whoUy within ttte power of
the court, and being of opinion that It is a
proper case for interfering, I shall leave nothing unsatisfied by the judgment I pronounce.
The effect too of the injunction, in restraining J. Wagner from slngmg elsewhere may.
In the event of an action being brought
against her by the plaintiff, prevent any such
amount of vindictive damages being given
against her as a jury might probably be inclined to give if she had carried her talents
and exercised them at the rival theatre; the
injunction may also, as I have said, tend to
the fulfillment of her engagement, though. In
continuing the injunction, I disclaim doing
indirectly what I cannot do directly.
Referring again to the authorities, I am
well aware that they have not been uniform,
and that there undoubtedly has been a difference of decision on the question now revived
before me. But, after the best consideration
which have been enabled to give to the subhave arrived
ject, the conclusion at which
by the greatest
supported
is, I conceive,
The earliest case most
weight of authority.
directly bearing on the point is that of Morris
There Mr. Oolman
V. Oolman, 18 Ves. 437.
was a part proprietor with Mr. Morris of the
Haymarket Theatre, and they were partners
in that concern, and by the deed of partnership Mr. Colman agreed that he would not
exercise his dramatic abilities for any other
He did not,
theatre than the Haymarket
however, covenant that he would write for
the Haymarket, but it was merely a negative
covenant that he would not write for any
Lord Elother theatre than the Haymarket
don granted an injunction against Mr. Colman writing for any other theatre than the
Haymarket; and the ground on which Lord
Eldon assumed that jurisdiction was the subject of some discussion at the bar. It was
truly said for the defendants that that was
and it was said, morea case of partnership;
over, that Lord Cottenham was mistaken in
the administration

It
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the case of Dieti'lchsen v. Cabburn, 2 Phil.
Gh. 52, when he said that Lord Eldon had not
decided Morris v. Colman on the ground of
there being a partnership.
agree that the

I

observations, which fell from Lord Eldon in
the subsequent case of Clarke v. Price, 2
Wils. 157, show that he did mainly decide it
on the ground of partnership; but he did not
decide it exclusively on that ground.
In the
argument of Morris v. Colman, 18 Ves. 437,
Sir Samuel Romllly suggested a case almost
Identical with the present.
He contended
that the clause restraining Mr. Oolman from
writing for any other theatre was no more
against public policy than a stipulation that
Mr. Garrlck should not perform at any other
theatre than that at which he was engaged
would have been. Lord Eldon, adverting in
his judgment to the case put at the bar, said:
"If Mr. Garrick was now living, would it be
unreasonable that he should contract with
Mr. Colman to perform only at the Haymarket Theatre, and Mr. Colman with him to
write for the theatre alone? Why should
they not thus engage for the talents of each
other?" He gives the clearest enunciation of
his opinion, that that would be an agreement
which this court would enforce by way of injunction.
The late Vice Chancellor Shadwell, of
whom I always wish to be understood to
speak with the greatest respect, decided In a
different way, in the cases of Kemble v.
Kean, 6 Sim. 333, and Kimberley v. Jennings,
Id. 340, on which I shaU presently make a
few observations. In the former case, he
observed that Lord Eldon must be understood
in the case of Morris v. Colman, 18 Ves. 437,
to have spoken according to the subject-matter before him, and must there be considered
to be addressing himself to a case in which
Colman and Garrick would both have had a
partnership Interest in the theatre. I must,
however, entirely dissent from that interpretation. Lord Eldon' s words are perfectly
plain, they want no comment upon them,
they speak for themselves.
He was alluding
to a case In which Garrick, as a performer,
would have had nothing to do with the
theatre beyond the Implied engagement that
he would not perform anywhere else; and
have come to a very clear conclusion that
Lord Eldon would have granted the injunction in that case, although there had been no
partnership.
The authority of Clarke v. Price, 2 Wils.
157, was much pressed upon me by the learned counsel for the defendants; but that is a
case which does not properly belong to their
argniment, because there there was no negative stipulation, and I quite admit that this
court cannot enforce the performance of such
an affirmative stipulation as is to be found in
There the defendant having
that case.
agreed to take notes of cases in the court of
exchequer, and compose reports, for the plaintiff, and having failed to do so, the plaintiff,
Mr. Clarke, filed a bill for an InjunctioB, and
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Lord Eldon, when refusing the injunction, in

I

cannot compel Mr. Price to sit
in the court of exchequer and take notes and
compose reports; and the whole of his judgment shows that he proceeded (and so it has
been considered hi later cases) on the ground
that there was no covenant, on the part of
the defendant, that he would not compose reports for any other person.
The expressions
in the judgment are; "I cannot, as in the
other case" (referring to Morris v. Colman,
18 Ves. 437), "say that
will induce him to
write for the plaintiff by preventing him from
writing for any other person;'"
and then
come these important words, "for that is not
the natm*e of the agreement" Lord Eldon
therefore was of opinion, upon the construction of that agreement, that it would be
against its meaning to affix to it a negative
quality and import a covenant into it by implication, and he, therefore, very properly as
I conceive, refused that injunctian. That
case, therefore,
In no respect touches the
question now before me, and I may at once
declare, that if
had only to deal with the
affirmative covenant
of the defendant J.
Wagner that she' would perform at her Majesty's Theatre, I should not have granted any
injunction.
think, the authorities are very
Thus far,
strong against the defendants'
contention;
but the case of Kemble v. Kean, 6 Sim. 333,
to which I have already alluded, is the first
case which has in point of fact introduced all
the difficulties on this part of the law. There
Mr. Kean entered into an agreement precisely
similar to the present He agreed that he
would perform for Mr. Kemble at Drury
Lane, and that he would not perform anywhere else during the time that he had stipulated to perform for Mr. Kembla Mr.
Kean broke his engagement a bill was filed,
and Vice Chancellor Shadwell was of opinion that he could not grant an injunction to
restrain Mr. Kean from performing elsewhere, which he was either about to do or
actually doing, because the court could not
enforce the performance of the affirmative
covenant that he would perform at Drury
Lane for Mr. Kemble. Being pressed by that
passage which I have read from in the lord
chancellor's judgment in Morris v. Colman,
18 Ves. 437, he put that paraphrase or commentary upon it which
have referred to;
that is, he says:
"Lord Eldon is speaking of
a case where the parties are in partnership
together." I have come to a different conclusion, and I am bound to say that. In my
apprehension,
the case of Kemble v. Kean
was wrongly decided and cannot be maintaineffect said,
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ed.

The same learned judge followed up his decision in that case in the subsequent one of
Kimberley v. Jennings, 6 Sim. 340.
That
was a case of hiring and service, and the
v>ce chancellor
there virtually admitted that
a negative covenant might be enforced in this
court, and quoted an instance to that effect
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within his own knowledge.
He said: "I remember a casfe in which a nephew wished to
go on the stage, and his imcle gave him a
large sum of money in consideration of his
covenanting
not to perform within a particular district; the court would execute such
a covenant, on the ground that a valuable
consideration had been given for it" He admits therefore the jurisdiction of the court,
if nothing but that covenant remained to he
executed.
The learned judge however adds,
"but here the negative covenant does not
stand by itself. It is coupled with the agreement for service for a certain number of
years, and then, for taking the defendant into
•
•
•
partnership,
this agreement cannot
be performed In the whole, and therefore this
court cannot perform any part of it" Whatever

may

have

been the

mutual

obligations

in that case, which prevented the court from
giving effect to the negative covenant, I am
not embarrassed
with any such difaculties

I

here, because, as
have already shown, both
are on the part of the defendants.
The case of Hooper v. Brodrick, 11 Sim. 47,
was cited, as an instance in which the court
had refused an injunction under circumstanbut, in that case, the
ces like the present;
lessee of an inn had covenanted to use and
keep it open as an inn during a certain time,
and not to do any act whereby the license
might become forfeited. In point of fact the
application was that he might be compelled
to keep it open, and the vice chancellor makes
this observation:
"The court ought not to
have restrained the defendant from discontinuing to use and keep open the demised
premises as an inn, which is the same hi effect as ordering him to carry on the business
of an innkeeper; but it might have restrained him from doing, or causing or permitting
to be done, any act which would have put it
out of his power, or the power of any other
person, to carry on that business on the premises. It is not, however, shown that the defendant has threatened, or intends to do, or
to cause or permit to be done, any act whereby the licenses may become forfeited or be
refused;
and therefore the Injunction must
be dissolved."
That therefore is an authority directly against the defendants, because
it shows that if there had been an intention
covenant this court
to break the negative
would have granted the injunction.
The case of Smith v. Fromont, 2 Swanst
330, was also relied upon by the defendants,

the covenants

as an instance where the injunction had been
refused, but there there was no negative covenant. It was an attempt to restrain, by injunction, a man from supplying horses to a
coach for a part of a road, when the party
who was applying for the injunction was
himself incapable of performing his obUgation
Lord Eldon,
to horse his part of the road.
in refusing the injunction and deprecating the
Interference
of the court in such cases, there
recollect of an
said: "The only instance
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application to this court to restrain the driving of coaches occurred in the case of a person who, having sold the business of a coach
proprietor from Reading to London, and undertaking to drive no coach on that road,
afterwards established one. With some doubt,
whether I was not degrading the dignity of
this court by interfering, I saw my way in
that case; because one party had there covenanted absolutely against interfering with the
business which he had sold to the other."
That again is a direct authority, therefore,
as Lord Eldon exagainst the defendants,
pressly says he had interfered in the case of
a negative covenant, although he could not
interfere on that occasion because there was
no such covenant
have been made upon a
Some observations
decision of my own in Ireland, In the case of
Gervais v. Edwards, 2 Dm. & W. 80; that decision I believe to be right, but it is quoted
to show that I was of opinion that this court
cannot interfere to enforce specific performance, unless it can execute the "whole of an
I abide by the opinion there
agreement
expressed, and I mean to do nothing in this
case which shall in any manner Interfere
with that opinion. That was properly a case
for specific performance, but from the nature
of the contract itself there was a portion of
I said, in
It which could not be executed.
cannot execute this contract which
effect:
is intended to be binding on both parties; I
cannot execute a portion of this contract for
one, and leave the other portion of the contract unexecuted for the other; and, there1
fore, as I cannot execute the whole of the
contract, I am bound to execute no part of it
That, however, has no bearing on the present
leave notliing xmperformed
case, for here
which the court can ever be called upon to

I

I

I

perform.

In Hills V. CroU, 2 Phil. Ch. 60, Lord Lyndhurst refused to enforce an Injunction to restrain the violation of a negative covenant
It was a case in which A. had given to B.
a sum of money, and B. covenanted that he
would buy aU the acids he wanted from the
manufactory of A., who covenanted that he
would supply the acids, and B. also covenanted that he would buy his acids from no
other person.
Lord Lyndhurst refused to
prohibit B. from obtaining acids from any
other quarter, both because the covenants
were correlative, and because he could not
compel A. to supply B. with acids; and if,
therefore, he had restrained B. from taking
acids from any other quarter, he might have
ruined him in the event of A. breaking his
affirmative covenant to supply the acids.
That case has never been rightly understood.
It is supposed that Lord Lyndhurst's decision was based upon a wrong principle; that
he followed the authority of Gervais v. Edwards and such cases, and that he improperly applied the rule which was in that class
of cases properly applied, but under the circumstances of the case before him I think
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the rule was not Improperly applied.* The
next case which has been so much observed

upon was that, before Lord Cottenham, of
Dietrichsen v. Cabbum, 2 Phil. Ch. 52. That
was a very simple case, and the question
upon what principle it was decided formed
the subject of discussion before me. A man,
in order to obtain a great circulation of his
patent medicine, entered into a contract with
a vendor of such articles, giving him a general agency for the sale of the medicine, with
40 per cent, discount, and stipulating that
he would not supply anybody else at a larger
discount than 25 per cent. He violated his
contract and was proceeding to employ other
agents with a larger discount than 25 per
2 The following, containing
all the material
portions of Lord Lyndhurst's judgment in Hills
V. CroU, is taken from the shorthand writer's
notes, and has been kindly furnished to the reporters by one of the counsel who was engaged
in that cause, and by whom a very full report
of the case will be found published, in "Reports of Cases in the Law of Real Property and
Conveyancing,"
volume 1, p. 541:

"THE LORD CHANCELLOR

"In this case of Hills v. Croll, Croll had obtained two patents for the purpose of purifying
gas, and the result of the purification of gas
was the manufacture
of muriate of ammonia
and sulphate of ammonia.
He entered into a
contract with Hills, who is the plaintiff in this
suit, and the contract was to this effect:
Mr.
Croll was to purchase all the acids that he was
to use in his process under his patent from Mr.
Hills. Mr. Hills, on his side, was to have the
right of purchasing all the ammonia that should
be produced as the result of those processes, at
certain prices as to the one and as to the other.
In addition to this, there was a stipulation
that, in all the licenses that were granted for
using those patents, the parties to whom those
licenses were to be granted should he bound to
purchase all the acids which were used in the
processes from Mr. Hills, and that Mr. Hills
should have the same option that he had in the
case of CroU, of purchasing from them all the
ammonia that should be produced in the course
of the processes. It was also stipulated that
Mr. Hills should have the option to supply
either muriatic acid or sulphuric acid, as he
should think proper, regulating
his option by
the market prices of the muriate of ammonia
and the sulphate of ammonia.
think this is
the substance of the original agreement beagreement
tween these parties.
The
was entered into in the month of March, 1841.
It
was found, on the part of Mr. CroU, that the
mode of payment and other arrangements with
respect to this agreement were inconvenient,
in consequence of which a correspondence takes
place between him and Mr. Hills, in the month
of September, 1842, and the agreement was
modified according to the terms of a letter,
think, in September, written by him.
dated,
in the original agreeOne of the stipulations
ment was that Mr. Hills should be a signing
party in all the licenses that were granted by
Mr. Croll for the use of the patent. The first
stipulation, in the letter of September, was that
he should not be required to be a signing party; but it provided tiat there should be a covenant in all those agreements, a covenant to the
effect stated in the original agreement, namely,
that the parties to whom the licenses were
granted should purchase their acids from Hills,
and give Hills the right to purchase the amRegulations
monia.
were also made altering
the terms on which the acids were to be purchased and the ammonia to be sold.
There
were some other subordinate
stipulations
to
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cent Aa injunction was applied for and
was granted. It was said tliat it was properly granted, because it was a case of partnership. This, however, was not the fact;
it was not a case of partnership, but was
strictly one of principal and agent; and it
was only because there was the negative
covenant that the court gave effect to it It
is impossible to read Lord Oottenham's judgment without being satisfied that he did not
consider it to be a partnership, though he
said it was in the nature of a partnership;
and in a popular sense it might be so called,
because the parties were there both dealing
with respect to the same subject, from which
which it is not necessary at present to advert
The letter, however, concluded with a stipulation to this effect, that if Mr. CroU was in

any particular
to depart from the agreement
modified the original agreement was to be
enforced.
I think those two documents, the
original agreement and the letter, formed the
substance of the contract between the parties
as it existed after September, 1842.
"Some doubt was expressed as to whether or
not the contract so modified has been acted upon in that shape. It appears beyond all doubt
that it was so acted upon, because the accounts
were, from time to time, rendered on the footing of the modified agreement, and it is also
clear from the letter of Mr. Hills of the Sth
of December, in which he refers expressly to
the prices that were regulated by the letter of
•September, 1842."
His lordship here referred to another question raised in the course of the discussion,
namely, whether the second or modified agreement had been put an end to by the operation
of the clause providing for the enforcement of
the first or original agreement; and, after remarking that it was unnecessary for him for
the purpose of the present question to come to
any conclusive decision on that point proceeded
as follows:
"Those are the facts of the case for the purpose of raising the narrow question, as it appears to me, which the court has to decide.
The bill was filed for the purpose of calling on
the court to declare that that agreement should
be specifically performed.
"Now there is no principle of the court which
understand to be more clearly established
than this, that the court will not decree an
agreement to be specifically performed, unless
it can execute the whole of the agreement."
The question, therefore, in this case will be
whether the court has power, from the nature
of this agreement, to execute the whole of it —
every part of it. Part of the prayer which is
consequent upon a specific performance is that
the defendant should be restrained from purchasing acids from anybody but Mr. EQUs, and
also that he should be restrained from granting licenses, except according to the agreement
that was in force between tte parties.
Now, then, with respect to the first of these
points, there is a stipulation
on the part of
Hills that he will supply the acids; there is a
stipulation
on the part of Mr. CroU that he
will purchase acids from Hills, and from no
other person.
Has the court any power whatever to compel Mr. Hills to comply with that?
Can the court order Mr. Hills to continue the
manufacture
of acids for the purpose of supplying Mr. CroU?
Can the court call upon
him, if he should not manufacture
acids, and
require him to purchase acids for the purpose
of supplying Mr. Croll? It is clear,
apprehend, that the com't has no such power.
There
are cases in which the court wiU do indirectly
so
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each was to have a benefit but In no legal
sense was it a partnership.
Up to the period when Dietriohsen v. Cabburn, 2 Phil. Oh. 52, was decided, I apprehend that there could have been no doubt
on the law as applicable to this case, except for the authority of Vice Chancellor

ShadweU; but with great submission it appears to me that the whole of that learned
judge's authority is removed by himself by
his decision in the later case of Eolfe v.
Rolfe, 15 Sim. 88. In that case A. B. and C.
were partners as tailors. A. and B. went
out of the trade on consideration of receiving
£1,000 each, and C. was to continue the buslwhat it cannot do directly.
A case commonly
cited for that purpose is the case of a nuisance.
The court would not compel a party who had
erected a wall to the- nuisance of another,—

would not compel the party by any direct order
to pull down that wall; but the court can
make an order requiring him not to continue
the nuisance, which would have the effect of
compelling him to pull down the wall.
In the
case of Morris v. Colman, the court restrained
Mr. Colman from writing for any other dieatre,
inferring from that that the order would compel Mr. Colman, or have the tendency to compel Mr. Colman, to write for the Haymarket
Theatre.
But in this case the court has no
power to compel Mr. Hills to supply acids by
ordering him not to supply acids to any other
person; that is not the agreement, nor was it
ever intended that it should be the agreement.
Therefore, unless the court can compel him by
a direct order to supply Mr. Croll from time to
time with the acids that Mr. Croll requires, it is
quite clear that this court cannot execute all
the parts of this contract.
The court cannot
therefore, compel the party specifically to perform the contract
It was thrown out in the course of the argument, that this court might compel one party
to perform his part of the contract and leave
the other party to his remedy at law. No such
principle has ever been acted on in this court;
it has been so laid down over and over again,
and, in a recent case that was cited at the bar
fGervais v. Edwards, 2 Dru. & War. 80), Sir
Edward Suyden held that, unless this court
can execute every part of the contract, this
court will not compel a specific performance of
a part.
When this cause therefore comes to a
hearing, I am of opinion that according to the
facts as they at present stand, and according
to the statement of the principle
have mentioned, this court cannot restrain Mr. Croll
from purchasing acids elsewhere, because it
cannot compel Mr. Hills on his side to furnish all the acids that may be necessary for
If
the manufacture carried on by Mr. Croll.
the court cannot do this, it cannot restrain the
parties at the hearing.
It is quite clear that
upon this interlocutory
application the court
cannot restrain Mr. Croll from purchasing acids
elsewhere.
apprehend therefore that the decision of the vice chancellor, which proceeded
on the principle I have stated, and rightly on
have stated, and which I believe
the grounds
is the principle of this court, and the principle
on which the vice chancellor acted as to that
part of the case is correct;
and equally applies, as it appears to me it does, to that part
of the notice of motion with respect to the libecause that forms a part of the concenses,
tract, — ^the general contract.
If the court cannot execute the whole of the contract it cannot execute the contract in part; therefore
am of opinion that in this case the motion must
be refused, and refused with costs.
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A. entered Into a
not carry on the
he had just sold,
within certain limits, and C. entered into a
covenant that he would employ A. as cutThe bill was filed
ter at a certain allowance.
simply for an injunction to prevent A. from
setting up as a tailor within the prescribed
limits, and the vice chancellor grr ted that
injunction. It was objected that this court
could not grant the injunction when there
was something remaining to be performed,
for that A. had a right to be employed as
a cutter, which right this court would not
even attempt to deal with or enforce as
against C. That case therefore was open
to a difficulty which does not occur here;
in fact the same difiiculty which might have
arisen in Hills v. Croll, 2 Phil. Ch. 60, beBut the vice chancelfore Lord Lyndhurst.
lor held that to be no difficulty at all, observing that the bUl simply asked for an injunction which he would grant, although he
could not give effect to the affinaative covenant to do the act in respect of which no
specific performance was asked.
His own
decisions in Kemble v. Kean, 6 Sim. 333, and
v. Jennings,
In Kimberly
Id. 340, were
pressed upon him; but he observed, "that
the bills in the cases cited asked for specific performance of the agreement, and that
the injunctions were sought as only ancillary to that relief, but the bill in the present
case asked merely for an injunction."
He
no longer put it on the Inability of the court
to enforce a negative covenant, but he put it
on the form of the pleadings.
Whether that
form was sufficient to justify his opinion is
a question with which I need not deal; but
I am veiy clearly of opinion that the case of
Rolfe V. Rolfe, 15 Sim. 88, does remove the
whole weight of that learned judge's authority on this subject
It was said in argument that the Injunction prayed in Rolfe v. Rolfe, 15 Sim. 88,
was merely ancillary to the relief; but it will
be seen that that was not so, and that the
prayer extended only to the injunction, and
had nothing to do with relief in the shape of
specific performance; and the learned judge
himself stated that if it had gone to that extent, he, foUovdng his former decisions, would
not have granted the Injunction.
From a careful examination of all these
authorities I am of opinion that the principles and rules deducible from, them are in
direct contravention of those principles and
rules which were so elaborately pressed upon
me during the argument; and I wish it to be
oess on his own account
covenant that he would
trade of a tailor, which
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distinctly understood that I entertain no
doubt whatever that the point of law has
been properly decided In the court below. It
was nevertheless, and with some reason, said
that although the point of law should be decided in the plaintiff's favor, still he might
be excluded from having the benefit of It on
the merits of the case.
His lordship here entered Into a minute
examination of the statements
In the answers and affidavits as to the unauthorized
addition of the restrictive clause, and as to
the nonfulfillment by the plaintiff of his portion of the agreement.
In reference to those
points he observed that, whether the clause
was originally added with or without authority, the evidence showed a clear acquiescence on the part of the defendants to its
remaining In the agreement;
that the operation of the agreement had been In the
first instance postponed to suit the convenience of the defendants; and that as to the
payment of the £300 although the plaintiff
could not have come into a court of equity
to enforce the contract without having tendered the amount stipulated to be paid, yet
it was distinctly proved that It had In fact
been paid to the common agent of both parties for the purpose of being handed to the
defendants. His lordship concluded by saylug that, looking at the merits and circumstances of the case, as well as at the point
of law raised, he must refuse this motion
with costs.
In the course of the argument, and In order to prove the plaintiff's readiness to perform his part of the contract an affidavit
made by Dr. Bacher was read, which was to
the effect that he had written and sent a letter to the defendant J. Wagner, informing
her of his having received from the plaintiff
the £300, and offering to pay that sum according to her instructions.
A letter of the
same date as that referred to In the affidavit
was admitted to have been received by the
defendant J. Wagner, but it was positively
denied that it contained any such offer. The
letter itself was not forthcoming, and its
nonproduetlon was not accounted for.
No
copy was kept by Dr. Bacher.
The lord chancellor observed that, when
the affidavit, as to the contents of the letter
was made. Dr. Bacher could not have known
that the letter would not be produced; that
the affidavit therefore, if imtrue, was at the
Imminent peril of exposure by the production
of the letter; and that under such circumstances the representation in the affidavit
must be taken to be true.
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MONTAGUE

v.

FLOCKTON.

(li. R. 16 Eq. 189.)
May 26, 1873.

This was

a motion on behalf of the plaintiff, Henry James Montague, the lessee and
manager of the Globe Theater in London,

for an injunction to restrain the defendant,

Charles Poston Flockton, from acting, or
causing his name to be advertised as about
to act, at any place other than the plaintiff's
theater, or otherwise than for the plaintiff's
benefit, for a period of nine months, from
the 2d of October, 1872, and in particular
from acting at an intended dramatic performance at the Crystal Palace,
In August, 1871, an engagement was proposed to the defendant on behalf of the
plaintiff, that the defendant should perform,
upon certain terms specified, at the Globe
Theater. To this proposal the following answer was returned by the defendant, dated
the 16th of August, 1871, and addressed to
Mr. Edward English, the plaintiff's agent:
accept the engagement
"Dear Sir:
for
the Globe Theater, under the management
of H. J. Montague, Esq., at a weekly salary
of five poimds, and, if required to go into
the provinces, traveling expenses paid and
20 per cent, on my London salary.
Line of
business, old men and character business; to
commence
on or about 2d October,
1871.
For the season of not less than nine months'
duration. A fortnight's rehearsal to be given prior to opening, subject to the rules and
regulations of the theater.
"[Signed]
0. P. Flockton."
During the pendency of the last-mentioned
namely, on the 2d of March,
agreement,
1872, the plaintiff and the defendant entered
into another agreement, which was accepted
by the defendant, in these terms:
"I hereby accept the renewal of my engagement
with H. J. Montague, Esq., for
his next season on the same terms as at
present existing between us.
"[Signed]
O. P. Flockton."
It appeared that In May, 1872, a notice
was posted in the greenroom of the Globe
Theater to the effect that the season would
close on the 4th of June, on which day all
pending engagements would terminate, and
the house was accordingly closed upon that

I

day.

A

company was then formed by the plain-

tiff for certain theatrical performances In

the provinces, in which the defendant took
part, and these performances commenced on
the 4th of June, and terminated on the 28th
of September, 1872.
The next London season at the Globe
Theater commenced In October, 1872, and
the defendant, Mr. Flockton, played at the
theater as he had previously done till the
10th of March, 1873, when he requested the
plaintiff to allow him to perform at the
Regent's Park Theater, which was to be
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opened In May.
Upon this occasion, according to the plaintiff's statement, the defendant said: "I only ask you to lend me, and
shall finish my engagement with you afterwards."
The plaintiff declined to accede to
the defendant's request, on the ground that
he should require his services for the next
piece that was to be brought out. On the
2d of April the defendant wrote the following letter to the plaintiff:

I

"Dear Sir: As you are aware my engage
ment with you terminated on the 2d of December last, pursuant to our agreement bearing date the 2d of March, 1872,
am desirous to close my connection
with your
and therefore now give you four
theater,
weeks' notice in pursuance of such my de-

I

sire."
The matter was then placed by the plaintiff in the hands of his solicitors, Messrs.
Lumley, who wrote to the defendant stating
that he had taken a wrong view of the
terms of the contract, which did not In fact
terminate until nine months after the commencement of the season, in October, 1872;
that the defendant was causing Mr. Montague considerable Inconvenience
and loss,
by not attending the rehearsal of a new
play soon to be produced, although every
reasonable notice had been given him; and
they called upon him to be in attendance the
following morning at 11 o'clock to rehearse
the part assigned to him.
This summons not being attended to by
the defendant, the plaintiff was obliged to
engage another actor, Mr. Palmer, to perform the part assigned to the defendant.
The plaintiff then discovered that the defendant was negotiating for an agreement to
act at a new theater In course of erection
in London, before the expiration of the term
alleged to be comprised in the agreement
of the 2d of March, 1872, and on the 28th
of April, 1873, the plaintiff also discovered
that the defendant was advertised as Intending to act on the 3d of May at the Crystal
Palace in the part of Polonius In Hamlet,
and consequently this bill was filed for an
injunction in the terms already stated.
It was alleged by the defendant that, according to the prevailing custom, the manager had the right of closing the season by
The plainnotice, and that he had done so.
tiff alleged that the notice did not close the
There was conflicting evidence on
season.
this point.
Lumley & Lumley, solicitors for plaintiff.
Mr. Oakes, solicitor for defendant
Mr. Glasse, Q. C, and Mr. E. Cutler, for
plaintiff.
Mr. Hemming, for defendant

SIR R. MALINS, V. C, after reading the
letter of the defendant dated the 16th of

August
perform'

1871,

accepthig

the

engagement to
the season.

for the plaintiff during

of at least nine months,

continued:
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The first question Is, what is the meaning
of that contract? It has been argued that it
was an engagement for the season, and that
it left the performer at the mercy of the
proprietor to terminate the season whenever
It is said that Mr. Montague
he thought fit
having put up a notice in the greenroom of
the theater in the month of May, 1872, notifying that the season's engagements
would
terminate on the 4th of June then nert, that
My
that has put an end to the contract.
opinion is that If an actor engages himself
for the season he leaves himself at the
mercy (within reasonable limits of construction) of the proprietor of the theater to fix
But that is not the
what the season is.
because,
meaning of this contract;
whUe
the proprietor, Mr. Montague, engages Mr.
Flockton for the season, there is a stipulation, which is for the protection of the performer, that that season is not to be one
month, two months, or three months, as the
proprietor may think proper, but that, whenever he may choose to terminate his season,
that season, for the purpose of paying the
actor, is not to be less than nine months.
In my opinion, it was absolutely impossible,
provided Mr. Flockton performed his part
of the contract, for Mr. Montague to evade
performing his part of it by paying the stipulated salary for a period of not less than
nine months.

I

am bound
This contract, then, being, as
in the only way it
to assume, understood,
by each of the parties,
conld be understood,
was commenced in or about the month of
October, and matters went on satisfactorily
on both sides, as
must assume, because in
the month of March, five months after the
contract had been commenced, and while Mr.
Flockton was still performing for Mr. Montague, a proposal was made by Mr. Montague,
and was accepted by Mr. Flockton, in these
terms: "I hereby accept the renewal of my
engagement with H. J. Montague, Esq., for
ihis next season, on the same terms as at
Ipresent existing between us." Now, what is
Bthe meaning of "the next season"?
am
I perfectly clear that it was a repetition of the
Aold contract;
it was to be the next season
commencing in October, 1872, lasting for not

I

I

than nine months. It follows that, for
in 1872 and ending in
1873, Mr. Montague, accepting these terms, is
bound to pay Mr. Flockton for nine months,
and Mr. Flockton is equally bound to perform for Mr. Montague, if Mr. Montague requires him to do so. I am surprised that by
any ingenuity Mr. Flockton should have persuaded himself that the meaning of that contract was, as he stated in his letter, that the
next season was not the London season, but
The thing Is, in my
the country season.
It has nothing to
opinion, perfectly absurd.
season; because the
do with the country
original contract was this: He is to have
£5 a week U required to go into the provless

the season beginning
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inces; assuming, therefore, that he may be
required ta go, he will agree to do so, and
in that case he Is to have his traveling expenses paid, and 20 per cent additional upon his London salary. The original contract
is for a London engagement, with the privilege on Mr. Montague's part of requiring him
to go into the provinces, where he would be
entitled to 20 per cent, additional and all
traveling expenses paid. Therefore, when he
says the next season, it is subject to the same
stipulation;
it is for the London theater,
with the right on the part of Mr. Montague to
require him to go into the provinces upon
those terms.
The contention of Mr. Flock-*
ton that the next season commenced in the
|
month of June and ended in the month of /
September is. In my opinion, simply ridicu- (
lous.
I totally differ from it and I am clear \
'
that it meant the next season, commencing
in October and terminating at the earliest
at the end of nine months.
Then let us see what was the view of the
parties themselves, and how this was acted
upon.
If it were according to Mr. Flockton' s
view, how did it happen that he commenced
acting for Mr. Montague again in the month
of October last and continued uninterruptedly and amicably, as I understand, to act
for him down to the month of April? The
object of it is evidently that which Is stated
by the plaintifE in his affidavit filed the 6th
of March; and, as it is not contradicted by
Mr. Flockton, I must take It to be perfectly
accurate. Mr. Montague says: "On or about
the 20th day of March, 1873,
was in my
dressing room at the Globe Theater with a
friend, and the defendant came in and asked
me if
would allow him to go and play a
very fine part at the Regent's Park Theater,
which it was proposed to open in the month
of May, and, he added [now, here Is an ad-fi ,, mission of the whole case], 'Of course, youV\ U^
will lend me for a time only; then
will\ft^
come back and finish my engagement.'
I v
said, in reply, 'I am sorry, my dear Flockcannot, as I hope to have you in my
ton,
next piece.' On my saying that he walked
away rather annoyed." That was on the
20th of March.
Then what is the next thing
I am satisfied from the evidence
he does?
that, there being a piece then in preparation,
it was the intention of Mr. Montague that
Mr. Flockton should take a part in it; but,
unfortunately, before it came out Mr. Flockton, on the 2d of April, adhering to this most
unjustifiable view of the contract writes to
Mr. Montague this letter: "As you are aware
my engagement with you terminated on the
2d of December last, pursuant to our agreement bearing date the 2d of March, 1872, I
am desirous
to cease my connection with
your theater, and therefore now give you
four weeks' notice in pursuance of such my
desire." Now, he knew perfectly well that
Mr. Montague was not aware of any such
thing as the termination of the agreement in

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I

is,

far from Mr. Montague not performing his
part of the contract or being desirous to
avoid employing Mr. Flockton in his new
piece, as was suggested,
Messrs. Lumley
wrote a letter to this effect: "Mr. Montague
states, further, that you are even now causing him considerable inconvenience
and loss
by your not attending to the rehearsal of a
new play soon to be produced, although every
reasonable
notice has been given you, and
we now call upon you to be in attendance
to-morrow on the stage to rehearse the part
assigned to you at 11 o'clock, at which hour
the company assemble
for the purpose of
rehearsal." Therefore it Is Mr. Flockton who
is now repudiating his contract
He is called upon to perform it, but he adheres to his
refusal, and seeks an engagement, first at
the Regent's Park Theater, and secondly at
the Crystal Palace. Now, unless theatrical
managers are to be completely at the mercy
their performers, the performers are not
|.of
I to be suffered to break their engagements
/ whenever they think fit. I can readily bej lieve, if Mr. Flockton had requested Mr. Montague to allow him to perform the part of
Polonius in Hamlet at the Crystal Palace,
that his request would have been acceded
to, and this suit would not have been instituted; but that was not all that Mr. Flockton wanted. In setting his contract at defiance, it is perfectly clear his object was not
simply to perform at the Crystal Palace, but
also to perform at the Regent's Park Theater, either because he could get a better salary or be enabled to play a higher class of
characters,
which perhaps to an actor is as
strong an inducement as any money that can
be given to him. But he is, in my opinion,
entirely wrong.
.
If he is put upon his contract, he Is bound
/ to perform for Mr. Montague for the season;
and I am glad to hear from his coimsel, Mr.
Hemming, that Mr. Flockton expresses his
willingness, If the court puts a different construction upon it to his own, to submit to the
opinion of the court, and perform his part of
the contract
Now, that being the effect of the agreement between the parties, that Is, that Mr.
Flockton has bound himself for the whole of
the season which commenced In October last
for nine months, which, on the one hand,
obliges Mr. Montague to pay him his salary

and obliges Mr. Flockton,
on the other hand, to perform for Mr. Montague for the same period, it is said. In order to avoid this, that he Is not bound, because there is no negative stipulation In the
I certainly am imder the imprescontract.
sion that in the case of Lumley v. Wagner, 1
De Gex, M. & G. 604, if there had been no
negative stipulation the court would have Interfered;
gather this particularly from
and
the passage In Lord St Leonard's judgment,
Id. 618, where he says: "The agreement to
sing for the plaintiff during three months at
his theater, and during that time not to sing
for anybody else, Is not a correlative contract;
It Is, In effect, one contract and though, beyond all doubt, this court could not interfere
to enforce the specific performance
of the
whole of this contract, yet. In all sound construction, and according to the true spirit of
the agreement, the engagement to perform
for three months at one theater must necessarily exclude the right to perform at the
same time at another theater."
It happened
that that contract did contain a negative
stipulation, and, finding It there. Lord St
Leonards relied upon it; but
am satisfied
that if it had not been there he would have
come to the same conclusion, and granted the
injunction, on the ground that Mdlle. Wagner; having agreed to perform at Mr. Lmuley's theater, could not at the same time be
permitted to perform at Mr. Gye's.
But
however that may be, it is comparatively unimportant because the subsequent authorities have completely
settled this point
It
appears to me, on the plainest ground, that
an engagement to perform for nine months
at Theater A. is a contract not to perform at
Theater B., or at any other theater whatever.
How is a man to perform his duty to
the proprietor of a theater if, when he has
engaged himself to perform for him, he Is to
go away any night that he may be wanted
must treat Mr. Flockto another theater?
ton as If he were the greatest actor In the
world, and as if wherever he went the public would run after him; and according to
this, if a proprietor engages an actor to perform for him, he is not, because he is only
wanted for three nights in the week, to be
at liberty to go and perform at any other
theater dm-lng the other three nights, and
thereby take away the advantage of the contract which he has entered into with his employer.
That in my opinion, is utterly Inconsistent with the proper construction of the
There Is no doubt whatever that
contract
of these contracts
the proper construction
that where a man or woman engages to perform or sing at a particular theater for particular period, that Involves the necessity of
his or her not performing or singing at any
a

I

for nine months,

during that time.
does not rest upon my opinion only,
was acted upon in Webster v. Dilbecause
lon,
Jut. (N. S.) 432. In that case there
other

That

it

December, for he knew that' the conversatloii
of the 20th of March which occurred between
them took an enthrely different view of the
case, and after making that admission himself to Mr. Montague I cannot conceive that
anything could be more unjustifiable than
that Mr. Flockton should say, "As you are
aware, my engagement with you terminated
on the 22d of December last." That was objected to by Mr. Montague, who,
think,
acted in perfect good faith.
He remonstrated, and, finding his remonstrances
were not
attended to, he applied to his solictors.
So
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Swanston applied for the injunction, and Vice
Chancellor Sir W. Page Wood "thought the
words of Lord St. Leonards were sufficiently
strong to justify his making the order, and
he granted an injunction restraining the defendant from acting at any other place than
the plaintiff's theater during the ordinary
hours of performance there of twelve consecutive nights, commencing on the 20th of AprU,
the plaintiff undertaking to abide by such order as to damages as the court might direct"
fully adopts there the principle that
Is
not necessary to have a negative covenant In
order to prevent the performance at another
theater. In Fechter v. Montgomery, 33 Beav.
think aU men must concur In the reason22,
ableness of the views of the master of the
rolls. Mr. Fechter had engaged Mr. Montgomery, who had been a provincial actor, and
desired to appear on the London boards to
characters, and Mr.
perform Shakespeare's
Fechter had kept Mr. Montgomery for ffve
months idle, but he paid him bis salary. Mr.
Montgomery's object was to be occupied;
he
did not want to be kept idle, he wanted to
show his talents to London audiences, and
being clear that Fechter had kept him five
months perfectly idle, and, for all that appeared, was likely to keep him idle for another five months, Mr. Montgomery would not
submit to it and broke his engagement Mr.
Fechter then filed
bill for an injunction, and
in my opinion the master of the rolls could
not have come to any other conclusion than
that Mr. Fechter had broken his part of the
contract and therefore he would not enforce
The contract
as against Montgomery.
there did not contain any negative stipulation
that he would not perform except for Mr.
Fechter.
The master of the roUs in that case
says (33 Beav. 26):
"But having regard to
the situation of the parties, having regard to
the nature of a contract of this description,
and having regard also to the previous letter
of the 21st of Jime, 1862, written to Mr.
Bamett,
and the conversation which took
being entered
place prior to this agreement
into, with respect to which conversation there
does not appear to me to be much difference
was an
on either side,
am of opinion that
agreement entered into by Mr. Fechter to emreasonable
ploy Mr. Montgomery, during
time, to act at this theater, and that it was
an agreement on the other side that he (Mr.
should not perform elsewhere
Montgomery)
the consent of Mr. Fechter; there
mutuality in the agreement entered
was
on the one side, that he
Into on both sides;

a

Theater in certain characters for twelve sucproposed
cessive nights,
to perform during
the same period at another theater.
Mr.

what his abilities and talents were before
London audience, and on the other side, that
he should not act elsewhere unless with the
permission of the plaintiff."
There are, therefore, Sir W. Page Wood, when vice chancellor, and the master of the rolls. Lord
RomiUy, taking precisely the same view, that
proan engagement to act at one theater is
There
hibition against acting at any other.
is also the whole principle involved In the
De Gex & J.
case of De Mattos v. Gibson,
totally dif276, which was with regard to
ferent subject undoubtedly, namely, the chartering of a ship. The ship was chartered for
a particular voyage, and the charterer prototally
posed to sell her, and employ her in
different manner.
There the court decided
that there was
contract that she should not
be employed for any other purpose, and granted an injunction against her being so employthink, therefore, that
ed accordingly.
is
decidedly established, and
should desire, asi
far as my opinion is of value on the subject,!
that it should be considered my opinion, that
man agreeing to act in one particular]
theater during the season is party to
conV
tract that he will act there and not anyj
as neces-,
where else. A negative contract
sarily implied as
had been plainly expressed.
Then the result Is: here
contract entered into for value.
It
said by
Mr. Flockton that the plaintiff has refused
to perform his part of the contract, and has
That
also refused to allow him to perform.
Is explained in the affidavits. It Is not atIt is perfectly clear
tempted to be answered.
that, in consequence of Flockton having absented himself, and given the notice of the
2d of .October, when this new piece was about
to be brought out Mr. Montague was obliged
Mr. Pabner, to
to apply to another actor,
act in the place of Mr. Flockton, and that, In
consequence of the default of Mr. Flockton
to perform his contract, he has brought this
Mr. Montague very
trouble upon himself.
properly said: "I have engaged Mr. Palmer.
You have brought
cannot turn him out.
this upon yourself, and while this piece lasts
cannot employ you to perform in it" But
if he had not done that, am perfectly clear
that he would have continued to employ him
of his not
there, and that the circumstance
being employed is entirely In consequence of
his attempting to repudiate his own contract.
am clearly of
Under these circumstances,
opinion that Mr. Montague has established
that Mr. Flockton Is under an engagement to
perform for him, and, being under that engagement, is not at berty to perform at any
other theaterTyhateVer witho ut Ilia ftemrts?
thinlTTFirrTirgitef "Sr'Ve^^"g?lstTSP*
'sion.
portance for actors to understand, that entering Into
contract to perform at Theater A.
obliges them to perform there alone, and that
they cannot be permitted to perform anywhere else so long as the other party performs
his part of the agreement
a

I

I

no argument on the part of
suppose they did not argue
the defendant
It because they found they could make nothThe defendant Dillon, an actor,
ing of It
having agreed to perform at Sadler's Wells
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am, therefore, of opinion that Mr. Montague is entitled to the injunction.
Mr. Hemming aslxed that the injunction
might not he extended to prevent Mr. Flockton from fulfilling the engagement he had already entered into to perform once more at
the Crystal Palace.
Mr.
The Vice Chancellor recommended

OP CONTRACTS,

Montague

to concede this request as a favor,

Mr. Glasse said that Mr. Montague would
not object to the defendant's performing once
more at the Crystal Palace.
The Vice Chancellor thereupon granted the
injunction in the terms of the prayer, but so
as not to Interfere with Mr. Flockton's playing one more day at the Crystal Palace.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
DONNELIi

▼.

BENNETT.

(22 Ch. Div. 835.)
Chancery.

Feb. 8, 1883.

By an agreement dated the 15th of December, 1882, and made between the plaintiff, J. Donnell, a manure manufacturer, of
the one part, and Cormack, a fish ciu^r and
fish smoker, of the other part, it was agreed
that Cormack should sell and that the plaintiff should buy all parts of fish not used by

Cormack In liis business of a fish curer and
fish smoker at the price of 23s. per ton for
the Sfpace of two years from the 31st of December, 1882, and in consideration thereof
Cormack further agreed that he would not
sell during the said space of two years any
fish or parts of fish to any other manufac-

and the plaintiff further
turer whatever;
agreed that he would take and pay for all
fish or parts of fish which Cormack should
deliver to him at the said price of 23s. per
ton delivered at the plaintifFs works.

It

was admitted that the defendant never

delivered any fish or parts ot fish under the
contract to the plaintiff, but that he entered
into a contract with the defendant Bennett
to deliver aU the parts of fish which he did
not require in his business to Bennett; it
was also admitted that the plaintiff had suffered damage by this breach of contract, and
that the defendant Bennett had paid Corsums of money to induce
mack considerable
him to break his contract with the plaintiff,
in order that Bennett might obtain the subof all the refuse of fish
stantial monopoly
In Grimsby or the neighborhood.

This was an action by the plaintiff against

Bennett and Cormack as co-defendants asking for an Injimction to restrain Cormack
from selling any fish to Bennett or any other
manufacturers except the plaintiff, and to restrain Bennett from buying any such fish
from Cormack.

H. A. Giffard, Q. C, and Mr. Hall, for
plaintiff. Cozens-Hardy, Q. C, and Mr. Williamson, for defendants.
Bower, Cotton & Bower, for plaintiff.
Williamson, Hill & Co., for defendants.

FRY, J. The question which arises Is by
no means an easy one. It is difficult because
of the state of the authorities upon the point.
It appears to me that the tendency of recent
decisions, and especially the cases of Pothergill V. Rowland, L. R. 17 Eq. 132, and of
Wolverhampton and W. Ry. Co. v. London
and N. W. Ry. Co., L. R. 16 Eq. 433, is

towards this view— that the court ought to
look at what Is the nature of the contract
between the parties; that If the contract as
a whole Is the subject of equitable jurisdiction, then an Injunction may be granted In
support of the contract whether It contain or
but
does not contain a negative stipulation;
that if, on the other hand, the breach of the
contract is properly satisfied by damages,
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then that the court ought not to interfere
whether there be or be not the negative^tipsay, appears to me to be
ulation. That,
the point towards which the authorities are
tending, and I cannot help saying that in my
judgment that would furnish a proper line
by which to divide the cases. But the question which I have to determine is not whether that ought to be the way in which the line
should be laid down, but whether it has been
so laid down by the authorities which are
binding on me.
Now several cases have been cited by the
plaintiff as authorities in favor of his contention. In the first place there Is the case
of Dletrlchsen v. Cabburn, 2 Phil. Ch. 52, in
which undoubtedly the court enforced by
way of injunction a stipulation not to sell
except In a particular manner, and there the
whole contract was one which could not
have been performed speeifleally by the court.
Still more, in Lumley v. Wagner, 1 De Gex,
M. & G. 604, the court enforced by way of
Injunction a portion of a contract the whole
of which could not have been enforced by
way of specific performance; and Lord St
Leonards in considering that case discussed
the question whether an injunction ought to
be granted in some cases In which specific
performance cannot be granted, and he determtaed that question plainly In the affirmative. He made these observations (Id. 619):
"Wherever this court has not proper jurisdiction to enforce specific performance it
as far
operates to bind men's consciences,
as they can be bound, to a true and literal
and it will
performance of their agreements;
not suffer them to depart from their contracts at their pleasure, leaving the party
with whom they have contracted to the mere
chance of any damages which a jury may
give. The exercise of this jurisdiction has,
believe, had a wholesome tendency towards
the maintenance of that good faith which
exists in this country to a much greater
and aldegree perhaps than In any other;
though the jurisdiction is not to be extend
ed, yet a judge would desert his duty who
did not act up to what his predecessors have
handed down as the rule for his guidance
in the administration of such an equity."
It Is plain, therefore, that Lord St. Leonards did not adopt the view which has occurred to me as that towards which the more
recent cases have been tending.
That Is the way in which the direct authorities stand hi eases In which there is a
negative clause, and they appear to me to
show that In cases of this description where
a negative clause Is foimd, the court has enforced It without regard to the question
whether specific performance could be granted of the entire contract
Then it is said by Mr. Cozens-Hardy that
In all those cases the negative contract enforced was but a part of a larger contract,
and that It was a separable part of that
larger contract, and that those cases do not

I
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apply to a case like the present, in which,
as h^ suggests, the negative contract Is coextensive with the positive contract.
Upon that argument two Inquiries arise.
In the first place. Is It true to say that the
negative contract Is In the present instance
coextensive with the positive? In my judgment it is not. The affirmative contract Is
that the vendor will sell all his fish refuse
for two years to the purchaser. The negative contract is that during two years he will
not sell any refuse fish to any other manufacturer whomsoever; leaving it open to him
so far as regards the negative contract, either
not to sell at all, or to sell to some person
other than a manufacturer.
But in the next
place one must inquire whether the authorities support any such distinction as that
which has been urged by Mr. Cozens-Hardy.
It appears to me that they do not
In Lumley v. Wagner, 1 De Gex, M. & G.
the contract was that Mdlle. Wagner
would sing three months at Her Majesty's
Theater in London. The negative contraxit
was that she would not "use her talents at
any other theater, nor in any concert or reunion, public or private, without the written
authorization of Mr. Lumley."
It is quite
true that the contract contains certain stipulations as to how many nights she should be
required to sing, but it appears to me to be
efvldent that the substantial contract—the affirmative contract—was that she would sing
Of course she could
there for three months.
not be always singing, and therefore the contract must state necessarily some limits as
to how often she was to sing, but when she
did sing during the three months she was to
sing at Her Majesty's Theater; the negative
terms were that during thti three months she
would not sing anywhere else than at Her
Majesty's Theater. It appears to me that
those two contracts are substantially coexBut further than that it is to be
tensive.
borne in mind that Lord St. Leonards does
604,
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not dwell on the distinction which is now
sought to be drawn, and so far as I am
aware no trace of It Is to be found in the
earlier authorities.
But then comes the case of Oatt v. Tourie,
L. R. 4 Oh. 654, before the Lords Justices!
in which Hills v. Croli, 2 Phil. Oh. 60, was referred to. Now Hills V. CroU was a case which
contained
an affirmative and negative contract, and Lord Justice GifCard expressly said
that if that case is to be taien as laying
down that the court is to refuse to act on a
negative covenant wherever there is a correlative obligation which It cannot enforce,
it does not apply. If It is taken as going
that length, it is contrary to the case of Lumley V. Wagner, 1 De Gex, M. & 6. 604, and
must be considered as overruled.
It appears to me, therefore, that that point
which has been urged upon me does not receive any sanction from the earlier authorities.

I

have come to the conclusion,
therefore,
upon the authorltiee, which are binding upon
me, that
ought to grant this injunction. I
do so with considerable difficulty because I

I

find it hard to draw any substantial or tangible distinction between a contract containing
an express negative stipulation and a contract containing an affirmative stipulation
which implies a negative.
I find it exceedingly difficult to draw any rational distinction between the case of Fothergill v. Rowland, L. R. 17 Eq. 132, and the case now before me. But at the same time the courts
have laid down that, so far as the decisions
have already gone in favor of granting injunctions, the injunction is to go.
It appears to me that this case is wlthio
the earlier decisions, and although I should
be far from sorry if the court of appeal were
to take a different view, I think I am bound
I
here by the authorities, and therefore
grant the Injunction till the hearing of the
cause.
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WM. ROGERS MANTJF'G CO. v. ROGERS.
(20

Ati.

467, 58 Conn. 356.)

Snpreme Court of Errors of Oonnecticnt
17. 1890.

Feb.

Appeal from superior court, Hartlord
county; Fenn, Judge.
This was a suit to enjoin the violation
ol a contract between Frank W. Rogers
and the Wm. Sogers Manufacturing Company and the Rogers Cutlery Company as
follows: "(1) That said companies will
employ said Rogers in the business to be
done by said companies, according to the
stipulations of said agreement, for the period of twenty-flve years therein named, if
said Rogers shall so long live and discharge the duties devolved upon him by
said Watrous as general agent and manager of the business to be done in common
by said companies, under the directions
and to the satisfaction of said general
agent and manager; it being understood
that such duties may include traveling for
said companies, whenever, in the judgment of said general agent, the interest o'
the business will be thereby promote-"
(2) The said companies agree to pay said
Rogers for such services so to be rendered,
at the rate of $1,000 per year for the first
five years of such services, and thereafter
the same or such larger salary as may be
agreed upon by said Rogers and the direotors of said companies, said salary to
be in full during said term of all services to
be rendered by said Rogers, whether as an
employe or an officer of said companies,
unless otherwise agreed.
(3) The said
Rogers, in consideration of the foregoing,
agrees that he will remain with and serve
said companies under the direction of said
Watrous, as general agent and manager,
Including such duties as traveling for said
companies, as said general agent may devolve upon him, including also any duties
as secretary or other officer of either or
both of said companies, as said companies
may desire to have him perform at the
salary hereinbefore named for the first five
years and at such other or further or different compensation thereafter during the
remainder of the twenty-five years as he,
the said Rogers, and the said companies
may agree upon.
(4) The said Rogers
during said term stipulates and agrees
that he will not be engaged or allow his
name to be employed in any manner in
any other hardware, cutlery, flatware, or
hollow-ware business either as manufacturer or seller, but will give, while he shall
be so employed by said companies, his entire time and services to the interests of
said common business, diminished only by
sickness, and such reasonable absence for
vacations or otherwise as may be agreed
upon between him and said general agent. "
The complaint was held insufficient, and
the plaintiffs appealed.
F. Cbamberlin and E. S. White, for appellants.
C. R. Ingersoll and F. L. Hungerford, for appellee.

ANDREWS, C.J. Con tracts for personal
service are matters for courts of law, and
equity will not undertake a specific per2 Kent, Comm. 258, note b;
formance.
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Hamblin v. Dinneford, 2 Ed w. Ch. 529 ; Sanqnlrico V. Benedetti, 1 Barb. 316; Haight v.
Badgeley, 15 Barb. 499; De Rivafinoli v.
Corsetti, 4 Paige, 264. A specific performance in such cases is said to be impossible
because obedience to the decree cannot be
compelled by the ordinary processes of the
court. Contracts for personal acts have
been regarded as the most familiar illustrations of this doctrine, since the court
cannot in any direct manner compel the
party to render the service. The courts in
this country and in England formerly held
that they could not negatively enforce the
specific performance of such contracts by
means of an injunction restraining their
violation. 8 Wait, Act. & Def. 754 ; Marble
Co. V. Ripley, 10 Wall. 340 ; Burton v. Marshall, 4 Gill, 487; De Pol v. Sohlke, 7 Rob.
(N. Y.) 280; Kemble y. Kean, 6 Sim. 333;
Baldwin v. Society, 9 Sim. 393; Fothergill
v. Rowland,!.. R.17Eq.l32. The courts in
both countries have, however, receded
somewhat from the latter conclusion, and
it is now held that where a contract stipulates for special, unique, or extraordinary
personal services or acts, or where the services to be rendered are purely intellectual,
or are peculiar and individual in their
character, the court will grant an injunction in aid of a specific performance.
But
where the services are material or mechanical, or are not peculiar or individual, the
partj' will be left to his action for damages. The reason seems to be that services of the former class are of such a nature as to preclude the possibility of giving the injured party adequate compensation in damages, while the loss of services of the latter class can be adequately
compensated by an action for damages.
2 Story, Fq. Jur. § 958a ; 3 Wait, Act. & Def.
754 ; 3 Pom. Eq. Jur. § 1348 ; California Bank
V. Fresno Canal, etc., Co., 53 Cal. 201 ; Singer
Sewing-Machine Co. v. Union Button- Hole
Co., 1 Holmes, 253, Lumley v. Wagner, 1
De Gex, M. & G. 604; Railroad Co. v. Wythes, 5 De Gex, M. & G. 880; Montague v.
Flockton, L. R. 16 Eq. 189. The contract
between the defendant and the plaintiffs is
made a part of the complaint. The services which the defendant was to perform
for the plaintiffs are not specified therein,
otherwise than that they were to be such
asshould bedevolved upon him bythegeneral manager; "it being understood that
such duties may include traveling for said
companies whenever, in the judgment of
said general agent, the interests of the
business will be thereby promoted ; " and
also "Including such duties as traveling
for said companies as said general agent
may devolve upon him, including also any
duties as secretary or other officer of either
or both of said companies as said companies may desire to have him perform."
These services, while they may not be material and mechanical, are certainly not
purely intellectual, nor are they special, or
unique, or extraordinary ; nor are they so
peculiar or individual that they could not
be performed by any person of ordinary
intelligence and fair learning. If this was
all there was in the contract it would be
almost too plain for argument that the
plaintiffs should not have an injunction.
The plaintiffs, however, insist that the
negative part of the contract, by which
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the defendant stipulated and agreed that
he would not be engaged in or allow hia
name to be employed in any manner in
any other hardware, cutlery, flatware or
hollow-ware business, either as a manufacturer or seller, fully entitles them to an
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than the names of Smith or Stiles or John
Doe. There is nothing from which the
court can see that the use of the defendant's name by the plaintiffs is of any value
to them, or that its use as a stamp by
their competitors would do them any ininjunction against its violation. They jury other than such as might grow out
aver in the complaint, on information and of a lawful business rivalry. If by reason
belief, that the defendant is planning with of extraneous facts the name of the defendcertain of their competitors to engage ant does have some special and peculiar
with them in busineBS,witb the intent and value as a stamp on their goods, or its use
purpose of allowing hisname to be used or as a stamp on goods manufactured by their
employed in connection with such business rivals would do them some special injury,
as a stamp on the ware manufactured ; such facts ought to have been set out so
;nd they say such use would do them that the court might pass upon them. In
great and irreparable injury. If the plain- the absence of any allegation of such facts
tiffs owned the name of the defendant as we must assume that none exist. The
a trade-mark, they could have no difficulty plaintiffs also aver that the defendant inin protecting their, ownership ; but they tends to make known to their rivals the
make no such claim, and all arguments or knowledge of their business, of their cusanalogies drawn from the law of trade- tomers, etc., which he has obtained while
marks may be laid wholly out of the case. in their employ. But here they have not
There is no averment in the complaint shown facts which bring the case within
that the plaintiffs are entitled to use, or any rule that would require an employe
that in fact they do use, the name of the to be enjoined from disclosing business
defendant as a stamp on the goods of their secrets which he has learned in the course
own manufacture, nor any averment that of his employment, and which he has conPeabody v. Norsuch use, if it exists. Is of any value to tracted not to divulge.
them. So far as the court is informed, the folk, 98 Mass. 452. There is no errorin the
defendant's name on such goods as the Judgment of the superior court. The other
plaintiffs manufacture is of no more value Indges concurred.
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METROPOIilTAN EXHIBITION
EWING.

(42 Fed.

CO. T.

19&)

Circuit Court, S. D. New York.

March 25,

1890.

In Equity. On bill for injunction.
Joseph F. Choate and George F. Duysters,
for plaintiff.
Henry Bacon, for defendant.
WALLACE, J. This action Is brought to
restrain a threatened breach of contract for
of personal services which
the performance
require special aptitude, skUl, and experience.
It is a case in -which an action at law would
not afford the plaintiff an adequate remedy
for the breach, and in which the power of the
court should be exercised by preventive interposition, if it is found that the contract Is
such as the plaintiff claims it to be. The
are such that, unless a precircumstances
liminary injmiction Is granted, the plaintiff
will obtain no effectual remedy, liecause, bofore the cause can be brought to final bearing, the time will have passed within which
the relief sought would be practically useful,
and, if it be then adjudged that the plaintiff
is entitled to a permanent injunction, the
judgment wUl be declaratory merely.
Although preliminary relief is not to be granted
■in a case in which it is doubtful whether the
plaintiff will be finally successful, yet, where
the questions are such that they can be fully
•considered and as safely decided upon a mo-tion for a preliminary injunction as at final
hearing, it Is the duty of the court to consider
and determine them, and not defer the party
invoking its assistance to a time when a decree, If awarded, would be too late.
The contract upon which the plaintiff
founds its claim for relief is in form between
ihe New York Base-Ball Club as party of the
first part, and the defendant as party of the
second part; but there Is no reason to doubt
■that the New York Base-Ball Club was the
agent of the plaintiff in entering into the
contract, that the plaintiff is the real principal, that the contract was intended to inure
for the benefit of the plaintiff, and that the
plaintiff is entitled to enforce it against the
-defendant to the extent that the New York
Base-Ball Club could do so. The doctrine is
now generally recognized that, while a court
-of equity will not ordinarily attempt to enforce contracts which cannot be carried out
by the machinery of a court, like that Involved in the present case, it may nevertheless practically accomplish the same end by
-enjoining the breach of a negative promise,
and this power will be exercised whenever
the contract is one of which the court would
direct specific performance, if It could practically compel its observance by the party refusing to perform through a decree for spewhere
-ciflc performance. It Is Indispensable,
the contract does not relate to realty, that it
Ae one for the breach of which damages
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would not afford an adequate compensation
to the plaintiff.
It must be one in which the
plaintiff comes into court with clean hands,
and which Is not so oppressive as to render
It unjust to the defendant to enforce it It
must be one in which there are mutual promises, or which is founded on a suflacient consideration. It must be one the terms of
which are certain, and in respect to which the
minds of the parties have distinctly met, so
that there can be no misunderstanding of
their rights and obligations.
The contract is executed as of the date of
April 29, 1889. It is a formal document, consisting of 20 articles, by which the New York
Base-Ball Club employs the defendant, and
the defendant undertakes to perform professional services as a base-ball player for the
club for the season (specified in article 2) beginning April 1, 1889, and ending October 31,
1889.
Article 20 provides that the salary to
be paid the defendant shall be $2,000, payable semi-monthly. Among other things, the
contract provides by different articles that
the club may at any time terminate the contract on 10 days' notice to the defendant,
whereupon the obligations of both parties are
to cease; that the club shall provide the defendant while "abroad" with proper board
and lodging, and pay all necessary traveling
expenses;
that if the defendant, during the
term of his employment, be guilty of any excessive indulgence in liquor, or of gambling,
or of insubordination, he shall be liable to
certain specified penalties; and that, if the
club ceases to be a member of the National
Clubs,
League of Professional
Base-Ball
either compulsorily or voluntarily, the "defendant shall, if the right of reservation be
transferred" by the club to any other club,
receive from that club at least the same
amount in salary that he receives by the
present contract. It contains, also, the following provision:
"Article 18. It is further
understood and agreed that the party of the
first part shall have the right to 'reserve* the
said party of the second part for the season
next ensuing the term mentioned in paragraph 2, herein provided, and that said right
and privilege is hereby accorded to said party
of the first part upon the following conditions, which are to be taken and construed
as conditions precedent to the exercise of
such extraordinary rights or privileges, viz.:
(1) That the said party of the second part
shall not be reserved at a salary less than
that mentioned in the 20th paragraph herein,
except by the consent of the party of the second part; (2) that the said party of the second part, If he be reserved by the said party
of the first part for the next ensuing season,
shall not be one of more than 14 players then
under contract,— that is, that the right of reservation shall be limited to that number of
players, and no more."
The plaintiff alleges that the defendant
was one of 14 players, and no more, so reserved under said contract; that on the 22d
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day of October, 1889, plaintiff exercised its
option to reserve the defendant for the season of 1890 by giving the defendant due and
timely notice, in writing, of its intention to
do so; and that, nothwlthstanding the exercise of this option, the defendant has engaged his services for the season of 1890 to
another organization, to act for it as a baseball player during that season.
The plaintiff
insists that, by the terms of the contract, it
is entitled to the services of the defendant
as a base-ball player for the season of 1890
upon the terms and conditions of the contract for the season of 1889, except the condition giving a right to reserve him for a
subsequent season.
The case turns upon the meaning and effect of the clause and contract which gives
the club the right to reserve the defendant
for the season next ensuing.
It is plain
enough that the option is a right of reservation for the next ensuing season only,— the
season ensuing the term mentioned in article 2,— and does not extend beyond the term
from April 1, 1890, to October 31, 1890.
It
is equally plain that the salary for the ensuing season is to be the same as that for the
season of 1889, unless the parties mutually
But what is the charconsent to a change.
acter of the option which the plaintifC is permitted to exercise?
What is the right to "reserve" the defendant? If it Is the right to
retain and have his services as a base^ball
player for the season of 1890, when is the
right of election to be manifested, and upon
what terms are these services to be rendered?
Can the club wait until April 1, 1890,
before it manifests its intention to exercise
the option? Is the club to pay the defendant's board and lodging while he is "abroad,"
serving the club, during the season of 1890?
Can the club discharge him at any time during that season on 10 days' notice? Are the
penalties
for intoxication, gambling, or insubordination enforceable during the season
of 1890? In short, does the contract embody the definite understanding of the parties to it in respect to their reciprocal rights
and obligations after the season of 1889 shall
have ended? If the term, "the right to reserve," has no defined meaning,
and there
were no extrinsic sources by which to ascertain the sense in which it is used by the parties, it would be an ambiguous phrase.
As
applied to a contract for personal services,
the right to reserve would convey a very unintelligible conception of the conditions and
incidents of the service to be rendered or
enjoyed.
A contract by which one party
agrees, for an equivalent, to reserve himself
for another for a stated period, or to reserve
himself as a lawyer or doctor or artist or
laborer for a specified term, would very inadequately express a promise to devote his professional or manual services exclusively to
the other during that period; and the promise of a base-ball player to reserve himself
for a particular club for a given season
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would hardly, without more, convey any definite meaning of the understanding of the
parties.
It certainly would not bind him to
submit to any special rules or regulations respecting the performance of his services not
expressly consented to, or not to be necessarily implied from the nature of the employment and the situation of the contracting
parties. If it had been the meaning of the
contract to allow the club to renew the engagement of the defendant for a second season upon the same conditions
as those for
the first season, that intention could have
been easily and unequivocally expressed. As
it is, it is left wholly to implication, unless
the "right to reserve" is a term having a defined and specific signification.
This ambiguity suggests such grave doubt as to the
meaning of the clause that in two adjudged
cases, in which it has been considered by the
courts, the judges have thought it too indefinite to be enforceable.
In Exhibition Co. v.
Ward, 9 N. Y. Supp. 779, (in the supreme
court of this state,) Mr. Justice O'Brien was
of the opinion that the failure to provide for
the terms and conditions of the contract for
the second season rendered the clause so indefinite and uncertain that it could not be
the basis of equitable relief, or that it meant
that every player is bound for the ensuing
season upon the same terms and conditions
as those of the first season, including the
signing of a new contract containing the option to reserve.
In Philadelphia Ball Club
against Hallman, in the court of common
pleas of Philadelphia, Judge Thayer was of
the opinion that the failure to designate the
terms and conditions of the new engagement
under which the player is to be reserved
rendered the contract of reservation wholly
uncertain, and therefore incapable of enforcement.

Where the terms employed to express some
particular condition of a contract are ambiguous, and cannot be satisfactorily explained by reference to other parts of the
contract, and the parties have made other
contracts in respect to the same subject-matter, and apparently in pursuance of the same
general purpose, it is always permissible to
examine all of them together in aid of the interpretation of the particular condition; and,
if it is found that the ambiguous term has
a plain meaning by a comparison of the several contracts and an examination of their
provisions, that meaning should be attributed to it In the particular condition. So,
also, if it appears that the term used has an
established meaning among those engaged in
the business to which the contract has reference, and, unless it is given that meaning,
is indefinite and equivocal, it should be
treated. In Interpreting the contract, as used
according to that understanding; and In construing a contract the court is always at liberty to look at the surrounding and antecedent circumstances, and avail itself of the
light of any extrinsic facts which wiU enable
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to Tiew the contract from the standpoint
of the parties at the time when it was made.
In the present case, it will satisfactorily appear, by resort to these sources of interpretation, that the term "right to reserve" is
used in the contract in the sense that obtains in base-ball nomenclature, and that it
is intended to signify an option, the character of which was well understood by baseball clubs and professional players when the
Obviously, the
present contract was made.
right to reserve given by the eighteenth
clause of the contract Is the same thing as
the right of reservation mentioned in that
part of the contract which provides that the
present dub may disband, and transfer its
right of reservation to some other club. The
agreement is in a form common to all contracts between base-ball clubs organized under what is known as the "national agreeprofessional players, a form
and
ment"
which is prescribed by the national agreement The national agreement is a compact
between the various base-ball "associations
constituting the National League Base-Ball
Clubs and the American Association of BaseBall Clubs, made with a view to regulate the
rights and obligations of the members as respects one another. One of its paramount
features consists of provisions regulating the
privilege of clubs to reserve a stated number
of players.
The provisions are framed to
prevent any club of the National League or
the American Association from engaging a
player already reserved by another, and to
render the player so reserved Ineligible for
by any other club. They reemployment
quire each club, on the 10th day of October
in each year, to transmit to all the other
clubs a reserved list of players, not exceeding 14 in number, then under contract, and
of such players reserved in any prior list
who have refused to contract for another
year, and declare such players ineligible to
Inasmuch as
contract with any other club.
the parties to the national agreement comprise all, or substantially all, the clubs in the
country which employ professional players,
this national agreement, by indirection, but
practically, affects every professional player,
and subordinates
his privilege of engaging
as he chooses to the option of the club by
which he is under reservation. As is stated
in a recent publication edited by a prominent
professional player: "The most important
feature of the national agreement, unquestionably, is the provision according to the
club members the privilege of reserving a
No other club of
stated number of players.
any association under the agreement dare engage any player so reserved. To this rule,
more than any other thing, does base-ball,
as a business, owe its present substantial
By preserving intact the strength
standing.
of the team from year to year, it places the
business of base-ball on a permanent basis,
and thus offers security to the Investment
of capital. The reserve rule itself is a usur-

it
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pation of the player's rights; but It is, perhaps, made necessary by the peculiar nature
of the ball business, and the player is indirectly compensated by the Improved standing of the game.
The reserve rule takes a
manager by the throat and compels him to
keep his hands off his neighbor's enterprise."
In the contracts between clubs and players as framed prior to November, 1887, there
was no provision by which the player consented to the option for reserve on the part
of the club.
But the contracts did contain
a condition that the player should conform
to, and be governed by, the constitution and
provisions of the national agreement;
and
the player thereby assented to become ineligible for engagement by any other club
of the league during the season of his engagement by a particular club, or while the
option of re-engaging him for an ensuing
year on the part of that club remained in
Changes were made from time to
force.
time in various features of the national
agreement.
The players were obliged to inform themselves of the latest changes, in
order to understand the precise terms of
their contract vrith the clubs.
They became
unwilling to consent to a form of contract
by which they were to be subjected to conditlojis not mentioned in the contract itself.
In November, 1887, a committee representing the professional players met a committee representing the parties to the national
agreement for the purpose of agreeing upon
certain changes to be made in the form
of the contract.
The committees finally
agreed that the obnoxious clause In the contract should be omitted, and the clause now
found in the eighteenth article should be inserted.
This was the origin of the clause
giving to the club, by the contract itself, the
option of reserve.
The clause was manifestly inserted in order to give, by an express
condition, the right of reservation to the
clubs which theretofore the players had only
given by agreeing to be bound by the terms
By ascertaining
of the national agreement.
what that right of reservation was, It can
be plainly seen what the parties had In mind
in using the term in the present contract.
If, when the contract was made, the term
had a well-understood definition, there was
no necessity to particularize in the contract
the conditions or characteristics of the option.
Reference has already been made to the
provision of the national agreement requiring each club, on the 10th day of October
in each year, to transmit to all the other
clubs a reserved list of players, and declaring such players ineligible to contract with
any other club. This provision is to be read
In connection with another provision of the
national agreement, which prescribes that no
contract shall be made "for the services of
any player by any club for a longer period
than seven months, beginning April 1st and
terminating October 31st, and no such con-
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tract for services to be rendered after the
expiration of the current year shall be made
prior to the 20th day of October of such
year."
The two provisions, read together,
allow a period of 10 days to intervene between the time when a club can exercise the
privilege of placing a player upon its reserved list and the time when it can make a
contract with him for services to be rendered in an ensuing year, thus emphasizing a
distinction between the right to treat the
player as reserved and the contract which
is to fix the terms upon which the reservation is to be complete.
The effect of these
provisions is that, when the club has exercised its privilege of reservation, no other
club is permitted to negotiate with the player; but the club which has placed him upon
the reserved Ust, and no other, is then at
liberty to enter into a contract with him to
obtain his services for an ensuing year. Consequently the right of reservation is nothing
more or less than a prior and exclusive right,
as against the other clubs, to enter into a
contract securing the player's services for
another season. Until the contract is made
which fixes the compensation of the player
and the other conditions of his service, there
is no definite or complete obligation upon
his part to engage with the club. He agrees
that he wiU not negotiate with any other
club, but enjoys the privilege of engaging
with the reserving club or not, as he sees
fit. Read with this understanding, the clause
In question by which the privilege of reserving the defendant is given to the club
expresses definitely the terms of the option.
If the club exercises the right of reservation, it agrees in advance that the player
shall receive at least as large a salary as
he has received during the current year, and
leaves it open to him to contract on that
basis for the next season, or to insist on a
larger salary. All the other terms of the
are matters of negotiation beengagement
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tween the club and the player. The law
implies that the option of reservation is to
be exercised vrtthin a reasonable time; but
when this has been done the right to reserve
the player becomes the privilege, and the
exclusive privilege, as between the reserving
club and the other dubs, to obtain his services for another year if the parties can agree
upon the terms. As a coercive condition
which places the player practically, or at
least measurably, in a situation where he
must contract with the club that has reserved him, or face the probability of losing
any engagement for the ensuing season, it
Is operative and valuable to the club. But,
as the basis for an action for damages If
the player fails to contract, or for an action
to enforce specific performance, it is wholly
nugatory. In a legal sense, it is merely a
contract to make a contract if the parties
can agree.
It may be that heretofore the
clubs have generally insisted upon treating
the option to reserve as a contract by which
they were entitled to have the services of
the player for the next season upon the
terms and conditions of the first season, and
even requiring him to enter into a new contract containing the option for reservation;
and it may be that the players have generally acquiesced in the claims of the clubs.
However this may be, the players were not
in a position to act independently; and, if
they had refused to consent to the terms
proposed by the clubs, they would have done
so at the peril of losing any engagement.
The facts, therefore, are not such as to permit any weight to be given to the acts of
the parties as evincing their own construction of the contract.
It follows that the act of the defendant
in refusing to negotiate with the club for an
engagement for the season of 1890, while a
breach of contract, is not the breach of one
The motion
which the plaintiff can enforce.
for an injunction is denied.
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ALIiEGHHNT BASE-BALJj CLUB t.
BENNETT.
(14 Fed.

257.)

Circuit Court, W. W. Pennsylvania.

Novem-

ber 18, 18S2.

In Equity.
witli agreement
personal

Bill

to

enforce

compliance

to enter into contract to give
services.

Bill in equity by the Allegheny Base-ball

a corporation of Pennsylvania, against
Charles W. Bennett, a citizen of Michigan,
to compel the respondent to execute a formal
contract to give his exclusive services as a
base-ball player to the complainant during
the base-ball season of 1883, and also for an
Injunction to restrain him from executing a
like agreement with the Detroit Base-ball
Club, and from performing such services for
any other person or corporation than the
complainant during the season named.

Club,

The bill was filed on the fifth day of Oc-

tober, 1882, and was based upon the following written instrument, to-wit:
"It is hereby agreed, this third day of
August, 1882, between the Allegheny Base-

ball Club and Charles W. Bennett, that said
Charles W. Bennett hereby promises and
binds himself that between the fifteenth and
thirty-first days of October, 1882, he vtIU sign
a regular contract of the Allegheny Baseball Club, a chartered company belonging to
the American Association of Base-ball Clubs,
which contract shall bind him to give his
services as a base-ball player to said club
for the season of 1883, and shall bind said
Allegheny Club to pay him the sum of $1,700 for and during such season of 1883; and
in consideration of his agreement to sign
such a contract in October, the sum of $100
is now paid to said C. W. Bennett, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. Witness our hands and seals this third day of
August,

1882.

"The Allegheny Base-ball Club, by
"H. D. McKnight, President [Seal.]
"C. W. Bennett
[Seal.]
"A. G. Pratt Witness."
The bill averred substantially that the
complainant was engaged in the business of
playing base-ball for profit, and that by the
expenditure of much time and large sums
of money it made preparations for the exhibition of such games, and expected to receive large returns from the same; that the
respondent was a skillful player of base-ball,
of his agreement with
and. In consequence
complainant E. N. Williamson and James
F. Galvln, two other skillful players, had entered into a similar agreement with complainant; that respondent had refused to
sign the "regular contract" referred to, and
had entered into a like contract with the
that, accordingly,
Detroit Base-ball Club;
Williamson and Galvin refused to keep their
with complainant, and that
flaid engagement
•the base-ball season had now so far advan-
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ced that complainant could not secure

other
players of equal skill with said Bennett, Williamson, and Galvin, whereby complainant
"would be seriously damaged, to an amount
of not less than $1,000."
The bill prayed that Bennett be required to
sign the "regular contract," and perform his
covenants,
and also that he be restrained
from entering into a similar contract with
the Detroit Base-ball Club, or any other association or person, and from playing base
ball "for hire,' during the base-ball season
of 1883, for any other than complainant.
The complainant moved for a preliminary
Injunction.
The motion was argued by
James Batewell, and was opposed by A.
Tauslg, and was denied.
The respondent
then filed a general demurrer, on the
grounds: (1) That the bill was prematurely
brought; (2) that the agreement was a mere
preliminary
arrangement, anticipating the
making of a final contract, and that, therefore, there was no contract before the com't
capable of specific enforcement; (3) that the
agreement was unlimited as to place, and
was, therefore, imreasonable and void as
against public policy, as covenants in restraint of trade; (4) tiiat the complainant
had an adequate remedy at law.

A. Tausig, A. W.
Brown, for demurrer.
To maintain

Duff,

and

Marshall

a suit there must be a cause
action when such suit is commenced.
55 Ga. 329; 29 111. 497; 4 Sneed, 583.
One
who has anything to do on a particular day
has the whole of that day to perform such
act, so that suit for a breach of performance
cannot be instituted until the next day. 102
Mass. 65; 6 Watts & S. 179; 18 Cal. 378.
And, In general, the time within which a
contract is to be executed is as much the
essence of It as any other part. 6 Wis. 120;
43. Me. 158; 18 Ind. 365; 17 Me. 316; 22
Me. 133.
to
(1) The present bill for an injunction
restrain the defendant from playing with the
Detroit Club, as In violation of the alleged
agreement, will not lie for the reason the contract is a mere preliminary arrangement, and
not a final agreement What are the terms
of the alleged contract? They provide and
contemplate the execution of a regular agreement in order to bind the parties and render
the contract mutual, final, and conclusive.
The preliminary contract shows that it was
executed with reference to a future and final
agreement between the parties. A contract
requires mutuality as to all its essential
terms, stipulations, and conditions.
Is there
any allegation upon the face of the bill that
a final, regular contract was ever agreed upon between the parties? There is no contract, therefore, capable of being enforced in
a court of equity, and the present bill must
Railway Co. v. Wythes, 5 De
be dismissed.
Gex, M. & G. 888. Specific performance will
not be decreed If It is not clear that the

of
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minds of the parties have come together.
Wlstar's Appeal, 80 Pa. 484.
(2) Spect&c performance -will not be enforced, directly or indirectly, unless the agreement is mutual, its terms certain, its enforcement practicable, and the complainant is
without adequate redress in an action at law,
(Blsp. Eq. § 377, and cases cited; 10 Wall.
339; 5 De Gex, M. & G. 888;) and it will
not be enforced when it is doubtful whether
an agreement has been concluded, (14 Pet.
77; 81 Pa. 484;) nor where the duties are
continuous and require skill and judgment,
A court of chancery will not
(10 Wall. 339.)
decree the specific performance of a contract,
where it would be impossible for the court to
enforce the execution of its decree, or where
the literal performance, if enforced, would be
Bisp. Eq. 436.
a vain and idle act.
contract is legal
(3) Even if the alleged
and binding on the defendant, the demurrer
should be sustained, because the plaintiff has
an adequate remedy at law.
It may have to
pay a higher salary to secure a player of
Bennett's skill, and the difference would be
the measure of damages for breach of contract.
(4) Even if the court should be of the opinion that a contract was executed, full, final,
and mutual as to all its terms, conditions,
and stipulations, and also of opinion that
negative covenants not to exercise a trade,
profession,
or calling within reasonable limits may be enforced by injunction, such conclusion would have no application to enjoin
The contract is
and restrain the defendant.
unreasonable and void on grounds of public
policy, as in cases of covenants in restraint
of trade, because it is unlimited. McClurg's
Appeal, 58 Pa. 51; Gillis v. Hall, 2 Brewst
342; Catt v. Tourle, L. R. 4 Oh. App. 654.
(5) The demurrer should be sustained because equity will not indirectly enforce specific performance of a' contract for personal
services where the services require a succession of acts whose performance cannot be
by one transaction, but wiU be
accumulated
continuous and require the exercise of special
knowledge,
skill or judgment. Pom. Spec.
Per. § 312; Ford v. Jermon, 6 Phila. 6; De
Pol v. Sohlke, 7 Rob. (N. Y.) 280; Sanquiricio
V. Benedetti, 1 Barb. 315; Kemble v. Kean,
6 Sim. 333; Hills v. CroU, 2 Phila. 60; Rolfe
V. Rolfe, 15 Sim. 88; Fothergill v. Rowland,
L. R. 17 Eq. 132; Kimberley v. Jennings, 6
Sim. 340. The personal acts with respect to
which courts of equity entertain jurisdiction
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to decree specific performance
have reference to property of some kind. There is nona
where a contract for personal services alone
has been actively enforced.
There are sev*
eral, however, in which the court has interfered negatively. Thus, in the case of a theater, considered as a partnership,
a contract
with the proprietors not to write dramatic
pieces for any other theater is valid, and a
violation of it will be restrained by injunction. Clark V. Price, 2 Wils. 157; Willard,
Eq. 278. But where there is no partaership
between the parties, and the defendant has
violated his engagement to one theater and
formed a conflicting engagement with another, a court of equity will not interfere either
actively to compel performance of one contract, or negatively to prevent the performWillard, Eq. 278; Kemance of the other.
ble V. Kean, 6 Sim. 333.
The cases where
injunctions have issued relate (1) to partnership agreements;
(2) to property of some
kind; (3) to express negative covenants.

Willard, Eq.

If

277,

278.

the court should be of opinion that
the alleged contract is complete, mutual, certain, and final, and that under it the plaintiff
has no full, complete, and adequate remedy
at law, the present bill will not lie for the
prematurely
following reasons:
(1) It is
brought. No injury to plaintiff (if any) can
arise until the ball season of 1883 commences. As the plaintiff will not be actively engaged under the alleged contract until the
regular season of 1883 opens, no damage can
result until that time from the act which it
is sought to enjoin. (2) There is no right to,
or necessity for, an injunction, for it cannot
appear, at the present time, that defendant
will play ball during the season of 1883^
De Rivin violation of said alleged contract.
aflnoli V. Corsetti, 4 Paige, 264; De Pol v.
the injury be
Sohlke, 7 Rob. (N. Y.) 283.
doubtful, eventual, or contingent, equity will
not enjoin. Rhodes v. Dunbar, 57 Pa. 274;
Huckenstein's Appeal, 70 Pa. 108. If the
alleged injury Is only problematical, accordmay or may not
ing as other circumstances
arise, or if there is no pressing need for an
Injunction, the court will not grant it until.
Kerr,
a tort has actually been committed.
Injunc. 339.
(6)

If

James Bakewell and

J.

S. Ferguson,

ACHESON, D. J. (orally).
tained and bill dismissed.

contra.

Demurrer

sus-

/^
McGOWIN
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REMINGTON.

(12 Pa. 56.)
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.

Sept 20,

1849.

Appeal from aistrlct court, Allegheny county, in equity.
Ou the 6th Septembei-, 1847, Z. W. Remington filed a bill in equity, setting forth that,
prior to the grievances complained of, he had
heen for many years a surveyor and regulator
of the streets, lanes, and alleys of the city of

Pittsburgh, and other places around said city,
many plana and plots
and throughout said
lands and grades of
drafts of surveys of
plantations in other counties adjoining, and
possessed certain furniture and instruments
of surveying, which were of great value to
him, a list of which is appended to this bill,
and prayed to be made and taken as part
thereof,— marked as "Exhibit A."
That on or about Ist April, 1843, intending
to engage in other occupations and to remove
from Pittsburgh, where he had before resided
and had his office for several years, and reposing all confidence
in the defendant, the
defendant having been for several years under the complainant's tuition and under his
service as a surveyor, the complainant, desirous and Intending to benefit defendant,
who purposed to succeed and follow in the
business pursued by the complainant, left in
the care and custody of defendant, and for
the mere purpose of promoting the interest
and business of defendant, all his plots of
survey and plans, drafts and property, as set
forth in Exhibit A, besides other plots and
drafts, which he cannot recollect, that defendant might refer to and use in his said business until they would be required by complainant, he, complainant, expecting some
day to resume his old business of surveyor at
Pittsburgh, in case he should not succeed in
his new occupation.
That complainant, after he had left the
said plots, plans, drafts, and property with
defendant,
went to dwell in Beaver county,
and left them in the office which complainant
had occupied before and at his said departure
from Pittsburgh, and the possession of which
«aid office he gave up to defendant along with
the said plots, plans, drafts, and ftimlture
and instruments aforesaid, all which things
are of real value to complainant, and very
difficult and impossible to replace or procure,
and no damages for which in a court of law
and as such had made
of ground in said city
county, and maps of
streets and roads, and

■could compensate.

That complainant had used efforts since to
furniture, and instruprocure
his papers,
ments, to no purpose, defendant refusing to
deliver them up, and now threatening that he

will destroy them rather than give them up to

complainant.
And complainant believes and is informed
that the defendant is now engaged in copying
many of said plots, plans, and drafts for his
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and to be used by him as a surveyor
in and about said city of Pittsburgh and adjoining counties, to the great lojury of complainant; and complainant believes that defendant is disposed and is likely to injure,
and fraudulently intends to destroy or secrete
said plots, plans, drafts, and instruments, so
that complainant may not recommence
his
orwn use,

business.

That complainant returned to Pittsburgh In

the spring of this year, and some time in July
last went to defendant's office and demanded
of defendant the return of his said plots,

plans, drafts, and instruments, informing him
that he had returned to Pittsburgh and opened an office, and resumed his business as a
surveyor; defendant refused to deliver them
to complainant, and said there were some of
them he, defendant, could not get along with-

out

The bill then went on to propound Inter^
rogatories to the defendant touching the several allegations of fact before made, and
prayed that McGowin be decreed to deliver
up to the plaintiff the said plots, etc., and any
copies thereof made since demand.
The bill
further prayed an injunction to restrain McGowin from copying, and from destroying, or
injuring, or secreting said plots, etc., and a
subpoena to answer.
The exhibit, marked A,
contained a detailed list of plots, drafts, furniture, instruments, etc., demanded.
The subpoena issued forthwith, and September 9, a bond having been filed, application was made for an Injunction, which was
awarded and issued.
4th October rule to
plead, answer or demur by first Monday in
November.
29th
October demurrer filed,
which was overruled 22d December, and a
second special injunction awarded. 3d January, 1848, answer filed, and motion to dissolve Injunction.
The answer was to the following effect:
It
admitted that Remington was a surveyor, and
as such had in bis possession plans, plots,
maps, etc., such as were specified in the bill,
with certain exceptions, particularized in a
schedule of explanations; that he removed to
Beaver,
occupied
and that respondent
his
The answer affirmed that
office after he left
the plans, etc., were greatly overrated in
value, and have no such peculiar characteristics as to make them subjects of equity jurisdiction, by reason of their unique and original description; that most, if not all of them,
could be supplied or substituted from other
offices, and from private individuals, and
from the public records of the county and
state, being generally copied, and mostly from
papers unofficial and unauthenticated.
It affirmed that the plans, etc., belonged, some of
them to the respondent, some to other persons,
and denied the demand for them, etc.
The complainant filed a replication, and

took evidence of his having made the demand mentioned In his bill. On 13th January, 1849, the cause having been heard on
the bill, answer, exhibits, and proofs, and on
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argument of counsel, the court ordered and
decreed that the clerk of the court do deliver to the complainant the papers, maps,
and plans, which have been placed by order
of the court in his custody, and it is ordered
and decreed further that the defendant deliver unto Read Washington, Esq., one of the
masters in chancery,
all the plots, plans,
drafts, furniture, and instruments, left in defendant's possession as set forth in the bill
of complainant, and v^hich are not now in the
possession of the clerk of this court, and also
of any copies thereof which may have been
made by respondent since the day of the de^
mand thereof stated in the bill, and that the
master have power, and Is hereby required to
ascertain by interrogatories to be exhibited in
writing to defendant, whether there are any
of the said plans, maps, plots, drafts, furniture, or instruments disclosed in said bill in
his possession undelivered, and that the master require defendant to answer thereto upon
oath, and to inquire upon interrogatories of
defendant, to be administered to him under
oath, what copies of or copying from said papers he may have made, and whether the
same have been delivered up; and that said

master make report (if required by further
order) to this court thereof.
And further ordered that the injunction
heretofore issued be continued and made perpetual, and that the said master deliver to
the complainant the said plans, plots, drafts,
furniture, and instruments which may be
placed in his hands by virtue of this decree.
And further ordered that the costs and fees
in this suit be taxed by the clerk, and that
the bill thereof be immediately paid by the
defendant into court
On 20th January, 1849, defendant appealed
from this decree, and 20th June following decree was made for a specific delivery, for refusing obedience to which a rule for attachment was taken, and on 4th September reIn this court these exspondent appealed.
ceptions were taken:
(1) Want of jurisdiction over subject-matter of the bill.
(2) The bill presents no sufficient ground
for the Interference of a court of equity in
Pennsylvania.
rem(3) The courts of law have adequate
edies.

(4) The decree covers some descriptions of
property which are not the subject of equity
Jurisdiction under any state of facts.

Craft & McGandless, for appellant.
Dunlop, for appellee.

Mr.

BELL, J. The defendant having failed to
sustain, by proof, his allegation of sale or
gift of the articles sought to be recovered
by this bill, the contest in this court is reduced to two questions: First, whether the
bill presents sufficient grounds to warrant
the interference of a court of equity, in this
state, under the statute conferring equitable
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jurisdiction?
Secondly, whether that portloD
of the decree which covers the surveying
instruments and furniture described in the
exhibits annexed to the bill can be sustained?
As to the first point, the defendant insists
that the only remedy is at law. Though the
action of replevin is, with us, a broader
remedy than in England, lying in all cases
where one man improperly detains the goods
of another, it is in no instance effective to
enforce a specific return of chattels, since a
claim of property and bond given is always
sufficient to defeat reclamation, no matter
what may be the eventual issue of the conAs, therefore, our common-law
test.
tribunals are as powerless for such a purpose,
as the similar BngUsh courts, the propriety
of exerting the equitable jurisdiction now
invoked must depend with us on the same
reasons that are deemed sufficient to call it
Here, as there, the ininto action there.
quiry must be whether the law affords adequate redress by a compensation in damages,
where the complaint is of the detention of
personal chattels. If not, the aid of a court
of chancery will always be extended to remedy the injury, by decreeing a return of the
thing itself.
The precise ground of this jurisdiction is
said to be the same as that upon which the
specific performance of an agreement is enforced, namely, that fruition of the thing,
the subject of the agreement, is the object,
the failure of which would be but iUy supplied by an award of damages.
Lowther v.
Lowther, 13 Ves. 389. In the application of
this rule some difficulty has been experiThe examples afforded by the Engenced.
lish books are usually those cases, where,
from the nature of the thing sought after,
its antiquity, or because of some peculiarity
connected with it, it cannot easily, or at all,
be replaced.
Of these may be instanced the
title deeds of an estate and other muniments
of property, —valuable paintings (Lowther v,
Lowther, supra); an antique silver altar
piece (Duke of Somerset v. Cookson, 3 P.
Wms. 389); an ancient horn, the symbol of
tenure, by which an estate is held (Pusey
V. Pusey, 1 Ves. 273); heirlooms (3 Ves. &
B. 18); and even a finely carved cherrystone (Amb. 77). Such articles as these are
commonly esteemed not altogether, or perhaps at all, for their intrinsic value, but as
being objects of attachment or ciu-iosity, and,
therefore, not to be measured in damages
by a jury, who cannot enter into the feelings of the owner. So too the impossibility,
or even great difficulty, of supplying their
loss, may put damages out of the question
as a medium' of redress. But these are not
the exclusive reasons why chancery interferes, for there may be cases in which the
thing sought to be recovered is susceptible of
reproduction or substitution, and yet where
damages
could not be so estimated as to
cover present loss or compensate its future
consequent inconvenience.
And I take it
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this Is always so, ■where, from the nature
of the subject or the immediate object of the
parties, no convenient measure of damages
can be ascertained; or, where nothing could
answer the justice of the case but the performance of a contract in specie.
Of this
Buxton V. Lister, 3 Atk. 384, furnishes an
example in the analogous instance of a con-

tract for the sale of personalty,— contracts,
which are most commonly left to be dealt
with at law. It was a bill to enforce the
of an agreement for the purperformance
chase of several large parcels of growing
who
wood, to be severed by the defendants,
were to have eight years to dispose of it,
and to pay for it in six yearly installments.
Lord Hardwicke was, at first, extremely reluctant to entertain the bill, but after discussion came to the conclusion that, though
relating to a personal chattel, it was such
an agreement that the plaintiff might come
into chancery for a specific performance.
He insta/iced the case of Taylor v. Neville,
which was a bill for the performance of articles for the sale of eight hundred tons of
iron, to be paid for in a certain number of
where the decree
years, by installments,
prayed for was made; and proceeded to
"Such sort of contracts as these difobserve:
fer from those that are immediately to be
There are several circumstances
executedA man may contract
which may concur.
for the purchase of a great quantity of timber, as a ship carpenter, by reason of the
and this is on the
vicinity of the timber;
On the part of the seller,
part of the buyer.
suppose a man wants to clear his land in
order to turn it to a particular sort of husbandry; there nothing can answer the justice of the case but the performance of the
Similar in principle is
contract in specie."
the case of Falls v. Eeid, 13 Ves. 70, where
the plaintiffs prayed the restoration of an
engraved silver snuffbox, used for many
years by a society, as the symbol of their
v. Thomson,
association;
and Nutbrown
where a tenant brought a bill against his
lessor, who, under the pretense of the tenhimself of
had repossessed
ant's covenant,
the land, and seized upon the stock of cattle,
which by the lease the tenant was to enjoy
for seven years. The objection was that the
tenant's remedy, if he was entitled to one
at all, was at law, in damages. But how,
asked Lord Eldon, are damages to be estiThe direction to a
mated in such a case?
jury must be to give, not the value of the
A
chattels, but their value to the tenant!
be propounded in
may
well
question
similar
f
By what standard would you
our case.
injury the plaintiff may sustain
measure
the
y
in future from being deprived, even for a
brief period, of the use of papers essential
Their
to the prosecution of his business?
intrinsic value might, perhaps, be ascertained
by an estimate of the labor necessary to
theip reproduction, admitting the means to
be at hand, and within the power of tbe
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But how could a tribunal ascerplaintiff.
tain the probable loss which, in the meantime, might be sustained? The present pecuniary Injury might be little or nothing,
and so possibly of the future; or it might
be very great, depending upon the unascertalnable events of coming time, as these may
be influenced by the misconduct of the dethink,
fendant. T hese considera tions sh ow,
the case ig^ot one tof^am agp^] Besides,
as many of the maps, plans, surveys, and (
calculations are said to be copies of private j
papers, we are by no means satisfied they/
could be replaced at all. Certainly not with- )
out permission of the owners; a risk to
which the plaintiff ought not unnecessarily
If to these reflections we add
to be exposed.
the fact that some of these documents are
the originalv work of the plaintiff, of value
upon data possibly no
as being -predicated
longer accessible, a wrong is perpetrated i
which a chancellor ought not to hesitate in (
relieving.
It is enough for this purpose that
alierfect relief at law is not apparent The
thing to be guarded against is, not the invasion of the defendant's rights, for he
stands here absolutely without any, except
the common interest every citizen has in
preserving the proper line of distinction that
divides the jurisdiction and limits the powers of the several courts. What is to be
avoided is an unnecessary trespass upon the
province of the common-law tribunals, and
this is to be tested by the simple query
whether they offer a full remedy for the
wrong complained of?
But there is another ground upon which
this proceeding may be sustained. In Falls
V. Reid, the snuffbox was deposited with the
defendant, as a member of the society, upon
certain terms, to be redelivered upon the
Lord Rosslyn
happening of certain events.
held that under these facts, the defendant
was a depositary on an express trust which,
upon a common ground of equity, gave the
plaintiff title to sue in that court; and in
this he was supported by Lord Eldon, in the
subsequent case of Nutbrown v. Thornton.
According to the proof in our case, the papers and documents claimed were left with
the defendant under the express understanding that they were to be redelivered whenever the plaintiff should see fit to resume
the business of his then profession in this
city. It is then the case of direct confidence I ^fj^_
violated,— a spell sufficiently potent to callj •^^^
into vigorous activity the authority Invoked.*
As to the second question, it is perhaps
enough to say that, when once a court of
equity takes cognizance of a litigation, it
will dispose of every subject embraced within the circle of contest, whether the question
be of remedy or of distinct yet connected
topics of dispute. If the jurisdiction once
attaches from the nature of one of the subjects of contest, it may embrace all of them,
for equity abhors multiplicity of suits. Thus,
in the case last cited, the chancellor ruled

I
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that where a person Is found wrongfully
in possession of a farm, over which the
court had undoubted power, and also in possession of the stock upon it, at the same
time and under the effect of the same wrong,
the court will undoubtedly make him account
for and deliver back the whole. In the case t
at bar the surveying InBtruments and officey
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furniture stand In the same category with \
the maps, drafts, etc., were delivered to thej
defendant at the same time, and are withheld by an exertion of the same wrong.
In
short, tJiey enter into and make part of the
same transaction, and may, therefore, be the
objects of the same measure of redress.
Decree affirmed.
Cc^^A^t^M,^—

«
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PARK & C. I. R. CO. v. CONEY
rBOSPBOTISLAND & B. R. CO.
(39

N. E.

Court of Appeals

17,

144 N.

of New York.

Y.

152.)
Dec. 11, 1894.

Appeal from supreme court, general term.

Second department

Action by the Prospect Park & Coney Island Railroad Company against the Coney
Ifil&nd & Brooklyn Railroad Company for
specific performance. From a Judgment of
the general term (21 N. Y. Supp. 1046) reversing a judgment for plaintiftf, It appeals.
Reversed.
George W. Wlngate, for appellant
liam N. Dykman, for respondent

BARTLETT,

J.

Wil-

The parties to this action

entered into a contract June 1, 1882. and thp
plaintifF seeks to compel Its specific performance.
The special term rendered judgment
f«r plain ti£F; the general term seversed the
judgment; and the plaintifiF comes here under the usual stipnlation In ease of affirmance.
The reversal was for error both of
law and fact, and, the failure to Insert a
certificate that the case contains all the evidence having been cured by the amendment
of the return by the supreme court, we are
called upon to review the facts as well as the
law.
At the time of making the contract, the
plaintiff owned a steam surface railroad,

usually known as "Culver's Coney Island
Railroad," which extended from Coney Island to a depot at the comer of Ninth avestreet, in the city of
nue and Twentieth
Brooklyn, and adjoining Greenwood Cemetery; the plaintiff also owned certain horsecar railroads, which were entirely distinct
from the steam railroad, extending from the
depot to Pulton
ferry; the plaintift also
owned a charter entitling it to construct a
herse-car line from the depot to Hamilton
Ferry and other points. The defendant, at
the time of executing the contract, was operating certain horse-car lines which ran
from Hamilton, Fulton, and other ferries,
and from the East River bridge, to Ninth
street and Ninth avenue, and through Ninth
street,
on Fifteenth
avenue to Fifteenth
street to Coney Island avenue, and thence
to Coney Island.
These lines wa-e operated
whoUy by horses.
By the contract the plaintiff granted the defendant the right to use
its tracks on Ninth avenue from Fifteenth
street to the d^>ot at Ninth avenue and
Twentieth street, free of charge, for 21 years
from Jime 1, 1882.
The defendant covenant-|
ed to run during the spring, summer, and
fall months, to plaintiff's depot, cars to connect with the furies and all plalntifTs trains
to and from Coney Island.
The plaintiff
agreed to furnish defendant necessary terminal facilities at the depot This contract
was obviously advantageous to both parties.
H.& B.EQ.(2d Ed.)-41
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The plaintiff secured passengers
to Coney
Island from defendant's lines, and the defendant greatly increased its travel by having a direct connection with steam transit
to Coney Island.
The defendant's horse-car
line to Coney Island could not successfully
The
^compete with plaintiff's steam route.
plaintiff provided defendant with the necessary terminal facilities as required, and the
contract was acted upon by both parties uatU the month of October, 1889.
At that time
there was a change in defendant's management, and the company contracted for an
electrical equipment from the Parade Ground
to Coney Island, commonly known as the
"Trolley System." The plaintiff, In May,
1800, finding that defendant was not running
cars to the depot as required by the contract,
requested
performance, and was advised
that the defendant was under no obligations
to run the cars, and did not intend to do
This action was commenced the following
October.
It is insisted by the defendant that tbi
adoption of the trolley system is, in contemj
plation of law, a use of steam, under th(
clause in the contract .which provides thai
if the defendant shall use steam as a motive
power between Ninth avenue and Fifteenth
street, in the city of Brooklyn and Coney
Island, either party can terminate the contract on six months' notice, and that the correspondence
and answer in this case are
equivalent to notice, and the contract no
longer exists. We agree with the special I
term that the electrical system adopted by I
the defendant cannot be regarded as the use
|
of steam as a motive power. Hudson River/
Tel. Co. V. Watervliet Turnpike & Ry. Co.,'
135 N. Y. 393, 402, 32 N. E. 148.
It would be
In disregard of the natural and obvious meaning of language to hold otherwise. We cannot agree with the general term that the use
of the words "steam as a motive power" was
only another form of referring to rapid transit, by whatever means accomplished.
To
so hold would be to make a new contract
for the parties.
The defendant Insists, further, that by rea'
and by
son of certain acts of plaintiff,
changes in the surrounding circumstances, it
would be inequitable and tmjust to enforce a
specific performance of the contract
This
leads us to consider some additional facta
disclosed by the record.
plaintiff \
1885,
On the 9th of December,
leased to the Atlantic Avenue RaUroad Com- /
pany all its franchises to eonstruct and oper-f
ate horse-car railroads in the city of Brooklyn, and on May 27, 1887, In pursuance of
chapter 282 of the Laws of 1886, conveyed
said rights and interests absolutely.
The |
l)ease and conveyance
were made expressly
j
subject to tbe contract in question, and reserved all the defendant's rights th^eunder.
They also required the Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company to operate the Vanderbilt Avenue Railroad Company as had been prevt

it'
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proper business methods, but we are unable
ously done by the plaintiff. The defendant
to perceive any reason, unuer the proofs as
made no objection to this transfer until after
presented, why defendant should be released
its refusal to perform the contract Defendfrom the obligations of a contract entered
ant urges that it was greatly damaged by
into in good faith by both parties, and that
the fact that the Atlantic Avenue Railroad
has been practically construed by years of
Company had completed, under the franchise
performance.
It may very well be that, un- \
obtained from plaintiff, a horse-car line to
We are unable to perder a contract having 21 years to run, chere
the Hamilton ferry.
may be such a change of conditions as wiU
ceive how defendant has suffered any damage, in view of the fact that it purchased
affect unfavorably
the one party or the
other;
but this offers no reason for refuswith full knowledge of plaintiff's franchise,
It ing specific performance, unless subsequent
and its desire to dispose of the same.
by the uncontradicted evidence
appears
events have made iperforraance by the dethat defendant sought to purchase of plaintiff
fendant so onerous that the enforcement
this franchise to complete a route to the
would impose great hardship and cause little
or no benefit to the plaintiff. Trustees v,
Hamilton ferry either just before or about
317; Murdfeldt v.■]
Thacher,
87 N. Y. 316,
the time the contract was executed.
Railroad Co., 102 N. Y. 703, 7 N. B. 404. In
The defendant further contends that the
the case at bar the plaintiff, we think, would
plaintiff, under a proper construction of the
contract, was not at liberty to sell out its be benefited by defendant running the transfer car In Ninth avenue from Fifteenth street
street-car interests, although not restrained
by any positive provision.
This contention
to its depot at Twentieth street. On the
is based mainly on the alleged fact that the
other hand, it may be assumed that the deAtlantic Avenue Railroad Company is an
fendant, by cheaper fare, and its ability to
active rival of defendant, and did not have
carry passengers to Con^ Island without
the same motive to deal fairly with defendtransfer, will be able to secure its full share
ant that plaintiff had while seeking to build
of the passengers to and from the seashore.
The principal
up its Coney Island business.
The result of compelling the specific percomplaint against the Atlantic Avenue Railformance of this contract will be to afford
road Company Is based upon the manner in
public an opportunity, when
the general
which it performed the contract in regard to
traveling over the line of defendant from
defendant's terminal facilities at the depot,
the ferries, to make cliolce of the route they
corner Ninth avenue and Twentieth street.
will take to Coney Island when arriving at
The evidence does not satisfy us that there
Ninth avenue and Fifteenth street WhUe It
was any persistent effort to delay the cars of
may be somewhat to the disadvantage
of
defendant at that point, or to prevent pasdefendant to perform Its contract, under the
sengers from the steam road selecting from
present circvunstances, when active competithe cars in waiting the one in which to ride,
tion exists between plaintiff and defendant,
without undue interference. .We think tha - yet that fact presents no legal reason for discharging it from the obligations of its con. contract
wa^ ^bstantially ^ perj n'^^^'qfl hY
tract
^^lainGyandL^_gran^_ta|^^SS|to_tgEginal
faciiffies of deferiiiant,"aSd', even if this wer^^
As a final point, the learned counsel for
nottfce case, the defendant 'couinEr?S"^comthe defendant insists that equity will not
peUed the observance of its contract rights
enforce the specific performance of a conin every particular by resort to the court
tract having some years to run, which rer^he fact already referred to, that defendant quires the exercise of skill and judgment,
more
j continued to act tmder the contract for
and_ a conJapuous series of a cts. Whil e there^
Is some co^ic^'ln'thV ^esj" and all are_nofe
/ than four years after this lease to the At/ lantic Avenue Railroad Company,
without
tiTBe reconciled, yet the great woi^jl^t of riivery strongly
objection, must be taken
3^prTyper mits specific performance in ffie
I
"
L against it in a court of equity. It seems to
case'tlt bilf. "The special term enjoinea the
us very clear that when the management of "tielKJlluant from operating any of its cars undefendant was changed In October, 1889, and
less It performs its contract with, the plainthe road from the Parade Ground to Coney
tiff. The provisions of this contract are
Island was operated by electricity, it at once
neither complicated nor difficult, and are
became an active and successful rival of the
such as a court of equity can enforce, in its
plaintiff In securing passengers to and from
discretion. A few of the cases may be reConey Island, and had every motive to rid
ferred to, as illustrating the power vested
itself of the conti-act, if it could be legally
in a court of equity to compel the specific
done. We agree with the learned trial judge
performance of contracts similar to the one
that while it is impossible, under the statie of
at bar. In Storer v. Railroad Co., 2 Younge
the proofs,
to determine to what extent
& C. N. R. 48, the court compelled the deplaintiff has been damaged by defendant's
fendant to construct and forever maintain
adoption of the trolley system, yet it is clear
The court
an archway and its approaches.
that it has suffered considerable loss. It ia,
said there was no difficulty in enforcing such
of course, entirely legitimate for defendant
In Wilson v. Railway Co., I* Ra decree.
to secure to itself whatever share of the
9 Eq. 28, the defendant was compelled to
Coney Island travel it can by the exercise of
See, also.
erect and maintain a wharf.
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the afrrcomL-nt, the defendant could not be \
t. Railroad Co., L. R. 13 Eq. 44. In
compelled to run trains upon its road, yet it \
Wolverhampton & W. R. R. v. Loudon & N,
might properly be enjoined from running any 1
W. R. R., L. E. 16 Eq. 433, the agreement
regular trains which did not stop at the sta- I
between the two companies was that the
tion. The objection that the judgment In '
defendant should work the pl.iintifC's line,
this case Involves continuous acts, and the
and, during the continuance of the agreeconstant supervision of the com-t. Is well m'_'t
ment, develop and accommodate the local
by the reasoning in Central Trust Co. v.
and through trade thereof, and carry over It
Wabash, St Louis & P. Ry. Co., 29 Fed.
The bill was filed to
certain specific traffic.
546, being affirmed as Joy v. St Louis, 138
restrain the defendant from carrying a porU. S. 1, 47, 50, 11 Sup. Ct. 243, where Judge
tion of the traffic which ought to have passBlatchPord wrote the opinion. As to ined over the plaintiff's line by other lines of
convenience,
The point was made that the
or circumstances which affect
the defendant
the interest of one pai-ty alone, constituting
court could not undertake to enforce specific
because It would require a
a reason why performance should not be deperformance,
creed, the case of Marble Co. v. Ripley, 10
series of orders and a general superintendWall. 339, 358, furnishes a clear discussion
ence to enforce the performance, which could
of the general principles Involved.
he pile.
not conveniently be administered by a court
of justice. The injunction issued, and Lord
is that .acdnS'act_js_to_ bg judged as of the ^
Selborne said (page 438): "With regard to
the argument that, upon the principles ap- ~ttffie _s£^EK|hlt was entered^ into, and, ir
fair when ma.,de, "the fact thaifltTiai^become
ylicable to specific performance, no relief
a hard one by the force of BUbsequenf ciT;^
can be granted, I cannot help observing that"
cumstances orlchangilig'events will not necesthere is some fallacy and ambiguity in the
sarily prevent its speciijs^eji&rmaxice. See,
way in which. In cases of this character,
also, Stuart V. Railway Co., 15 Beav. 513;
those words 'specific performance' are used.
* • * The common expression, as applied
Mortimer v. Capper, 1 Brown, Ch. 156; Jackson V. Lever, 3 Brown, Ch. 605; Paine t.
to suits known by that name, presupposes an
Meller, 6 Ves. 349; Paine v. Hutchinson, L.
from an executed,
executory, as distinct
•
•
»
R. 3 Eq. 257; Telegraph Co. v. Harrison, 145
Confusion has someagreement
A large
U. S. 459, 472, 473, 12 Sup. Ct 900.
consideratimes arisen from transferring
number of other cases might be cited, sustions applicable to suits for specific performtaining the power of the court to decree the
ance, properly so called, to questions as to
specific performance of this contract, but we
the propriety of the court requiring sorhe» • •
There can be no
do not deem It necessary.
thing or other to be done in specie.
well-founded doubt as to the power of the
Ordinary agreements for work and labor to
court In the premises, and the important
be performed, hiring and service, and things
question is whether, in the exercise of a wise
of that sort, out of which most of the cases
discretion, and in view of all the circumhave arisen, are not, in the proper sense of
stances, specific performance should be dethe word, cases for 'specific performance';
After a most careful consideration of
creed.
in other words, the nature of the contract is
this case, we hav e reached the conclusion
not one which requirea the performance of
that thp plai'ntilT isTftntitlprl tn hay«Jj]P ''""some definite act, such as the court Is In the
habit of requiring to be performed by way ^^ct.","^^1S^W^ jgr^FmB3r ''"MLe order of
of administering superior justice, rather than "1Ee~generair^^mis"reversed, and the judgwith
ment of the special term Is affirmed,
to leave the parties to their remedies at law.
♦ • • The question is whether, the defendAll concur, except
costs in all the courts.
ANDREWS, C. J., who dissents on the ground
ants being in possession, they are not at libthat plaintiff, having established a rapiderty to depart from the terms on which it
road, although the propulsion is by
transit
they
have
that
should
was stipulated that
electricity, has met the condition of the conpossession."
The American cases are equally
In Lavn-ence v. Railway Co., 36 tract which entitied it to terminate such conclear.
tract, or at least has pla-ced itself in such a
Hun, 467, the defendant was, among other
position that a court of equity will not enthings, to erect a depot at which all trains
force si>ecific performance. Ordered accordSpecific performance was dewere to stop.
ingly.
creed; the court holUiug that although, under,
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WILLARD
(8

T.

TAYLOE.

Wall. 557.)

Supreme Court of the United

States.

Dec,

1869.

Appeal from the supreme court of the District of Columbia.
This was a suit in equity for the specific
performance of a contract for the sale of
certain real property situated in the city of
Washington, in the District of Columbia, and
adjoining the hotel owned by the complainant, Willard, and known as Willard's Hotel.
The facts out of which the case arose were
as follows:
In April, 1854, the defendant leased to the
complainant the property in question, which
was generally known in Washington as "The
Mansion House," for the period of ten years
from the 1st of May following, at the yearly
rent of twelve hundred dollars. The lease
contained a covenant that the lessee should
have the right or option of purchasing the
premises,
with the buildings and improvements thereon, at any time before the expiration of the lease, for the sum of twentytwo thousand and five hundred dollars, payable as follows:
two thousand dollars in
cash, and two thousand dollars, together
with the interest on all the deferred instalments, each year thereafter until the whole
was paid; the deferred payments to be secured by a deed of trust on the property,
and the vendor to execute to the purchaser
a warranty deed of the premises, subject to a
yearly ground-rent of three hundred and
ninety dollars.
At the time of this lease gold and silver, or
bank bills convertible on demand into It,
, were the ordinary money of the country, and
I the standard of values. In 1861 the rebellion broke out, lasting till 1865.
In the interval, owing to the infiux of people, property
In the metropolis used for hotels greatly Increased in value, and as was alleged by Tayloe, who produced what he deemed a record
to show the fact, the complainant, Willard,
assigned an undivided half of the property
which had been leased to him as above-mentioned to a brother of his. In December,
1861, the banks throughout the country suspended payments in specie, and In 1862 and
1863,
the federal government issued some
hundred millions of notes, to be used as
money, and which congress declared should
be a tender in the payment of debts.
Coin
soon ceased to circulate generally, and people used, In a great degree, the notes of the
government to pay what they owed.
On the 15th of April, 1864, two weeks before the expiration of the period allowed the
complainant for his election to purchase —
the property having greatly increased In
value since 1854, the year In which the lease
was made— the complainant addressed a letter to the defendant, inclosing a check, payable to his order, on the Bank of America,
In New York, for two thousand dollars, as
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the amount due on the 1st of May following
on the purchase of the property, with a
blank receipt for the money, and requesting
the defendant to sign and return the receipt,
and stating that If it were agreeable to the
defendant he would have the deed of the
property, and the trust deed to be executed
by himself, prepared between that date and
the 1st of May.
To this letter the defendant,
on the same day, replied that he had no time
then to look Into the business, and returned
the check, expressing a wish to see the complainant for explanations before closing the
matter.
On the following morning the complainant
called on the defendant and Informed him
that he had two thousand dollars to make
the first payment for the property, and ofEet,
ed the money to him.
The money thus offered consisted of notes of the United States,
made by act of congress a legal tender for
debts.
These the defendant refused to ac-,
cept, stating that he understood the purchase-money
was to be paid In gold, and
that gold he would accept, but not the notes,
and give the receipt desired.
It was admitted that these notes were at the time greatly
depreciated In the market below their nominsd
value.i
On repeated occasions subsequently
the complainant sent the same amount— two
thousand dollars— in these United States
notes to the defendant In payment of the
cash instalment on the purchase, and as often were they refused by him.
On one of
these occasions a draft of the deed of conveyance to be executed by the defendant,
and a draft of the trust deed to be executed
by the complainant, were sent for examination, with the money.
This last was prepared for execution by
the complainant alone, and contained a provision that he might, If he should elect to do
so, pay off the deferred payments at earlier
dates than those mentioned In the lease.
These deeds were returned by the defendant, accompanied with a letter expressing
dissatisfaction at the manner In which he
was Induced to sign the lease with the clause
for the sale of the premises, but stating that
as he had signed it he "should have carried
the matter out" If the complainant had proffered the amount which he knew he had offered for the property, meaning by this statement, as the court understood it, if he had
proffered the amount stipulated In gold. No
objection was made to the form of either of
the deeds.
Soon afterwards the defendant left the city
of Washington, with the intention of being
absent until after the 1st of May.
On the 29th of April the complainant, finding that the defendant had left the city, and
perceiving that the purchase was not about
to be completed within the period prescribed
the 15th of April and May 1st,
one dollar in gold was worth from one
dollar and seventy-three cents to one dollar
and eighty cents in United States notes.
1 Between

1864,
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originally contemplated and provided
thus subjecting the defendant to risk
and expense in making a new investment.
The answer concluded with an allegation,
that "by the great national acts and events
which had occurred when the complainant
filed his biU, and which were still influencing
all values and Interests in the country, such
a state of things had arisen and now existed,
as according to equity and good conscience
ought to prevent a decree for specific performance in this case, upon a demand made
on the last day of a term of ten years, even
been

for;

is(

it

3

ent bill was filed—he had lost this right by
the transfer of the half to his brother; that
the complainant had not demanded an execution even of the contract which he himself
set forth, but by the drafts of the trust deed
sent to Tayloe, and which was the trust deed
of which he contemplated the execution, he
proposed to pay, at his own option, the whole
before the expiration of the
purchase-money
ten years, and thus would interfere with
the duration of that security and investment
in the identical property leased, which had

a^

The answer set up that the complainant,
even on his own showing, had no case; that
there was no proper tender; that even if the
complainant once had a right to file a bill
in his sole right — the way In which the pres-

Cox

Mr. Justice FIELD, after stating the facts
of the case, delivered the opinion of the
court.
The covenant In the lease giving the right
or option to purchase the premises was in
the nature of a continuing offer to sell. It
was a proposition extending through the
period of ten years, and being under seal
must be regarded as made upon a sufficient
consideration, and, therefore, one from which
the defendant was not at liberty to recede.
When accepted by the complainant by his
notice to the defendant, a contract of sale
between
the parties was completed.
Railroad Co. V. Bartlett, 3 Cush. 224; Welchman
V. Spinks, 5 Law T. (N. S.) 385; Warner v.
Willington, 3 Drew. 523; Railroad v. Evans,
6 Gray, 25. This contract is plain and certain in Its terms, and In its nature and in the
circumstances attending its execution appears to be free from objection. The price
stipulated for the property was a fair one.
At the time its market value was under fifteen thousand dollars, and a greater increase
than one-half in value during the period of
ten years could not then have been reasonably anticipated.
When a contract is of this character It
the usual practice of courts of equity to enforce its specific execution upon the applica-/
tion of the party who has complied with ltd
stipulations on his part, or has seasonable
and in good faith offered, and continue^
ready to comply with them.
But
is not'
This form af rethe invariable practice.
lief
not
matter
of a5solute_right_ to
is a" rnaFter resting in the
jeitneirBftJli;
discretion of the court, to be exercised upon
a consideration of all the circumstances of
The jurisdiction, said
each particular case.
Lord Brskine (12 Ves. 332), "is not compulsory upon the court, but the subject of discretion. The question Is not what the court
must do, but what It may do. under [the]
circumstances, either exercising the jurisdiction by granting the specific performance or
abstaining from It."
And long previous to him Lord Hardwicke
and other eminent equity judges of England
had, in a great variety of cases, asserted
the same discretionary power of the court.
In .loynes v. Statham, Atk. 388, Lord Hardwicke said: "The constant doctrine of this
ft

ant.

Curtis, Poland & Howe, for appellant.
& McPherson, contra.

I

instalment of the purchase-money in United
States notes, and to execute the trust deed
stipulated to secure the defeixed payments,
and the refusal of the defendant to receive
the United States notes and to execute to
It also set forth
him a deed of the premises.
the departure of the defendant from the city
of Washington, and his intended absence
and albeyond the 1st of May following,
leged that the appeal was made to the equitable interposition of the court, lest on the
return of the defendant he might refuse to
allow the complainant to complete the purchase, and urge as a reason that the time
within which it was to be made had passed.
The bill concluded with a prayer that the
court decree a specific performance of the
agreement by the defendant, and the execution of a deed of the premises to the complainant; the latter offering to perform the
agreement on his part according to its true
intent and meaning.
The bill also stated some facts, which it is
unnecessary to detail, tending to show that
the acquisition of the property in question
was of especial importance to the complain-

if in strict law (which was denied) the complainant was entitled to make such demand."
Both Tayloe and Willard were examined
as witnesses.
The former testified, that
when the lease was executed he objected to
a stipulation for a sale of the premises, and
that Willard said it should go for nothing.
Willard swore that he had said no such
thing.
The court below dismissed
the bill, and
Willard took the present appeal.

s

by the covenant in the lease, and apprehensive that unless legal proceedings were taken
by him to enforce its execution his rights
thereunder might be lost, instituted the present suit
In the bill he set forth the covenant giving
him the right or option to purchase the premises; his election to purchase; the notice to
the defendant; the repeated efforts made by
him to obtain a deed of the property; his offer to pay the amount required as the first
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cated at the time, a bill was filed to enforce
its specific execution, but Lord Hardwicke
is reported to have said that, without regard
to the other circumstance,
the hardship
alone of losing half the purchase-money,
it
the contract was carried into execution, was
sufficient to determine the discretion of the
court not to interfere, but to leave the parties to the law.
The discretion which may be exercised
this class of cases is not an arbitrary
capricious one, depending
upon the mere!
pleasure of the court, but one which is
con-|
trolled by the established doctrines and set:\
tied principles of equity. No positive rule
can be laid down by which the action o(
the court can be determined in all cases. In
general it may be said that the specific relief
will be granted when it is apparent, from
view of all the circumstances of the particular case, that it will subserve the ends of
justice; and that
will be withheld when,
from a like view, it appears that
will produce hardship or injustice to either of the
parties.
It is not sufficient, as shown by tlie
cases cited, to call forth the equitable interposition of the court, that the legal obligation under the contract to do the specific
thing desired may be perfect.
It must also
appear that the specific enforcement
will
work no hardship or injustice, for if that
result would follow, the court will leave the
parties to their remedies at law, unless the
granting of the specific relief can be accompanied with conditions which will obviate
that result.
that result can be thus obviated, a specific performance will generally
in such cases be decreed conditionally. It
the advantage of a court of equity, as observed by Lord Redesdale in Davis v. Hone,
Schoales & L. 348, that it can modify the
demands of parties according to justice, and
where, as in that case,
would be inequitable, from
change of circumstances,
to enforce a contract specifically, it may refuse its
decree unless the party will consent to
conscientious modification of the contract, or,
what would generally amount to the same
thing, take a decree upon condition of doing
or relinquishing certain things to the other
is

If

it

a

a

party.
In the present case objection is taken to
the action of the complainant in offering, in
payment of the first instalment stipulated,
It was insisted
notes of the United States.
by the defendant at the time, and
is contended by his counsel now, that the covenant
in the lease required payment for the property to be made in gold . The covenant does
not in ternlSTpecify gold as the currency in
which payment is to be made; but gold,
said, must have been in the contemplation
of the parties, as no other currency, except
for small amounts, which coiild be discharged
in silver, was at the time recognized by law
as a legal tender for private debts.
Although the contract in this case was not
until the proposition of the decompleted

is

it

it

court is, that it Is in their discretion, whether in such a bill they will decree a specific
performance or leave the plaintiff to his remedy at law." And in Underwood t. Hitcbcox, 1 Vas. Sr. 270, the same great judge said,
in refusing to enforce a contract: "The rule
of equity in carrying agreements
into specific performance is well known, and the
court is not obliged to decree every agreement entered into, though for valuable consideration, in strictness of law, it depending
on the circumstances."
Later jurists, both in England and in the
United States, have reiterated the same doctrine. Chancellor Kent, in Seymour v. Delancy, 6 Johns. Ch. 222, upon an extended
review of the authorities on the subject, demares it to be a settled principle that a spell cifie performance of a contract of sale is not
/ a matter of course, but rests entirely in the
U discretion of the court upon a view of all
Ithe circumstances; and Chancellor Bates, of
^^elaware, in Godwin v. Collins, i-ecently decided, upon a very full consideration of the
adjudged cases, says, that a patient examination of the whole course of decisions on this
subject has left with him "no doubt that, as
a matter of judicial history, such a discretion
has always been exercised in administering
this branch of equity jurisprudence."
It is true the cases cited, in which the discretion of the court is asserted, arose upon contracts in which there existed some inequality
or unfairness in the terms.by reason of which
injustice would have followed a specific perBut the same discretion is exerformance.
cised where the contract is fair in its terms,
if its enforcement, from subsequent events,
or even from collateral circumstances, would
work hardship or injustice to either of the
parties.
In the case of City of London v. Nash,
a lessee, had
1 Ves. Sr. 12, the defendant,
covenanted to rebuild some houses, but, instead of doing this, he rebuilt only two of
On a bill by
them, and repaired the others.
performance Lord
the city for a specific
Hardwicke held that the covenant was one
which the court could specifically enforce;
for
but said, "The most material objection
the defendant, and which has weight with
me, is that the court is not obliged to decree
a specific performance, and will not when it
would be a hardship, as it would be here
upon the defendant to oblige him, after having very largely repaired the houses, to pull
them down and rebuild them." In Paine v.
Brown (cited in Ramsden v. Hylton, 2 Ves.
Sr. 306) similar hardship, flowing from the
specific execution of a contract, was made
the ground for refusing the decree prayed.
In that case the defendant was the owner
of a small estate, devised to him on condition
that if he sold it within twenty-five years
one-half of the purchase-money
should go to
his brother. Having contracted to sell the
property, and refusing to carry out the contract under the pretence that he was intoxi-
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fendant was accepted in April, 1864, after
the passage of the act of congress making
notes of the United States a legal tender for
private debts, yet as the proposition containing the terms of the contract was previously
made, the contract Itself must be construed
as if it had been then concluded to take effect
suljsequently.
It is not our intention to express any opinion upon the constitutionality
of the provision of the act of congress, which makes the
notes of the United States a legal tender
for private debts, nor whether, if constitutional, the provision is to be limited in its application to contracts, made subsequent to
See Hepburn v.
the passage of the act.
Oriswold, 8 Wall. 603. These questions are
the subject of special coDisideration
in other
•cases, and their solution is not required for
the determination of the case before us.
In
the view we take of the case, it is immaterial
whether the constitutionality
of the proviThe relief which
sion be aflarmed or denied.
the complainant seeks rests, as already statdiscretion
the court;
ed, in the sound
and, if granted, it may be accompanied with
such conditions as will prevent hardship and
The suit itinsure justice to the defendant.
self is an appeal to the equitable jurisdiction
, -of the court; and, in asking what is equitable
to himself, the complainant necessarily submits himself to the judgment of the court, to
■do what it shall adjudge to be equitable to
the defendant.

of

The kind of currency which the complainant offered, is only important in considering
the good faith of his conduct.
A party does
not forfeit his rights to the interposition of

la court of equity to enforce
/' formance of a contract, if he

a specific per.
seasonably and
in good faith offers to comply, and continues
ready to comply, with its stipulations on his
part, although he may err in estimating the
■extent of his obligation.
It is only in courts
^
-of law that literal and exact performance is
/-required.
The condition of the currency at
I the time repels any imputation of bad faith
in the action of the complainant.
The act of
congress had declared the notes of the United
States to be a legal tender for all debts,
without, in terms, making any distinction between debts contracted before,
and those
Gold had al■contracted
after its passage.
most entirely disappeared from circulation.
The community at large used the notes of
the United States in the discharge of all
They constituted, in fact, almost the
■debts.
entire currency of the country in 1864. They
were received and paid out by the government; and the validity of the act declaring
them a legal tender had been sustained by
-nearly every state court before which the
The defendant, it
question had been raised.
is true, insisted upon his right to payment
in gold, but before the expiration of the period prescribed for the completion of the purchase, he left the city of Washington, and thus
■cut off the possibUity of any other tender than

i
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the one made within that period.
In the
presence
of this difficulty, respecting the
mode of payment, which could not be obviated, by reason of the absence of the defendant, the complainant filed his bill, in
which he states the questioq/Tvraclr-irai
arisen between them, and invokes the aid of
the court in the matter, offering specifically
to perform the contract on his part according
to its true intent and meaning.
He thus placed himself promptly and fairly before the
court, expressing a willingness to do whatever it should adjudge he ought in equity
and conscience to do in the execution of the

,
contract.
Nothing further could have been reason- \
ably required of him under the circumstances,
even if we should assume that the act of congress, making the notes of the United States
a legal tender, does not apply to debts created before its passage, or, if applicable to
such debts, is, to that extent, unconstitutional
and void.
In the case of Chesterman v. Mann, 9 Hare,
212, it was held by the court of chancery of
England, that where an underlessee had a
covenant for the renewal of his lease, upon
paying to his lessor a fair proportion of the
fines and expenses to which the lessor might
in obtaining a renewal of his
be subjected
own term from the superior landlord, and o
any increased rent upon such renewal, and
there was a difference between the parties
as to the amount to be paid by the underlessee, he might apply for a specific performance of the covenant, and submit to the court
the amount to be paid.
So here in this case,
the complainant applies for a specific performance, and submits the amount to be paid
by him to the judgment of the court
We proceed to consider whether any other
circumstances have arisen since the covenant
in the lease was made, which render the enforcement of the contract of sale, subsequent
ly completed between the parties, inequitable
Such circumstances are asserted to have arisfirst, in the greatly inen in two particulars;
creased value of the property; and second,
in the transfer of a moiety of the complainant's original interest to his brother.
It is true, the property has greatly inSome increased in value since April, 1854.
crease was anticipated by the parties, for the
covenant exacts, in case of the lessee's election to purchase, the payment of one-half
If thej
more than its then estimated value.
actual increase has exceeded the estimate]
then made, that circumstance furnishes no
ground for interference with the arrangement]
of the parties. J£h.e ^.uestion, in sucJbL cas^
always js^ was the contract^ at the.,;^
I
was made, a r easonable and_faIj.jaDe?
such were the fact, the parties are consid-j
ered as having taken upon themselves
the!
risk of subsequent fluctuations in the value I
of the property, and such fluctuations are not i
allowed to prevent its specific enforcement.
Wells v. Railway Co., 9 Hare, 129; Low v. I
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12 Me. 441; Fry, Spec. Perf. §§
Here the contract, as already stated, was, wlieii made, a fair one, and in all
its attendant circumstances, free from objection. Tlie rent reserved largely exceeded the
rent then paid, and the sum stipulated for
the property largely exceeded its then market
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to secure the deferred payments, sent to the
defendant for examination, was prepared for
execution by the complainant alone, and contained a stipulation that he might, if he
should so elect, pay off the deferred payments at earlier dates than those mentioned
in the covenant in the lease; and it is objected to the complainant's right to a specific
value.
The transfer, by the complainant to his performance, that the trust deed was not
brother, of one-half interest in the lease, as- drawn to be executed jointly by him and his
suming now, for the purpose of the argu- brother, and that it contained this stipula' ment, that there is, in the record, evidence,
tion. A short answer to this objection is
found in tht fact, that the parties had diswhich we can notice, of such transfer, in no
agreed in relation to the payment
/ respect afEects the obligation of the defendto be
made, and until the disagreement ceased no
1 ant, or impairs the right of the complainant
The
deeds were required. It is admitted that the
\^to the enforcement of the contract
brother Is no party to the contract, and any form of the trust deed was not such a one
partial interest he may have acquired therein,
as the defendant was bound to receive, but
the defendant was not bound to notice. The
as it was sent to him for examination, good
faith and fair dealing required him to indiowners of partial interests in contracts for
land, acquired subsequent to their execution',
cate in what particulars it was defective, or
with which clauses he was dissatisfied.
are not necessary parties to bills for their
The original parties on one
Whether it was the duty of the complainant
enforcement
or defendant to prepare the trust deed, acside are not to be mixed up in controversies
cording to the usage prevailing in Washingthe parties on the other side, in
between
ton, is not entirely clear from the evidence.
which they have no concern.
If the entire contract had been assigned There is testimony both ways. The true
rule, independent of any usage on the subto the brother, so that he had become subject, would seem to be that the party who
stituted in the place of the complainant, the
In that is to execute and deliver a deed should precase would have been different
event, the brother might have filed the bill,
pare it. It is, however. Immaterial for this
case, what rule obtains In Washington. Unand insisted upon being treated as representing the vendee. The general rule is, that the
til the purchase-money was accepted, there
parties to the contract are the only proper
was no occasion to prepare any instrument
parties to the suit for its performance, and,
for execution. So long as that was refused
except in the case of an assignment of the
the preparation of a trust deed was a work
entire contract, there must be some special
of supererogation. Besides, the execution of
the trust deed by the complainant was to be
circumstances to authorize a departure from
simultaneous with the execution of a conthe rule.
veyance by the defendant. The two were to
The court, says Chancellor Cottenbam, In
Tasher v. Small, 3 Mylne & C. 69, "assumes ^be concurrent acts; and if the complainant
jurisdiction in cases of specific performance
Iwas to prepare one of them, the defendant
of contracts, because a court of law, giving /was to prepare the other, and it is not predamages only for the non-performance of the
tended that the defendant acted in the matcontract, In many cases, does not afford an
ter at all.
adequate remedy. But in equity, as well as
The objection to the trust deed, founded
upon the omission of the name of the comat law, the contract constitutes the right,
plainant's brother as a co-grantor, does not
and regulates the liabilities of the parties;
and the object of both proceedings is to
merit consideration. All that the defendant
place the party complaining, as nearly as
had to do was to see that he got a trust deed,
possible, in the same situation as the defend- as security for the deferred payments, from
ant had agreed that he should be placed in.
the party to whom he transferred the title.
C It is obvious, that persons, strangers to the
The defendant states in his testimony that
contract, and, therefore, neither entitled to
when the lease was executed he objected to
the rights nor subject to the liabilities which
the stipulation for a sale of the premises,
arise out of it, are as much strangers to a and that the defendant told him that it
proceeding to enforce the execution of it as
should go for nothing. And it has been
they are to a proceeding to recover damages
argued by counsel that this evidence should
for the breach of it."
control the terms of the covenant. The anWhen the complainant has received his
swer to the position taken is brief and decideed from the defendant, the brother may
First, nothing of the kind is averred in
sive.
claim from him a conveyance of an interest
the answer; second, the testimony of the
in the premises, if he have a valid contract
defendant in this particular is distinctly
for such interest, and enforce such convey- contradicted by that of the complainant, and
ance by suit; but that is a matter with
is inconsistent with the attendant circumwhich the defendant has no concern.
stances; and third, the evidence is inadmisIt seems that the draft of the trust deed. sible. When parties have reduced their conTreadwell,
235, 252.
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Aracts to writing, conversations controlling
i/or changing their stipulations are, in the abf sence of fraud, no more received in a court
I of equity than in a court of law.
Upon a full consideration of the positions
of the defendant we perceive none which ^
s hould preclude the com pliant from claim;
"Tng a specinc "performance or the contract.
THe o"niy~-questroh remaining is, Tipon "what
terms shall the decree be made? and upon
this we have no doubt.
The parties, at the time the proposition to
sell, embodied in the covenant of the lease,
was made, had reference to the currency
the n rec ognized by l aw as a legal ten der,
'whlctrco HHlsl e d O nly of goig"anjrsnYercoin^
dollars of
TrTras-ier-a~specifie~BuitffBer'oi
that character that the offer to sell was
made, and it strikes one at once as inequitable to compel a transfer of the property for
notes, worth when tendered in the market
only a littie more than one-half of the stipulated price. Such a substitution of notes for
coin could not have been in the. possible expectation of the parties. Nor is it reasonable to suppose, if it had been, that the covenant would ever have been inserted in the
against the
lease without some provision
substitution. Tte complainant must, therefore, take his decree upon payment of the
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stipulated

price in gold

649
and

silver

coin.

Whilst .he se^s_ggjiity Jie-mustjia. eqmts.
^TEe^ecree^of the court below will, there-

fore, be reversed, and the cause remanded
with directions to enter a decree for the execution, by the defendant to the complainant,
of a conveyance of the premises with warranty, subject to the yearly ground-rent specified in the covenant in the lease, upon
the payment by the latter of the instalments
past due, with legal interest thereon, in gold
and silver coin of the United States, and
upon the execution of a trust deed of the
premises to the defendant as security -for
the payment of the remaining instalments
as they respectively become due, with legal
Interest thereon, in like coin; the amounts
to be paid and secured to be stated, and the
form of the deeds to be settled, by a master; the costs to be paid by the complainant.
The CHIEF JUSTICE, with NELSON, J.,
concurred in the conclusion as above announced,-^that
the complainant was entitled
to specific performance on payment of the
price of the land in gold and silver coin,—
but expressed their inability to yield their
assent to the argument by which, in this
case, it was supported.
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V.

(69
Supreme

LESER
III.

et al.

384.)

Court of Illinois.

Sept. Term.

1873.

Appeal from superior court, Cook county;
Joseph E. Gary, Judge.
This was a bill for specific performance,
filed by John Fish against John Leser and
Johanna Iieser, his wife. The substance of
the material facts is given in the opinion of
the court.

Nissen & Barnum, for appellant.
for appellees.

son, Sackett & Bean,

Wilkin-

CRAIG, J. This was a bill, filed in the superior court of Cook county, by John Fish, appellant, against John Leser and Johanna Leser, appellees, to enforce the specific performance of a contract for the sale of a certain lot
in Chicago.
Upon the hearing of the case, the
court entered a decree dismissing the bill and
the complainant prosecuted this appeal.
. Co urts of equit y will not always e nforce
thespecififpieHormance
of a contract ^uch
*"appi!cafions are addressed to ttie sound legal
discretion
of the court, and^tte^ourt^mugt.
to a great extent, by the_ fagts
-b€L..goxe£ned,
of _each case, jaOEis piesented.
" A speci fic performance wiU not be decreed
unless the a^ffnent has been entered_ into
with perfect fairnessr^"nd with out misa^ r^
misrepre sentatf5S ~Bf
oppressionT
'TTensioiij
Frisljy t. BailanceTll Scam7"287'; trnHefwood"
V. Hitchcock, 2 Ves. Sr. 279.
The contract
must be fair, equitable and just, and the complainant should be prepared to show that it
will not be unjust or oppressive on the defendant to have the contract enforced.
Stone
V. Pratt, 25 111. 25.
We will, then, examine some of the leading facts in this case, and see if the complainant has brought himself within the principles announced, which are necessary In order to enable him to obtain the relief he asks,
in a court of equity.
It appears that the defendants, or one of
them, ui the fall of 1871, were the owners of
the property in question, and had owned and
resided upon it for many years.
The appellees are foreigners
by birth with but little
education, and are not well acquainted
with
our language;
they transacted but little business,— Indeed, the evidence shows that John
Leser has, for several years, been scarcely
competent to transact any business;
they can
write, but are unable to read our writing.
The house In which they resided, on the
property in question, together with other
property on the same street, was destroyed
by the fire of October 9, 1871.
Previous to
the fire their property was not desirable, and
could not readily be sold in the market, on
account of the bad repute of other houses on
the same street.
The fire, however, removed
this objection
to the street, and property
Immediately began to advance.
Farwell &
Co. commenced to build on the same street,
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on the next block west, which also caused
property to advance.
These facts were unknown to the Lesers, but were well known
to enterprising business men. Under these
circumstances,
the Lesers, soon after the fire,
were sought out by one John P. White, a
real estate agent in the city, who desired to
get an agency to sell Oielr property.
This property, at the time of the sale, as
near as we are able to judge from the evidence, was worth $30,000— some of appellees'
witnesses place it as high as $35,000, while
appellant's witnesses fix its value at $21,000
Burt, who owned the east half
to $22,000.
of the same lot, testifies he fixed the price
of his lot at $30,000, but withdrew it from
market, and would not sell at that price, and
his opinion is this lot is worth that amount.
White had several interviews with the
Lesers. He wanted to act as their agent;
advised them to sell; claimed that property
would depreciate
rather than Increase in
value.
He never informed them that Farwell & Co., and others, were buying and preparing to build in that neighborhood,— a fact
that was well known to business men.
Johanna Leser, In her evidence, says:
"White came again; said he had a man to
buy the lot, and he would give $20,000, and
we told him we would not sell for that;
he said it would not be worth more in ten
years.
My husband said, if you give me
$21,000 I will sell to you.
This he refused.
White told me to coax my husband to take
$20,000. I told him I would not.
He then
said, well, I will not take another step towards selling your lot, and before spring you
will offer it to me for $18,000."
During this time appellant was frequently
at White's office, ana he and White were
negotiating on the lot.
White, in his testimony, says, they had
given him verbal authority to sell the lot;
that,
after having several interviews, he
called on them with an offer from appellant
of $20,000 cash for the property.
This they
did not decide to take, but the next day he
called again to see if they would accept the
offer he had made them for appellant
He
prepared and took with him a paper for them
to execute, authorizing him to sell the lot
After discussing the matter some time, they
would not accept appellant's offer, but they
made this proposition: they would take $16,000 cash, and the purchaser assume and pay
a mortgage of $5,000 that was on the lot
and pay commissions to White; he Informed
them he did not believe appellant would give
that, but he would make him the offer.
The next day, which was November 1st
White called on John Leser, where he and
his two sons were at work, and obtained his
signature to a paper, which turned out to
be authority to sell the lot which reads as
follows:
'Chicago, Oct 31, 1871.
"John P. White, real estate agent In
consideration of one dollar, by us received,
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we hereby authorize you to sell our lot, being the west half of lot 7, in block 94, in the
school section addition to Chicago, for the
sum of twenty one thousand dollars ($21,you to have all over that amount
000) net;
you can get, for your commissions for such
The terms of payment we require is
sale.
all cash, except the assumption of a mortgage of $5,000 by the buyer, now up n said
lot;
we to furnish abstract showing title
good in us, subject to the said $5,000 mortThis proposition good for ten days
gage.
from date hereof.
"Yours, etc.,

"John Leser.
"Johanna Leser.

[Seal.]
[Seal.]"

White testifies that the paper was read to
and he and his two sons understood
what it was. But in this he is contradictThey swear
ed by Leser and his two sons.
a portion of it was read in a low tone, but
none of them understood It
They did not
know that Leser was giving any authority to
White to sell the lot; supposed it was a
writing that Leser would wait ten days before making a sale, but did not know it was
anything further.
White then carried the paper to Johanna
Leser, and she, as she testifies, saw her husband had signed it, and not knowing what it
Leser,

was, also executed the paper.
On November 8th White sold the property
to appellant, by written contract, as follows:

"Chicago, Nov. 8, 1871.
"Received of John Fish five hundred dollars ($500) to apply as a payment on the following described real estate, this day bargained and sold to the said Fish, to wit: the
west half of lot seven (7), in block ninety-four
(!H), in the school section addition to Chicago,
sold at and for the price or sum of twentyone thousand dollars ($21,000), upon the following terms of payment, to wit: the said
Fish is to assume and pay a certain mortgage
of five thousand ($5,000) dollars, which is
now upon said property, with interest from
date hereof, according to its tenor and effect,
and the remainder of the purchase money, to
wit: fifteen thousand five hundred ($15,500)
dollars, as soon hereafter as we deliver him
a good and sufficient deed of conveyance to
the said described real estate, with release
of dower, free and clear of all liens or incum$5,000
brances, except the above mentioned
we
mortgage, which the said Fish assumes;
to furnish an abstract showing title good in
us, said abstract to be delivered within ten
days from date hereof, and the said deed to
be delivered within thirty days from date
hereof.

"Witness our hand and seals this
first above written.
"John Leser,
"Johanna Ijeser.
"By John P. White, Their
"John

day and

date

[Seal.]
[Seal.]

Agent
Fish."
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When appellees were notified of the contract, they refused to ratify it
Can it be said that this contract, which
appellant is seeking to enforce, has been entered into with fairness, and without misapprehension ? ,jHiportant facts, were artfu lLvconcealed from tixe Lesers by cmewhojigim'ed to be their agent, and if they tad bAen..
"EnbwBrtt' cannot be "pretended the authority
would have been given to sell.
The fact is apparent, the Lesers, who were
weak-minded and unacquainted with business,— terror-stricken
with the great fire
which, in a moment, swept away the home
they had occupied for years, — were overreached by a shrewd real estate dealer, who acted
in the interest of another, under the guise of ,
a friend and agent of them.
^e contract can neither b e said to be fair,
equita ble, or just. To take from them properiF'wm-th $30,000 for $21,000, when considered in connection with the other facts disclosed by this record, is an outrage that a
court of equity cannot for a moment tolerate
■

"oP" sanClloii.""

TEerB~iS, however, another principle which,
when applied to this case, forbids a court of
equity from decreeing a specific performance of this contract
An agent employed
to sell, c annot himself b ecome me purcn aagr;
or_an_a^nt_emgIoyea" to b uy, cannot b elthe
selleE 3Sd, upon tTSe'^ame principle, it is
"held~ tfiat a contract made by one who acts
"^
.asthe^gentofboth paftles may be avoir"

_byjnher_princi^.

SioryTAg^

^Before this written authority to sell was
given, White came to the Lesers with a proposition from appellant of $20,000, and urged
them to accept it. His commissions were
to come from appellant. As soon as he executes the contract of sale, he goes with appellant to the recorder's office and has it
placed on record.
Under his counsel and advice, appellant makes a tender of the purHe takes appellant to an atchase money.
torney for advice, and introduces him; nor
does he stop at this. He offers to pay appellees' counsel their fees, not to exceed $1,000,
if, upon an examination of the papers, they
should advise and effect a ratification of the
contract by appellees.
These facts tend to show that this agent
was employed to buy as well as to sell. Appellees had bargained for the skill and labor
of White, their agent and had a right to expect and demand his undivided services in
their behalf and for their interest. This
they have not secured, and a court of chancery will not lend its aid to enforce a contract which, in equity, is regarded as con-

structively fraudulent.
Other questions have been discussed by the
counsel on each side of this case, but, in the
view we have taken of the case, it becomes
unnecessary to decide them.
The decree of the superior court will be
affirmed.
Decree

affirmed.
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BTONE

V.

PRATT,

D'Wolf the said

Court of Illinois. April Term, 1860.
Appeal from the superior court of Chicago.
This was a bill of chancery, ffled by Horatio O. Stone against Jeremiah H. Pratt and
Amos Pratt.
The bill charges, in substance, that, in
1849, one Calvin D'Wolf was the owner in
fee of the north fifteen acres of the "W. %,
S. W. qr., sec. 34, T. 39 N., R. 14 E., in
Cook county, 111., and that, in May, 1852,
by subsequent sales and conveyances, Amos
Pratt acquired the title to said land; that
on September 28, 1852, Amos Pratt, by an
agreement
in writing, sold the same, with
other lands, to Clement H. D'Wolf for the
sum of $4,050, of which sum $100 was paid
in hand, and said D'Wolf agreed to pay the
balance, as follows:
$600 in one year, $670
In two years, $670 in three
years, $670 in
four years, $670 in five years, and $670 in
six years from the date of the agreement,
and to pay all assessments and taxes on
the land. The agreement provided that, upon the performance on the part of the purchaser, Pratt should make and deliver to
D'Wolf a quitclaim deed for the premises,
with covenant of warranty as to the acts of
Pratt only, and also provided for a forfeiture of the agreement,
at the election of
Pratt, In case of default of any of the payments. In which event D'Wolf was to be
treated as tenant of Pratt.
The bill then charges that on September
23, 1853, Amos Pratt purchased certain other lands of one Warren Parker, for the sum
of $8,000, payable as foUows: $2,666.66 on
October 10, 1853, the like sum on September
Supreme

23,

1854,

and

the

same

sum

the complainant bought of Clement H.
fifteen acres of land for
$4,225 to be paid in the manner following:
$275 cash; $600 on September 28, 1853, and
$670 on September 28th in each of the years
1854,
1855,
1856,
1857, and 1858; that the
contractgave^mplaina nt the ri ghttojSirr
Sti~tSe paymentsTSceptj ge firstTto AaTO—
Pratt, upon fiiragreement with D'WSfTand
that, upon payment in either way D'Wolf
was to convey the fifteen acres to complainant; that after the purchase, by complainant, of the agreement between Amos Pratt
and D'Wolf, the latter made a deed of the
land to complainant, and the agreement between the complainant and D'Wolf was canceled; that complainant had requested Pratt
to execute to him a deed for said fifteen
acres of land, which he refused to do, and
that the complainant had been informed that
he had conveyed the premises to Jeremiah
H. Pratt, his brother, and that the deed to
him was without consideration,
and made
to defraud the complainant, and that Jeremiah H. Pratt had full notice of the rights
and equities of complainant; that complainant had demanded a conveyance also from
said Jeremiah H. Pratt, but that he refused
to make it, and claimed to own the land.
The bill prayed for a decree compelling
the Pratts to release and quitclaim the fifteen acre tract to the complainant, and for
1853,

(25 111. 16.)

on

September

that, to secure the payment of the
first installment, he assigned to Parker his
agreement with D'Wolf, before stated, and
the same, with hia written agreement with
Parker, was deposited with Brown & Hurd,
to be held by them till Pratt's first installand if Pratt paid the
ment became due;
same when due, the papers were to be returned to him, otherwise to be delivered to
Parker, who was to have the right to sell
at public sale the agreement between Pratt
and D'Wolf, and retain out of the proceeds
$1,000 as liquidated damages for Pratt's default; that Pratt failed to pay Parker the
first installment, and that he, on January
24, 1854, sold said agreement
at public auction, having first given due notice of the sale,
and that complainant became the purchaser
of the same for the sum of $1,000.
The complainant insisted that by said purchase he became the owner of all Pratt's
right, title, and interest in the land, and the
said agreement with D'Wolf, with power to
enforce the same, and that If Pratt had any
interest in the land, he held only a naked
legal title as trustee for the complainant.
The bill then charged that on January 15,
23, 1855;
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general relief.
Jeremiah H. Pratt answered the bill, and
also filed a cross-bill, making Clement H.
D'Wolf a party, praying for the cancellation
of the agreement between Amos Pratt and
D'Wolf as rescinded for nonpayment of the
purchase

money.

The complainant answered the cross-bill,
and replications were filed to the several answers.
The original bill was taken as confessed as to Amos Pratt.
The cause was
heard by the court upon the pleadings and
proofs, and a decree entered, dismissing the
original bill.
Scates, McAllister & Jewett, for appellant
S. W. Randall and Snapp & Cone, for appellees.

CATON, C. J.
A. Pratt by

On the 23d of September,
Indenture, agreed to sell, and
convey to D'Wolf, or his assigns, several parcels of land for the gross sum of four thousand
and fifty dollars, all on time except one hundred dollars; and D'Wolf, by the same instrument, agreed to pay the purchase money as
1852,

therein stipulated.
On the 23d of September, 1853, Pratt agreed
that certain covenants with one Parker should
be performed on the 10th of October, 1853,
and, upon his failure to do so, was to forfeit
and pay the sum of one thousand dollars as
stipulated damages, to secure which he deposited with Brown & Hurd the obligation
ef D'Wolf to pay him the purchase money,
and they were authorized to deliver it to
Parker, in case Pratt failed to perform or to
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Hurd delivered the contract which Pratt had
left with them, as above stated, to Parker,
who, on the 28th of January, 1854, sold it
in pursuance of his original contract with
Pratt, and Stone became the purchaser for
one thousand dollars, which was just sufficient to pay the forfeiture provided for in the
contract between Pratt and Parker.
Stone, insisting that by the purchase of the
contract, he was entitled to recover the money due thereon in place of Pratt, and that
Pratt was thereby in effect fuHy paid the
purchase money for which he had agreed to
convey the premises sold to D'Wolf, filed this
bill to compel Pratt to convey to him the fifof
which he had purchased
teen acres,
D'Wolf, parcel of that which D'Wolf had
bought of Pratt
With the view we take of the case, it is
unnecessary
to advert to the sale of the
premises by A. Pratt to J. H. Pratt
It is a well settled rule of law, that an
entire contract cannot be divided so as to
compel a party to perform it in parcels, either to different persons or at different times.
jJWhen D'Wolf sold a part of the premises to
iStone, he could not thereby impose the legal
obligation upon Pratt to convey that portion
i'to Stone, and the balance to himself. That
would be making it in fact two contracts instead of one.
It was asking him to make
satisfaction of two instead of one. In case
of disagreement it exposed him to two prosecutions instead of one, and required him to
This is a
make two deeds instead of one.
hardship which the common law will never
allow to be imposed upon a promisor or an
obligor. Nor is this principle of the common
law ignored by courts of equity, although in
exceptional cases they will oyerlook it, where
it is necessary to protect the rights of an
innocent fair, and bona fide purchaser
against a contemplated fraud.
This is a bill for the specific performance
of an agreement by one who at law has no
claims whatever upon the defendant, at least
in his own name.
Such a bill is always addressed to the sound discretion of the court,
which must be governed by the circumstanIn the
ces of each case as it is presented.
case of Lear v. Chouteau, 23 111. 39, this court

a

Parker, forbade Brown & Hurd delivering

the contract, which had been deposited with
them, to Parker.
On the 15th of January,
1853, Stone purchased of D'Wolf fifteen acres,
part of the premises which Pratt had sold
and agreed to convey to D'Wolf. Brown &
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court of equity to
said: "In order to induce
must
contract,
enforce specifically
must bej
good consideration,
founded on
reasonable,
fair and Just. If Its terms are
such as our sense of justice revolts at this!
court will not enforce it, though admitted to
be binding at law."
It may be added that
the complainant must show no oppression or
unconscionable advantage, when he comes inremedy
to
court of conscience asking for
He
beyond the letter of his strict rights.
must not ask for a favor beyond his teclmical
legal rights when he bases his claim to that
hard, oppressive, technical adfavor upon
vantage. He must stand before the court
prepared to meet its scrutiny without a blush,
relying upon the advocacy of
well regulated
conscience in his favor. Such must not only
be his own position, but he must show that
is not unjust or oppressive to the defendant,
to compel him to perform specifically.
Let us then examine for moment the position of these parties respectively. Waiving
the question of the division of the contract
the complainant, before he could call on the
defendant to convey to him this land, was
obliged to satisfy an obligation which secured
to the defendant about four thousand dollars.
He attempts to do this, not by paying him or
any one else having
right to receive the
money, the actual amount due, or to become
due, on the contract, but he pvurchases the
contract at
forced sale for one thousand
dollars. This is the extent of his merit. The
defendant, by his contract with D'Wolf, was
entitled to receive about the sum of four
thousand dollars, before he could be asked,
even by D'Wolf himself, to convey any porNow, what has he realtion of the premises.
ized for this four thousand dollars' worth of
land? Absolutely nothing. His claim, or
right to receive the money, was sold (and upon the validity or effect of that sale we pass
Nothing more,
no opinion) to pay a forfeit
—nothing for which he had received value.
strictly leNow all of this may have been
gal transaction. The defendant, by his own
f^ly, may have frittered away his legal right
to this money or to the land, but
is not
such
transaction as should induce
court
of equity to throw down the legal barriers
which surround the defendant, and compel
him to do more for the ease and benefit of
the complainant than the strict rules of law
will give him. Equity will never give the
pound of flesh, although it is in the bond, butj
will leave the law to give its value only
We shall not compel the defendant to recognize a dividing up of his obligations under
this contract, but shall allow him, without
regret, to insist upon his legal rights.
The decree of the court below is affirmed.
Decree affirmed.
a

pay the thousand dollars.
And Parker was
authorized to sell this contract of D'Wolf, In
open market, and thus raise the money with
which to pay himself the thousand dollars.
Before the 11th of October, 1853, Pratt,
that he had been defrauded by
alleging
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Appeal from district court, Redwood county; Webber, Judge.
M.
John H. Bowers, for appellant
Thompson, for respondent.
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J.

GiLFiLLAN, C.
This is an action to
compel specific performance of a contract in
Tlie
the nature of one to convey real estate.
defendant had purchased the land from tlie
state, paying 15 per cent, of the purchase
price, and receiving? certificates of purchase.
February 1, 1886, these parties entered into
a contract in writing, whereby defendant
agreed that, upon full performance on the
part of the plaintilT, he would transfer by
deed of assignment the said land certi licates.
Plaintiff was to pay therefor $590, according to two promissory notes, — one for $190,
due October 1, 1886, with interest at 10 per
cent., and one for $400, due two years from
February 1, 1886, with interest at 8 per cent.,
— and pay all taxes and assessments, and the
The
unpaid purchase money to the state.

plai ntiff fully performedjt his contra ctjon his
—
part : In Miircn, iSSSTthe parties made~Hn
oral" agreement, by wliich defendant agreed
to make certain improvements for the plaintiff on the land, by breaking, erecting buildings, and digging a well, for which plaintiff
agreed to i)ay him the cost thereof, with interest; such payment not to be made before
K the expiration of five years from the time of
making the improvements- Afterwards, purdefendant made
\ suant to sucli agreement,
^
such improvements to the amount of $500,
no part of which has been paid. The plaintiff was insolvent. On tliese facts the court
below denied specific performance.
From the memorandum filed by the court
below it appears that the specific performance was refused, in the exercise of what the
court deemed its discretionary power, the
reasons for so exercising that power being
stated; that plaintiff has become insolvent;
that the value of the improvements is equal
to the purchase price; and that plaintiff can
The mere fact
be compensated in damages.
thai a person has a contract for tlie conveyance to him of real estate does not entitle
him, as of right, to the interposition of a
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court of equity to enforce it. The matter of
compelling specific performance is one of
sound and reasonable discretion, — of judicial, not arbitrary and capricious, discretion.
There must be some reason, founded in
equity and good conscience, for refusing the
relief. Such reason lias been generally found,
by the court refusing it, in some mistake or
fraud or unconscionableness in the contract,
or in some laches on the part of the plaintiff
clianging the circumstances so as to make it
inequitable to compel a conveyance, or where
the claim Is stile, or there is reason to beBut, whatever the
lieve it was abandoned.
reason may be, it must have some reference
to, some conneclion with, the contract itself,
or the duties of the pa^-ties in relation to it.
We have never found a case where the court
refused the relief as a means of enforcing
some independent claim of the defendant
against the plaintiff, nor because the defendant had some independent claim which he
might not be able to enforce against tlie
If such could be regarded as an
plaintiff.
equitable reason for denying relief, every action of the kind might Involve the investigation of all unclosed transactions between the
parties, whether relating to the contractor
subject-matter of the action, or entirely distinct from it. In this case there is no reason
to suppose tlie contract other than a fair one.
The plaintiff has been prompt in performing
on his part, and in seeking his remedy. The
defendant has a claim against plaintiff, entirely independent of the contract to convey,
which claim, by the terms of the agreement ■
under which it arose, was not to become due |
for more than three years after the timei
The possibility'
when he was to convey.
that when it becomes due he may not be able
to enforce it, by reason that jilalntiff's msolvency may continue, does not make it inequitable to enforce this contract already
matured.
That a purchaser may have an
adequate remedy by action for damages, although a reason for not holding what he has
done to be part performance to take the case
out of the operation of the statute of frauds,
is of itself no reason for withholding the
proper remedy, where the contract is valid
under the statute. The order is reversed,
and the court below will enter judgment on
the findings of fact in favor of plaintiff fur
I the relief demanded in the complaint.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
FALCKE

V.

GRAY.

against Mrs.

(4 Drew. 651.)

High Court of Chancery.

1859.

In this case the bill was filed for a specific
performance of a contract entered into between the plaintiff, Mr. Falcke, and Mrs.
Gray, one of the defendants, by which Mrs.
Gray had agreed that, at the expiration of a
six-months lease to the plaintiff of her furnished house, he should have the option of
two china jars at the price of
purchasing
£40.

In January,

the plaintiff, being desirous of finding a furnished house, applied
to Mrs. Gray, who was willing to let hers,
and, on looking over It, he observed the two
jars, the subject of the suit. He had for
twenty-five years carried on the business of
a dealer in curiosities, china, etc., and was
eminent in his trade, and was well acquainted with the prices which articles of this kind
would fetch.
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1859,

Shortly afterwards he had an Interview
with Mrs. Gray at her house; and Mr. Brend,
from the oflBce of Boyle & Bryden, estate and
house agents, who were Mrs. Gray's agents in
A
the matter, attended to advise Mrs. Gray.
discussion arose as to the terms of letting,
and ultimately a rent of seven guineas yer
week was agreed upon, with an option to the
plaintiff that he should, at the end of the
term, be at liberty to purchase certain articles of furniture at a valuation, to be inserted
including the two china
in the agreement,
jars, which were valued at £40.
With regard to the valuation of these jars
at £40, It appeared from the evidence that Mr.
Brend told Mrs. Gray that he did not know
the value of the jars, but he should think
and the agreethey were worth £20 apiece;
ment was drawn up, putting the value of £40
on the jars, and was signed by Mrs. Gray
and the plaintiff.
On the 26th of January
the plaintiff went to the house while his agent
was taking the inventory, and then the jars
had been removed; and on the same day Mrs.
Gray came to Mr. Falcke's house, and informDuring
ed him of the removal of the jars.
the Interval between the 19th and the 26th
of January Mrs. Gray, having begun to doubt
whether the jance placed on the jars was
fahr, was advised that it would be as well to
take the opinion of Mr. Watson, also a dealer
in curiosities; and, on the 26th, she accordingly went to Mr. Watson, and desh:ed him
to come in the evening to value the jars.
This he did; and on seeing the jars he was
so much struck with their beauty, etc., that
he offered Mrs. Gray his check for £200 for
Mrs. Gray then asked Mr.
them at once.
Watson if he thought she would be doing anything wrong in so selling them, and he told
her It was all right; and she then took his
check and Mr. Watson took away the jars.
Mr. Watson was made a defendant to the bill.
The plaintiff now Insisted that he was entitled to a decree for specific performance
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Gray, and to delivery

of the

jars as against Mr. Watson; and on that part
of the case the question was whether the
transaction was a bona fide one on the part
of Watson, or whether he knew of the contract between Mrs. Gray and the plaintiff.
The defendant insisted that it was a contract
for chattels, and could not be enforced.
The evidence as to the actual value of the
vases was conflicting, but, putting it at the
lowest, it greatly exceeded £40.
Mr. Baily and Mr. Waller, for plaintiff.
Mr. Glasse and Jones Bateman, for Mrs.
Gray. Mr. Greene and Mr. Speed, for Mr.
Watson.

THE VICE CHANCEDLOR (after stating
the facts above stated).
The first ground of
defense is that, this being a bill for the specific performance
of a contract for the purchase of chattels, this court will not interfere;
but I am of opinion that the court will not
refuse to interfere simply because the contract relates to chattels, and that if there
were no other objection the contract in this
case is such a contract as the court would
specifically perform.
What is the difference in the view of the
court between realty and personalty In respect
to the question whether the court will interfere or not? Upon what principle does the
court decree specific performance of any contract whatever? Lord Redesdale in Harnett
& L. 549, says:
v. Yeilding, 2 Schoales
"Whether courts of equity in their determinations on this subject have always considered
what was the original foundation for decrees
very much doubt
of this nature,
believe
that, from something of habit, decrees of this
kind have been carried to an extent which
has tended to injustice. Unquestionably the
original foundation of these decrees was simply this, that damages at law would not give
to which he was
the' party the compensation
entitled; that is, would not put him in a situation as beneficial to him as if the agreeSo that
ment were specifically performed."
the principle on which a court of equity pro"A court of law gives damages
ceeds is this:
for the nonperformance, but a court of equity
says, "that is not sufficient,—justice is not
satisfied by that remedy"; and therefore a
court of equity will decree specific performance, because a mere compensation in damages is not a sufficient remedy and satisfaction for the loss of the performance of the
contract
Now why should that principle apply less
to chattels? If in a contract for chattels
damages will be a sufficient compensation,
the party Is left to that remedy.
Thus if a
contract is for the purchase of a certain quantity of coals, stock, etc., this court will not
decree specific performance, because a person
can go into the market and buy similar articles, and get damages for any difference in
the price of the articles hi a court of law;

I

I
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but, If damages would not be a sufficient compensation, the principle on which a court of
equity decrees specific performance is just as
applicable to a contract for the sale and purchase of chattels as to a contract for the sale
and purchase of land.
In the present case the contract is for the
purchase of articles of unusual beauty, rarity, and distinction, so that damages would
not be an adequate compensation for nonperformance; and I am of opinion that a
contract for articles of such a description Is
such a contract as this court will enforce;
and, in the absence of all other objection,
should have no hesitation
in decreeing spe-

I

cific performance.
The next ground of defense is that the
contract in the present case is a hard bargain between the plaintiff and Mrs. Gray;
and it is insisted that the inadequacy in
price Is so great that on that ground the
court will not decree specific performance.
Now the price put on these jars was £40.
What was their actual value? Certainly to
talk of their value is to talk of somethmg
which is very artificial and fluctuating, depending upon the taste and caprice of the
community; but still the jars derive their
value from their beauty, distinction, and
rarity, and those qualities give them a selling value. They have a value in the marAccording to the plaintiff's own stateket.
ment their value would be £100, or, if between persons not brokers, £125; and it is
the interest of the plaintiff to represent their
A better test of
value as low as possible.
their value is what Mr. Watson -has given
for them; and I think I may assume that
£200 at least would be a fair price, though I
cannot help thinking that their real value
rather exceeded than fell short of that sum;
but, taking £200 as the fair value, the price
placed on the jars by Mr. Brend was only
That this
one-fifth of their selling value.
was a hard bargain in the sense of its being for a very inadequate price there can be
no doubt; and the defendant insists that, on
this ground, the court wUl not enforce specific performance.
On the other hand, the plaintiff insists
that, although it is true that in hard bargains, using the terms m one sense, the
court will not decree specific performance,
still that that does not apply to cases of
mere inadequacy of price; and this is the
question I have now to consider.
The general rule with regard to hard bargains is that the court will not decree spe[
cific performance, because specific perform) I
ance is in the discretion of the court for
j the advancement of justice; such discretion,

j/

r

/ indeed, to be exercised, not according to caprice, but on strict principles of justice and
\ equity. In the case of White v. Damon, 7
Ves. 30, Lord Bldon says:
"I agree with
Lord Rosslyn that giving a specific performance is matter of discretion, but it is not an
arbitrary, capricious discretion.
It must be
I

\J
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regulated upon grounds that vrtll make It
The principle upon which the
com-t acts with respect to hard bargains appears to me to have been truly expressed by
Lord Langdale in the case of Wedgwood v.
Adams, 6 Beav. 600; and the passage in
which he enunciates the principle has been
quoted with approbation by Lord Justice
Turner in Watson v. Marston, 4 De Gex, M.
& G. 239.
Lord Langdale in Wedgwood v.
Adams says that the court exercises its discretion and decrees specific performance unless it would be highly unreasonable
to do
so, and that what is more or less unreasonable cannot well be defined. It must depend
on the circumstances of each particular case.
As it is admitted by the plaintiff that in
cases of hard bargains generally the court
will not interfere, it is not necessary to go
Into any of the eases on the subject other
than those which turn more or less on Inadequacy of price; and here I may observe
that in some cases the court has refused
specific performance on the ground of the
hardness of the bargain, where there has
been not the least impropriety of conduct on
the part of the person seeking specific performance. In most of the cases there has
been some other ingredient besides mere inadequacy of price, but I vnll refer to those
In which I find the opinion of the judges
express on that particular point.
In Young v. Clerk, Prec. in Chan. 538, the
defendant agreed to grant a lease of certain
lands to the plaintifC for fourteen years at a
rent of £40. The plaintiff had already been
lessee of the same lands for many years,
and knew that the value of the lands was
not £40, but £167, and in that case specific
performance was refused; but there was in
that case the circumstance that the defendant, having recently come into possession of
the land, came to look at it, and stayed at
the plaintiff's house, and desired to see the
plaintiff's underleases, in order to ascertain
what the plaintiff had realized from the
property. The plaintiff evaded showing him
the underleases, and the defendant remained
In Ignorance of the true value of the land.
If the bUl had been to set aside the conLord
tract, it would not have succeeded.
Thurlow said: "I must take it to be the
law that if a man contracts to purchase an
estate for a certain price, and the intending
purchaser knows at the time that there are
mines under the estate of which the vendor
is ignorant, still, as this court is not a court
of honor, the court wUl not set aside the
contract on a bill by the vendor; but nobody can doubt that the court would not
decree specific performance of such a contract, and there is a wide distinction between
a case in which the court would, on the one
hand, decree specific performance of an Incontract, and, on the other, set
complete
aside a complete contract" And in giving
judgment the lord chancellor said that this
court was not bound to decree a specific exe-

Judicial."
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of articles where they appeared to be
or founded on a fraud, or
jwhere it would be unconscionable to assist

I cntion

\ unreasonable
•them.

The next case Is Klen v. Stukeley, 1 Brown,
Pari. Gas. 191; Gilb. 155, which was a bill
in the equity side of the court of exchequer
by the vendor for the specific performance
of an agreement for the purchase of land, for
which lie purchaser had agreed to pay forty
It was proved In the case that
years' value.
the plaintiff had left his deed with the defendant, and that there were no objections
to the title; but a decree was made for specific performance.
On appeal, the house of
great doubt whether such
lords entertained
a bargain should be carried out by a court
of equity, but they came to no decision on
that point
The next case Is Southwell v. Nicholas, reported in a note to Howell v. George, 1 Mad.
In this case the plaintiff's father and the
9.
defendant
Nicholas' brother, having some
houses in Spring Gardens, agreerf to purchase
two old houses and pull them down to make
an entrance into Spring Gardens. The houses
were pulled down, and the plaintiff's father
paid his share of the purchase money.
The
defendant's
brother died, and his estates
were sold for the payment of his debts.
On
a bill by the plaintiff
for the specific performance of the agreement
as to the two
houses, it was contended by the defendant
that there should be no specific performance,
as his brother's estates had been sold, and
there would be no consideration accruing to
him for the expense he would be at
The
master of the rolls was inclined to decree
that the parties should pay for the two houses
in proportion to the value of their houses to
be benefited, but the matter was compromisplaintiffi
ed by parties agreeing that the
should pay two-thirds and the defendant onethird for the two houses.
The next case is Vaughan v. Thomas, 1
Brown, C. C. 556. In this case the defendant agreed with the plaintiff for the sale to
him of an annuity of £300 a year for the
defendant's life, at five years' purchase.
The
himself as being
defendant then represented
only fifty-five of age, and the plaintiff Insured
the defendant's life on that footing; but two
years afterwards he discovered that the defendant was sixty-one years of age at the
time of granting the annuity, and the plaintiff was obliged In consequence to Increase
"Upon his representing this to
the insiu-ance.
the defendant, It was agreed that the plaintiff should grant to the defendant an additional annuity, which was expressed to be
granted for £250, but in fact no money was
paid on that occasion.
In December, 1779,
the defendant applied to the plaintiff to repurchase the annuity, and an agreement was
entered into by them by which the plaintiff
agreed to give up the annuity on payment
of £1,500, the original purchase money, and
all arrears then due, deducting the sum of
H.& B.Eq.(2d Ed.)— 42
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for four years of the additional annuity of £50. The arrears then due
were £475, so that the sum settled for the
repurchase was £1,775. After the agreement
had been signed the plaintiff struck out his
name, and two days after another agreement
was prepared, whereby the plaintiff relinquished the annuity and all arrears for £2,000.
The plaintiff filed a bill for the specific performance of this agreement It was referred
to the master to find the value of the original
and additional annuity and the defendant's
age.
The master found that the annuity was
worth nine years' purchase
when it was
granted.
The plaintiff contended that the
bargain was fair, and that he was entitled to
the assistance of the court to carry it into
execution; but the master of the rolls was
of opinion that if they assisted the plaintiff
they would be sanctioning a very unconscientious bargain, and that the plaintiff was not
entitled to the aid of the court The bill was
therefore dismissed.
In the case of Heathcote v. Paignon, 2
Brown, 167, there was nothing but inadequacy of price, and the master of the rolls
referred it to the master to report on the
actual value.
The master found a value of
£500, for which only £200 had been given,
and the court refused specific performance.
On appeal, this decision was affirmed by Lord
Thurlow, and the contract was set aside as
being unjust.
The next case I shall mention Is Day v.
Newman, 2 Oox, 77. In that case the court
but
refused to decree specific performance,
left the parties to their remedies at law on
the ground of inadequacy In price. That
case appears to me to be a distinct decision
£200, the amount

on the question.
White V. Damon, 7 Ves. 30, was a case of
a purchase at an auction; yet Lord Rosslyn,
on the simple ground of inadequacy In price,
performance.
This case
refused specific
therefore shows that inadequacy in price is
a sufficient ground for refusing specific performance. Lord Eldon took a different view,
but it was on the ground that the sale was

by auction.
Now •these two last-mentioned
cases appear to me to be decisive on the point; and
I am of opinion that In the present case I
ought to refuse specific performance on the
mere ground of inadequacy of price, even If
there were none other.
But there is another circumstance In this
What was
case besides mere inadequacy.
It was not
the nature of the transaction?
the case of a bargain between seller and buyer, the one trying to get the highest, and the
other to give the lowest, price. The Intention
of the parties was that a fair and reasonable
price should be placed on the articles, and
that the plaintiff should have the option of
purchasing at such fair and reasonable price.
Mrs. Gray, though she was told by Mr.
Brend that he was not a judge of the value,
thought that the £40 mentioned by him was
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such a fair price as a competent person would
place on the jars; and It was upon that footing that she made the agreement.
She was
not herself a competent judge, though she
knew they were of considerable value.
Mr.
Falcke knew that she was contracting on that
footing, and he knew that the price put upon the jars by Brend was not a fair price.
(The vice chancellor, after going through the
plaintiff's evidence, from which it appeared
that he, knowing that £40 was greatly insufficient, it being only two-fifths of the value,
as he said, allowed the contract to be signed on that footing, proceeded:)
The question
is whether he can come to the court to compel Mrs. Gray to sell the jars to him for £40.
I admit that this court is not a court of honor, but it appears to me that, although Mr.
Falcke has done nothing he was legally
bound not to do, yet, consistently with the
authorities and justice of the case,
must
I refuse specific performance.
It has, however, been contended that Mrs.

I
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Gray, having sold the Jars to the defendants
the Watsons, should not have been made a
defendant; but Mrs. Gray has placed herself
in such a position that the suit could not go
on without her being madp a party. The bill,
therefore,
must be dismissed without costs
as against her.
With regard to the defendants the Watsons, the question is whether they bad notice, when they purchased from Mrs. Gray,
that she had entered Into an agreement by
virtue of which she could not sell them to
another person.
Now I cannot help entertaining some suspicion that the Watsons
knew something more than that a mere question had arisen as to value; but the onus
of proving that they had notice lies on the
plaintiff, and I think that, although there
is some doubt on the evidence, notice to them
has not been sufliciently proved.
Under all
the circumstances, I think the bill, as against
the defendants the Watsons, must be dismissed, with costs.

/V^^t
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PAIXE

V.

MEIXER.

(6 Ves. 349.)
Chancery.

July

22, 1801.

Upon the 1st of September, 1796, the plaintiffs sold to the defendant, by auction, some
houses In Katcliffe Highway, upon the usual
terms, a deposit of 251. per cent, and a proper conveyance to be executed upon payment
of the remainder of the purchase money at
The premises were with
Michaelmas next.
but a
others subject to certain annuities:
trust of stock was declared for the payment
The first abstract deof these annuities.
livered was clearly defective: so that the
at that
purchase could not be completed
A further abstract was delivered to
time.
the solicitor for the defendant, at the end
of September, or the beginning of October.
He insisted upon having a release from the
The treaty continued ttirough
annuitants.
Octob^; and about the end of that month
the defendant's solicitor agreed to waive all
objections, ii the plaintiff would allow him
and if the trustees of the
eleven guineas,
stock would join in the conveyance; and re'
fused a proposal to give up the purchase.
I The plaintiff agreed to make the allowance
desired.
On the 4th or 5th of November the
defendant's
solicitor sent a draft of a conrveyance. The trustees of the stock were preby a
vailed upon to join in the conveyance
{
\new declaration of trust The draft was returned to the defendant's solicitor; the deeds
were engrossed;
and upon the 16th or 17th
of December
he declared himself satisfied
with the title; and said, the deeds would be
ready in two or three days; and that he
complete
should
the purchase
under the
promise of the eleven guineas.
Upon the
ISth of December the houses were burnt:
the insurance having been suffered to expire
On the 20th of Decemat Michaelmas 1796.
ber the defendant's solicitor wrote a letter;
observing, that he had taken an objection to
the freehold title; and should not have
thought anything more of the purchase, but
for the covenant of indemnity from the trustees, inserted in the draft by him, and approved by one of the trustees of the stock:
but as that had been struck out by another
trustee, he could not advise his client to accept the title; and he should call for the
deposit
The bUl was then filed, praying a specific
performance
of the contract; and a decree
was made by the late lord chancellor, simply
referring it to the master to see whether a
good title could De made.
This decree was
dissatisfactory to both parties, as not deciding the question; and a petition of rehearing
was presented by the plaintiff.
Mr. Mansfield and Mr. Cox, for plaintiff,
Insisted, that the objection to the title from
the charge of the annuities was frivolous:
there being a fund of stock with a trust declared upon

It

_

c
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Mr. Sutton and i.^r. Lewis, for defendant.
—The delay in performing this contract
arose from the defect of the title; and the
plaintiff ought to have acquainted the defendant with the circumstance of the insurance expiring. In Stent v. Baylis, 2 P. Wms.
3
217, referred to in Mortimer v. Capper,
Brown, Ch. 156, Sir Joseph Jekyll expresses
2 P. Wms.
a clear opinion upon this case.
220. Pope V. Roots, 7 Brown, Ch. 184.
Mr. Mansfield, in reply.— All the cases referred to are got rid of by Jackson v. Lever,
3 Brown, Ch. 605.
The former cases proceeded upon this fallacy, that the party could
not have the thing bought; for chance had
decided against him: but he had the chance;
and he must take it each way. In the case
of a life it might last fifty years, and might
drop the next day.
But this is not a purchase of property aepending upon the contingency of life, like an annuity. A man purchasing a house is to consider with himself,
whether he will insure or not. Not a word
was said about insurance: therefore notice
was not incumbent on the plaintiffs;
and
there was as much negligence in the defendant in not inquiring about that
Such an
accident did not occur to either of them.
If
in the sale of a house nothing is said about
Insurance, it could not enter into the bargain.

LORD CHANCELLOR.— The abstract first
delivered was undoubtedly imperfect in certain respects.
It did not go back further
than forty-three years; and there was no
specific mention of the property in Ratcliffe
Highway in the abstract
There was also
Unquesthe objection upon the annuities.
tionably that abstract was not satisfactory;
and the express condition of the sale could
not be complied with. Harrington v. Wheeler, 4 Ves. 686; Seton v. Slade, 7 Ves. 265.
Of course the defendant could not be called
Then It was
on to pay his purchase money.
with the vendee to choose to go on with the
bargain, or to put an end to the contract.
The agent however chose not to put an end
to It; and though a circumstance took place
at Michaelmas sufficient to put an end to any
action of law, the contract was kept alive,
It is
at least to the 10th of December.
clear, the objection was given up as to the
freehold title; and the only difference was as
to the indemnity against the annuities, afI do not
fecting these with other premises.
consider whether this objection is of form
or substance: but leave it to be determined,
when it may be necessary, whether the purchaser under such circumstances has not a
right to insist that the annuitants shall release the premises;-, or whether this court
will say, under all circumstances the pm'chasers shall take the premises burthened
with the annuities, with a great number of
others, and seek their indemnity against the
trust property and the trustees, if they preferred a personal covenant by the trustees.
If in equity these premises belonged to the
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vendee, he would have a title to the rents and
profits at Michaelmas by relation; and he
must pay the purchase money with interest
First, it is said, the title
from that time.
was never accepted in fact: 2dly, if not, mider these circumstances
a court
of equity
will not compel a specific performance. As
to the second point, the objection is grounded upon two circumstances: 1st, the simple
fact of the fire; 2dly, that the premises had
been insured prior to the contract; that that
fact, and the fact that the Insurance expired at Michaelmas
1796, were not disclosed; and that the premises
afterwards remained uncovered by any insurance.
The
authority of Sir Joseph Jekyll has been mentioned: but no ease has been cited in support
of that dictum; and it is in a degree suggested, not admitted, at the bar, that it may be
considered
over-ruled by subsequent cases.
As to the mere effect of the accident itself
no solid objection can be founded upon that
simply; for if the party by the contract has
become in equity the owner of the premises,
they are his to all intents and purposes.
See
Foster V. Foust, 2 Serg. & R. 11. They are
vendible as his, chargeable as his, capable
of being incumbered
as his; they may be
devised as his; they may be assets;
and
they would descend to his heir.
a man
had signed a contract for a house upon that
land, which is now appropriated to the London Docks, and that house was burnt, it
would be impossible to say to the purchaser,
willing to take the land without the house,
because much more valuable on account of
this project, that he should not have it. As
to the annuity cases and all the others, the
true answer has been given; that the party
has the thing he bought, though no payment
may have been made; for he boughtsub-

)

If

ject to^conUngMicy.
If^TB''"a I'tSUl' "eiitSE?"
he of c5i3SeHSB^It.
Then as to the noncommunication, I cannot say that, in my
judgment, forms an objection; for
do not
see how I can allow it, unless I say this
court warrants to every buyer of a house
that the house Is insured, and not only insured, but to the full extent of the value.
The house is bought, not the benefit of any
existing policy. However general the practice of Insuring from fire ia, it is not imiversal; and it is yet less general that houses
are Insured to their full value, or near it
The question, whether insured or not, is

I
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with the vendor solely, not with the vendee;
imless he proposes something upon that; and
makes it matter of contract with the vendor,
that the vendee shall buy according to that
fact, that the house is insured.
1 am therefore of opinion, that if the agent on behalf
of this purchaser did accept this title previously to the destruction of the premises,
the vendors are in the situation in which
they would have been if the title and the
conveyance were ready at Michaelmas 1796,
but by the default of the vendee were not
executed, but the title was accepted, and the
premises were burnt down on the quarter
day.
As to the fact, where there has been
a great deal of treaty, and a considerable
hardship must fall upon one party, if the
case is to be put entirely upon the fact, the
court must guard against surprise;
and I
am not sure, even the plaintiff's witnesses
accurately tmderstand the nature of the
facts they depose to. It is to be observed,
they are all the plaintiff's agents, subject to
the influence necessarily belonging to that
situation. The case is therefore not sufficiently clear upon the fact, and there ought
to be some reference to the master or an
Inquiry before a jury; but that must not be
upon the validity of the title; for it is clear,
the objection to the freehold title, that it was
not old enough, and the other objection, that
the purchaser had a right to insist upon a
release of the annuities, were waived. The
question between them Is, whether the parties agreed that an Indemnity should be given in any form; and If so, in what form.
The Inquiry must be, whether the title had
been accepted by the agent on behalf of the j
defendant on or before the 18th of December J
1796.
That inquiry wUl miscarry, unless the
master, or the jury. If satisfied that there
was an acquiescence In the proposal, shall
be of opinion, that Is an acceptance of the
proposal.
should think, a court of law
would hold that: but If there Is any doubt
of it,
would rather refer It to the master
to Inqtdre, whether the agent on behalf of
the defendant had accepted or acquiesced in
the proposal; with a dfrectlon,
that he
should be lixamined; and they will appreciate the credit due to him; and will not
forget, that he was bartering for himself for
eleven guineas; If that appears.
and the referThe decree was reversed;
ence to the master directed accordingly.

I

I
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GOULD

V.

MUROH.

(70 Me. 288.)
Supreme Judicial

Court of Maine.

Oct. 29,

1879.

Assumpsit on two promissory notes by
Bills Gould against Lewis W. Murch.
It is stipulated in the report that the case
was to be tried if defendant has any defense, otherwise defendant was to be deThe notes were given in considerfaulted.
Deation for a bond conveying real estate.
fendant took possession of the property when
the notes and bond were given; and while
but before the matuhe was in possession,
rity of the notes, the property was destroyThe question presented is whethed by fire.
fer such destruction of the premises constituted a failure of consideration for the notes.
C. L. Jones, for plaintiff.
Walton & Walton, for defendant.

LIBBBY, J. The notes In suit, with thret
others, were given in payment for a lot of
land on which were a dwelling house and
other buildings; and on payment of the notes
at maturity, the plaintiff agreed to convey
the premises to the defendant
The defendant was to have possession of the premises
till he made default of payment as agreed,
and he entered into possession
under the
agreement.
Within a year from that time
the buildings were burnt without the fault of
either party.
The question presented to the court is
whether the destruction of the buildings can
be set up by the defendant as a defense to
the notes.
We thin k it can be.
When the owner of a lot of land with buildings upon it agrees to convey it at a future
day on payment of the purchase money by
the purchaser, and before payment and conveyance the buildings are destroyed by fire

without the fault of either par^, the loss
must fall upon the vendor; and if the buildings formed a material part of the value of
the premises,
the vendee cannot be compelled to take a deed of the land alone, and
pay the purchase money; and If he has paid
it he may recover It back. Thompson v.
Gould, 20 Pick. 134, and cases there cited.
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Gould V. Thompson, 4 Mete. (Mass.) 224;
Wells v. Calnan, 107 Mass. 514.
In Thompson v. Gould, the authorities bearing upon the question were elaborately examined and considered, and Wilde, J., in the
opinion of the court says: "In respect to the
loss of personal property, under the like circumstances, the principle of law is perfectly
clear and well established by all the authorities. When there is an agreement for the
sale and purchase of goods and chattels, and
after the agreement and before the sale la
completed the property is destroyed by casualty, the loss must be borne by the vendor;
the property remaining vested in him at the
time of the destruction. Tarling v. Baxter, 9
7
Dowl. & R. 276; Hlnde v. Whitehouse,
East, 558; Rugg v. Mlnett, 11 Bast, 210. No
reason has been given, nor can be given, why
the same principle should not be applied to
real estate.
The principle in no respect depends upon the nature and quality of the
property, and there can therefore be no distinction between personal and real estate."
In WeHs v. Calnan the same rule was affirmed. Gray, J., in the opinion of the court,
very clearly and tersely states it as follows:
"When property, real or personal, is destroyed by fire, the loss falls upon the party who
is the owner at the time; and if the owner of
a house and land agrees to sell and convey it
upon the payment of a certain price which
the pturchaser agrees to pay, and before full
payment the house is destroyed by accidental
fire, so that the vendor cannot perform the
agreement on his part, he cannot recover or
retain any part of the purchase money."
The reasons upon which the rule is based
are clearly and fully stated In the cases cited,
and it is unnecessary to repeat them here.
But the use and occupation of the premises
by the defendant, from the time the agreement for the sale and purchase was made,
formed a part of the consideration for the
notes;
and the plaintiff can recover in this,
action a sum equal to the value of the use of \
the premises while the defendant occupied ]
Wells v. Calnan, supra.
them.
In accordance with the stipulations in the
report, the action must stand for trial.

APPLETON, C. J., WALTON, BARROWS
DANFORTH, JJ., concurred.
SYMONDS, J., did not sit.

and
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MARKS

et al. r.

(4 S. W. 225,

TICHBNOR.1
85 Ky. 536.)

Court of Appeals of Kentucky.

May

5,

1887.

Appeal from clrcviit court, McLean county.
Owen & Ellis and W. B. Noe, for appellants. Jep. C. Jonson, for appellee.

LEWIS, J.

Appellee having sold, and by
October 24, 1884, conveyed, to
appellants three tracts of land adjoining,,
and constituting one farm, instituted an action to recover judgment on the notes given
for the purchase money, and to subject the
land to satisfy it In defense, appellants
state that the deed as written does not contain the whole contract entered into between
the parties, but a portion of it was by mistake omitted, and that they accepted the
deed upon the condition of the execution by
appellee of the following writing, which embraces the omitted part:
"I have this day sold to James A. and
Samuel C. Marks my farm known as the
'Daniel McFarland Farm.' I agree to cover
said bouse, and put two coats of paint on
deed executed

the

outside,

and

deliver

the

same

to

said

parties by or on the first day of January,
1885.
Eleven thousand of the shingles is to
be hand-shaved shingles, and the remainder
I also agree to furnish
to be cut shingles.
as much as 200 feet of sheeting if needed on
said house; and, if any more is needed, said
T. C. Tichenor."
Marks is to furnish it
It is further stated that about November
29, 1884, the dwelling-house mentioned was
of which
destroyed by fire, in consequence
appellee never did deliver it, and they therefore ask that the notes sued on be credited
1 The purchaser under an executory contract
for the sale of land is the equitable owner.
Burkhart v. Howard (Or.) 12 Pac. 79; Gilbert
V. Sleeper (Cal.)
Id. 172; Alpers v. Knight
(Cal.) 8 Pac 446; Taylor v. Holmes, 14 Fed.
498; Martin v. Carver (Ky.) 1 S. W. 199;
Bartle v. Curtis (Iowa) 26 N. W. 73w Any ac-

cidental loss accruing between the time of his
purchase and the conveyance of the legal title
must be borne by him, and he is entitled to all
the benefits.
Martin v. Carver (Ky.) 1 S. W.
199.

OP CONTRACTS.

by the value of the house, which they aver
was $1,0(00.
It is stated in the reply, and
not controverted, that, at the time of the
sale of the land, it was in the possession of a
tenant of appellee, whose term did not expire until January 1, 1885, of which fact
appellants were aware, and that time was
agreed on in view of such tenancy.
In the sale of land it becomes the real
pf^gP^ bf'the vendeefro m
execution"
deIT\^ry,^
anJTacceptancejof the .;^tten con-'
'
frlct. "It Is veSarbTe as his, chargeable as'
his' and capable of being devised or descending as his." Consequently it is a well-established and reasonable rule that the destruction of buildings thereon by fire, between
the time of such contract of sale and the
time fixed upon in the contract for the delivery of possession by the vendor to the
vendee, must be the loss of the latter and
not of the former.
Calhoon v. Belden, 3
Bush, 674.
There are only two exceptions
to this rule. The first is when, as was the
case in Combs v. Fisher, 3 Bibb, 51, there is
an express contract to deliver the possession
of the land, with the improvements or buildings thereon, in the same situation as was
the case when the sale was made.
The
second Is when, as was In Cornish v. Strutton, 8 B. Mon. 586, the building has been
destroyed by the culpable negligence of the
vendor.
There Is no allegation or proof that the
destruction of the dwelling-house In this case
was caused by the negligence of the vendor,
or any other person; nor do we think the
contract, fairly construed, amounts to an express agreement
by the vendor to assume
the risk of the destruction of the buildings
by fire.
The purpose of the supplemental
contract executed by appellee was to provide
for the repair by him of the house as therein agreed, and which the evidence shows
he did do, but not to insure it against destruction by fire, or to shift the risk from
appellants to himself. He simply covenanted
to deliver possession, without any express
undertaking to sustain any loss that might
arise from the burning of the bouse.
Judgment afi^rmed.

j^
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BOSTWICK

V.

BEACH

et al.

(12 N. E. 32, 105 N. Y. 661.)
April
Appeals of New York.
of
Court

ISSl.

26,

Application to modify interlocutory judgment
This was an action for specific performance, brought against defendants, as executors, upon a contract for the sale of land,
in pursuance of a power in the testator's
will. The plaintiff deposited the unpaid portions of the purchase money at the time
when the conTeyance should have been exeUpon a former appeal (9 N. B. 41)
cuted.
the interlocutory judgment against the executors was, with some modifications, affirmed,
by which the plaintifE's prayer for specific
was granted, and he was not
performance
required to pay interest on the purchase
money.
The object of this application is to
have such interest allowed the executors.
Milton A. Fowler,

for appellants.

O.

D.

M. Boker, for respondent

RAPALLO, J. When this case was before us on the appeal from the interlocutory
judgment, it appeared from the findings that
the unpaid portion of the purchase money
($10,500) had been tendered to the executors
on
the first of March, 1882, and that, on
their refusal to accept the same, and deliver
the deed, that sum had been deposited by
the plaintiff in the First National Bank of
LowviUe to the credit of the executors, 'to be
paid to them on the delivery of the deed.
There was nothing to show that after that
the plaintiff had derived any benefit from the use of the fund, and presumptively it had lain idle and unproductive.
Therefore the purchaser was not charged
with interest on the purchase money.
It is now shown, by affidavits, that, shortly after this deposit, the fund was wholly
or in part withdrawn from the bank by the
plaintiff, and we are now asked to add to
the modifications directed in the opinion a
further provision charging the plaintiff with
If the
interest on the amoimt so withdrawn.
fact had appeared in the case when before
us on appeal, this modification would doubtless have been proper, and even now we
might find means to make it, if no other
facts were shown on the part of the plaintiff raising a counter equity. But, in opposition to the application of the defendants, the plaintiff presents affidavits showing
that during the pendency of this action, in
consequence of neglect and mismanagement
on the part of the defendants, the ditches
on the premises have been allowed to be
filled up, the buildings to become dilapidated,
the water-works to go to decay, the fences
to be destroyed, and the value of the property to be thus depreciated to an amount exceeding the interest on the unpaid purchase
If these facts had appeared, they
money.
undoubtedly would have influenced our judgdeposit
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ment in respect to allowing interest upon the
purchase money, or making some other provision for compensating the plaintiff for the damages alleged to have been sustained. Where
specific
performance Is decreed, the court
will, so far as possible, place the parties in
the same situation they would have been in
it the contract had been performed at the
time agreed upon, and by the application of
the rule of courts of equity, by which things
which ought to have been done are considered as having been done at the proper time,
the vendor is regarded as trustee of the land
for the benefit of the purchaser, and liable
to account to him for the rents and profits,
or for the value of the use and occupation,
and the purchaser Is treated as trustee of
the purchase money unpaid, and charged
with interest thereon, unless the purchase
money has been appropriated, and no benefit has accrued from it to the purchaser.
But this is not the only manner which the
court has adopted to adjust the equities of
the parties.
For instance, where the subject of the purchase was a leasehold estate
in a mill, and the delay of performance of
the contract was attributable to the vendoi
for his failure to show good right to assign
his lease, and dilapidations had occurred, he
was charged with the expenses of repairs
required to put the mill in tenantable condition, and of those which had been incurred
for keeping up the machinery until the purAnd
chaser could prudently take possession.
In Ferguson v. Tadman, 1 Sim. 530, where
the estate had deteriorated in value by reason of mismanagement and neglect, during
five years which elapsed between the filing
of the bill for specific performance and the
decree, the amount of the deterioration, with
interest, was ascertained, and allowed to the
plaintiff out of the purchase money which
In Worrall v.
had been paid into court.
Munn, 38 N. Y. 137, these principles were
recognized; and the vendee, having obtained
a decree for specific performance, was allowed the damages sustained, during the pendency of the suit, by deterioration from
waste committed by the defendant during
the pendency of the suit.
If the matter should now be opened for
the purpose of letting the defendants in to
claim interest on the purchase money, it
would be no more than just that the same
Indulgence should be extended to the plaintiff, to let him In to prove the damages he
caused by
claims by reason of deteriorations
mismanagement and neglect.
These points
appear to be the only ones as to which the
parties have been unable to agree, in settling
From the affithe form of the Judgment.
it would seem that the
davits presented,
damages claimed by the plaintiff would about
equal the interest claimed by the defendants; but, if the judgment below is modified
so as to admit the allowance of Interest, it
should also be modified so as to admit proof
of the damages claimed. If the statements
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In the affidavits are correct, justice would
apparently be done by leaving the matter as
it is, and confining the modifications of the
interlocutory judgment to those directed in
tne original opinion of this court, which appear to be substantially contained in the
modified judgment as proposed on the part
of the plaintifC.
The details, however, are
subject to settlement in the supreme court.
But if the defendants desire to insist upon
their claim to be allowed interest, and to
contest the amount of damages resulting
from deterioration and mismanagement, the
modified judgment should contain provisions
referring it to the referee to ascertain what
amount of the sum deposited in the bank
was withdrawn by the plaintiff, or subject
to his control, and for what length of time,
and charging him with interest thereon during that time. The amount of deterioration
of the property, by reason of mismanagement and neglect,
between the first of
March, 1882, and the time of plaintiff's obtaining possession, should also be ascertained and charged, either to the defendants, as
executors,
or to the defendant Emily P.
Beach, as the equities may appear.
She certainly has no reason to complain of any loss

OF CONTRACTS.

she may sustain through this litigation, as
appears to have been caused by her persistent refusal to carry out the contract,
which, according to the findings of fact, was
intelligently entered into by her, and was a
fair contract for the full value of the farm,
and was beneficial to all concerned in the
By this unjustifiable refusal on her
estate.
part, all parties have been subjected to damage, and there is no reason why the loss
should fall upon the plaintiff, who seems to
have been always ready to perform his part

it

oi the contract.

It is to be hoped that, upon the principles
here indicated, the counsel for the respective
parties may be able to agree upon the form
of judgment to be entered.
Otherwise
it
may be settled by the supreme court, and
the interlocutory judgment may be modified
so as to provide for the ascertainment and
allowance of the interest claimed by the
defendants, and also of the damages claimed
by the plaintiff, at the election of the dethe defendant shall not confendants.
sent to have the damages ascertained and
allowed, the application for the allowance of
interest is denied.

If

(All

concur.)
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LEWIS

v.

HAWKINS

et al.

Wall. 119, 23 L. Ed. 113.)
Supreme Court of the United States. Oct 1874.
from the Circuit Court for the
Appeal
Western District of Arkansas.
(23

A- H. Garland, for appellant
for the ■widow.

Pike & John-

son,

SWAYNB, Justice. Upon the execution of
the notes and the title-bond between Lewis
and Hawkins, Lewis held the legal title as
trustee for Hawkins; and Hawkins was a
trustee for Lewis as to the purchase-money.
Hawkins was cestui que trust as to the for1 Story, Eq.
mer and Lewis as to the latter.
Jut. I 789; 2 Story, Bq. Jur. § 1212; 1 Sugd.
Vend. 175; Swai-twout v. Burr, 1 Barb. 499;
Champion t. Brown, 6 Johns. Ch. 402. The
seller under such circumstances has a Tendor's lien, which is certainly not impaired by
The equitable
withholding the conveyance.
estate of the vendee is alienable, descendible,
and devisable In like manner as real estate
The securities for the
held by a legal titla
are personalty, and in the
purchase-money
event of the death of the vendor, go to his
personal representative. 2 Story, Eq. Jur. §
It docs not appear that the title-bond
1212.
or
Hawkins to take possession,
authorized
that he did so. If there were no such auhe
thority, and he entered into possession,

held as a licensee or tenant at will. Suflem
Townsend, 9 Johns. 35; Dollttle v. Eddy,
The vendee cannot in such cases
7 Barb. 75.
dispute the title of his vendor any more than
the lessee can dispute that of his lessor.
Whiteside v. Jackson, 1 Wend. 422; Hamilton V. Taylor, 1 LitL Sel. Cas. 444. Any
other person coming into possession under the
vendee, either with his consent or as an inJackson
truder, is bound by a like estoppel.
having
V. Walker,
7 Cow. 637. Hamiter,
bought and assumed the payment of the purchase-money stipulated to be paid by Hawkins, took the property subject to the same liabilities, legal and equitable, to which it was
1 Story,
subject in the hands of Hawkins.
Eq. Jur. § 789; 1 Sugd. Vend. (Perkins' Ed.)
Champion v. Brown, 6 Johns. Ch. 402;
175;
V.

Muldrow's Ex'rs v. Muldrow's Heirs, 2 Dana,
2 Har. & J. 64; Shipman v. Cook, 16 N.
J. Bq. 254.
released
The discharge In bankruptcy
Hawkins from personal liability for his debt,
but the statute of limitations cannot avail to
upon
I»x>tect the land from the vendor's Hen
It, for the purchase-money which Hawkins
agreed to pay, and which Hamiter, when he
bought the land, assumed and agreed to pay
for him.
We have already shown that as between
Lewis and Hawkins there was a trust which
embraced the purchase-money and fastened
itself upon the land. The debt did not affect
his assignee personally, but as we have shown
also It continued to bind the land In all re887;
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If the transfer had not been made.
The trust was an express one. Its terms and
purposes were evinced by the title-bond, and
the promissory notes to which that instrument referred. "As between trust.ee and cestui que trust, in the case of an express trust,
the Eitatute of limltatian has no application,
and no length of time is a bar. Accounts
have been decreed against trustees extending
over periods of thirty, forty, and even fifty
years.
The relations and privity between
trustee and cestui que trust are such that the
possession
of one is the possession of the
other, and there can be no adverse possession
during the continuance of the relation.
•
•
♦ A cestui que trust cannot set up the
statute against his co-cestui que trust, nor
against his trustee.
These rules apply in all
Perry, Trusts, §
cases of express trusts."
spects as

863.

"Ag between trustees and cestui que trust,
an express trust, constituted by the act of the
parties themselves, will not be barred by any
length of time, for in such cases there is no
adverse possession, the possession of the trustee being the possession
of the cestui que
trust." Hill, Trustees, 264*.
The same principle applies where the cestui
que trust is in possession.
He is regarded as
"Therefore,
a tenant at will to the trustee.
until this tenancy is determined there can be
no adverse possession between the parties."
Id. 266*. The relation once established is
presumed
to continue, unless a distinct denial, or acts, or a possession inconsistent with
it are clearly shown. Whiting v. Whiting, 4
Gray, 236; Creigh's Heirs v. Henson, 10 Grat.
231; Splekemeln v. Hotham, Kay, 669; Garard V. Tuck, 65 E. C. L. 249, 8 Man. G. & S.
231; Decouche v. Savetler, 3 Johns. Oh. 190;
Anstiee v. Brown, 6 Paige, 448; Kane v.
Bloodgood, 7 Johns. Ch. 90.
In many of the cases It is held that the
lien of the vendor under the circumstances of
Linthis case Is substantially a mortgage.
gan V. Henderson, 1 Bland, Ch. 236; Moreton
V. Harrison, Id. 491; Relfe v. Relfe, 34 Ala.
It is well settled that the possession of
504.
the mortgagor Is not adverse to that of the
In the case last cited It is said
mortgagee.
that to apply the statute of limitations
"would be like making the lapse of time the
origin of title in the tenant against his landlord." That the remedy upon the bond, note,
is
or simple contract for the purchase-money
barred in cases like this, in no wise affects
the right to proceed in equity against the
land. As in respect to mortgages, the lien
will be presumed to have been satisfied after
the lapse of twenty years from the maturity
of the debt, but in both cases laches may be
explained and the presumption repelled.
The principles
Moreton v. Harrison, supra.
upon which this opinion proceeds are distinctly recognized in Harris v. King, 16 Ark. 122.
That case alone would be decisive of the case
before ua. The considerations which apply
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where the vendor In such cases resorts to an
action of ejectment were examined by this
court in Burnett v. CaldweU, 9 WaU. 290.
The bill avers the tender of a deed by the
complainant to Hawluns before the bill was
filed.
The answer of Hawkins denies the allegation. The testimony of Lewis sustains
the bill; that of Hawkins the answer. The
averment is not established. Except as to
If
the costs the point Is of no significance.
the tender of a deed had been properly made,
and there had been no unjustifiable r«dstance
to the taking of the decree by the complainant, to which he is entitled, he would have
There bebeen required to pay all the costs.
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ing a contest, and it appearing that a tender
would have been without effect, the costs
must abide the result of the litigation. Keisselbrack v. Livingston, 4 Johns. Oh. 144; Hanson V. Lake, 2 Younge & C. 328.
Theni is manifest error in the decree, but
the bill is defective in not making the heirsat-law of Hamiter parties, unless there is
some statutory provision of the State of Arkansas which obviates this objection.
If necessary the bill can be amended in the
court below.
Decree reversed, and the cause remanded
with directions to proceed in conformity with
this opinion.
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Supreme Court of the United States.

Oct

1877.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of South Carolina.
William C. Heyward, who was seised in
fee of certain lands in the state of South
Carolina, made his last will and testament,
bearing date Jan. 20, 1852.
So much thereof a.s relates to them is as follows: "I give
to my brother, Henry Heyward, of New Xorli"
(here is a description of the lands), "for and
during the term of his natural life, and, after
give the
the determination of that estate,
same to my friend, William C. Bee, and his
hehs, to prevent the contingent remainders
limited from being barred; In
hereinafter
trust, nevertheless, during the lifetime of my
said brother, to apply the income thereof to
his use and benefit; and, from and after his
decease,
I give the use of the same estate,
real and personal, to his eldest son, Henry
Heyward, Jr., if then living, until he attains
the age of twenty-one years; and if he should
survive his father, and attain the age of
twentjH)ne years, to him and his heirs for
ever: but in case the said Henry Heyward,
Jr., should not survive his father, and attain
the age of twenty-one years, then I give the
whole of the said estate, real and personal,
after the decease of my brother, Henry Heyward, for the use of the person who may
thereafter,
from time to time, sustain the
character of heir male of the body of my
said brother, Henry Heyward, as such term
was used In the common law before the
abolition of the rights of primogeniture, until such person shall attain the age of twenty-one years, or the expiration of twenty-one
years from the death of my said brother,
whichever may first happen; and, after the
happening of either of those events, to the
then heir male of the body of my brother,
absolutely and for ever."
On the eighteenth day of June, 1863, William C. Heyward
contracted to sell, for
$120,000, said lands, to John B. Bissell;
who
took immediate possession of them, which he
has ever since retained. On July 31, following, he paid $20,000 of the purchase-money.
During that year, and before the completion
of the purchase, Heyward died, and said
Bee, appointed the executor of his will, duly
qualified as such.
Owing to the civil war
and other causes, matters remained unaltered
in their main features until March, 1870,
when said Henry Heyward, a citizen of New
York, filed his bill against said Bissell and
said Bee, citizens of South Carolina, to compel the specific performance, by Bissell, of
his agreement to purchase. The answer of
Bissell admits the agreement and his possession of the property, and his payment of
$20,000; and alleges that he was provided
with the means of paying the balance of the
purchase-money;
that neither said William
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C. Heyward, nor, since his death, said Bee,
tendered him a conveyance;
and that he was
willing to pay when he should receive a
valid conveyance; that he sold sixty-three
bales of cotton, for cash in Confederate notes,
and on Feb. 11, 1861, tendered the said balance, in said notes, to the executor, who declined to receive them, on the ground that
Bee, in his
he could not make a good title.
answer, admitted the tender to him by Bissell, and his refusal to accept it, on the
ground that he was advised that he could
neither make a title nor safely accept payment in Confederate currency. It was admitted, on the hearing below, that said money was tendered at that date, in such currency; that the parties through whom a good
title could be made lived in New York; and
that, after Bee's refusal to accept the notes
tendered,
Bissell used them for other purposes.
It does not appear by the pleadings, the
evidence, or the agreed statement
of facts
on file, whether Henry Heyward, Jr., who
was living when the bill was filed, and had
then attained the age of twenty-one years,

is now living. There is neither allegation
nor proof of his death.
The court decreed that Bissell should perform his contract of purchase, and pay, in
United States currency, a sum equal to the
value of $100,000 in Confederate currency on
June 18, 1863, the day of sale, with interest
thereon until Feb. 11, 1864; from and after
which day he should pay interest only on
such a sum as was the value of $100,000 on
said 18th of June, less its value on said 11th
of February; said values and interest to be
ascertained by the clerk of the court to whom
the cause was referred, as master, to state
and report the same;
that upon Bissell's
maldng the payment as stated and reported,
that the clerk, "as master to said William C.
Bee, executor of William C. Heyward," convey the premises in fee-simple;
but that, upon his failure so to pay, the master should
sell the property, at public auction, for cash.
Said Henry Heyward died before the execution of the decree. On Nov. 23, 1874, Zef a
Heyward,
his wife, Zefita Heyward, his
daughter, and Frank Heyward, his son, filed
their bill of revivor, reciting the original bill,
the proceedings thereunder, the reference to
the master, the death of said Henry,— leaving a last will and testament, which was duly proved before the surrogate of the county
of New York,— their appointment to execute
the same, and that said Zefa alone took upon herself the execution thereof, and qualified accordingly, and praying that the bill
might be revived. This bill was duly served; no answer was made, and an order of revivor was entered accordingly.
The master subsequently reported that the
balance found by him to be due upon the
contract was $28,353.50; and that, In reaching that result, he compared the value of the
Confederate currency, in which the contract
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was payable, with United States paper currency at the date of the contract and of the
tender.
He found that, on the 18th of June,
1863, $1 in United States currency was worth
currency; and that on
$5.20 in Confederate
the 14th of February, 1864, the value was
The court confirmed the report,
$1 to $13.01.
Dec. 15, 1874; and decreed that the interlocutory decree previously rendered be carried into execution.
Bissell thereupon appealed to this court; Bee declining to join in
the appeal.

William A. Maury, for appellant.
McOrady, for appellee.

Edward

MR. JUSTICE HUNT, after stating the
case, delivered the opinion of the court.
It is objected that there is a fatal defect
of parties complainant. The point of this ob-

jection is that Henry Heyward and William
C. Bee were not able together to make a title
that ought to be satisfactory to Bissell, and
hence that the decree should be reversed.
The will of William C. Heyward took effect only upon his death. Until the occurrence of that event, the devisees therein named had no more title to or interest in the
property in question than if their names had
not been mentioned in the will. If he had
consummated
his contract with Bissell by
executing a deed of the property, this would
have worked an absolute revocation of the
devise as to this property. The execution of
the contract (with the partial payment thereon) was a transfer in equity of the title of
the land to Bissell; leaving tn the representatives of William 0. Heyward simply a naked
title as trustee for Bissell, to be conveyed
By the terms
upon performance on his part.
of the will, this legal title was vested in
William C. Bee, the trustee to preserve remainders.
Henry Heyward was tenant for life, and as
such offered to convey to Bissell, "by feoffment, and livery of seisin, and to procure the
release of right of entry and action by William C. Bee, the remainder-man for preserving contingent remainders;" and he avers in
his bill that this would have made a good
and effectual conveyance of the legal estate.
Bee held the legal title under the will, and
his title to the legal estate continued in force
as long as the remainders were contingent;
and there is nothing in any part of the record showing that such was not the condition of the title when Heyward offered to
convey, and that it is not so at the present
time.

Chancellor Kent says (4 Kent, Comm. p.
"The trustees are entitled to a right of
entry in case of a wrongful alienation by the
tenant for life, or whenever his estate for
life determines in his lifetime by any other
means.
The trustees are under the cognizance of a court of equity, and it will con256),
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trol their acts, and punish them for a breach
of trust; and if the feoffment be made by
the purchaser with notice of the trust, as was
the fact in Chudleigh's Case, a court of chancery will hold the lands still subject to the
former trust. But this interference of equity is regulated by the circumstances and
justice of the particular ease.
The court
may, in its discretion, forbear to interfere;
or it may and will allow, or even compel,
the trustees to join in a sale to destroy the
contingent remainder, if it should appear that
such a measure would answer the uses originally intended by the settlement."
To this
he cites many authorities.
We think this objection is not well taken.
Was there error in the amount decreed to
be paid?
One of the statements of fact in the case
sets forth that Bissell tendered the money;
and falls to state that he deposited it, or in
any manner set it apart or appropriated it
for the purpose of the tender.
The other
states that he used the money he had thus
The legal effect is the same. To
provided.
have the effect of stopping interest or costs,
a tender must be kept good; and it ceases
to have that effect when the money is used
by the debtor for other purposes.
Roosvelt
Giles v. Hart, 3
V. Bank, 45 Barb. 579;
Salk. 343; Sweatland v. Squire, 2 Salk. 623.
The defendant insists that the value of the
Confederate notes should be reduced to gold
or sterling exchange, which would still farther depreciate their value.
This objection cannot be sustained. By
the laws of the United States, all contracts
between individuals could then be lawfully
discharged in the legal-tender notes of the
United States. These notes, and not gold or
sterling exchange, were the standard of value to which other currencies are to be reduced to ascertain their value. Knox v. Lee, 12
Wall. 457; Thorington v. Smith, 8 Wall. 1;
Dooley v. Smith, 13 Wall. 604; Rev. St. S. a
p. 285.
Confederate

notes, although without the
authority of the United States, and, indeed,
in hostility to it, formed the only currency
of South Carolina at the date of the transactions in question. United States currency
was unknown, except when found upon the
person of the soldiers of the United States
taken and held as prisoners.
Confederate notes can in no proper sense
be treated as commodities
The conmerely.
tract in question was made payable in terms
in dollars; but both parties agree in writing
that Confederate-note
dollars were intended.
The $20,000 was paid in Confederate notes;
and, when the defendant tendered his $100,it in Confederate notes as
000, he tendered
dollars, and he obtained them by selling sixty-three bales of cotton for Confederate dollars. Stewart v. Salamon, 94 U. S. 434.
Decree

affirmed.
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(47 N. W. 1S4» 78 Wis. 170.)
Supreme Court of Wisconsin.

Nov.

25, 1890.

from circuit court, Ashland county;
K. Parish, Judge.

Appeal
3.

Cole & O'Keefe, for appellant
Foster, for respondent.

Sleight &

TAYLOR, J. The facts hi this ease are
substantially as follows:
On the 14th of
May, 1887, the plaintiff agreed to convey to
the said defendant a certain lot of land situate In Ashland county, described as follows:
"Commencing
at the north-west corner of lot
No. one, (1.) in block No. six, (6,) of the village of Hurley, according to the recorded
plat thereof; thence
east twenty-five (25)
feet; thence south ninety (90) feet; thence
west twenty-five (25) feet; and thence north
nmety (90) feet to tne place of begmning,"
—for the consideration of $2,500 agreed to be
paid by the defendant
That on the same
day the plaintiff executed a deed of conveyance to the said defenaant which both parties supposed contained a correct description
of the property sold to the defendant; but
ui fact, the description was imperfect and
does not describe the land sold and intended
to be conveyed.
The description in the deed
is as follows:
'"The following described real
estate situated in the county of Ashland, and
state of Wisconsin, —^to-wit:
commencing at
the north-west comer of lot number one, (1,)
in block number six, (6,) in the village of
Hurley, according to the recorded plat thereof; running thence west twenty-five (25)
feet; thence south ninety (90) feet; thence
east twenty-five (25) feet; thence north ninety (90) feet to the original point of beginning." Said deed was recorded in the proper
recorder's office, and on the same day the
defendant
executed
and delivered to the
plaintiff a mortgage upon the property sold
by the plahitiff to the defendant in which
mortgage the property is correctly described,
to secure the payment of $1,000, part of the
purchase money.
The complaint alleges the
non-payment of a part of the money due upon the mortgage,
and asks judgment first
to correct the description In the deed from
the plaintiff to the defendant and for a judgment to foreclose the said mortgage.
The
answer admits all the material allegations
of the complaint, and further admits that
supposing the plaintiffs deed had conveyed
to her the land she pturchased, she went into
the possession of the same, and paid $300
of the sum secured by said mortgage;
that
on the 27th day of June, A. D. 1887, a fire
broke out In the frame store building situate on said lot and It was wholly destroyed
by fire, the defendant having no Insurance
thereon, thereby destroying the greater part
of the value of said lot to the defendant
It
is admitted that this frame building was on
the lot when the plaintiff agreed to convey
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the same to the aefendant and at the time
the deed was in fact made, and the mortgage back to the plaintiff given to secure
the $1,000, part of the purchase price.
The
defendant also alleges in her answer that,
at the time she purchased the lot of the
plaintiff, the building on said lot was Insured by the plaintiff for the sum of $800,
in a reliable insurance company; and that
he agreed to transfer said insurance policy
to the defendant, for the sum of $40, to be
paid by the defendant; and that the plaintiff neglected and refused to transfer said
insurance policy to the defendant to her
damage.
The defendant also alleges a refusal on the part of the plaintiff to make a
good deed of conveyance
of the property
actually purchased by her, and sets up, as
a counter-claim, a demand
for the money
actually paid by her upon such purchase.
The action was tried by the court, and, after
hearing the testimony offered by the respective parties, the court decided in favor
of the plaintiff and gave judgment reforming the deed and for a foreclosure of the
mortgage.
The defendant excepted to the
findings of fact and conclusions of law. After a careful reading of the testimony, we
think it very clear that the findings of fact
are fully sustained by the evidence, and the
conclusions of law, and the judgment thereon in favor of the plaintiff, are clearly right.
The learned coimsel for the defendant contends that the judgment is erroneous, because It clearly appears from the findings
and the evidence that, before the commencement of this action, and before a perfect
deed had been given by the plaintiff to the
defendant for the real estate in dispute, the
building situate thereon had been burned;
and so the plaintiff could not make a perfect
title to the premises sold to the defendant,
the house burned being a very material part
of the lot sold. He argues that when a party
agrees to convey real estate to another for a
fixed price, and when a considerable portion
of such price is paid for the buildings situate
thereon, and such buildings are destroyed by
fire, without the fault of the purchaser,
before the title is conveyed to him, he may
refuse to take a conveyance,
and recover
the purchase money already paid, and to this
proposition he cites Thompson v. Gould, 20
Pick. 134, and Wells v. Calnan, 107 Mass.
514.
We think this case is clearly distinguishable from the cases cited.
In those
cases the buildings on the premises were destroyed before the time for making the deed
had arrived, and it does not appear in thp
case last cited that the purchaser had taken
possession under his contract. In the case
at bar, the contract was a sale to be paid
for on delivery of a deed, and the deed was
A deed was deto be delivered immediately.
livered which was supposed to convey the
land to the defendant and she took actual
as owner thereof, gave back a
possession,
mortgage
to secure part of the purchase
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money, the other part having been paid In
cash.
We think It very clear that, when
this Imperfect deed was given, the purchase
price paid, and possession taken of the property intended to be conveyed by the defendant, the whole equitable title, at least to the
land, vested In the defendant; and while
such equitable title was vested In the defendant, the house was destroyed by fire.
Upon Its destruction the defendant did not
seek to avoid her contract, but rebuilt on the
lot, and continued In the actual possession of
the same up to the time of the commenceUnder such a state of
ment of this action.
facts, we think the defendant must be considered the owner of the premises
at the
time of the fire, and the loss must fall on
her. Whether we would feel bound to follow
the decisions of the court of Massachusetts,
had the defendant been In possession of the
lot under a contract for a deed to be executed at some future time, and before that time
had arrived the house had been destroyed
by fire, without the fault of either party,
need not be determined in this case. For all
practical purposes, the defendant was the
owner of the bouse and lot when the fire
occurred, and the Massachusetts cases place
their decision upon the ground that the actual owner must stand the loss. In addition
to this, when the court by Its judgment corrected the deed, the legal estate became vested In the defendant from the time of the
execution and delivery of the deed.
The learned counsel for the appellant urges
another point as error, viz.: That the court
did not make any findings upon his counterclaim for damages for a breach of contract
on the part of plaintiff to transfer to her the
policy of Insurance he held upon the building
at the time the same was burned.
We have
looked into the testimony which bears upon
that question, and think It is entirely insufficient to sustain a finding thereon In favor of
the defendant
But the counsel for the de{•

./■

fendant Insists that, If it be admitted that
the evidence is insufficient to sustain a finding in favor of the plaintiff, stUl, it was error
for the court not to make a finding on the
question.
The exceptions of the defendant
are not sufficient to raise that question In
this court The record does not show that
he called the attention oi the court to the
matter, or that he asked the court to make a
finding on that point.
All he did was to
except to the findings because there was no
finding on that question.
These exceptions
are not made In court, and probably never
came to the knowledge of the court until he
was asked to sign the bill of exceptions in
the case.
The rule was established in this
court in Wllldnson v. Wilkinson, 59 Wis.
557, 560, 18 N. W. 527; Barry v. Schmidt,
57 Wis. 172, 15 N. W. 24; Wrlgglesworth v.
Wrlgglesworth, 45 Wis. 255-257; Mead v.
Supervisors, 41 Wis. 205; Williams v. Lumber Co., 72 Wis. 487, 40 N. W. 154,— that,
if a party to an action desires any particular
finding of fact he must call the attention
of the court to the matter of fact upon which
he desires a separate finding; otherwise, he
cannot avail himself of the neglect of the
This rule is
court to make such finding.
only applicable to a case where the testisustains the findings made by the
mony
court, and there Is not sufficient evidence in
the case to require, as a matter of law, a
finding different from those found by the
court upon some other material matter. In
this case, the court having omitted to find
for either party on the counter-claim made
by the defendant in her answer, and the evidence being of such a character as would
have clearly Justified the court in finding
against such counter-claim, we must infer,
from his omission to make a special finding
on that point, that he found against the defendant's claim.
We think the case was
fairly tried, and that the judgment is right
The judgment of the circuit la affirmed.
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Error from superior court, Richmond counE. L. Brlnson, Judge.
Action by Leonard Phinizy against C. H.
Guernsey and others.
From a judgment sustaining a demurrer to the complaint, plaintiff brings error. Reversed.
ty;

J. R. Lamar, for plaintiff in error. Jos. B.
& Bryan Cumming, for defendants In error.
C03B,

J.

This was an action brought for

the purpose of compelling the specific performance of a contract for the sale of land.
According to the allegations of the petition,
the defendants,
who were the owners of a
city lot upon which was situated a building,
entered into a written agreement to sell the
same to the plaintiff for the sum of $16,000, of
which $5 was paid when the writing was
signed, and the balance was to be paid when
l^e vendee should satisfy himself that the
The
(.vendors' title to the property was good.
plaintiEE had agreed to take the property, but,
though it is not affirmatively stated in the
petition, it is clearly inferable therefrom that
The writhe never entered into possession.
ten agreement to sell the property was sign28, 1899.
A conveyance of
ed on January
the property was delayed while the plaintiff
was investigating the title, and after this investigation a further delay was occasioned
by the fact that the defendants could not
have canceled a security deed which they
had given to the property, for the reason that
the holder thereof refused to cancel the same
until his bond for titles was surrendered, and
that paper had been lost by the defendants.
Pending this delay, on June 8, 1899, the building on the bargained premises was destroyed
by fire through no fault of the defendants.
There were at the date of the fire in full
force policies of fire insurance for amounts
The plainaggregating the sum of $10,000.
tiff avers his desire to comply with the contract of sale, so far as it is possible, in the
changed condition of affairs, to carry the
*same into effect He alleges that he is will■ ing to take the land, and that the amount'
to be paid by him should be ascertained by

I

Vhe application of equitable principles. There
was no agreement between the parties with
reference to the ownership of the policies of
insurance prior to the actual conveyance of
the property, though It was agreed that when
In accordance
the property was conveyed
with the terms of the contract the policies of
Insurance should be assigned to the plaintiff.
The prayers of the petition were that
the defendants be decreed to make to plaintiff a conveyance of the land under the terms
set forth in the contract of sale, the court
to make an abatement in the purchase price
to the extent of the value of the Improvements destroyed by fire, and for general reprayers were added
By amendment,
lief.
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that, in the event the court should be of opinion that the plaintiff is not entitled to an
abatement of the purchase money by reason
of the destruction of the improvements, a
decree should be entered that upon payment
of the purchase money the defendants should i
be required to make to plaintiff a deed to the |
land, and turn over to him the insurance
money collected.
There was a demurrer to
the petition on the ground that the facts set
forth did not entitle the plaintiff to the relief prayed, and that on account of the chan- 1
ged condition in affairs a specific perform- \
ance of the contract was impracticable. The I
court sustained the demurrer and dismissed
the petition, and to this ruling the plaintiff |
excepted.

1. "When a binding agreement
is entered
into to sell land, equity regards the vendor
as a trustee of the legal title for the benefit of the vendee, while the latter Is looker!
upon as a trustee of the purchase money for
Bisp. Eq. (5th
the benefit ef the former."
Ed.) § 361. This rule, however, is not applicable unless there is an ability as well as a
willingness on the part of the vendor to
convey;
the purchaser not being considered
as the owner from the date of the contract
unless the vendor is prepared to convey a
1 Warv.
clear title and is not in default.
In the case of Mackey v.
Vend. p. 195.
Bowles, 98 Ga. 730, 25 S. B. 834, it was
held that if, after the parties had entered
into a binding executory contract to sell, the
property was damaged before the vendor
was in a condition to convey, the loss fell
upon the vendor, and not on the purchaser.
The loss in that case arose out of the destruction by fire of a building situated upon
the land which was the subject-matter
of the
sale. See, also, in this connection, Kinney v.
Hickox, 24 Neb. 167. 38 N. W. 816; Thompson
Applying the princiV. Gould, 20 Pick. 134.
ples above alluded to to the present case, as
the vendee had not gone into possession before the fire, and the vendors were not,
prior to that occurrence, in a position where
they could make to the vendee an unincum
bered title to the property,
thejwere the
owners of the property at thetote'Jng^^s. Vxi
tEe""rcss *TeBTiltmg tKeref rom
occurredr
muSt fail ,upon them.- if the cof3facr'''Iias
been so far completed that the vendee is to
be treated as the owner of the premises, then
the loss falls upon him, as was the case in
Paine v. Meller, 6 Ves. 349, where it was
held that when there was a contract for the
sale of houses, which, on account of defects
In the title, could not be completed,— the
treaty, however, proceeding upon a proposal
to waive the objection upon certain terms,—
and the houses were burned before the conveyance, the purchaser was bound if he accepted the title; and the fact that the vendor allowed Insurance on the houses to expire on the day on which the contract was
originally to have been completed, without

anf

notice to the vendee, makes no difference.
2. The next question to be determined is.
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was entitled to collect the insurance?
As has been seen, the loss occasioned by the
fire fell upon the vendors, and it would seem
that the Indemnity against loss should belong
This is, we believe, the rule in
to them.
If the contract of sale had been
such cases.
that the vendors would
so far completed
have held the legal title as trustees for the
vendee, then they would likewise have held
title to the policies In the same capacity.
rBiit, as they were the owners of the property to the extent that the loss occasioned
1
upon them, they will also be
I by the fire fell
I treated as owners of the property so far as
/ the right to the insurance on the building
In Poole v. Adams, 33 L. J.
/ Is concerned.
l^(N. S.) G39, it was held that a purchaser of
property insured, which was destroyed by fire,
does not by the mere fact of purchase acquire a right to the insurance money. It has
been held in some cases that, where a contract of sale Is so far completed that the vendor is to be treated as the trustee of the
vendee, <'ie vendor would also hold In trust
for the vendee a policy of insurance which
was on the property at the time the contract
was made, and that, if a loss by fire occurred between the date of the contract and
the time fixed for the delivery of the deed,
the vendor would be compelled to account
to the vendee for the insurance money collected on the policy, as he was in equity the
owner of the property at the time of the
Reed v.
fire, and the loss fell upon him.
also, InsurSee,
Luliens, 44 Pa. St 200.
ance Co. V. UpdegrafC, 21 Pa. St 513; Williams V. Lilley, 67 Conn. 50, 34 Atl. 765, 37 L.
R. A. 150; Grange Mill Co. v. Western Assur.
The rule is thus
Co. (111. Sup.) 9 N. E. 274.
stated by the supreme court of Ohio in Gilbert V. Port, 28 Ohio St 276 (Syl., point 8):
"As between vendor and vendee under a
valid and subsisting contract of sale of real
estate, covered by a policy of insurance,
where a loss insured against occurs after the
date of the contract and before conveyance,
the true test for determining for whom the
money recovered on the policy belongs, In the
absence of stipulations governing, is to determine who was the owner, and which party
actually sustained the loss." As in the present case the loss fell upon the vendors, they
were entitled to collect and hold the money
due by the insurance companies on the policies Issued on the property.
3. When there has been a binding agreement to sell improved real estate, and before
the property is conveyed the improvements
upon the property are destroyed by fire
without the fault of the vendor, will a court
of equity compel, at the instance of the vendee, a specific performance of the contract?
Section 4041 of the Civil Code declares:
"The vendor seeking specific performance
must show an ability to comply substantially with his contract in every part, and as to
all the property; but a want of title, or other inability as to part, will not be a good
answer to the vendee seeking performance,
■who
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who is willing to accept title to the part,
receiving compensation for the other.
If
the defects in the vendor's title be trifling
or comparatively small, equity will decree
at his instance granting compensation for
such defects." The section quoted is but a
modification of the general rules recognized
by courts of equity in reference to application for the specific performance of con"It Is settled that immaterial detracts.
ficiencies will not deprive the vendor of his
right to have the contract performed as
against the vendee, provided that the deficiencies are such as may be compensated In
money.
Under such circumstances, the vendee may be compelled to take the property,
and a suitable deduction will be made in the
But, if the deficiencies are material
price.
and Important, the vendee will not be compelled to take the property. He is entitled
to have what he bargained for, and it would
obviously be extremely unjust to force anything upon him which he bad not designed
or contracted to buy. If there is a failure in
that which is an inducement to the purchase, he will not be compelled
to take."
Bisp. Eq. (5th Ed.) § 389. In Gould v. Murch,
70 Me. 288, it was held:
When the owner
of land with a building thereon agrees to
convey it at a future day on payment of the
purchase money, and before payment and
conveyance the building is destroyed by fire
without the fault of either party, the loss
must fall upon the vendor; and, if the building formed a material part of the value of
the premises, the vendee cannot be comnelled to take a deed to the land alone, and pay
See, also, Smith v.
the purchase money.
Cansler, 83 Ky. 367; Wells v. Cahian, 107
Mass. 514; Powell v. Railroad Co., 12 Or.
488, 8 Pac. 544; Kinney v. Hickox, 24 Neb.
167, 38 N. W. 816; Huguenin v. Courtenay,
21 S. C. 403.
It may be stated as a general"!
rule that, where property which Is the sub- 1
Ject of a contract of sale has been substantially damaged or materially changed be
tween the date of the contract of sale and
the time when the vendor offers to convey,
the courts will not decree a specific performance of the contract at the Instance of th<
vendor.
The reason for this Is apparent.
The vendor has no right to force upon the
vendee something which he has not agreed
to buy. The rule is different, however, when
the application for specific performance
comes from the vendee.
There Is a manifest
reason for this difference.
The vendee has
a right, if he sees proper to do so,, to accept
less than he bargained for, and compensation for the loss of that which he does not
obtain. If, for any reason, the vendor cannot convey to the vendee substantially what
the contract calls for, of course a specific
performance of the contract according to Its
terms Is Impossible.
Such obstacles to a
specific performance may arise from a defect in the title to some portion of the premises bargained for, or from the fact that
the Interest of the vendor Is different from
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that described In the contract, or the propvendee.
It is true that in nearly If not
erty may be subject to Hens or Incumbranquite all of the cases the Inability on the
ces, or, if the subject of the contract Is land,
part of the vendor to convey what the conit may be deficient in quantity or quality
tract called for arose from some fact which
"In such a case there are only
. or value.
was in existence at the time the contract of
/ three possible alternatives for a court of sale was made, such as defects in the title
'
equity to pursue:
Either to refuse its remto a part of the premises, deficiency in quanedy entirely; or to enforce the contract withtity or quality or value of the property
which was the subject-matter of the con^out any regard to the partial failure, compelling the purchaser to take what there is
tract, and the like. There does not seem,
to give, and to pay the full price, as agreed;
however, to be any good reason why the
or to decree a conveyance of the vendor's
principle should not be applicable where the
actual interest, and allow to the vendee a
inability of the vendor to convey a part of
pecuniary compensation or abatement from
that which his contract stipulated for arose
the price proportioned to the amount and
subsequent to the making of the contract,
value of the defect in title or deficiency in
out of some transaction in which the vendee
the subject-matter."
Pom. Cont. § 434.
In
was not involved; and the fact that the
the same connection the author just quoted
vendor was himself without fault would not
«ays: That the first alternative might often
seem to be an obstacle which would prevent
contravene the wishes and interests of both
the application of the rule. Requiring a
parties, and cannot, therefore, be tal^en as
vendor to pay damaees to his vendee for a
That the second one
Che universa. rule.
failure to convey property which subsequent
would be extremely unjust and inequitable,
to the execution oi the contract of sale was
though it Is occasionally resorted to when
destroyed by fire is no greater hardship than
the vendee is not in a situation which entirequiring a vendor to pay damages on actles him to favorable consideration.
That
count of his having ignorantly, though honthe third is based upon equitable principles.
estly, and after the exercise of all possible
It endeavors to preserve the rights of both
diligence, bargained away something which
parties, and. is therefore constantly resorted
he did not own, but which he believed was
to and applied by courts of equity in aid of
his own. That he would be required to pay
although under
a vendee, and sometimes,
damages in the latter case, no one will
more and greater restrictions, in aid of the
doubt. That he should be in the former
vendor.
But that there are circumstances
case, ought not, it would seem, to be questioned, upon principle.
under which even a vendee Is not allowed
In Lombard v. Chito avail himself of the doctrine. In section
cago Sinai Congregation, 64 111. 477, which
"If the purchas- was a case of an executory contract for the
435 the same autnor says:
er is willing and desirous to tal^e the partial
sale of real estate, where the vendor was
interest which the vendor can convey, and
to furnish an abstract of title, and, if not
especially if ne is the party calling upon the
satisfactory, he was to have tlie option of
perfecting the title, or annulling the contract
court for relief, there can be but little difficulty in granting him the remedy of perand returning the money paid, and the abformance,
with a reasonable compensation
stract failed to show title, and the vendor
for the defects." Mr. Bispham, in his work
failed to exercise his option, after notice to
on the Principles of Equity, thus states the
do so, until after buildings thereon were derule:
"It may sometimes happen that de- stroyed by fire, the vendor still remaining in
fects exist which render the property less
possession. It was held, on a bill by the venvaluable than the contract price, but which
dee for the specific performance of the connevertheless may not be of so vital a charactract as to the land, and compensation for
ter as to induce the purchaser entirely to
the buildings and property destroyed, that
the contract was not so complete as to make
-rthrow up his bargain. In such a case the
^equity of specific performance with compenthe land the property of the vendee, so as to
sation comes mto play for the benefit of the
throw upon him the loss of the buildings,
vendee.
He is entitled to have the agreement
and that upon specific performance being
carried out, and* yet at the same time to
ordered the vendee was entitled to compenhave an abatement or allowance made by
sation for the loss, to be deducted from the
purchase money, and that the vendor was
jreason of the defects." Bisp. Eq. (5th Ed.)
entitled to Interest on the unpaid purchase
See, also, Pry, Spec. Perf. (3d Ed.)
T'SQO.
II 1222, 1223; 2 Story, Eq. Jur. (13th Ed.) § money only from the time a good title to
779;
2 Suth. Dam. (2d Ed.) § 589, p. 1311;
the property was shown, the vendor being
2 Beach, Mod. Eq. Jur. §§ 624, 627; 22 Am.
entitled to the rents and profits up to such
time.
The case just referred to is the only
& Eng. Enc. Law (1st Ed.) pp. 942, 943; Barone which has been called to our attention
bers V. Gadsden, 6 Rich. Eq. 284, 62 Am.
which is at all similar to the present case.
Dec. 390.
The text-books and cases cited
Upon principle, however, we have no hesishow that the doctrine of specific performtancy In holding that the vendee in a cas.e
ance, with compensation for defects when
like the present is entitiecl .to-bav e "a c^nthe vendor cannot convey exactly what his
contract calls for, is thoroughly established, •"Veyance ma3e tlTHm pf^he land^ggg^ cqmand it is in rare cases where the court will
■J¥ilsation for tH'e'loss of ttie building^ pro"vided the loss thus" sustained Ti^apabie of
refuse such relief at the instance of the
H.& B.EQ.(2d Ed.)—43
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computation. K the plaintiff sustains his
allegations, a decree should be entered that
the defendants convey to him the land
which was the subject-matter of the contract, and that the purchase price be abated
In such an amount as is Just and reasonable
in view of the changed condition of the
property.
4. If the difference In value between the
Interest contracted for and the Interest that
can be conveyed is Incapable of computation,
of course the court will not undertake to enter a decree for specific performance,
with
compensation for defects.
But, as has been
said, In the light of many adjudicated cases,
"It is conceived that the court will seldom
now consider a difficulty of this kind insuperable." Fry, Spec. Perf. (3d Ed.) § 1240. We
do not think the present case falls vnthin
the rule above referred to, as it seems to us
that the amount which should be allowed to
the plaintiff as compensation
for the loss
sustained by him in not obtaining a conveyance of the land with the building on it can
be made the subject of exact computation.
I
I Let It be kept In mind that the plaintiff Is
I entitled to be placed, so far as property and
jmoney will place him, in exactly the same,
/position that he was In on the day that the
contract of sale was entered into. If on that
day the property was worth more than he
agreed to pay for it, be Is entitled to the
profit on his bargain. If, on the other hand,
the property was worth less than he agreed
to pay for It, he must suffer the loss.
Let
it be ascertained what was the market value
of the property with the building on It on the
day 'that the contract was entered Into. Let
it also be ascertained what was the market
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value of the lot without regard to the buildIng on that day. If the market value of the
Improved
lot was more than the contract
price, the difference between these two sums
would be the profit that the plaintiff would
have realized on his bargain.
Deduct the
amount of profit from the market value of
the lot alone, and the sum remaining will be
the amount which the plaintiff should be
required to pay. If the market value of the
property and the contract price are the same,
then the plaintiff should be required to pay
a sum which would equal the market value
of the lot without the building. If the market value of the whole property was less
than the contract price, then the plaintiff
should be required to pay the market value
of the lot without the building, and in addition to this the difference between the market value of the lot and building and the
price, provided that In no event
contract
should the plaintiff be required to pay more
than $16,000. While we find no rule for computing the amount of compensation In such
cases, we think the above rules are in accordance with equitable principles, and are deducible from the general rules which seem
to have been recognized by the courts and
See, in this connection. Smith
text writers.
79 Ga. 410, 7 S. B. 258; 2
V. Kirkpatrick,
Suth. Dam. (2d Ed.) pp. 1311, 1312; 2 Beach,
Mod. Eq. Jur. § 629; Wilcoxon v. Calloway,
67 N. O. 463; Fry, Spec. Perf. (3d Ed.) |
1239.
The prayers of the petition were broad
enough to authorize relief along the line»
above Indicated. The court erred In sustaining the demurrer, and the case should be tried
In the light of what Is here laid down. J'udgAll the Justices concurring.
ment reversed.
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v.

CRANE

et

al

'

(35 N. m 474, 147 111. 52.)
Supreme Court of Illinois.

Oct.

27,

1893.

Appeal from circuit court, Jefferson county; B. D. Youngblood, Judge.
Bill by Elizabeth A. Leonard against J. MeKendree Crane and others. A cross bill was
filed by Isaac Crane. A decree was ontered
dismissing the biU and granting the prayer
Complainant appeals.
of the cross biU.
Affirmed.

The other facts fully appear In the following statement by PHILLIPS, J.:
A biU was filed by appellant for specific
and substantially alleges that
performance,
complainant, in consideration of certain personal property and a certain amount to be
paid in cash, purchased a house and lot occupied by J. McKendree
Crane and wife.
It is alleged by the complainant that the contract was consummated by a deed having
been signed by the parties, whiph was delivered to the husband of complainant. Mho
was present with a notary public, by whom
the acknowledgment was to be taken; and it
is further claimed that the deed was acknowledged.
It is further averred by the
complainant
that the wife of J. McKendree
Crane, on the morning after the trade was
consummated, got possession of the deed for
the purpose of ezammtng it, and refused to
surrender
the same, and subsequently destroyed It. A supplemental bUl was filed, in
which it Is alleged that J. McKendree Crane
and wife made a conveyance of same lot to
Isaac Crane, who at the time held a mortgage on the premises.
It is further averred
that after the conveyance
to Isaac Crane
the premises were occupied by his tenant,
and appellant commenced
a proceeding in
forcible detainer, and recovered a judgment
against the tenant, which was not appealed
from; and that said Isaac Crane had notice
of the claim of appellant at the time he received a deed conveying the premises to him.
The answer denies the execution and delivery of a deed conveying the premises to
complainant, as alleged in her biU, and avers
the premises were occupied as a homestetid;
and that the signing of the deed by the wife
of J. McKendree Crane was procured by
threatening to institute a lawsuit against
her; and that at the time of the signing of
the said deed by said McKendree Crane he
was so intoxicated as to be wholly incapable
and incompetent to do business, and the
complainant had notice thereof. A crc«s bill
was filed by Isaac Crane, which averred the
conveyance of the premises to him by J. McKendree Crane and vrife, and that he entered
into possession of the same by placing on
said premises his tenant, against whom proceedings were instituted in forcible detainer;
and that said tenant conspired and colluded
with the appellant to deprive the said Isaac
Crane of possession, and neglected to sign
an appeal bond; and prays in said cross bill
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for an accounting for rents, and that the
possession of the premises may be restored
to him. A decree was entered dismissing the
original and supplemental bills and granting
the relief prayed in the cross biU of Isaac
Crane, and appellant excepted, and brings
the record to this court by appeal.

Albert Watson and John W. Burton, for
appellant. J. M. Durham and C. H. Patton,

for

appellees.

PHILLIPS, J., (after stating' the facts.)
The evidence of this record clearly shows
the premises were occupied by J. McKendree
Crane and wife as a homestead, and were in
value less than $1,000. The testimony shows
that a deed signed by J. McKendree Crane
and wife contained a clause relinquishing the
homestead right, but there is no evidence to
show that the acknowledgment as claimed
to have been made by the notary public contained any clause with that relinquishment
By the conveyance act it Is requisite that in
the deed there shaU be contained a clause
waiving the right of homestead, and a similar clause must be contained in the acknowledgment of both the husband and wife; and
the estate of homestead thus created can be
relinquished only in the mode pointed out by
the statute, or by abandonment. This rule
is sustained by the uniform decision of tnis
court Richards v. Greene, 73 lU. 54; Eldridge V. Pierce, 90 lU. 474; Trustees, etc., v.
Hovey, 94 lU. 394; Browning v. Harris, 99
lU. 459.
Where a bUl is filed to restore a
deed, by which deed a conveyance
of the
the
homestead is sought to be consummated,
proof must be such that it must show a deed
that would be sufla.cient to convey the homestead; not only by evidence of the relinquishment of the homestead in the body of
the deed, but the acknowledgment must contain a relinquishment of the hoinestead, acknowledged by the husband and wife. The
evidence also shows that the husband of the
complainant, with a notary, accompanied J.
McKendree Crane to his house, and that others subsequently came to the house, and for
more than one hotur efforts were made to induce the wife to sign the deed, which had
been prepared before the visit of the husband with the notary to the house; and the
proof clearly shows that at the time J. McKendree Crane was mudi intoxicated, and
that both he and the complainant's husband
Bought to induce Mrs. Crane to sign the deed
by persuasion; and that further, complainant's husband said that he had pmrchased the
property, and that It would save her trouble
If she would sign it, and that threats of abandonment were made by her husband, and
other threats were made by him tmless she
signed the deed, and during this period of
time of more than an hour in which these
efforts were made to induce the wife to sign
this deed she was seeking to have the execution of the deed put off until next morning, daimlng that her husband was too much
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Intoxicated to do business,

and claiming that

It was the only home she had, and, in tears,
begging for time to be allowed to consult

with her father-in-law, but, overcome by the
persistence with which the demand on her
to execute the deed was made, she signed the
deed, and just before signing her husband
gave her $20, which was to be her own, and
that sum she tendered the husband of the
complainant when on the next morning he
offered to pay the balance of the purchase
money, he having previously paid Crane $20.
There is no evidence in the record showing
any acknowledgment of the deed by ber other
than the simple signing of the same, nor is
there evidence showing any inquiry made of
her by the notary.
On this state of facts a court of equity may
It was
well refuse specific performance.
held in Fitzpatrick v. Beatty, 1 Oilman, 454:
"Nor will a court of equity decree a spedflc
performance where the contract is founded
In fraud. Imposition, or mistake, or where it
would be unconscientious to enforce it" In
Frisby v. Ballance, 4 Scam. 287, It was held:
"An application for the specific performance
of a contract is addressed to the sound legal
discretion of the court, and it is not a matter
of course that It will be decreed, because
Indeed,
a legal contract is shown to exist
the oii^n and ground of' tliis jurisdiction is
that a compensation, for damages is inadequate to the fuU measure of the parties' equitable rights. It is not necessary to authorize this court to refuse a specific performance that the agreement should be so
tainted with fraud as to authorize a decree
aiat it should be given up and canceled on
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account • • • A specific performance will not be decreed unless the agreement
has been entered into with perfect fairness,
misrepresentaand without misapprehension,
tion, or oppression." To the same effect are
Race V. Weston, 86 lU. 91; Proudfoot v.
Wightman, 78 lU. 553. There is some conflict in the evidence as to whether the deed
was taken from the table, after it was
signed, by the notary public or by the husband and agent of the complainant, but from
the view we take of this record that questhat

tion is immaterial.
The evidence in this record shows the personal property which was sought to be transferred as a part consideraitioQ was valued at
$300 between Leonard and Crane, and ttie
weight of proof shows that the value of
the pro.perty was not to exceed $150; and
this fact in conibeetioin with the condition
in which J. McKendree Crane was, and
the drcumstanoes under which the signature
of the wife was obtained, are such tliat it
would be unconscionable for a court of equity to order a conveyance to be made. In
the absKice of proof that the acknowledgment contained a clause relinquishing the
rights of homestead, a court of equity cannot decree the title as vested in the complainant by reason of execution of the deed
Thus, it was not ershown by the evidence.
ror to dismiss the original and supplemental
bnis of complainant; and, the complainant
having wrongfully obtained poesession of the
premises as against Isaac Crane, and he being entitled to liie same, it was not error to
grant the relief prayed for in the cross bill.
The decree is affirmed.
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GRAYBIIiL

et al. v.

BRAUGH.

(17 S. E. 558, 88 Va. 895.)

Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia.
20, 1893.

April

Appeal from circuit court. Botetourt county.

Bill by E. J. Braugh against Mary W. T.
Graybill and others for the specific performance of a contract for the sale of land.
From a decree in complainant's favor, defendants appeal. Reversed.
E. & E. N. Pendleton,
Benj. Haden, for appellee.

for appellants.

FAUNTLEROY, J. This is an appeal
from decrees of the circuit coiut of Botetourt county, rendered on the 20th day of
May, 1890, and the 27th day of January,
1891, in a chancery suit in said court depending, in which E. J. Braugh is complainant and Mary W. T. Graybill and Lewis
H. Graybill, her husband, and A. Nash Johnston, are defendants.
It appears from the
record in this case that on the 12th day of
March, 1888, Lewis H. Graybill bought of
J. H. H. Figgatt, special commissioner of
the circuit court of Botetoiut county, in the
cause therein pending of J. P. Thrasher vs.
Brierly and others, a tract of land in Botetourt county, Va., containing about 50 acres;
that on the 3d day of February, 1890, before the purchase money had been paid, and
before any deed had been made to Graybill
for the land, the said Graybill gave to E.
J.-^r a:UBh an uy tlDn-tn—tmti ng- and uniler'
seal^er-the purehase of this land l)y Braugh
—torthe nominal considerafloh of one dollar,
BttC^iirfacV nothing, it is admitted, was
STer'paid to GraybiUby Braugh, not even
—the-one "dollar for the said option. On the
20th of March, 1890, J. H. H. Figgatt, the
commissioner aforesaid, upon the payment of
the purchase money for the land by the
judicial purchaser, Lewis H. Graybill, conveyed the land to Mary W. T. Graybill, the
wife of Lewis H. Graybill, by the direction
of said Graybill, as he was ordered by the
decree of sale to do.
On the 22d of March,
1890, Lewis H. Graybill and wife conveyed
this land to A. Nash Johnston for $2,000.
At the time of this purchase Johnston was
informed that Lewis H. Graybill had given
an option to E. J. Braugh on this land for
the period of 10 months from February 3,
1890,
but that nothing had been paid by
Braugh on said option, and that it bound
Braugh to pay or do nothing whatever, and
It was therefore not binding on Lewis H.
GraybUl. At the April rules, 1890, of the
circuit court of Botetourt county B. J.
Braugh filed his bill in this suit, asserting
the said option as a binding contract, which
he prayed to have specifically performed, and
that the deed from J. H. H. Figgatt, commissioner, to Mary W. T. Graybill, and the
deed from Lewis H. Graybill and Mary W.
T. GraybiU, his wife, to A. Nash Johnston,
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be set aside, vacated, and annulled, and
charging Mrs. Graybill, Lewis H. GraybilJ,
A. Nash Johnston, and J. H. H. Figgatt, commissioner, with notice of his option, and
with fraud In the execution of the deeds
aforesaid.
The said parties filed their demurrers and
answers, and denied the allegations and eqtuties of the bill, and the circuit court of
Botetourt county, by the decrees complained
of, decided that both Mrs. Graybill and A.
Nash Johnston had notice of the said option
at the time qt receiving their respective
deeds, and that said option is an enforceable
contract, and binding on all the parties. Including A. Nash Johnston, and directing A.
Nash Johnston to convey the land to E. J.
Braugh, without retaining a lien on the land,
upon the payment by E. J. Braugh of the
cash payment and first deferred payment,
and , executing bonds for the second and
third deferred payments of the purchase
money, "with security approved by the clerk
of this court," etc., "thereby substituting for
the vendor's lien to secure the deferred payments of the purchase money mere personal
security, and that, too, not such as might
be satisfactory to the parties interested, nor
such as should be approved by the court, but
with security approved by the clerk," etc.
Johnston did not buy the land from Lewis
H. Graybill, Juji from Mrs . Mars M. Tari|vhiii Lewis _g. Graybi ll never had anj
title to the land, and the interest of Braugh,
if any, by virtue of a mere naked option
to buy, which did not bind him to buy In
any event whatever, was not such an interest in the sub.i ect or wnicn a purchaser
or which equity
"^ff^vahiejslboundjpjaotice,
w m regard!""^ Pom. Eq. Jur. § 692.
mKf-V
"Sal or option contracts are not favored in "^
equity, and the want of mutuality of obllga- j
tion and risk may generally be urged as bar
2 Warv. Vend,
to their specific enforcement.
" Equity requires an actual consider - ■
p. 769.
ation, and permits the want of It to be
"shown, notwTtEsfanding the seal; and applies
the_doctra5e To covenants, settlement's, and'
executory agreementsj)f"every description.^
In respect to volun1 Pom. ~Eq. Jur. § 383.
tary contracts, or such as are not founded
on a valuable consideration, courts of eqidty
do not interfere to enforce them as against
the party himself, or as against volunteers
claiming under him. 2 Story, Eq. Jur. §
In Duval v. Bibb, 4 Hen. & M. 116,
706a.
It was held that in equity either party to a
deed may aver and prove against the other
the true and -actual consideration on which
the deed was fotmded, though a different
consideration be expressed therein. .Eguity,
the form and looks to the s^ disregards
~
s tence]7 The' homln&i consiaeration of one
3oIlar in the option, it Is admitted, was never
paid, and the option says: "It Is agreed by
the parties hereto that there shall be no
obligation upon the said E. J. Braugh by
virtue of this agreement, unless within the

/
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period of the said ten months he pays one
third ot the purchase money." He did not
sign the option, and It did not bind him to
do anything.
He attempted to make a large
profit on an inyestment of nothing, and without the obligation to do anything, and he
simply failed. The complainant's bUl should
have been dismissed In the circuit court_fflt.
.■/ ■
^wan |t,^ jnntjalHy- of obligation In the optlon sued upon. It professes to bind one of
the parties absolutely, and stipulates only
for the Indefinite pleasure of the other; and
it cannot, therefore, be specifically enforced.
Ford V. Buker, 86 Va. 79, 9 S. B. 500. It,
appears that neither party conmoreoyer,
templated a sale subject to the wife's (Mrs.
Graybill's) contingent right of dower, and
In this respect this case is ruled by the case
of Dunsmore v. Lyle, 87 Va. 391, 12 S. B.
610, where specific performance was refused,
even though the bill offered to take a deed
from Lyle subject to the wife's dower. In
this case the complainant Braugh seeks to
enforce a conveyance of the land free from
the dower interest of Mrs. Graybill, who
never signed the option, and who, on hearing of it, interposed her remonstrance immediately, and communicat ed -h er refusal to
be bound by It to Braueh.'V^peeific
execn-

an apreem pnt t^ ppl j and convey yill.
n ot ordinarily be decreed against the vendor.
yTn ariiea man, whose wife refuses to yjTv
J
in'the lieed, w henThere Is no proof pffra^iit .

jlon of

in'Tier refusal. imles£jhe^piiiiv
chaser is ""willin ^to pay the fulTl)u
rcha^
purchase
mone y^ aS3^ ac cept the^deedIt- .her
Jafiring.^ 2 Wafv. Vend. p. 769. See Clarke
V. Kelna, 12 Grat 98.
Mrs. Graybill held
the legal title to the land, and she is In no
manner bound by the option of her husband,
to which she was not a party, and against
which she protested, from the first moment
that it came to her knowledge.
Dunsmore
V. Lyle (Va.) 12 S. E. 611; McCann v. Janes,
1 Rob. (Va.) 256; Clarke v. Reins, 12 Grat
98; Booten v. Scheffer, 21 Grat 474; Iron
Co. V. Gardiner, 79 Va. 305; Litterall v.
Jackson, 80 Va. 604; Cheatham v. Cheatham's Bx'r, 81 Va. 395; Railroad Co. v.
Dunlop, 86 Va. 846, 10 S. E. 239. The circuit court erred In overruling the demurrer
of Graybill and wife to the complahiant's
bUI, and we are of opinion that the decrees
appealed from are wholly erroneous, and our
judgment Is to reverse and annul them, and
to enter a decree here dismissing the complainant's bill.
Reversed.
oji^^is part
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estate as intestate

et al.

(16 N. E. 896, 125 111. 95.)
Supreme

Court of Illinois.

Appeal from

circuit

Killum, Judge.
This Is a bill for the

May 9,

court,

Kane

1888.

county;

Charles

specific performance
of an agreement, entered into between the
heirs of Alexis Hall, to set aside a win made
by him, brought against the widow and minor
heirs of Eugene Hall, one of the parties to the
agreement

Sherwood & Jones, for appellants. A, J.
Hopkins, N. J. Aldrich, P. H. Thatcher, and
Charles

"Wheaton,

for

OF CONTRACTS.

appellees.

SBCBLDON, O. J. The defense set up in
this case Is that the contract of January 19,
1883, was not a complete contract, and that,
not being complete. It Is as no contract, and
80 that alleged agreement
cannot be specifically enforced; that the only complete contract
there could have been m the case would have
been that of February 10, 1883, had the papers of that date all been executed and delivered, but as they were not, the attempted
of February 10th was not comcontract
pleted, and hence there is no contract whatever to be specifically performed.
It would
seem from the evidence
that the will of
Alexis Hall, made on December 7, 1881, had
come to the knowledge of his children, and
had created a family dissatisfaction from Its
giving to Eugene the larger jMirt of the estate,
and Its being executed under the circumstances It was; and that threats had been
made by the other children that they would
contest the will.
To reconcile this family difference, the writing of November, 1882, appears to have been made, and signed by all
the children, whereby they agreed that there
should be an equal distribution of their father's estate between his four surviving children when the time for such distribution
should come. It seems that another cause of
difficulty had sprung up between Eugene and
his sister Matilda, and her husband, from a
long-standing note for $2,300 which had been
given by the two latter to Eugene, and was
unpaid, and for which the latter had taken
collateral securities, which had failed to be
collected from the negligence of Eugene, as
was contended.
This additional difficulty was
amicably composed by these brothers and sisters by their all generously sharing equally
among them and the widow the burden of
this Plummer Indebtedness; and soon after
the death of Alexis Hall they came together,
and executed this second agreement, of January 19, 1883. By this agreement all the
four children and the widow agreed to settle
the demands of Eugene on Matilda Plummer
and her husband, by each bearing one-fifth
part of the Plummer indebtedness; and they
renew their former agreement of November
previous to set aside the will of Alexis Hall,
and that there should be a distribution of his

estate.
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This

agreement

is

signed by the widow, who did not sign the
November agreement.
This is an agreement of a most praisekind, — an
arrangement
worthy
amicable
among brothers and sisters of difficulties between them, which would have been carried
out to the entire satisfaction of them all but
for the sudden death of Eugene. It Is an
agreement which a court of equity will look
upon, favorably, and readily interpose its specific performance, unless there be some insuperable bar to prevent.
The written agreement of January 19th Is plain, clear, and full;
It bears upon its face evidence of ample consideration, and is of itself a complete contract That this would be an obligatory contract, although It was understood at the time
that there should thereafter be a more formal
instrument drawn up and executed to express
the parties' agreement, is abundantly established by the authorities. Powle v. Freeman,
9 Ves. 351; Chinnock v. Marchioness of Ely,
4 De Gex, J. & S. 638; Pratt v. Railroad Co.,
21 N. Y. 305; Wbarton v. Stoutenburgh, 35
N. J. Eq. 266. All there is that can be urged
against the completeness of this written contract of January 9th is that It omits to state
one alleged term of the contract which was
then made, viz., that Eugene was to have the
home farm at an appraisal to be fixed by appraisers.
This is an independent matter,
separate and distinct from the two subjects
of agreement
named In the writing,— the
Plummer Indebtedness, and the setting aside
of the will. The bill does not ask to have
performed a contract resting partly in a writing and partly in parol. It does not depend
upon, or seek anything whatever respecting,
the alleged parol part of the contract; but it
Is the defendants who are placing reliance
upon this parol part of the contract, setting
It up in defense, and In defeat of the perIf the
formance of the contract in. writing.
defendants would not have the enjoyment of
the parol part of the contract, and so not
have the benefit of what they contracted for,
there would be some equity in such a defense.
The heirs of Eugene allege, against
the performance of this written contract, that
he was to have the home farm, and that this
But If he
is not expressed in the writing.
does not get the home farm, and the other
children convey their interest in It to him or
his heirs, there would seem to be no equity
in such a defense of the mere omission of the
vmtlng to say that Eugene was to have the
home farm at a price to be fixed by appraisAnd just such is the case presented
ers.
Two of the children, Stephen A. and
here.
Matilda Plummer, have executed agreements
for conveying to Eugene their interest in the
The other of the three children,
home farm.
Mrs. Summers, Is ready and willing, and
offers by the bill, to make a like agreement
for conveyance of her interest In the home
farm; so that the defendants do or will, under the offer of the bill, get the entire benefit
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of

the parol part of the contract. There is no
equity, then. In the defense which is set up,
that this parol part of the contract was not
expressed in the writing of January 9th; and
we think the authorities establish that such a
defense is not sustainable where the defendant gets seciured to him all the benefit of the
parol portion of the contract. In Railway Go.
V. Winter, 1 Craig & P. 57, a bill by the company for the specific performance of a written contract for the purchase of real estate,
where there had been a subsequent parol
agreement that the company should also pay
for timber on the land, and for certain expenses, performance was decreed, subject to
the parol variation; and Lord Chancellor Cottenham said: "This is not a case within the
meaning of those decisions in which the court
has said that it will not specifically perform
the contract with a variation, If the court
finds a written contract has been entered into, and the plaintiff says, "That was agreed
upon,' but then there were certain other terms
added, or certain variations made, the court
holds that in such a case the contract is not
in the vyriting, but in the terms which are
verbally stated to have been the agreement
between the parties, and therefore refuses
specifically to perform such an agreement
On the other hand, it is quite competent for
the defendant to set up a variation from the
written contract; and it will depend upon
the particular circumstances
of each ease
whether that is to defeat the plaintiff's titie
to have a specific performance, or whether

'

the court will perform the contract; taking
care that the subject-matter of this parol
agreement
or understanding is also carried
into effect, so that all parties may have the
See
benefit of what they contracted for."
Robinson v. Page, 3 Russ. 114; Price v.
Dyer, 17 Ves. 357. In 3 Pars. Oont (5th
Ed.) 389, the author says: "It is a principle
of equity jurisprudence that parol evidence is
admissible to rebut, but not to raise, an equity; and this principle or rule gives rise
Although,
here to an Important distinction.
to resist a specific performance, a defendant may show by parol that the written document does not fully represent the contract
between the parties, and thus defeat the bUl,
or compel the plaintiff to accept a performance with a variation, yet a plaintiff cannot
have a decree for a specific performance of
a vmtten
contract with a variation upon
parol evidence."
In Park v. Johnson, 4 Allen, 259, after a review of the English cases
upon the subject,
the court says:
"The
weight of authority seems clearly with the
plaintiff on this point, [of having specific
performance, where ready to take the written
agreement, and fully to perform the omitted
stipulation:] and, while the court would refuse to give them aid in compelling the lit-

OF CONTRACTS.

eral execution of a written contract which
does not contain the whole agreement, they
allow the objection to operate no further
than to require the party seeking the aid of
the court to modify the written contract so
as to embrace all the stipulations that are
alleged to have been omitted or subsequently
varied."
When Mr. Aldrich met the parties on February 10th he brought with him five papers, namely: (1) The agreement between the
four children to set aside the will; (2) an
agreement between the widow and children
to settie the Plummer Indebtedness;
(3) a
renunciation of the will by the widow; (4) an
A, Hall and
agreement
between
Stephen
Eugene A. Hall 'for a conveyance by the
former of an undivided one-fourth of the
Alexis Hall farm; (5) a like agreement between Mrs. Plummer and Eugene A. for conveyance of a like tmdivlded one-fourth.
The
first three were on that day executed by all
the parties there present, and delivered to
Mr. Aldrich; Mrs. Summers being the only
party absent.
The first three papers contained, essentially, nothing more than the
agreement
of January 19th, amplified by
legal verbiage; and the signing of them by
Mrs. Summers was of no moment, as she had
signed the 19th January agreement The
other two agreements for conveyances by
Stephen A. and Mrs. Plummer were also
signed by them, respectively, on February
A like agreement for a conveyance
10th.
by Mrs. Summers,
who was absent, was
thereafter to be executed by her, which she
has ever been ready and willing, and offers
by the bill, to execute.
Whatever of hicompleteness
there may be in these papers
of February 10th, or any one of them, has
no bearing, as we conceive, upon the present
bill. It does not call In aid that transaction,
and In no way depends upon it. The bill
is rested wholly upon the agreement of January 19, 1883, and asks the specific performance of that agreement
As the specific performance is only asked subject to the defendants having all the benefit of the alleged
parol part of the agreement which is claimed
to have been made, we are of opinion the
complainants are entitled to have the agreement of January 19, 1883, specifically performed.
It is claimed that the defendant Marion
O. Hall has a dower Interest In the land.
Whether that be so or not is no objection to
a decree of specific performance against the
heirs of BJugene A. Hall. Any decree of
conveyance might be made subject to whatever right of dower, if any, Marion O. Hall
may have in the land.
The decree will be reversed, and the cause
in conremanded for further proceedings

formity with this opinion.
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KELSBT
(27

et al. v.

Pac

CROWTHEIR

et al.

695. 7 Utah, 519.)

Supreme Court of Utah.

Sept

12,

1891.

Appeal from district court. Salt Lake county; Elliot Sanford and T. J. Anderson,
Judges.
Suit In equity by Lewis P. Kelsey and J.
K. Gillespie against W. J. Crowther, J. T.
Lynch, and William Glassman, to enforce a
specific performance of a contract to sell land.
Complaint was dismissed, and plaintlfCs appeal. Affirmed.
P. L. Williams, Waldemar
0. W. Powers, for appellants.
for respondents.

Van Cott, and
Arthur Brown,

J. This is a suit In equity
the specific performance of the
following contract: "Salt Lake, Utah, September 13, 1887. Received of Lewis P. Kelsey and J. K. GiUespie the simi of fifty dollars, being part consideration of the purchase
price, to wit, 52,750.00, at which the undersigned agrees and contracts to sell, and by
good and sufficient warranty deed convey,
free of all Hens, to said Kelsey & GiUespie,
the following described lot of ground, to wit:
The east thirty (30) acres of the south half
of the southwest quarter of section three, (3)
township one (1) south, of range one (1) west,
of Salt Lake meridian. Said purchaser to
have after this date thirty (30) days for the
examination of the title of said premises, and,
in case said title is adversely reported on by
the attorneys of the said purchasers, thai the
said part consideration hereby receipted shall
be at once returned to said purchasers; but
hereby contract
if said titie is approved
and agree to and with said Kelsey & Gillespie that I wUI at once, on the payment of
said balance of agreed purchase money, towit, ?2,700.00, duly execute, sign, and acknowledge a full and perfect warranty deed
conveying to said purchasers the entire title
to said premises, and
agree to at once furnish an abstract of titie to said premises
and other needful papers."
The complaint
alleges a tender of the money, although an
abstract was not furnished, a demand for a
deed, and the failure to make same.
The answer is a specific denial of the allegations of
the complaint
A trial was had by the court
findings of fact, and a judgment that the
complaint be dismissed, from which judg^
ment the plaintiffs appeal. The testimony
is all in the record, and we do not deem it
important to review the findings of fact made
by the trial com:t The claim of the appellants is that the evidence does not justify
the judgment
It shows that the contract
was signed and delivered on the 13th day of
BLACKBURN,

to enforce

I

I
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September, 1887; that the defendants failed
altogether to furnish an abstract; that at
no time within the 30 days did the plainUfCs
offer to pay the purchase money and demand
a deed, but on the 31st day, October 14, 1887,
defendant Crowther went to the office ofi
plaintiffs, and told Kelsey, one of the plain-l
tiffs, that he did not come round yesterday,
and that his time was up, and Kelsey sald\
that he had forgotten it, and Crowther further told him that he had forfeited his $50;
but he further said—but this Kelsey denies
—he offered him back the $50.
This occurred on the street in front of the office of
plaintiffs, Crowther being in his buggy with
his wife; and Kelsey went immediately into his office, and brought a bag with money
in it, and said, "Here is your money," but
CrovTther
drove off, and refused to wait.
Kelsey says the amount of money required
was in the bag. Kelsey further says that
the offer of the money was on the condition
that Crowther's wife would also sign the
deed.
We think this judgment must be affirmed.

The contract is an option.
The plaintiffs had 30 days In which to tender the monBy the terms of the
ey and demand a deed.
contract they did not have 31 days, and,
having failed in that time to tender the money, they lost their right to enforce the contract Nor do we think the failure of the
defendant to furnish an abstract extended the
time.
It might make him liable for damages, but not enlarge or change the terms
of the contract
2. It does not appear from the evidence in
this case that the plaintiffs have not a full
and complete remedy at law for all the damages they may have suffered by reason of
any and aJl breaches of this contract. If any
were committed by the defendant Crowther;
and as a rule specific performance of contracts is not enforced in equity, where the
parties Injured by breach of contract can be
completely compensated in a suit at law.
3. The plaintiff Kelsey says that he offered the money on the condition that the wife
of the defendant Crowther would sign the
A husband cannot contract away his
deed.
wife's right of dower. A court of equity has
no power on the husband's contract to compel a wife to relinquish her dower rights.
Therefore the offer of the money was upon a
condition that could not be complied with,
and That was not obligatory upon the d^
fendant, and "that a court of equiEy "could
not
' '
enforce," and was no offer at aHT 3 Pom.
Bq. Jiir. § r4(K) et seq.' We'see no reason for
the reversal of this judgment
It is therefore affirmed.
1.
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SCOTT

(45 N. W. 532,
Supreme

et aJ.

76 Wis. 662.)

Court of Wisconsin.

April

29,

1890.

Appeal from circuit court, liincoln counM. Webb, Judge.
Curtis & Curtis, for appellants.
Courts of equity will not decree specific
performance in the case of stale or suspiWalker v. Jeffreys, 1 Hare,
cious claims.
348; Heaphy v. Hill, 2 Sim. & S. 29; Williams V. Williams, 50 Wis. 311, 318, 6 N. W.
Bep. 814; Anthony v. Leftwich, 3 Rand.
(Va.) 238; Pigg v. Corder, 12 Leigh, 69;
Madox V. McQuean, 3 A. K. Marsh. 400;
Ruff's Appeal, 117 Pa. St. 319, 11 Atl. Rep.
553; Railroad Co. V. Bartlett, 10 Gray, 384;
Haughwout V. Murphy, 21 N. J. Eq. 118;
Merritt v. Brown, Id. 401; Johns v. Norris,
22 N. J. Bq. 102; AVhite v. Bennett, 7 Rich.
Ea. 260; McDermid v. McGregor, 21 Minn.

ty ; Charles

-consist of certain 40 acre tracts lying in
townships 32 and 33, ranges
and
in
Lincoln county, Wis., appended to the
complaint.
The defendant Walter A.
Scott, as such trustee, answered said comphiint, and alleged that said contract was
incomplete, and that it was intended thereby that the plaintiff and Thomas B. Scott
9,

V.

7,

COMBS
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G82

is

should thereafter select and locate said
lands, and agree to such selection, and
that the plaintiff neglected to cause such
selection to be made for more than tour
years, and until the death of said Scott,
and that now it is impossible to ascertain
what lands were intended by said contract.
He denied that said list of lands, so appended, contained the lands contemplated
by the agreement, excepting, perhaps,
about seven 40-acre tracts in township 32,
in range 6; and alleged, further, that he
ignorant of many of the facts alleged in
the complaint, and that it is now impossible, by reason of the death of his father,
111.
Bump & Hetzel, for respondent.
Thomas B. Scott, to execute said memo.,
randum, and that the plaintiff ought not
Orton,
This is an action for specific
to have specific performance of the same,!
performance,
brought by the plaintiff,
on account of his laches and unreasonable!
Harrison Combs, against Walter A. Scott,
delay in attempting to enforce the same,
trustee of the estate of Thomas B. Scott,
On the trial both parties introduced testideceased, and his heirs as defendants, of
mony to show what lands were intended
"
the following contract, viz. :
May 1, 1882.
as " stump lands, " and what lands come
In consideration of one dollar and other
within the boundaries mentioned in the
valuable considerations, to-wit, settlement
contract, and the testimony relating thereof all suits, actions, differences, and matto was quite contradictory, but tlje cirters of difference, agree to give to Harcuit court found, upon what appears to
rison Combs, of Applington, Iowa, on or
have been, perhaps, a preponderance of
before July 1, 1882, a good and suflBcient
the testimony, and as correctly and accudeed in fee-simple of all my right, title, and
rately as practicable and possible, that cerinterest of, in, and to the stump lands
tain 29 of said 40-acre tracts were the lands
which
now own, lying within one and
within theintent and meaning of said conone-half or two miles of Hay Meadow
tract; and rendered judamient that the decreek, in Uncoln county, Wisconsin, not
fendant Walter A. Scott^s such trustee,
being adjacent to and along Prairie river,
convey the same to the plaintiff. From
all in town thirty>two, in ranges six and
that judgment this appeal is taken.
seven, and town thirty-three, in ranges six
The objection to this judgment that has
and seven ; the Intention being to convey
peculiar force, and makes the strongest
to said Combs all the lands lying on and
appeal to a court of equity, is that specific
along Hay Meadow creek from below, adperformance ought not to Bgve^^ tggn adjacent, and above the dam on said creek, "TOaged m tnis^ caseon accogft totT^hel aclieg
not including cedar lauds on lower end of
a ug unreasonabTJEL dfiTay oftSe plaintiff in"
Hay Meadow, or lands below the mead- -pntigihg his suit. ^The coritraeL is dUleil
ow ; the
intention being to include all 'Ma,i>
aim waa to be performed July
■
etump lands opposite, above, and in the
1882.
Thomas B. Scott died October
vicinity of the dam of Combs, on Hay
1886, and this action was commenced
in
Meadow creek, — elands that the outlet of
April, 1888. These lands, July
1882, when
hauling off timber that would go to Prai- the contract was to have been performed,
rie river not to be included.
[Signed]
according to the testimony of the plaintiff
Thomas B. Scott, [Seal.] In presence of
himselfvJsgr g_of the valu e of only ^10 for
alleged
W. McLeod."
The plaintiff
in
each 402acre3ract, and at the time of the
lis complaint that he demanded a convey^EpiaTEliey were wO iUi frum 20 to
Iha eaince of said lands of Thomas B. Scott in
as much, or from $200 to $500 for each 40life-time, and that he refused so to conacre tract. The timber on these lands has
>y the same; and that he demanded a
become much more valuable by the long
c0nve.yance of the same of the defendant
delay, and a railroad has been built, and
is in operation, through these lands, and
/alter A.Scott, the trustee of said estate,
and that he also refused so to do; and that
thecountry generally has been greatly imhe has no adequate remedy at law for the
proved since July
1882.
The plaintifl
breach of said contract, and that said Jias never taken any are or the lands;,
lands have greatly increased in value since
^a^Jag neglected to i[yariiy'"faxes
the breach thereof; and that he owns a
t^mLaM"TrSS allowea' ffiany oi nemto"
mill in the vicinity of said lands, built for
be solffloftax'fes'; said- Thonffls~BT
the purpose of manufacturing the timber IffTits Itfe-time, paid all the taxes on ScottT
them,
thereon, which will be greatly depreciated
and redeemed them from previous sales for
in value in case said lands are not contaxes; and the defendant, as trustee, has
veyed to him. The plaintiff also alleged
paid all the taxes since the death of Thomthe location and description of said lands,
as B. Scott, at an expenseof many hundred
according to the terms of the contract, to
dollars,— many times as much as the value
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of the parties, and in the situation of the
of the lands when the contract was made.
subject-matter of the contract, the destrucThe enforcement of the contract at maturity would have been of merely nominal
tion of evidence, and the death of one of
the parties to the contract, who if living
expense and damage to Thomas B. Scott,
could make clear what his successor might
but will now impose an enormous claim
not be able to explain, are mentioned in
upon his estate of many thousands of dolAnthony v. Leftwich, 8 Rand. (Va.) 238, as
lars. There was a delay of over four
reasons for denying the relief. InRuff'sAp.^^g^while Thomas B. Scott was living,
ajftr^earlv two
since, before bringpeal, 117 Pa. St. 319, 11 Atl.Rep. 553, a rail^egfrs
J
ing the suit, ana wffihout extenuation or
road had been built, which brought the
It would be difficult to find a case lands within reach of market, and greatly
excuse.
In the books of greater change in the situenhanced theirvalue, and some ofthelands
ation and value of the lands, and the cirhad been sold, and the. plaJaiiff laid by
for years while these changes wefe^Tffig
cumstances material to the relief occasioned by the delay, or in which specific peron. It was held me^ui table 1;o'd6dreespeformance has ever granted under such circifle performance.
That was very much
Although it may not be im- like this case. The lands have been sold
cumstances.
possible to select, locate, and identify the
tor taxes, and yet the plaintiff waited unlands within the intention of the contract,
til they became vastly enhanced in value
by railroad and other improvements.
it has certainly been rendered much more
difficult and uncertain by the death of one
Specifi^performance will not be enforced.if
of the parties whose personal knowledge Tof^any reason if TsinequltaBIe. to do so.
would seem to be requisite, if not necesWilliams V. Williams, supra. The following authorities enforce the principle that
sary, to determine what lands were meant
by "stump lands," and the meaning of the
laches and unreasonable delay in bringing
other unusual conditions of the contract.
suit will defeat an action for specific perPom.
The material testimony of Thomas B.
formance of a contract to convey.
Spec. Perf . §§ 407, 408, and cases cited ; Fry
Scott has been utterly lost by the delay.
He refused to convey the lands, and could Spec. Perf. §§ 1072, 1078, 1079; Bads v.
Williams, 4 I)e Gex, M. & G. 691; Watson
do no more than to await the suit of the
plaintiff for the specific performance or for V. Reid, 1 Russ. & M. 236; Southcomb v.
Bishop of Exeter, 6 Hare, 226 ; Harrington
the breach of the contract. The plaintiff
V. Wheeler, 4 Ves. 686 ; Alley v. Deschamps,
waited until the statute of limitations had
13 Ves. 225 ; McWilliams v. Long, 32 Barb.
nearly run on the contract before bringing
194; Delavan v. Duncan,
485;
49 N. Y.
his suit. "It is a ,8ettled prin ciple that a
Davison v. Associates, 71 N. Y. 333; Hens pecific pertoa nance of a contract nf sale
a matt erof.c p urse,'5uf rests entirelx , derson V. Hicks, 58 Cal. 364; Taylor v.
lB"not
Isi
Merrill, 55 111. 52; Smith v. Lawrence, 15
'teTEe'discretion of the court, upon a vj£K
—5f
Chancellor Mich. 499; Holt v. Rogers, 8 Pet. 420; Pres5^ "Ehe circumstances.;^'
ton V.Preston, 95 U.S. 200; State v. West,
Seymour v.'belancey, 6 Johns. Ch.
-iONTTin
" A ma ttg|not of absolute
222.
ht
in
68 Mo. 229.
See other cases cited in appelri^
lants' brief. The reasons are abundant '*
the party, bur'Of souna aiscretion m the
"
-TStoryr Eq. Jut . §' 769.
gpeciflc
why equitable relief should be denied In
—TiOttft.""
this case. The disparity in the value of \
peHbrmance' will not be decreed when for
I
'
It is the lands, of from 20 to 50 told over their
any reason it would be inequitable.
value when the contract was made, as of
an application to sound
discretion.'"
I
when it was to ha ve been performed, is amChief Justice Ryan, in Williams v. Williams,
" The unquesple reason to leave the plaintiff to his legal
50 Wig. 311 , 6 N. W. Rep. 814.
remedy for the breach of the contract.
tionable jurisdiction » » • is not comIn analogy to all other like cases, as in
pulsory upon the court, but the subject of
"
Lord Ekskine, in Radcliffe v. the sale of personal property, or for breach
discretion.
of the covenant of seisin in deeds, the plainWarrington, 12 Ves. 331. The learned
tiff would be entitled only to recover the
counsel of the appellant has cited in his
consideration paid and interest, or the difbrief numerous authorities to the same
ference between that and the value of lands
effect, but the principle is elementary, and
In when they ought to have been conveyed,
the above authorities are sufficient.
or at most, and by the most liberal rule,
consideration of the peculiar circumstances
of this case, we cannot but think that it. the value of the lands at the time of the
wnnld t^P, an fl.);)pafi of sound .dlscretionts,
breach of the con tract. The equitable rem" Unreasonable delay m
edy in this case would be so extravagantly
^^^antsuch relief.
greater than at law that it would scarcely
performance
specific
bringing
suTl'foFthe
\
seem to be in the same case. Being comI of a contract to convey will be a defense to
pelled to remit the plaintiff to his remedy
the relief, especially where the other party
at law, the rule of damages in such a case
has made improvements in the mean time,
or the property has greatly increased in 'may as well be considered. Therule seems
Eq.
not to be uniform in the different courts.
value." Johns v. Norris, 22 N.
In Loomis v. Wadhams, 8 Gray, 557, a case
''102.
The delay of only about two years
was held sufficient to defeat the action in much like this, where the lands had to be
selected, the rule was that the plaintiff
Haughwout V. Murphy, 21 N. J. Eq. 118, and
might recover the value of the lands that
Merritt v. Brown, Id. 401. Where oneparty
might have been selected at the time the
to the contract has notified the other party
that he will not perform it by refusing to conveyance ought to have been made.
Where the vendor acted in bad faith in reconvey as in this case, acquiescence in this
fusing to convey on account of the enby the other party, by a comparatively
brief delay in enforcing his right, will be a hanced value of the land, the damages
bar to this remedy. McDermid v. McGregor, were the difference between the contract
price and the enhanced value when the
21 Minn. HI. Change in the circumstances
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conveyance should have been made. 1
eration ol the contract in money or values.
Sedg. Dam. top p. 368; Baldwin v. Munn, 2
The real consideration
must have been
Wend. 399; McNair v. Compton, 35 Pa. St.
very small in amount, and scarcely more
Key,
Head.
the
Key
448,
In
v.
3
rule
23.
than nominal, for it appears that Thomas
paid and interest,
waB the consideration
B. Scott paid the plaintiff, on such settlewhether the vendor acted In bad faith or
ment, the sum of $5,000 in money. The
not. The rule in the supreme court of the value of the lands, at the time the deed
United States is the price of the land as was to be made, was only 10 for each 40
settled by the contract at the time of its
acres, or $290 in gross, according to the
breach. Hopkins v. Lee, 6 Wheat. 109.
testimony of the plaintiff himself. That
This is in' analogy to the sale of personal
sum, and interest thereon to the time of
property. In Gale v. Dean, 20 111. 320, the the trial, is all the compensation in money
rule was the value of the land at the time
the plaintiff is entitled to recover, and of
the breach of the contract.
would this he, at least, has no reason to com
seem that in the majority of cases the rule
plain.
is the consideration money and interest,
The question remains, what can be done
lor the difference between the consideration with this suit? The usual practice would
/and the value of the land when it should
be to dismiss this complaint, and leave the
Uiave been conveyed. It would be fruitplaintiff to proceed in an action at law to
less to examine the cases to any greater
recover his compensation in money for the
consideration,
extent. In cases of property
breach of the contrax;t by the defendor cases where the consideration Is other ant. But it seems that the statute
ol|
than money, or barter contracts, the value
limitations has already run on the contract, and the plaintiff has no remedy at
ot the land at the time of the breach is the
therefore , that
rule from necessity, and as approximating
law. We have conclade
nearer to what the plaintiff has lost.
the cireuTt courj c.QHghtjQjfitaiiy^iB_Buit
Brigham v. Evans, 113 Mass. 538. The rule
equityrEp^,£OB!JBlSlg. , jUS tiE§.. JjetweeBT "
in such a case as this has not been settled "ttlBTfSraS&rrThe usuaTrule in equfty'is,
/in this state. For non-delivery of chat- tBie~Ti!Wurt" cannot grant the relief prayed,
tels, the damages are their value at the
to grant such relief as the partyis entitled
time when they shall have been delivered,
to upon the fEicts, and In cases ot specific
Inperformance,
and interest to the time of trial.
for any reason the title
gram V. Rankin, 47 Wis. 406,
N. W. Hep.
cannot be conveyed, to hold the case tor
Wip. 206, it
compensation to the plaintiff. Story, Eq.
In Hall v. Delaplaine,
755.
was a contract to convey, but with some
Jur. 19, and cases there referred to. Hall
peculiar features, and the rule was theconBut in this case the
V. Delaplaine, supra.
In Yenner v. court deems it inequitable to adjudge the
sideration and Interest.
Hammond, 36 Wis. 277, the penalty was conveyance of the land, notwithstanding
fixed in the contract, but Chief Justice
the defendant is able to convey. This is
Ryan discusses the rule in such cases, and
an unusual case for retaining jurisdiction
leaves the question open whether, in some
in equity to grant compensation, but
cases, the vendee may recover damages in
there does not appear to be any reason
why it may not be done as well as In cases
excess of the consideration and Interest.
The rule, so far as it has been considered
of Inability of the defendant to convey, on
bv this court s. unauestionablv. th at noththe well-known principle that a court of
equity, having obtained juri8diction_Jar.
^SS-i3-§5S§SILPL.i^5. consifleration^HTi^
ougnt"
roose. m &y felain it lor anbth er, to",
£ere8t_can..^e,re£P verecTTor perEaps
the general rule. This" give fHH-TeU(Ji, o
betWEen tne
to' say that such
parties, pertinent to the facts of the case
rule is in harmony with cases of breach of
the covenant of seisin. Rich v. Johnson,
"When the impossibility of a specific perPin. 88; Messer v. Oestreich, 52 Wis. 684,
formance is disclosed at the hearing, and
In this case the considera10 N. W. Rep.
the suit was brought by the plaintiff in
ignorance of such fact, the- court will
tion is very small and Indefinite. The contract Is based on final settlement of suits award the remedy of damages. " Pom. Eq.
and other mattgjs between the parties.
Jur. 1410, and note. In Hopkins v. Gilman, 22 M'^is. 476, a bill was filed tor speThe learned counsel of the " appellant has
well said in his brief that of course the cific performance of an agreement to arbiamount claimed in these suits would af- trate, and to execute a lease, and the court
ford no criterion as to the amount the
held that such relief could not be granted.
plaintiff was to receive, " or,
The present chief justice says in his opinmay add,
that it was understood by the parties he
ion: "Now, although the facts alleged are
did receive, by the contract. The best,
insufficient to justify a decree for specific
not the only, criterion of that amount,
performance, yet we think a court of eqwould seem to be the value of the lands at uity may retain the suit for the purpose of
the time the contract was made, or when
awarding compensation for the value of
the deed was to be made, which wouM be
Undoubtedly an acthe improvements.
the same thing for there is no evidence
tion for damages for non-performance of
that their value had changed in the mean the contract would be the usual remedy.
time. That would be the most favorable
But must this suit be dismissed, and the
rule to the plaintiff that could be adopted
plaintiff tumedoverto that remedy alone?
in this case. Such a rule, we have seen,
It seems to us not, but that the court,
has been sanctioned in many cases, and,
having acquired jurisdiction of the cause,
applied to this case, must stand as an exshould provide and grant any relief conception to what understand is the gensistent with the case made by the comeral rule already established by this court,
plaint and embraced within the issue;"
in consequence of the impossibility of asciting Tenney v. Bank, 20 Wis. 152; Leon-"
certaining with any certainty the considard v. Bogan, Id. 540 Greason v. Ketel;
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tas, 17 N. Y. 491; and Barlow v. Scott, 24
N. Y. 40. We think this case comes within the principle and practice ol that case,
and may be retained for the purpose of
awarding compensation as above determined. The circuit court applied the same
principle in giving compensation to the
plaintiff for one 40-acre tract, which had
been sold ajnd conveyed for non-payment
of taxes, but in doing so adopted a rule of
damages unsupported by any authority,
by gi'Wng the plaintiff the present value
thereof. The present attitude of this case
was not anticipated sufllciently for the
counsel to argue or cite authorities upon
the above question, but to save time and
expense, and malie a full disposition of the
case in this court, and determine the mandate to be sent to the circuit court, we
have concluded to decide all questions necessary to a full disposition of the case.
We think that the selection and location
of the lands, and the identification thereof,
made by the finding of the circuit court,
should be taken as the lands within the
meaning of the contract, and $10 for each
40-acre tract thereof should i>e taken as
the value of said lands at the time when a
conveyance thereof was to be made according to the contract, and interest thereon from that time to the time of the trial,
as full compensation and damages for the
breach of said contract by the said Thomas
B. Scott, deceased, and by the defendant
as trustee of his estate, and judgment
should be rendered accordingly. But this,
we think, should be left optional with
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Bald defendant, or to have a new trial
to determine what lands are within the
intent and meaning of said contract, and
the value thereof on the 1st day of July,
1882, the time fixed in said contract for
We do not think
the conveyance thereof.
that the contract is so uncertain that
it cannot be executed or enforced, and
we think that the finding ol the circuit
court as to the lands embraced in the contract, and the value thereof at $10 for each
40-acre tract at the time aforesaid, are supported by the evidence, and are as near
correct as practicable.
It is doubtful if
the result of another trial to determine the
same facts would be of any advantage to
either party. But inasmuch as the defendant contends that the finding of what
lands are embraced within the contract is
not supported by the evidence, and as the
retaining of the suit for damages to avoid
the operation of the statute of limitations,
and the rule of damages established, are
favorable to the plaintiff, we have concluded to make a new trial in the case optional with the defendant. The judgment
of the circuit court is reversed, and the
cause remanded, with directions to render
judgment for the plaintiff in accordance
with this opinion, or to grant a new trial
at the option of the defendant, to determine the above facts, viz. : (1) Whatlands
are embraced in the contract ; and (2)
their value on the 1st day of July, 1882 ;
and to render judgment accordingly.
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FRAME

V.

FRAME

et al.

S. E. 901, 32 W. Va. 463.)
Court of Appeals of West Virginia.
June 26. 1889.
Appeal from circuit court, Braxton county; Henry Bbannon, Judge.
This was a chancery suit, brought September 12, 1887, in the circuit court of Braxton
county. The bill was filed at October rules,
1887, and it alleged that the plaintiff, L. M,
Frame, was the son of William B. Frame,
deceased, who was a former resident in said
That the plaintiff lived with his
county.
father, and worked, aided, and assisted him
on his farm till the plaintiff married, on May
1, 1855.
That the said father owned seven
or eight different tracts of lands in said
county, and, being desirous of compensating
the plaintiff for his services and of starting
him in life, proposed to him, if he would go
upon a certain tract of land, situated on the
south side of Elk river, about one mile from
Frame's mill, in said county, — containing
100 acres, — and cultivate and improve the
same, that he would give him said land, and
make him a deed therefor.
This tract was
granted to said William B. Frame by the
commonwealth of Virginia, by patent dated
September 30, 1846, a copy of which is filed
with the bill, and shows the metes and
bounds of this tract. That the plaintiff accepted the proposition, and, on or about May
12, 1855, moved upon said tract of land, and
has ever since lived upon said land, claiming, as the bill says, and holding, the same
adversely to all the world, — and further alleged that the plaintiff's possession has been
open, notorious, and exclusive from that day
to this, — a period over 32 years, — and he
still owns, possesses, and claims the same.
Some years after the plaintiff moved upon
said tract of land, his father became the
surety of one A. W. Wilson, on a constable's
bond, in the month of May, 1868. Being apprehensive that he might be made liable, by
reason of such suretyship, for the default of
said Wilson, he determined to convey all of
his lands to his two sons, John W. Frame and
Thomas J. Frame; and accordingly, by deed
bearing date the 26th of May, 1868, — a copy
of which was filed with the bill, — ^he conveyed to his said two sons seven different
tracts of land, one of the said tracts being
the same tract which 13 years previously he
had granted to the plaintiff, and placed him
in possession of. Why his father, William
B. Frame, included the plaintiff's tract of
land in said conveyance, the plaintiff is not
advised.
"Certain it is that it was never intended by his father or by his brothers to deprive him of the ownership or possession oi
said tract of land, even if tliey could legally
have done so.
His said brothers well knew
all the facts in relation to the agreement under which he went into possession of said
land; well knew his long possession, improvement, and cultivation of the same, and
well knew he was entitled to a deed therefor.
[n fact, they never disputed the plaintiff's
(9
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right to said land, never attempted to oust
him from the possession thereof, never set
up any claim thereto, nor did any act in the
least tending to assert a claim thereto, exThe character of
cept as hereinafter stated.
said conveyance was well understood by the
said William B. Frame and his said two
sons, the said William B. Frame remaining
in possession of said lands, except the tract
sold to the plaintiff, until his death, and paying taxes therein, except the tract owned by
the plaintiff, the taxes upon which were paid,
It was not until July,
by the said plaintiff.
1886, that either of said brothers did any act
which in the slightest asserted any claim to
the plaintiff's land. On the 1st day of July,
1886, John H. Frame, by deed of that date,
conveyed an undivided half of five of said
tracts of land, including the tract owned by
the plaintiff, to George Goad, trustee, to secure to Jelenko & Bro. the sum of ®482.54,
evidenced by a negotiable note of that date
and payable six months after date, also to secure to Jelenko & Loeb the sum of $536.54,
evidenced by note of that date, payable six
months after date, with provision that upon
default of payment of said notes, or either of
them, said trustee should, upon request of
the holder of said notes or either of them,
sell the said undivided half of said land acA copy of said
cording to law, for cash.
deed is here filed as part hereof, marked 'Exhibit No. 8.' The firm of Jelenko & Bro. is
composed of the defendants Jacob Jelenko
and Gustavus Jelenko, and the firm of Jelenko & Loeb is composed of the defendants
William Jelenko and Charles Loeb. At the
time of the conveyance by John H. Frame
to said George Goad, trustee, the plaintiff
was still in the open, notorious, and exclusive possession of said 100 acres of land, and
by law the said George Goad and Jacob
Jelenko and Gustavus Jelenko and William
Jelenko and Charles Loeb had constructive
notice of the rights of the plaintiff to said
100 acres of land, and his ownership thereof,
and, in addition thereto, had actual notice of
That on the 22d
such right and ownership.
day of August, 1877, the said John H. Frame
having made default in the payment of said
notes, the said George Goad, as trustee, sold
the said undivided one-half of said five tracta
of land, including the plaintiff's tract of 100
acres, at public auction, to the highest bidder, at which sale the said defendant Charles
Loeb became the purchaser of said undivided one-half of said five tracts of land, including the land of plaintiff, at the price of $700.
That the said George Goad is about to convey the same to the said Loeb by a deed
The plaintiff says that the
as such trustee.
said deed from William B. Frame to his sons
Thomas
and John H. Frame, and the
trust-deed from the said John H. Frame to
the said Goad, constitute a cloud upon thfr
title of the plaintiff to said 100 acres of land^
and the deed from Goad to Loeb, when made,
will still further cloud liis title. He is advised that he has a right to have said cloudsremoved, and to have specific execution of.
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his said contract, made with his said father,
and the legal title to said land conveyed to
He therefore asks that said contract
him.

specifically executed; that the said George
and enjoined from 'Conveying the undivided one-half of said 100
acres to the said Charles Loeb; that the said
Frame, George
John H. Frame, Thomas
Goad, and the parties secured by said deed of
trust, be held to have no interest in said 100
acres of land; that the clouds arising from
the conveyance
hereinbefore set out be removed by this honorable court; that the said
Frame, and
John H. Frame, Thomas
George Goad be required to unite in a deed
conveying said 100 acres of land to the plaintiff, and that he have such other, further,
and general relief as the court may see fit to
grant."
The parties defendant to this bill were the
plaintiff's said two brothers, and the trustee
George Goad, and said two firms secured by
said deed of trust, and Charles Loeb, the purchaser of this tract of land at the public sale
under the deed of trust.
The exhibits referred to in the bill were all filed with it.
The following is the answer of Thomas J.
Frame, filed December 5, 1887: "To the
Hon. Henry Brannon, etc. — Defendant, for
answer to said bill, says that he does not desire to controvert the right of the said L. M.
Frame to have specific execution of his contract, as set out in said bill, and he here tenders a deed for all his right, title, and interest in the said 100-acre
tract of land, and,
having answered, asks to be hence dismissed,
with his costs.
Thomas
Feame." The
deed referred to in this answer was filed with
this answer, and thereupon this order was
made: "Thomas
Frame this day filed his
answer to plaintiff's bill, to which the plaintiff replies generally, and the said Thomas
Frame, having by his answer tendered a deed
for all his right, title, and interest in the
tract of 100 acres of land in the bill mentioned, which deed is accepted by the plaintiff, it is ordered that this cause be dismissed
as to the said Thomas J. Frame, but be retained for further proceedings against the
other defendants; and said L. M. Frame
hath leave to withdraw said deed from the
"
papers of this cause.
rules,
1887, all the other
At the October
defendants other than John W. Frame filed
their joint and several answers, wliich were
as follows:
"These defendants, for answer
to said bill, say that it is true, as alleged in
the plaintiff's said bill, that defendants Jelenko & Bro. and Jelenko & Loeb were creditors of John H. Frame in the sums and at
the times set out in the plaintiff's bill, respectively, and for which the said John H.
Frame, in order to secure them in their re,
day of
spective sums on the
188-, conveyed to the defendant George
Goad, trustee, his undivided half interest in
the five tracts of land in the plaintiff's bill
mentioned, situated on Elk river, near
Frame's Mill, in Braxton county, among
he

Goad be restrained
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which was a tract containing 100 acres,
claimed by plaintiff in his bill filed in this
It is also true that the said undicause.
vided half interests in the said five tracts of
land conveyed to the S84d George Goad, trustee, as, aforesaid, were on the 22d day of August, 1887, by order of the defendants Jelenko & Bro. and Jelenko & Loeb, sold by the
said George Goad, trustee, after giving notice
as required by law, at public auction, at the
front door of the court-house of Braxton
county, for cash, to Charles Loeb, at the
price of $700.00, he being the highest bidder
therefor, wliich amount was paid on day of
said sale by said Loeb. A deed was obtained
by said Loeb from said trustee, on 1st day of
October, 1887, which is here filed, marked
•Exhibit No. 1,' and made part of this answer.
These respondents deny that the
plaintiff ever had any title, or semblance of
title, to the said 100 acres of land claimed by
him in his said bill, or that his possession
thereof was adverse and exclusive for the period of time alleged in his bill, or it ever was
so held by him for any period of time from
the time his said father obtained his grant
from the commonwealth of Virginia therefor to the present time. ■These respondents
here expressly deny ever having had any notice, either actual or constructive, of any
claim of title by plaintiff to said tract of land,
or of any right thereto by him whatever.
These defendants, for further answer, say
that they are advised and believe and charge
that plaintiff never had any contract of purchase with his said father for said 100 acres
of land, but that, if he had any such contract, it was without consideration, and cannot affect the title of either George Goad,
trustee, or defendant Charles Loeb, to said
land ; that if the plaintiff ever occupied, resided on, or controlled in any manner said
tract of land in the life-time of his said father,
it was a mere tenancy at will, and not under
These defendants
a contract of purchase.
also deny that William B. Frame, in his lifetime, ever made plaintiff any proposition to
the effect that if he (plaintiff) would move
upon said 100 acres of land, and improve it,
These
that he would give said land to him.
defendants, having answered fully all material allegations in the plaintiff's bill charged,
pray hence to be dismissed, with their costs
in this behalf expended, and they will ever

pray,"

etc.

The exhibits referred to in this answer
were filed as exhibits with it. Depositions
were taken both by the plaintiff and by the
The plaintiff proved by one
defendants.
witness, a nephew of "William B. Frame, that
the plaintiff, L. M. Frame, had had possession of and lived upon the 100-acre farm
named and described in the bill for 31 years,
That he, the witness,
—ever since 1856.
went to the residence of plaintiff's father one
morning in 1856, and William B. Frame told
him he had given the plaintiff, "Lemuel,
" and he pointed
a farm yesterday morning,
out this 100-acre tract, which was in sight,
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"across the river, " as the farm he had given
him; and he said he had given his otlier
He
lands to John and Thomas, his sons.
said that "Lemuel could go to work, or
starve."
He said they would have to give a
woman who was in the house on this farm
two bushels of corn in order to get her to
leave and give up the house to Lemuel, so he
could move in.
Lemuel Frame, the plaintiff,
moved on the place a week or 10 days afterwards, and has been in the occupation of it
ever since. The witness proved, also, that
he had since then gotten timber trees off this
tract of land. He got the timber trees of the
plaintiff, L. M. Frame, who always clMimed
this as his farm.
These trees were sawed
for the witness at the mill of the plaintiff's father, William B. Frame, who knew
where these trees came from, but set up no
claim to them. He never disputed about
them, and never claimed that the plaintiff,
L. M. Frame, did not own this tract of land,
as he claimed.
The members of William B.
Frame's family,— his wife, sons, and daughter, and a son of the plaintiff's family, — who
were all examined, all testified they had never
heard of William B. Frame's giving his sons
John H. Frame and Thomas J. Frame any
lands in 1856, as bad been testified to by
their cousin. But the daughter testified that
she had lived with her father in 1856, up to
1864, and at that time she heard him say frequently he had given L. M. Frame the farm
lie claimed in this suit; that he moved on the
land within a month after it was given to
him, and has lived on it ever since.
Her
father always called it "Lemuel's place."
The widow of William B. Frame, whom he
married in 1864, proves the same statement
that she heard made by William B. Frame
She never heard him say he had
frequently.
given any other lands to his other children
in 1856. The plaintiff himself testified that
he had lived on tlie 100-acre farm in controversy since the 18th or 20th of May, 1856;
that his father gave it to him, and he moved
on it and occupied it as his own, and he did
not occupy it as a tenant of his father. His
occupancy of it has been open, notorious, and
visible. He has cultivated the land, cleared
it, fenced it, and cut saw-logs from it. He
The
cleared and fenced on it some 72 acres.
whole of this was fenced prior to 1871. He
has planted on it 800 apple-trees, and some 50
peach-trees, and, while the house he lived in
was on the land when he went there, he had
put up another house on the land; also, a log
stable.
John H. Frame and Thomas
Frame, his brothers, to whom he had conveyed this and other tracts of land in 1868,
frequently got timber trees off of the land,
buying them from him and not disputing his
ownership of the land. John H. Frame had
in this way bought timber from him off of
this land in 1868 and 1869. The plaintiff's
son proved that about 18 months ago his
father. Lemuel M. Frame, had offered to sell
this farm of 100 acres to one T. A. Reip at
$50 for the house and garden, and $1 apiece
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for the bearing apple-trees and walnut-trees.
Witness told John H. Frame of this offer,
which he had declined.
John H. Frame said

witness' father had better have reduced the
price, of the trees to 50 cents, rather than
miss the sale.
He knew of John H. Frame
on several occasions buying a stick of timber
off of this tract of land and paying witness'
father for it. He proved his father had li ved
on this land from his earliest remembrance,
and he was now 30 years old.
He always
claimed the farm as his own, and every one
spoke of it as his father's farm.
He had
cleared and inclosed about three-fourths of
it. On the other fourth was a maple-sugar
orchard of 15 or 16 acres, from which his
father made sugar every year.
He knew of
his father more than once selling a stick of
timber off of this land to his grandfather,
William B. Frame. He bought one of these
sticks of wood about 1866.
William B.
Frame died in 1876.
It was also proved by other witnesses that
the plaintiff, L. M. Frame, had lived on this
tract of land some 30 years; that during all
that time he claimed it as his own farm ; that,
although it was taxed to his father, William
B. Frame, till 1868, and after that to John H.
Frame, and Thomas J. Frame, yet the taxes
were always paid by plaintiff, L. M. Frame.
He testified that about 1882 he refused to pay
the taxes on this tract of land, unless the
sheriff made out a separate receipt for this
tract, and did not have it as it had been on
the receipt for the taxes of all the lands
owned by John H. Frame and Thomas J.
Frame, and after that a separate receipt was
made out by the sheriff for this tract of land.
The defendants Jelenko & Bro. and Jelenko &
Loeb were wholesale merchants, doing business in Charleston, Kanawha county, W. Va.
John H. Frame was a retail merchant at
Frametown, Braxton county, W. Va. He
purchased goods of these two wholesale
firms in 1882, and continued thereafter to do
When he commenced doing business
so.
with these firms they made inquiry of the
clerk of the county courtof Braxton with reference to his financial condition, and what
real estate he owned, and with what personal property he was taxed, and whether
there were any liens on his property.
They
were informed that he owned a moiety of
the seven tracts of land conveyed to him and
his brother Thomas J. Frame.
They included the 100-acre tract now claimed by the
plaintiff, L. M. Frame.
At the foot of a
copy of this deed for these seven tracts of
land from William B. Frame to Thomas J.
Frame and John H. Frame was this memorandum, sent to a member of the firm by said
county clerk:
"The only lien on record
have been able
against the above, so far as
to find, is a judgment lien against John H.
Frame, in favor of Philip Frankenberger,
for $143.90, with interest from the 13th day
of June, 1885, and $1.90 costs.
find that
John H. Frame is assessed on the personal
property book of this county with the aggre-
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gate sum of $96, consisting of 8 head of cattle, at $40; 2 hogs, $4; 1 watch or clock, at
$2; farming implements, $5; household, etc.,
have given the boundary to each
$45;
tract as it is in the deed above mentioned."
A member of one of the firms, Charles
Loeb, went up to Braxton county, to try and
collect the amount due them for boots and
shoes they had sold to John H. Frame,
which amounted to $536.54. He said he
could not pay it, but was willing to secure
them on his real estate, if they would give

I

him six months' longer credit.
Charles Loeb, one of the members

To this

of said
firm, agreed; whereupon John H. Frame
gave his note for the balance due the firm,
payable in six months, and a deed of trust
dated July 1, 1886, on an undivided moiety
of five tracts of land, including the 100-acre
"When
by the plaintiff.
tract claimed
made this arrangement for my firm, Jeleiiko
also, as the agent of the firm of
& Loeb,
Jelenko & Bro., wholesale dry-goods merchants in Charleston, settled the balance due
them from him to Jelenko & Bro.', bought of
This balance was
them by .John H. Frame.
$482.54, for which he executed his note to
Jelenko & Bro., dated July 1, 1886, payable
in six months, which was secured by said
deed of trust on said five tracts of land, including the 100-acre tract claimed by the
" This deed was executed, and duplaintiff.
ly acknowledged and recorded in the county
court clerk's ofBce of Braxton county, on
July 2, 1886, both by John H. Frame and
his wife, Amanda Frame.
The trustee in
this deed of trust, Gleorge Goad, pursuant to
the provisions in this deed of trust, sold the
said one undivided moiety of these five several tracts of land, and Charles Loeb became
the purchaser thereof for $700, which being
paid in cash, said trustee executed and delivered to him a deed for one undivided moiety of these five tracts of land, including this
This
100-acre tract claimed by the plaintiff.
deed is filed with the answer of the defendants, it having been recorded.
A lawyer, on
behalf of Lemuel M. Frame, when these
lands were being offered for sale and before
they were sold, publicly announced that the
party purchasing this 100-acre tract claimed
by Lemuel M. Frame could not get any title
thereto, as he had claimed the land for 30
years, and lived upon it, and the trustee.
Goad, said: "Certainly, you can only get
such title as is in me."
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J. F.

Brown,

for appellants.

Byrne, for appeUee.
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a
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J., {after stating the facts as
first question presented by this
The
aSooe.)
record is, will a court of equity specifically
enforce in any case, or against any one, a
verbal gift of land from a father to a child,
as in some cases it is difiScult, if not impossible, in principle, to distinguish
gifts and
will, before considering directly
sales?
this question, state briefly the law in referH.& B.E(}.(2d Ed.)-44
Green,
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ence to the specific enforcement of verbal
sales of land, and the principles on which it
is based.
By the statute of frauds, passed in
1677, and a similar statute to be found where-

ever
shall
lanil,
in or
upon

the common law prevails, "No action
be brought upon any contract or sale of
tenements or hereditaments, or interest
concerning them, unless the agreement
which such action shall be brought, or
some memorandum or note thereof, shall be
in writing and signed by the party to be
charged therewith, or by some person tliereunto by him lawfully authorized." See Code
W. Va. 1887, c. 98. The English courts, very
soon after the passage of their statute of
frauds, took the view that, while the chancery courts were as much bound by this statute as the common-law courts, yet, as it was
the peculiar province of a chancery court to
relieve against fraud, a court of chancery,
despite this statute, would specifically enforce
a verbal contract for the sale of land when
the refusal to execute the contract would itself amount to the practicing of fraud by the
defendant on the plaintiff.
In so doing, they
said, they were engrafting no exception on
this statute, but simply proceeding to prevent
fraud upon general principles which prevailed
universally in courts of equity, and it would
never do to so construe the statute of frauds,
as to promote instead of suppressing fraud,
as it was intended to do.
See Browne, St.
Frauds, § 457. If the defendant has partly
performed his part of such contract, and his
act of part performance is incapable of compensation in damages, it would obviously be
fraud on the plaintiff to permit the defendant to refuse to execute such contract because
it was verbal; and in such case a court of
equity will compel the specific performance
of such verbal contract. If, for example, the
vendor of real estate, by a verbal contract, has
delivered possession of the land to the vendee,
this will entitle the vendee who is in iY)ssession of the land to compel a specific performance of the contract by making a deed therefor on the payment of the purchase money;
for otherwise the vendor might sue the vendee as a trespasser, and to permit him to do
so after he has put the vendee in possession
under the verbal contract would be to permit
him to take advantage of his own wrong, in
repudiating bis obligation, and it would be
punishing the vendee, who has complied with
If the vendee has taken
his ovra obligation.
possession of the land, the courts regard that
the wrong done by compelling him to surrender
the possession of it as a trespasser is such an
injury as could not be compensated In damages, and hence there is no other way of punishing the recalcitrant vendor for committing a
fraud on the vendee, who has complied with
his contract, by treating him as a trespasser.
The authorities supporting these views are
numerous, both in England and America.
See 2 Loraax, Dig. p. (40,) 55; 1 Story, Eq.
Jur. § 761 ; Wat. Spec. Perf . § 270. It is also
settle'd, both in England and America, that,
if the vendee under a verbal agreement for
the purchase of real estate expends labor or
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money in improving tlie same, the contract is
thereby partly performed, and the statute of
frauds has no application to it. In such a
case the improvements by the vendee in possession constitute valuable and equitable consideration, and entitle him to specific execution of the contract which he complies with
fully on his part. There is, then. First, the
verbal agreement; second, the delivery and
taking possession of the estate in accordance
with the agreement; and, third, the expenditure of money in consequence and in faith
of the agreement; and, fourth, a complete
compliance with the agreement by the vendee, by the payment of the entire purchase
money. If the first of these circumstances
alone exists, the statute of frauds denies all
When the second ensues, the venrerftedy.
dee has partly performed his contract, and
has taken a step which would render it a fraud
on the part of the vendor to divest him of his
When the
possession and refuse him a deed.
third circumstance follows, in expenditures
to improve the land, all the powers of equity
are summoned into action to protect the vendee on several grounds, each sufficient and
each distinct in its nature.
It will then,
when the vendee fully complies with his contract, compel specific execution by the vendor
— First, because it would be a fraud in him
to refuse it; secondly, he would profit by his
own fraud, in acquiring the improvements
with the land he sold; and, thirdly, because
the vendee has introduced a valuable consideration, which, if he lost it, could not be restored to him, and is not ordinarily of a nature to be compensatory in damages.
These
views are well sustained by both English and
See
Sugd. Vend.
American authorities.
(8th Amer. Ed.) p. (151,) 226; 1 Story, Eq.
Jur. § 761 ; Browne, St. Frauds, § 487a; Wat.
Spec. Perf. § 280; Rhea v. Jordan, 28 Grat.
a
683; Tracy v. Tracy, 14 W. Va. 243.
donee, being a child, under a parol gift of
real estate by a father, take possession and
expend money or labor to improve it as
against the donor, he stands upon the same
footing as a piirchaser for a valuable consideration. The statute of frauds has no application to the transaction, and equity will
compel its specific performance by requiring
him to execute his deed to consummate his
gift. We will now consider parol gift speIf A. points to a house and lot, and
cially.
says to his child, 13., "I give you this house

I

If

"I

and lot," and B. says,
accept the gift,"
and nothing more passes in reference to the
matter, a court of equity will take no cognizance of it. B., if he had paid A. for the
house and lot, without taking possession,
could not compel him to execute a deed, because he could have his remedy in recovering
the money he had paid, with interest, in a
court of law. A fortiori, a court of equity
will not entertain B. when he has paid nothing; and, if B. should sue at law, he can recover nothing, because A.'s promise or gift
was without consideration, — a nudum pactum, — and B. has suffered no damages.
The
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has not changed his situation, and
there is no basis for an appeal to a court of
equity to interpose. But suppose B. enters
the house and makes it his home, and goes
on to act as owner, and improves the premises by the expenditure of money or labor.
He digs ditches and enriches the land. He
builds fences for its permanent protection.
He plants out trees, clears the land and
lives in the house.
These acts change the
situation and fix the gift. Why?
Because
valuable consideration has now entered into
the transaction.
The agreement of gift has
been partly performed, by acts which cannot
be undone. A valuable consideration may
be a detriment to the promisee or a benefit to
the promisor.
What was in its inception?
A promise sustained only by a good consideration — the love and affection of a father to
a child— has by such acts become in effect a
promise sustained by a valuable consideration.
It may be regarded as settled law in this
state and in Virginia that a verbal donee of
land — a child, who, under the verbal gift, has
taken possession of the land and improved it
— has a right to demand in a court of equity
a specific performance of the contract by the
execution of a deed by the father, thereby
consummating his verbal gift. This was so
held in Shobe's Ex'rs v. Carr, 3 Munf. 10, decided as long ago as 1811, and this case has
been repeatedly followed or recognized as law
by numerous Virginia decisions ever since.
See Darlington v. McCoole, 1 Leigh, 36; Reed's
Heirs v. Vannorsdale, 2 Leigh, 569; Pigg v.
Corder, 12 Leigh, 69; Cox v. Cox, 26 Grat.
There are also numerous authorities
305.
Freeman
in other states to the like effect.
V. Freeman, 43 N. Y.34; Lobdellv. Lobdell,
33 How. Pr. 347; Shepherd v. Bevin, 9 Gill,
32; Young v. Glendenning, 6 Watts, 510; Galbraith V. Galbraith, 5 Kan. 409; Kurtz v.
Hibner, 55111. 521; McLain v. School-Directors, 51 Pa. St. 196 ; Neale v. Neales, 9 Wall. 1;
If,
Hardesty v. Richardson, 44 Md. 617.
however, a father give his child verbally a
farm, and put him in possession thereof, but
he neither spends money nor labor in improving the land, it is very questionable in Virginia and in West Virginia whether the child,
in a court of equity, could compel the father
to make him a deed. It was so decided in the
cases of Stokes v. Oliver, 76 Va. 72, and Keff er V. Grayson, Id. 517. In these cases it was
held that the love and affection of a father to
a child is not enough, of itself, to warrant a
decree for a specific performance, even when
the agreement to make the gift is in writing,
But
and the child in possession of the farm.
the contrary was held by this court in Marling V. Marling, 9 W. Va.-79. But, in delivering the opinion of the court, in that case, on
page 95, 1 express my own opinion, that,
while such agreement need not be under seal,
it must be a formal agreement, in writing,
duly delivered as such, and while in such case,
the consideration being good, though not
valuable, a court of equity could properly disdonee
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pense with the seal to it, yet it could not dispense with its being a formal agreement in
writing, and a verbal agreement to give a
farm to a child could not be enforced specifloally, even when the child had been put in

possession of the farm, but such agreements
of gift, when performed in part by putting
the donee in possession, have been enforced
See Tilghman, C.
in
in some states.
Lessee of Syler v. Eckhart, 1 Bin. 380; Big.
Fraud, 386; Smith, Eq. 254, 255; Mahon v.
Baker, 26 Pa. St. 519.
And it must be ad-

J.,

milted that the reasoning which supports tha
enforcement of a verbal contract of sale partly performed by the simple delivery of possession appears equally applicable when there
is a verbal gift of land by a father to a child,
accompanied by the delivering of the possesSee 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 761,
sion of the land.
and articles of John W. Daniel in the April,
1883,
number of Virginia Law Journal,
where the question we are considering is elabMany of
orately discussed in an able article.
ha,ve adopted
the views taken in said article
in this opinion.
have thus far been discussing the right of
a donee or vendee of real estate by a verbal
agreement to enforce specifically such verbal
agreement when the donor has put the donee
in possession of the land.
We will now consider whether the law is modified when the
vendee or donee in possession of the land
seeks to have his contract specifically enforced
against a subsequent purchaser for valuable
consideration of the donor, or against a jud^^ygient creditor of the vendor or donor.y Inthe
/nrsf'prace,Tt mus¥beobserved~that wBen the
vendee or donee is in possession of the land,
openly and notoriously living upon it, for instance, there cannot be a purchaser of the
land for valuable consideration without notice from the vendor or donor, because such
possession by the vendee or donee of itself
conveys notice to the whole world of the
equitable title of the vendee or donee, and of
bis right to the legal title; the possession of
realty being the fact of most comprehensive
and far-reaching consequences that bears upon its title.
The perfect legal title was originally conferred by this delivery of possession
or livery of seisin.
A fee was not perfect
without this delivery of possession, but, if
accompanied by such delivery of possession,
it was perfect, even though it was a mere
verbal transfer. The earth has been described
as that universal manuscript, open to the
"When, therefore, a man proeyes of all.
poses to buyer deal with realty, his first duty
is DO read this public manuscript; that is, to
look and see who is there upon it and what
And, if the person in
are his rights there.
possession has an equitable title to it, be is as
much bound to respect it as if it was a perfect legal title, evidenced by a deed duly recorded.
See 2 Sugd. Vend. 866; Sedg. & "W.

I

I

Tr. Title Land, §717; IStory.Eq. Jur. §400;

Big. Fraud, 293, 294; Floyd v. Harding, 28
Grat. 410; Merithew v. Andrews, 44 Barb.
207; Grimstone T. Carter, 3 Paige, 421; Had-
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dnck V. Wllmavth, 5 N. H. 181; Knox v.
Thompson, 1 Litt. (Ky.)350; Tuttle v. JackBon, 6 Wend. 213; Parks V. Jackson, 11 Wend.
442; Morgan v. Morgan, 3 Stew. (Ala.) 383.
When the sale or gift of the land is by a verbal agreement, the terms of such agreement
must be definite and made out with reasonable certainty.
See Wright v. Pucket, 22
Grat. 370. By reasonable ceitainty is not
meant a mathematical certainty; but what is
meant is that the evidence adduced must leave
the court satisfied and convinced as to the
terms of the agreement, and it must be so
definite as to guide the court safely into carrying it into execution. The plaintiff who
seeks a specific performance of a verbal contract or gift of land, or, indeed, who seeks
the aid of a court of equity to enforce any
equitable right, must show that he has used
reasonable diligence, and that his claim is
not a stale claim.
See 1 Bart. Ch. Pr. § 23.
As there stated, it is a familiar doctrine of
the courts of equity that nothing can call them
into activity but conscience, good faith, and
reasonable diligence.
Where these are wanting, the court is passive, and does nothing.
We will assume, first, that a verbal gift of
this 100 acres of land, patented to William B.
Frame September 30, 1846, was by him,
about May 12, 1856, made to his son Lemuel
M. Frame, and the donee then took possession of this 100 acres, exercising an undisputed ownership over it from that time, selling
timber off it to his father and others, and had
lived upon it and cleared it up and cultivated
it ever since, and that considerable time and
money had been spent by him in improving
this tract of land. These facts the counsel
of the plaintiff, L. M. Frame, regard as
If they are really proven,
clearly proven.
with the requisite degree of distinctness and
certainty, then, on the authorities we have
cited, it would seem clear that the son of L.
M. Frame had a right to specifically enforce
this agreement against his father, William B.
Frame, provided he used reasonable diligence
in instituting his suit, and did not permit
his claim to become too stale before he brought
his suit. It is claimed by the plaintiff, L. M.
Frame, that he was in the exclusive and uninterrupted possession of this farm, claiming
against all the world, and especially against
his father, the donor, — actually selling him
timber off this land. It was unnecessary for
him to institute this suit while this state of
things existed. The donee, L. M. Frame,
was not called upon to act, no one disputing
his right to the same, and he having held
and use of it. There is much
possession
strength in this view; and, so long as this
state of things existed, the court might be
disposed to excuse the plaintiff, L. M. Frame,
for not instituting this suit for a specific
How long did this state of
performance.
things exist? The record shows until May
26, 1868.
But not thereafter, for William B.
Frame, the father, exercised the most decisive act of ownership over this 100-acre tract;
for on that day, tor a consideration stated on
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of the deed to have been $500, he ana
his wife conveyed to their sons Thomas
and John "W. Frame seven different tracts of
land, including the tract of 100 acres claimed
to have been given verbally to said L. M.
Frame 13 years before.
This put it entirely
out of his power to make a deed of this land
to L. M. Frame, knowing that he could not
acquire a valid title for this tract of land, on
which he was living, except by instituting in
a court of equity a suit for the speciflc performance of the verbal agreement to give it
to him, made by his father some 13 years
before. He never could have acquired a good
title to this tract of land by living upon it,
claiming it as his own, and exercising rights
of ownership over it, no matter how notorious, undisputed, and exclusive such possession was. For, as he entered upon the land
by permission of his father, who had the legal
title, his possession was admitted in subordination to his father's title, and was not,
therefore, and could not become, adversary to
his father's title, or the title of those claiming by deed under his father. See Hudson v.
Putney, 14 W. Va. 561. He knew, therefore, as early as June, 1868, that if he wanted a title to this 100-aore tract, on which he
lived, he would have to get It by asking a
court of equity to compel the legal owners to
convey the land to him, as the true equitable
owner. It was his duty, therefore, if he did
not mean to abandon his equitable title, to
have instituted this suit in a reasonable time
after January 1, 1868. It may be said that
he did not know that his father then conveyed this tract of land to his two brothers.
But though, perhaps«we cannot assume that
be knew this deed was made to his brothers by
bis father simply because it was promptly put
on record, yet there is his own statement in
his deposition of facts, which shows that he
did know of the making of this deed to his
brothers, for he says he always paid the taxes
on this land, though it was taxed in his
father's name until 1868, and then in the
name of his brothers ; that the tax-bill was
thus made out, and he paid the taxes on this
tract, though the tax-bills were made out
against his brothers, and that he refused to
pay them after a while, if not differently
He was thus reminded each year
made out.
by these tax-bills, tl;iat the legal title of this
land was in his father till 1868; after that,
in his brothers. It was clearly his duty, when
it was thus made known to him that he could
not acquire legal title to this land except by
suit, for him to have brought such suit with
reasonable promptness, especially as 13 years
had already expired since he claimed the
equitable right to this land. But he did not
institute such suit for more than 19 years,
and some 32 years after the alleged verbal
promise of his father to give him this land.
In the mean time his father had died, and
one of his brothers, to whom, in 1868, his
father had conveyed this land, and the records
of the clerk of tlie county court showed that,
upon the fact that he owns this land, this broththe face
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er had acquired a credit, and been trusted, and,
on his giving security to pay debts so owed, hi
the shape of a deed of trust on his Interest in
this and other lands, the trustee had sold said
interest in said land at public auction for cash.
There is a strong contrast between the care
and diligence of the plaintifE in protecting his
rights and that of the defendants. Before
they extended credit to the plaintiff's brother,
and took this deed of trust of him, they had
the clerk's records in the county court of
Braxton, where his brother lived, examined, to
ascertain what lands he owned, and whose
liens were upon them, and all they now ask
is that, as they liave used every precaution in
conducting their business, the court will not
deprive them of the security they took by
setting up an equitable title of the plaintiff,
of which they bad no actual notice and of
which the plaintiff must have, in the nature
of things, known that they could take no notice. They were wholesale merchants, living remote from Braxton county, in Charleston. The defendant John H. Frame was
engaged in the mercantile business in the
county of Braxton, and his brother, (the
plaintiff,) who lived near him, must have
known that in conducting such business
he would buy his goods of wholesale merchants, at a distance, and thus incur debts,
and such creditors would have no means of
knowing his pecuniary condition, except as
it was shown by the records in the clerk's
So, by his neglect
oflBce of the county court.
in bringing the suit the plaintiff must have
known he was furnishing his brother John
H. Frame the means of imposing on the
wholesale merchants, of whom he was buying his goods on credit, as to his pecuniary
condition.
Just what might have been expected did occur, and loss must now be sustained. Should this loss be sustained by the
plaintiff, who was so grossly careless, or by
the defendants, who acted with caution and

Vigilantihus non dormientibus
diligence?
Jura suhveniunt.
But the staleness of the plaintiff's clahn is
not the only difficulty in making out this case,
as presented by this record.
have heretofore assumed that he proved the verbal gift
of this 100 acres of land from his father in
But has he proven the agreement to
1856.
make this gift with the requisite degree of
certainty and distinctness, such as a court
of equity should require, especially when it
is borne in mind that the plaintiff, who alleges this verbal agreement, asks to have it
speciflcaUy enforced, to the obvious loss of
purchasers from his brother for valuable
consideration, without any actual notice of
such verbal gift? The bill alleges that the
plaintiff lived with his father, and worked
and assisted him on his farm, until his marriage, which occurred on May 1, 1855; that
his father at that time was the owner of seven
or eight different tracts of land in Braxton
county, W. Va., and being desirous of compensating tlie plaintiff for his services, and
starting him in life, proposed to him that if
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he would go upon a certain tract of land,
situated on the south side of Elk river, about
one mile above Frame's mill, in said county,
containing 100 acres, and cultivate and improve the same, he would give said land to
him, and make him a deed therefor.
The
plaintiff accepted this proposition of his
father and on or about May 12, 1855, moved
upon said land, and has since held and claimed
This
the same adversely to all the world.
possession has been open, notorious, and exclusive from that day to this, — a period of
" Some
years after the plaintiff
over 32 years .
moved on this land, — in the month of May,
1868, — being apprehensive that he might be
made liable by reason of his suretyship of a
constable named Wilson, because of his default, he determined to convey all of his said
land to his two sons, the defendants Thomas
and John H. Frame.
He made them a
deed, duly recorded, a copy of which is filed
with the bill. On the face of the deed the
consideration purports to be $500 cash."
This verbal agreement by the, plaintiff's
father to give him this tract of land was not
an absolute promise to give him the land,
and make him a deed therefor, but was only
a conditional promise that he would do so if
the plaintiff (his son) would cultivate and
In what way he was reimprove the same.
quired to improve the same is not stated in
the bill, if it were specilied by the father at
But, as the bill states that "the
tlie time.
plaintiff [the son] accepted the proposition,
moved upon the land, erected a house thereon, and commenced to cultivate and improve
the same," it is very probable that the building of a dwelling-house on this farm, as a
residence for his son and his family, (he hav-

J.

ing married,)' was an improvement required
of the son by the father.
This is the more
probable as we may Infer from the proof in
the case that the house then on the land was
a very indifferent one, — in fact, one not fit to
be occupied
by his son's family as tlieir
But even this very indifferent
dwelling.
house was then occupied by a woman, who
might not surrender the possession of it.
There is no direct proof as to the character of
this house that was on the land, but the
plaintiff's son proves that about a year before this suit was brought his father (the
plaintiff) offered to sell to T.A. Eeip the house
and garden at $50, and his brother John said
his father should have taken less than he
think, fairly infer
asked for it. We may,
from this that the house was hardly fit for a
man and his family to occupy.
The plaintiff
testified he built a house on this land.
But
assume it was a very poor house, as he continued to live in a house worth less than $50.
When he built this house does not appear.
It only appears that the son (the plaintiff)
moved into the house on the place when the
This, the
gift was made by the father.
proof shows, was not at the time he was
married, on May 1, 1855.
There is nothing
said about his marriage in the evidence.
If
the agreement was that the father would

I
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make the deed to the plaintiff, (the son,) if
he would build a residence on the farm and
improve it, as the bill says, such an agreement was a conditional agreement.
The building of the residence and improving the farm being a condition precedent to
the son's acquiring a riglit to demand a deed
of the father, and if a time was named when
the house was to be built, if the son failed to
build the house in the specified time, or of
the character named, he lost forever a right
to demand a deed of the fatlier.
Keffer v.
Grayson, 76 Va. 517. Some 12 years after
this parol agreement to make a gift on certain conditions to his son, (the plaintiff,) the
father actually conveyed this land to two
other sons.
"Why he did so," the bill says,
"the plaintiff is not advised. Certain it is
that it was never intended by his father or
his brothers to deprive him of the ownership
or possession of this tract of land." It seems
to me, a probable explanation of the conduct
of the father and brothers to the plaintiff is
that, he having failed to comply with the
condition on which only the father was to
convey him the land, — that is, as surmise,
to build in a certain specified time a house of
a particular character, — he had no right to
demand a deed of his father, and his father
was at liberty to convey It to his other sons;
and this he did because of the failure of the
plaintiff to comply with the condition imposed
on him by his father, the plaintiff, and hia
famUy, after 12 years, still living in a house
worth less than $50.
The answer of the defendants to the appellee's bill denied this verbal gift by the father to his son (the plaintiff).
of this land. This put on him the burden of
proving this parol agreement of his father to
give him this land; and the law, we have
seen, required him to prove the agreement
with deflnlteness and accuracy. Has tliis
been done? It seems to me, it has not. No
one who was present when the alleged verbal agreement was entered into by the father
and son for the gift of this tract of land testifies in the case to what then transpired, or
as to the terms of, or conditions attached to,
the gift. That it was a conditional agreement we only learn from the allegations in
the bill. There is not one particle of evidence showing what the terms or conditions
of this gift were. The whole proof consists
of subsequent admission by the father that
he had given this land to his son (the plaintiff) or admission by conduct or by acts that
he regarded this farm as belonging to his
But such statements and
son (the plaintiff.)
conduct are what would naturally have occurred had the verbal gift of this farm to his
son (the plaintiff) been a conditional one,
such as is set out in the bill, or such as I have
above suggested. Naturally, the father would
haveexpectedtheconditionprecedentattached
to the gift would in good time have been
complied with by the son, and the gift thus
perfected; and, anticipating that this would
be the case, the father would naturally speak
and act as if this farm belonged to his son.
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and tbongh he bad no right to demand a deed
Tor this farm unless he complied strictly with
the conditions precedent to the gift, whatever they were.
The most direct and satisfactory evidence of this verbal agreement was
deposition of a nephew of the father, giving
what was said casually by the father to the
witness the day after this verbal gift of this
farm to bis son, (the plaintiff.) This we will
analyze. He says in his deposition taken
October 17, 1887: "L. M. Frame, the plaintiff, has resided on this farm of 100 acres
about 31 years.
went to his father's, William B. frame's, one morning, and be said to
have made way with my land.'
me:
said, • Have you?' and he said, • Yes.
gave
Lemuel a farm yesterday,' — and he pointed
to the 100-acre farm across the river as the one
be bad given him.
He said be let John and
Tom have the balance. He had owned six
or seven tracts of land. He said: 'Kow Lemuel can go to vrork, or starve.' He said too,
they would have to give Nancy Jones, to get
her out of the bouse, two bushels of corn, before Lem could move in." Though this witness is so definite as to what was said then,
still it is obvious that bis testimony is far
from being satisfactory.
It gives the details
of a casual conversation in which the witness
had had no interest and which occurred some
31 years before.
We know there must have
been very substantial errors in it For instance, the bill does not pretend that William B. Frame gave all his land to bis three
sons at that time, in 1856; but it says he gave
this one farm of 100 acres to bis son (the
plaintiff) then, and the balance of bis land
to bis two other sons, John and Tom, some
12 years afterwards, and not one member of
the family, or a single other witness, ever
beard of any gift at that time of any of his
lands by William B. Frame to any of his
children except this 100 acres to bis son, (the
This, suppose, was a mistake
plaintiff.)
made by the nephew as to what his uncle,
William B. Frame, then said to him. He
This
beard this many years afterwards.
witness said the father said, "Now Lemu"must go to work."
el," (the plaintiff,)
This does not look as if the gift was made, as
the plainstated in the bill, "to compensate
tiff for bis past services, and to start bim in
life." He bad lived with his father, but we
may infer from what his father said that he
did not think bis past services deserved compensation, but rather considered that be bad
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heretofore supported him in idleness, and he
to do so no longer, but he must "go
to work or starve."
There is in this conversation corroborative evidence of the small
value of the house on this 100 acres of land,
for it was supposed Nancy Jones would let
the son move into this house, and she would
give it up, for the trifling compensation of
two bushels of corn. She could not have regarded the house at all desirable to live in, if
she could surrender it so easily.
This conversation took place before the son (the
plaintiff) had taken possession of this farm,
and when, of course, the conditional gift
named in the bill was imperfect, and when,
of course, the son bad no right to demand a
deed of the father; and, though the statements and acts of the father subsequently
show simply that he had given his son (the
plaintiff) this farm, and were made after he
bad taken possession, yet none of them are
inconsistent with the gift being conditional
and the condition not compli^ with, and
this, one suspects, was the case, from his
father having some 12 years' afterwards
made to two other sons a deed for this farm.
It seems to me, therefore, that the plaintiff
has failed to show with the requisite degree
of distinctness and accuracy the terms of the
verbal agreement made by his father, giving
him this land, because of the great lapse of
time (31 years) before the institution of this
suit.
The court below ought to have dismissed
his bill at his costs.
The court below, obviously, by its order made December 5, 1887,
properly dismissed the bill as to the defendant Thomas J. Frame, he tendering with his
answer a deed to the plaintiff for his moiety
of the land, which the plaintiff was willing
to accept, but the court below erred in its decree of May 2, 1888, specifically enforcing
said alleged verbal contract against the other
defendants. This decree must be set aside,
annulled, and reversed, and the appellants
must recover of the appellee, L. M. Frame,
their costs in this court expended, and this
court, entering such order as the court below should have done, must dismiss the bill
of the plaintiff, and the defendants below,
other than Thomas J. Frame, must recover
of the plaintiff below their costs expended in
the court below.
proposed

Sntdee, p., and English,
Brannon, J., absent.

J.,

concurred.
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Appeal from the circuit court of the
United States for the district of Nebraska.
This is a suit to compel the specific performance by the appellant, Cheney, of a
written agreement entered into May 28,
1880, between him and the appellee, Libby,
whereby the former demised and let to the
latter tjie possession and use of, and contracted, bargained, and agreed to sell to
him, two sections of unimproved land in
€age county, Neb. The defendant claimed
that the contract was forfeited, long before
this suit was brought, by Llbby's failure
Upon
to comply with its stipulations.
that ground he resists the granting of the
relief asked. The circuit court adjudged
tliat the plaintiff was entitled to a decree.
The question to be determined is whether there was any such default upon the
part of the plaintiff, Libby, as deprived
him of the right to specific performance.
The sum agreed upon forthe possession,
use, occupancy, and control of the land
was $1,861.60 yearly, represented in Llbby's notes, and in the taxes assessed and
to be assessed against the land. The price
for the land was $8,960, of which $1,600
was paid at the date of the contract. The
"
balance was to be paid, without notice
or demand therefor," in annual installments, at the times specified in promissory
notes, of .even date with the contract,
which were executed by Libby to Cheney
at Tecumseh, Neb. The notes were made
payable to the order of Cheney, at the oflSce
of Russell & Holmes, private bankers in
that cil^. Eight of the notes represented
the balance of the principal debt, — each
one being for $920,— and were payable, respectively, in 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 years
after date. The remaining 10 notes repi-esented the annual interest.
Libby agreed to meet the notes as they
respectively matured, pay the taxes on the
land for 1880 and subsequent years, and,
during that year, ( the weather permitting, )
break 200 acres, and build on the land a
frame barn of 16 feet by 20, and a frame
dwelling-house
of a story and a half.
Cheney undertook to pay the taxes of 1879
and previous years, and bound himself to
convey the land, in fee-simple, with the ordinary covenants of warranty, (reserving
the right of way that might be demanded
for public use for railways and common
roads,) upon the payment by Libby of the
several sums of money aforesaid at the
times limited, and the strict performance
of all and singular the conditions of the

,
f

'i
t

contract.
It was further stipulated between the
parties that "time and punctuality are
material and essentiaV ingredients in this
contract. "
That if Libby tailed to perform and complete all and each of the payments, agreements, and stipulations in the agreement
mentioned, "strictly and literally," the
contract should become void; in which
event all the interests created by the con-
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tract in favor of Libby, or derived from
him, should immediately cease and determine, and revert to and revest in Cheney,
without any declaration of forfeiture or
re-entry, and without any right in Libby
of reclamation or compensation for moneys paid or services performed.
That, in case the contract was forfeited,
Cheney could take immediate possession of
the land, with all the crops, improvements, fixtures, privileges,
and appurtenances thereon or appertaining thereto ;
Libby to remain bound for all taxes then
assessed against the premises, and all installments of principal or interest then due
on the contract to be regarded as rent.
That whenever one-half of the purchasi
price was paid, with all accrued interes
and taxes, Cheney should execute a deed
as provided for in the contract, and taki
notes and a mortgage for the remalnin;
payments, to run the unexpired time.
That when Libby's right to purchase
the land terminated by reason of non-performance of his covenants, or his failure to
make the payments, or any of them, at the
time specified, he should be deemed to have
only the rights of a tenant, and to hold
the land underthe contract as alease, subject to the statute regulating the relation
of landlord and tenant; with the right in
Cheney to enforce the provisions of the
contract, and recover possession of the
land, with all thefixtures, privileges, crops,
and appurtenances thereon, as if the same
was held by forcible detainer.
The agreement also contained
these
stringent provisions:
That no court
should relieve Libby from a failure to comply strictly and literally with the contract;
that no modification or change of the contract could be made, except by en try thereon in writing signed by both parties ; and
that no oversight or omission to take notice of any default by Libby should be
deemed a waiver by Cheney of the right to
do so at any time.
Libby went into possession under the
contract. He, and those in possession under him, had, prior to the commencement
of this suit on the 26th of February, 1887,
broken up and cultivated most of the land,
and made improvements thereon of a permanent and substantial character. Nearly
all of these improvements were made prior
to the 1st of January, 1885. He met all
the obligations imposed upon him with respect to the breaking up of the land and
its improvement by the erection thereon
of buildings. His evidence, which is uncontradicted, was: "We have broken up
and cultivated aboutl,200 acres; built five
houses and stable and outbuildings to each
house; made wells to each house; erected
two wind-mills ; fenced one whole section
with wire and posts, and fenced half of
other section with hedge; we have set out
some fruit-trees and shrubbery, — all to the
value of about ten thousand dollars. All
was done under and in pursuance of this
contract. "
He also met promptly all the notes givfor principal and interest maturing prior to 1885. Thetotal amount paid by him
prior to that date, including $1,600 paid at
the execution of the contract, was in excess of $5,000.
en
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But the defendant insists that there was
such default upon the part of the plaintiff,
with respect to the notes maturing May
28, 1885, as worked a forfeiture of the eontract, and, consequently, that specific perThe precise
formance cannot be decreed.
grounds upon which this contention rests,
as well as those upon which the plaintiff
relies in support of his claim for relief, cannot be clearly understood without a careful scrutiny of all that passed between the
parties in reference to the lands in ques-

tion.
The plaintiff resided in Iowa, while the
defendant resided at Jerseyville, 111. The
notes given by the former were upon
blanks furnished by thelatter's agent, who
caused them to be made payable in Tecumseh. Neb., at the private bank of Kussell & Holmes, through whom the defendant had, for many years prior to 1880,
made collections, and with whom he had
kept an account. The first payment under the contract was made in bank drafts
delivered to the defendant's agent in Tecumseh. All the other notes falling due in
1880

jj

\j>'
' '

^

/

to

1884,

inclusive,

(except the interest

note maturing in 1882,) were paid by bank
drafts sent to Russell & Holmes, who
placed the proceeds to the credit of Cheney
in their bank. The checks of the latter
upon that bank, on account of those deposits, were always paid in current funds.
The draft to pay the interest note for 1882
was also sent to Russell & Holmes, but, as
Cheney had not transmitted that note to
them, the draft was forwarded to him.
He received it, and sent thenote to Libby.
In no single instance prior to 1885 did he
tmake objection to the particular mode in
which. Libby provided for the payment of
his notes, or intimate his purpose to demand coin or legal-tender notes in payment. In every instance, except as to the
interest note for 1882, the notes were paid
at the banking-house of Russell &Holme8,
and by drafts sent to' and used by them for
that purpose.
Butitis quite apparentfrom theevidence
that Cheney, in 1885, indulged thehope that
he could bring about a forfeiture of the
contract for non-compliance upon the part
of Libby with its provisions, and that he
would, in that or some other way, get the
land back. It is proper to advert to the
circumstances justifying thatconclusion.
On the 4th of March, 1885,— all previous
installments having been punctually met,
—Libby offered. In writing, to pay all the
principal notes mentioned in the contract,
as well as the interest note due May 28,
1885. if a deed was made to him . To this offer Cheney replied, under date of March 19,
1885: "Your letter of the 4th has just
reached me. I have no papers with me,
and cannot attend to the matter as you
request. I expect to go to New Orleans
"to the Exposition, and to be at home in
time to s^ to it properly. If I am behind
time, no harm will come to you." Libby
wrote again, under date of May 20, 1885,
renewing the offer contained in his letter
of March 4th. Under date of May 23, 1885,
—only five days before the notes for 1885
matured,— Cheney replied: "Tours of 20th
is received.
think it probable that
can do as you suggest, but
will be in

I
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Beatrice [the county-seat of Gage county,
where the lands are] between the 1st and
10th of June on other business, and will
then make inquiries, and see if
can lend
the money to good hands, and will then
"
let you know more certainly.
On the 26th of May, 1885, Libby sent to
Russell & Holmes a draft upon the First
National Bank of Omaha, Neb., made by
one Stuart, a private banker doing business at Madison, in the same state, for
$1,251.20, which was the amount of Libby's two notes for principal and interest
that matured May 28, 1885. It was sent
in payment of those notes, and was received for that purpose by Russell &
Holmes. They accepted it for the amount
of money named in it, and were therefore
ready to take up Libby's two notes when
presented for payment at their office.
On the 28th of May, 1885, A. W. Cross, of
the First National Bank of Jerseyville, 111.,
— where Cheney resided,— appeared at the
banking-house
of Russell & Holmes, and
made a deposit of $5,000, all in current
funds, and a good portion of it in bills of
his own bank. While there he inquired of
Russell & Holmes (without disclosing the
reason for his inquiry) whether they kept,
"a legal-tender revenue, [reserve,] as national banks were required to do." He
was told that they did not, but that a
supply of legal tender was on hand. About
2 o'clock of the 1st of June — which, as May
31st fell on Sunday, was the last day of
grace for Libby's two notes due in 1885,
(Comp. St. Neb. c. 41, § 8)— one of Cheney's
attorneys went into the bank of Russell &
Holmes, and asked if he could begivenf5,000 in legal-tender notes in exchange for
other currency.
His request was complied
witl
At a later hour of the same day
Cheney appeared in the bank, without having responded to Libby's offer, twice made,
to pay all the notes for the principal debt,
and the interest note maturing in 1885.
He came there with checks, drawn by
Cross, to be cashed, and asked, as an accommodation to him, that they be paid in
legal-tender notes. He was promptly accommodated to the extent of $2,500. But,
when he asked for $2,500 more in legal-tender notes, Holmes suspected there was a
scheme to exhaust his bank of legal-tender
notes, and refused to comply with this request. After Russell & Holmes had thus,
by way of accommodation, paid to Cheney
and his attorney $7,500 in legal-tender
notes, — but not until the hour for closing
the bank, on that day, against the public
had passed,— Libby's two notes were presented by Cheney, and payment thereof demanded in coin or legal-tender notes. The
bank offered to pay in current funds, as
they had previously done inrespectto Libby's notes, but Cheney declined to take in
payment anything except coin or legaltender notes. The notes were then placed
by him in the hands of a notary, who was
conveniently present, and the latter presented them for payment, announcing that
he would not receive anything except
United States notes or legal-tender funds.
Payment in such funds was refused by the
bank, and the usual protest was made.
The notary and Cheney then left the room,
the latter saying, before leaving, that "he

I
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would call in the morning. " But he did
not call the next or upon any subsequent
day.

Within 15 or 20 minutes after Cheney and
hisnotary leftthebank, Holmes, of the firm
of Russell & Holmes, went to the office of
the notary to find Cheney and pay the notes
in the funds demanded.
But Cheney was
not there, and the notes were in his hands.
iDQuiry was made at the principal hotel
and at other places, but he could not be
found. Holmes was Informed that he had
left town.
Libby having been notified of the protest
of the notes, notwithstanding he had, in
due time, sent a bank draft to Russell &
Holmestu be used in payingthem, directed
Stuart, the banker at Madison, Neb., tc
The latter
go immediately to Tecumseh.
arrived there on the 9th of June, and, having learned what passed between Cheney
and Russell & Holmes, determined to pay
off the notes in such funds as Cheney demanded. He informed the notary, who
had protested the notes for non-payment,
that hewas then ready, in behalf of Libby,
to pay them in gold. The latter did not
have the notes, did not know where Cheney
had gone, and said that the latter "did
not want the money, but that he wanted
the land back."
Stuart having knowledge of Cheney's
letter, in which he notified Libby of his
purpose to visit Beatrice between the 1st
and 10th of June, went to that place in
seai-ch of Cheney, but could not find him.
Libby wrote to Cheney, under date of
June 12, 1885, informing him that gold was
deposited at Russell & Holmes' office to
pay the two notes due May 28, 1885.
This
letter was received by Cheney in due course
of mail. On the 20th of June, 1885, the latter inclosed to Libby twelve unpaid notes,
(including the two due May 28, 1885,) saying that the contract of May 28, 1880, was
"terminated and ended by your failure to
pay the two notes due May 28, 1885, and
otherwise to comply with the contract,
which is now null and void. " How Libby
had " otherwise " failed to meet his obligations under the contract does not appear.

Under date of June 23, 1885, Russell &
Holmes advised Cheney by letter of the
fact that they were authorized by Libby
to pay, and they were ready to pay, the
notes due May 28th, including protest fees,
in legal-tender notes or coin. Libby, under date of June 25, 1885, replied to Cheney's letter, saj ing . " refuse to accept said
notes, excepting the two which were paid,
and have this daysentthem to your bankers, Messrs. Russell & Holmes, of Tecumseh,
Neb., for your use and benefit, and subject
to your order.
shall make payments as
fast as they become due, and shall require
you to execute a conveyance of the land
in accordance with the terms of the contract. It will be useless for you to send
me any of these notes, except you send them
for payment. " Under date of June 29, 1885,
Russell & Holmes advised Cheney that they
had received from Libby his notes, amounting to $6,679.20, subject to his (Cheney's)
order. The latter wrote July 9, 1885, in reply to Libby's letter of June 25th, that he
did not recognize the notes placed with
Russell & Holmes as being subject to his
order.

I
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On the 20th of August, 1885, Libby, by hia
attorney, made a tender to Russell &
Holmes of $120 in gold coin as a balance of

one-half of the purchase money, and offered
to surrender the contract and execute a
mortgage and notes for the balance of the
purchase money, as stipulated in the contract, and demanded a deed; of all which
Cheney was notified. The latter replied,
under date of August 22, 1885, that he
would not receive any money from Libby,
and refused to make a deed.
It further appears that the plaintiff
punctually paid into the bank of Russell &
Holmes the amounts of the notes due in
1886 and 1887.
The funds remained in that
bank and are now there, subject to Cheney's order, on presenting the notes. Of
these payments hewas promptly informed.
Shortly before the commencement of this
suit Libby again offered to Cheney to pay
in cash all the unpaid portion of the principal debt named 4n the contract, and all interest due at that date. He also renewed
his offerto execute a mortgage on the land
to secure all unpaid installments not due,
and demanded a deed. But those offers
being
declined, the present
suit was

brought.
A. A. Goodrich, for appellant.
vidson, for appellee.

8.

P. Da-

Mr. Justice Hahlan, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The peculiar wording of the written contract renders itsomewhatdoubtful whether there was a sale of the lands to the appellee to be made complete by a conveyance of the legal title or defeated .altogether, according to his performance or failure
to perform the conditions upon which he
was to receive a deed ; or whether he was
simply given possession, paying a fixed
amount, annually, for use and occupancy,
with the privilege of purchasing, and with
the right to demand a conveyance in feesimple, upon the performance of those
conditions. Taking the whole contract
together, we incline to adopt the former
as the true interpretation.
Such was the
view taken by the supremecourt of Nebraska of a similar contract as to land between Cheney and one Robinson. Robinson V. Cheney, 17 Neb. 673, 679, 24 N. W.
Rep. 378. But it is not necessary to express
any decided opinion upon this question;
for, in any view, it is clear from the contract, not only that appellant could retain the legal title until the appellee's obligations under it had all been performed,
but that he could resume possession immediately upon the failure of the appellee
to meet, punctually, any of the conditions
to be performed by him. Time may be
made of the essence of the contract "by
the express stipulations of the parties,
or it may arise by implication from
the very nature of the property, or the
avowed objects of the seller or the purchaser." Taylor v. Longworth, 14 Pet.
172, 174 ; Secombe v. Steele, 20 How. 94, 104 ;
Holgate v. Eaton, 116 D. S. 33, 40, 6 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 224; Brown v. Trust Co., 128 U S.
The parties
403, 414, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 127.
in this case, in words too distinct to leave
room for construction, not only specify
the time when each condition is to be per-
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formed, but declare that "time and punctuality are material and esBential ingredients" in the contract, and that it must be
"strictly and literally" executed. However harsh or exacting its terms may be,
as to the appellee, they do not contravene
public policy; and therefore a refusal of
the court to give effect to them, according
to the real intention of the parties, is to
make a contract for them which they have
not chosen to make for themselves. 1
Sugd. Vend. (8th Amer. Ed.) 410, (268;)
Barnard v. Lee, 97 Mass. 92, 94; Eipwell
These
V. Knight, 1 Tounge & C. 401, 415.
observations are made because counsel for
the appellant insists, w^ith some confidence,
that an affirmance of the decree below will
necessarily be a departure from the general principles just stated.
But there are other principles, founded in
justice, that m ust control the decision of the
present case. Even where time is made material, by express stipulati on, theli

^i^-lio" t^ unreasonable delay,
aafljlQ.?ircTims Laiices haveintervened that

^£5El2IISS-4i."

woSllnrSrderirunTusrBrinnr^

give such relief. The discretion which a
court of equity has to grant or refuse specific performance, and which is always exercised with reference to the circumstances
of the particular case before it, (Hennessy
v. Woolworth, 128 D. S. 438, 442, 9 Sup.Ct.
Rep. 109,) may and of necessity must often
be controlled by the "conduct of the party
who bases his refusal to perform the contract upon the failure of the other party
to strictly comply with its conditions.
Seton V. Slade, 7 Ves. 265, 279; Levy v.
Lindo, 3 Mer. 81, 84; Hudson v. Bartram,3
Madd. 440, 447; Lilley v. Fifty Associates,
v. Tuttle, 22
101 Mass. 432, 485; Potter
Conn. 512, 519. See, also, Ahl v. Johnson,
20

How.

511, 518.

class bel ongs, i n our iudg;ment.
thecontract
tBTcSBrBHSre^sr^lthough
""between Cheney and Libby called tor naSr
m.ent in dollars, the latter might well have
supposed, unless distinctly informed to
the contrary, that the former would be
willing to receive ^sarsoLJnnds ; that is,
such as are ordinarily received by men of
business or by banks; and such funds were
received in payment of all of Libby 's notes
falling due in 1880 to 1884, inclusive. While
this course of business was not aji absolute waiver by Cheney of his right to demand coin or legal-tender paper in payment of notes subsequently falling due,
such conduct, during a period of several
produce the ImI years, was calculated to
7 pression upon Libby's mind that current
/ or bankable funds would be received in
/ payment af any of his notes ; and therefore, upon every principle of fair dealing,
[Cheney was bound to give reasonable noItice of his purpose, after 1884, to accept
1 ^.O*!^^'^ ^'^'^^ funds as under the contract,
'^'■'^^Btrictly interpreted, be was entitled to deViand. No such noticewas given. On the
contrary, the just inference from the testimony is that Cheney designed to throw
Libby off his guard, and render it impossible for the latter, or for the bankers to

To this
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whom he sent drafts to be used In paying
his notes, to supply the requisite amount
of coin or legal-tender paper on the very
day the notes matured, and at the moment
of their presentation for payment. The
efforts of Russell & Holmes, within a few
moments after Cheney left their bank on the
1st of June to find him, and to pay off the
notes in legal-tender paper, and the eftorts
of Libby, by his agent, as soon as he was
informed of Cheney's demand for payment
in coin or legal-tender paper, to reach him,
and to pay off the notes maturing in 1885,
in lawful money, and his repeated offers,
subsequently, to pay them in such money,
showed the utmostdill gence. and suffiRient.ly e^fiiHP his fflmTm^.n pay in ppln mi
Megal-l^TiMgrpn.pffr p^ th^ y"''Y ?"y *"'"
""notes matuTSoT To permit Cheney, under
ffie circiimsEailces disclosed, to enforce a
forfeiture of the contract, would enable
him to take advantage of his own wrong,
and to reap the fruits of a scheme formed
for the very purpose of bringing about the
aon -performance of the contract.
But it is contended that the provisionin
thecontract forbidding its modification or
change, "except by enti^ thereon in writing signed by both parties, " coupled with
the provision that no court should reUeve
Libby from a failure to comply strictly and
literally with the contract, stands in the
way of a decree for specific performance..
It is sufficient, upon this point, to say that
such provisions — if they could in any case
tetter the power of the court to do justice i
according to the settled principles of law
— cannot be applied where the efficient
cause of the failure of the party seeking
specific performance to comply strictly and
literally with the contract was the conduct of the other party. If the defendant
had agreed, in writing, signed by himself
alone, to accept current funds, and not to
demand coin or legal-tender notes, and,
notwithstanding such agreement, he bad
demanded coin or legal-tender notes, under circumstances rendering it impossible
for the plaintiff to meet the demand on the
day limited by the contract, would he be
permitted to say that the contract was forfeited for the failure to make payment according to its pro-visions?
We suppose
not, although, according to his argument,
such an agreement, not having been signed
by both parties and indorsed on the contract, would not estop him from insisting
upon a strict and literal compliance with
its terms.
It results from what has been said that
the failure of the plaintiff, Libby, in person
or by agent, to pay the notes maturing in
1885 in coin or legal-tender paper, at the
time they were presented by Cheney for
payment at the banking-house of Russell &
Holmes, did not work a forfeiture of the
contract, and does not stand In the way of
a decree for specific performance.
In respect to the notes falling due in 1886
and 1887, the evidence satisfactorily shows
that the plaintiff, at the times and place appointed for their payment, offered, and
was then and there ready, to pay them in
lawful money, but, the notes not being on
either occasion in the hands of Russell &
Holmes tor collection, he could not make
actual payment, but left the money at
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that the notes falling due in 1885, 1886, and
1887 had been paid when this decree was
passed. If those notes had been placed by
Cheney with Russell & Holmes for collection, and the latter had collected the
amounts due on them, then they would
have been paid; for, in such case, that firm
would have been the agent of the payee to

;

;
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collect the notes, and the money received
by them would have belonged to him.
In Ward v. Smith, 7 WaU. 447, 450, the
question arose as to whether a bank at
which certain bonds were made payable
was the agent of the holder to receive payment. The court said: "It is undoubtedly true that the designation of the place of
payment in the bonds imported a stipulation that their holder should have them at
the bank, when due, to receive payment,
and that the obligors would produce there
the funds to pay them. It was inserted
for the mutual convenience of the parties.
And it is the general usage in such cases for
the holder of the instrument to lodge it
with the bank for collection, and the party .
bound tor its payment can call there and \
take it up. If the instrument be not there
lodged, and the obligor is there at its maturity with the necessary funds to pay it,
he so farsatisfles the contract that he cannot be made responsible for any future
damages, either as costs of suit or interest,
for delay. Whpii th e instrument is lodged
jyjth the bank for collectio n, the bank hs zcomes the agent on:15el)ayee or "obligee to.
reeeivje payments
The agency extends na
further, and without special authority an]
agent can only receive payment of the debt!
due his principal in the legal currency
the country, or in bills which pass as money at their par value by the common conseiit of the community. In the case at bar
only one bond was deposited with the
Farmers' Bank. That institution, therefore, was only agent of the payee for its
collection. It had no authority to receive
payment of the other bonds for him or on
his account. Whatever it may have received from the obligors to be applied on
the other bonds, it received as their agent,
not as the agent of the obligee. If the
notes have depreciated since in its possession, the loss must be adjusted between
it" cannot fall
the bank and the depositors
See, also,
upon the holder of the bonds.
Adams V. Commission, 44 N. J. Law, 638,
where this question is elaborately examined Hills V. Place, 48 N. Y. 520 Gas Co. v.
Pinkerton, 95 Pa. St. 62, 64; Wood v. Saving Co., 41 111. 267.
Russell & Holmes, then, did n ot becom
receive fhTi iHJUOCnT
the agent-otehene3rto
of the notes, by reason simply drtltrtacT
that the notes v/ete made payable at their
bank. The funds left by Libby with them
to be applied in payment of the notes of
1885, 1886, and 1887 are therefore his property, not the property of Cheney. The utmost effect of Libby's offer, within a rea1885, to pay the
sonable time after June
note of that year in lawful money, and of
his offers, at the appointed times and place,
to pay the notes of 1886 and 1887, was to
prevent the forfeiture of the contract, and
to save his right to have it specifically performed, so far as that right depended upon
his paying those notes. But they must be

y

e
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contract. Indeed, after the surrender by
Cheneyln 18S5 of the notes due In that and
subsequent years, and his formal notification to Libby that he regarded the contract as forfeited and would not receive
any money from him, Libby was not
bound, as a condition of his right to claim
specific performance, to go through the useless ceremony of tendering payment at the
banking-house
of Russell & Holmes of the
lotes maturing in 1886 and 1887. Brock v.
^idy,13 Ohio St. 306 ; Deichmann v. Deich;nann, 49 Mo. 107, 109 ; Crary v. Smith, 2 N. Y.
In Hunter v. Daniel, 4 Hare, 420, 433, it
60.
"
•vas said • The only remaining point insisted upon was that the making of every payment w as a condi ti on precedeirt to the right
of the plaintiff to call for the execution of
the agreement, or, in fact, to call for the
benefit of it ; and it was argued that the
bill could not properly be tiled before the
plaintiff had, out of court, fully performed
The general rule in equity
Ms agreement.
certainly is not of that strict character.
A party filing a bill submits to do everyrhing that is required of him ; and the pracnice of the court is not to require the party
to make a formal tender w^here, as in this
case, from the facts stated in the bill, or
from the evidence, it appears that the tender would have been a mere form, and
that the party to whom it was made"
would have refused to accept the money.
Whether that be a sound view or not with
reference to the particular contract here in
question, Libby did, in fact, make a proper
tender of payment as to these notes. Before the bringing of this suit he had paid,
and offered to pay, more than one-half of
Che price for the land and all accrued interest and taxes, and therefore was enutled by the terms of the contract to a
deed, he executing notes and a mortgage
for the remaining payments to run the unexpired time, as stipulated in the agreement.
The court below found that the notes
falling due in 1885, 1886, and 1887 were
paid ; that the plaintiff had deposited with
the clerk for the defendant a mortgage on
the land to secure the payments due 8, 9,
and 10 years after the date of the contract;
and that he had fully done and performed
every obligation imposed upon him to entitle him to a deed. It was adjudged that
the defendant, within 40 days from the deand deliver to
cree, execute, acknowledge,
the plaintiff a good and sufficient deed,
with the usual covenants of warranty,
(excepting the right of way that maybe demanded for public usefor railways or common roads,) conveying to him the land in
question, and In default of which it was
adjudged that the decree itself should operate, and have the same force and effect,
as a deed of the above description.
We are not able to concur in the finding
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their bank to be paid over to Cheney whenever the notes were presented at that
place. The notes due in those years were,
it is true, in the manual possession of Russell & Holmes, but they were not in their
custody by direction of Cheney, for collection or for any other purpose. Libby did
aJl that he could do with respect to the
notes falling due iu those years in order to
comply " strictly and literally" with the
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axitnally paid by him before lie is entitled
deed, or to a decree that will have the
force and effect of a conveyance. Under the
circumBtances it was not absolutely necessary thathe should havebronght the money into court for the defendant at the time
he filed his bill. His offer in the bill to perform all the conditions and stipulations of
the contract was sufficient to give him a
standing in court. Irvin v. Gregory, 13
Gray, 215, 218; Hunter v. Bales, 24 Ind.
299. 303; Fall v. Hazelrigg, 45 Ind. 576, 579.
But the decree of specific performance ought
not to become operative until he brings

S to a

intocourtforthedefendantthe full amount
necessary to payoff the notes for principal
and interest falling due in 1885, 1886, and
Caldwellv.Cassidy,8Cow.271; Hax1887
tonv. Bishop, 3 Wend. 13, 21; Hills v. Place,
supra; Wood v. Saving Co., supra; Webster V. French, 11 111. 254, 278; Carley r.
Vance, 17 Mass. 389, 391 : Doyle v. Teas, 4
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Scam.

McDaneld v. Kimbrell,
The defendant is not en-

202, 261, 267 ;

3 G. Greene, 335.

titled to interest after the respective tenders were made, because it does not appear
that the plaintiff has, since the tenders,
realized any interest upon the moneys left
by him for Cheney at the bank of Russell
& Holmes.
Davis v. Parker, 14 Allen, 94,
104; January v. Martin, 1 Bibb, 586, 590;
Hart V. Brand, 1 A. K. Marsh. 159, 161; 2
Sug. Vend. (8th Amer. Ed.^

628.)

314, 315, (627,

The decree below is affirmed. But it is
adjudged and ordered that the said decree
be and is hereby suspended, and shall not
become operative until the plaintiff brings
into the court below for the defendant the
full amount of the notes for principal and
interest executed by him to the defendant,
and madepayable on the 28th daysofMay,
1885, 1886, and 1887, without interest upon
any note after its maturity.
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SAME v.
HOSPES.
v. UNION DEPOT ST.

(46 N. W. 676, 44 Minn. 361.)
Supreme Court of Minnesota.

Oct. 7, 1890.

Appeal from district court, Washington
county; McCluer, Judge.
W. H. Norris, for appellant. Fnyetto
Marsh, for E. W. Durant and others.
N. & I. W. Cfistle, for E. L. Hospes and
Searlea dk Gail, tor Union
Isaac Staples.
Depot St. Ry. & T. Co.

J.

Vanderburrh, J. The demurrers to the
complaint interposed in behalf of defendants Durant, Hospes, Hersey, Staples, the
Union Depot Company, and O'Gorman,
receiver, were sustained by the trial court,
and the complaint held sufficient as to the
From the order susother defendants.
taining the demurrer the plaintiff appeals,
and the principal question presented for
our determination is whether the complaint states a cause of action in respect
to the defendants

above named.

Gener-

actions of this kind, the
merits can be best determined upon proofs
after answer; but we will examine and
consider such questions as are fairly before us on this appeal.
brought solely
1. If the action were
against the defendants who executed the
contract for the right of way, whom, for
convenience, we will style "obligors,"
though equitable relief is demanded, a recovery might be had for damages, and
treating it as an action for damages, the
defendants would, if they required it, be
entitled to a jury trial. Davison v. Associates, 71 N. Y. 334.
But certain lots,
through which the right of way was bargained for, are alleged to have been conveyed to certain other defendants, who
are joined in the action, and who are not
parties to the agreement, and against
whom equitable relief, by way of specific
performance, is sought. The two causes
of action — one for damages and one for
the special relief — cannot properly be united, and this is one ground of the demurrer.
The action, then, must be treated as an
equitable
one for specific performance,
with incidental relief, by way of compensation for such portion of the property
in question as cannot be reached ; and the
sufficiency of the complaint must be determined solely In respect to the right of the
plaintiff to such relief.
2. It is charged
in the complaint that,
In order to induce the plaintiff to construct a line of its railroad from a point
on its River Division from Hastings to the
city of Stillwater, the defendants Staples,
Durant, Hospes, Hersey, and Sabin, with
one Torinus, since deceased, on the 15th
•day of July, 1881, agreed in writing with
this plaintiff that the city of Stillwater
would and should give this plaintiff a
right of way, 56 feet wide, through certain
real property, as described in the complaint; and that on its part the plaintiff.
In and by the same agreement. In consideration of the Dremises, undertook and
ally, in equitable
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agreed, among other things, that It would
at once begin the construction of such
branch line, and continue the same with
all practical dispatch until the completion
thereof; and that it did in all things well
and truly fulfill and perform such agreement on its part. There is no doubt as
to the sufficiency of the consideration to
uphold the undertaking of the defendants,
or that the parties are mutually bound,
subject to the conditions of the contract.
Railroad Corp. v.Babcock,6 Mete. (Mass.)
846.
3.

In respect to the defendants in whose
favor the demurrer was sustained, it is
not claimed that any of them now own or
are interested in the property in question
here, except the Union Depot Company,
and O'Gorman, receiver. The last named
are not parties to the agreement, but are
properly joined as having some interest in
the property. But the decree of the court
for specific performance of the contract
could only be made operative against
them, or any other persons than the
original obligor^, in so far as they have
acquired from the latter portions of the
right of way contracted for with notice.
As to such lands, such parties would
stand in their shoes, and be bound; but
as to the lots acquired by the Union Depot Company of other parties, by purchase or condemnation, the contract is entirely nugatory, and in respect to the several tracts of land designated in the complaint as having been so acquired by the
Union Depot Company, it could not be
bound in this action. From the terms of
the contract providing that the city
would give a right of way, and the specification of the ownership of the several lots
set forth in the complaint, it will not be
Implied that the defendants at any time
owned or had title to any of them, save
as therein set forth. From the complaint
It appears that theUniou Depot Company
acquired title to the north 49 feet of lot 2,
in block 28, from Helen M. Torinus and
Louis E. Torinus, her husband. What the
latter's interest was, does not appear.
The defendant Sabin, one of the signers of
the agreement in question, acquired, by
purchase from Torinus, an undivided half
of the south 35 feet, in width, of lot 7,
and of the north 56 feet of lot 8, September 16, 1881. Sabin also purchased of defendant Durant and another, September, 1881,
the north 15 feet in width of lot 7, and the
undivided half of the south 35 feet in width
half of the
thereof, and the undivided
north 56 feet in width of lot 8; and at the
same time purchased of Torinus the other
undivided half of south 35 feet of lot 7,
and north 56 feet of lot 8. Sabin also purchased lot 5, and a portion of lots 5, 7, and
8, described in the complaint, was conveyed by him to the Union Depot Company, and is included in the right of way, 56
feet in width, described in the agreement.
It is also alleged that the title in fee to the
south 30 feet in width of lot 8 to lot 9, and
the north 75 feet in width of lot 10, block
28, appear to be in the city of Stillwater,
since 1875, as and for a part of Nelson
street, and as part and parcel of the " Levee, " so called.
It further appears that
the depot company have acquired divers
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other parcels of the same block from other
persons, not parties to the contract, and
have also granted to the plaintiff a certain portion of the lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, in blocli 28, lying within sucli 66-feet
strip, or right of way. The defendant Sabin is the only one of the signers of the
contract who appears to have title to any
of the land in question, in block 28, and hia
interest is confined to that part of lots 5,
7, and 8, above described, and not already
conveyed to the depot company.
The only land in block 28, within the right of
way, which. In case specific conveyance
were decreed under the contract, would
be subject to be so conveyed, is the land
held by Sabin, and so much of the land of
the depot company within the right of
way not already conveyed to the plaintiff
by it as it derived from Sabln, as above
stated.
As before intimated, land procured by the depot company from strangers to the contract would not be affected
by it. As to block 27, the obligors, by the
same contract, further agreed to purchase
so much of block 27 as lay east of the alley, and to grant such right of way, as
aforesaid, through the same to the plaintiff. As respects the lots in this half block,
through which the right of way in question was in fact located, it appears that
on September 15, 1881, the Union Depot
Company, defendant, acquired title from
Isaac Staples to one-half of lot 1, and lots
3, 4, and 5; and March 1, 1882, from defendant Hersey and others, to the other
half of lot 1; and March 23, 1882, to lot 2,
from Seymour, Sabin & Co., of which firm
defendant Sabin was .: member. It does
not appear, however, what Interest Hersey and Sabin had in the lots conveyed.
4. The city has not furnished the right of
way, as agi-eed, and the defendants have
not caused it to be done, or procured it
themselves, through either block.
Tlie
question now arises whether, upon the
facts herein stated, a case is made for the
interposition of a court of equity so as to
warrant a decree for specific performance
as to the defendants Union Depot Company and Sabin, and to award a judgment for damages against other defendants, by way of compensation for the deficiency. The court will not undertake to
compel the defendants, jointly or severally,
to purchase the specific property, or to
procure the right of way from the city.
And it is not a case for compensation, because, conceding that the court niigbt
compel the depot company and Sabin to
convey a partial interest representing a
relative or proportionate share of individual obligors, as above described, the same
would be relatively so small, as compared
with the whole amount embraced in the
contract, that the compensation or damages would apparently be the main object
of the suit, in such cases a court of
equity will not assess damages as compensation, but only where they are incidental to the principal ground of relief,
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and the court will leave the party to hi9
action at law, unless he will consent toaccept the part subject to conveyance
without damages. Earl of Durham v.
Legard, 34 Law J. Ch. 590. In some
cases, however, where the vendor shows
title to a portion only of the land contracted, or has wrongfully parted with
part, justice maybe donebyan apportionment of the consideration, if the vendee
consent to take part with an abatement
of the price. 2 Lead. Cas. Eq. (4th Ed.),
pt. 2, p. 1146. So, where the vendee knows
at the time of entering into the contract
(as may be implied in this case from the
terms of the contract) that the vendor
has title to a part only of the land, compensation will be denied. Wat. Spec. Peri.
This is not
§ 506; 5 Wait, Act. & Def.781.
a case between vendor and vendee. By
the contract the right of way was to be
procured by or from others by gift or purchase. The plaintiff did not contract for
a conveyance from the defendants. It did
not rely upon the individual ownership of
the obligors. The city was to give the
right of way; and, as to block 27, the defendants were to purchase the entire half
block jointly, and jointly bear the harden.
It was not fairly within the contemplation of the parties that the interests
which the individual obligors might havein some of the land embraced in the proposed right of way should be made subject to enforced conveyance under the contract, if unfulfilled in its scope and purpose by the obligors, who jointly entered
into it. Equity, it is true, looks at the
substance of the contract, and, when the
agreement can be substantially, though
not literally, carried out, without changing the nature of the contract, or substituting a new one, and do justice between
the parties, it will be so enforced. The
doctrine of compensation rests upon this
principle.
And so where land is held astenants in common by several persons,
who have joiutly agreed to convey the
same, some of whom are not bound, or
are deceased, those who are liable, or
who survive, may be compelled, in a suit
on the contract, to convey their individual or proportionate interests as tenants
in common. Hooker v. Pynchon. 8 Gray,
550.
But such is not this case. The contract did not contemplate a conveyance
of individual interests, but the acquisition
of the right of way by the public, and by
the joint act or purchase by the obligors ;
and, as to block 27, an essential condition
and inducement to the parties was the
purchase of the half block, and not the
right of way merely. In any view of the
case,
and apart from the question of
laches, considering the nature of the contract, the state of the title, the indefiniteness and uncertainty in the description
set forth in the contract, we think that
the parties should be left to their action
at law, and the interposition of a court of
eq nity is not warranted.
Order affirmed.
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HAFFEY

V.

LYNCH.

(38 N. EJ. 298, 143 N.

Y.

Court of Appeals of New York.

241.)

Oct

9, 1894.

Appeal from supreme court, general term,
first department.
Action by Michael H. HafCey against Sarah
Lynch for specific performance of a contract for the sale of land. From a judgment of the general term (23 N. Y. Supp. 59)
affirming a judgment dismissing the complaint, plaintiff appeals. Reversed.
Charles Strauss, for appellant
Anderson, for respondent

Henry H.

EARL, J. At an auction sale of the defendant's real estate the plaintiff purchased a
parcel of land described In the complaint at
the price of $7,800, and paid 10 per cent of
the purchase price, besides certain fees and
The parties signed a written conexpenses.

tract specifying the terms of s^le, and the
time and place of full performance by the
By the written contract the defendparties.
ant was to convey the land "by the usual
deed containing full covenants with warranty." The defendant did not tender to the
plaintiff such a deed as he claimed he was entitied to, and then he commenced this action
against her to compel the specific performUntil the trial of the
ance of the contract
action it appeared that she had at the time
of the sale such a titie to the land as she
But subsequently one
was bound to give.
Nathaniel Jarvis, Jr., claiming the land in
fee, brought an action of ejectment against
her to recover the land, and filed a lis pendens. The plaintiff knew of this claim and
f
this
when he commenced
J the lis pendens
/action; and solely on account of the existand such knowlence of the lis pendens,
edge thereof, the court refused specific perWe
formance, and dismissed the complaint
think the learned court fell into error, and
that tpon the undisputed facts found. It
shoidd have given to the plaintiff judgment
for specific performance.
We must first notice the issue joined by
The plaintiff alleged in his
the pleadings.
complaint the contract; that he had performed the same, and was ready and willing to
perform the same upon receiving such a
conveyance as he was entitled to; that after
several postponements of time for the performance of the contract at the request of
the defendant her attorney tendered to him
a deed of the land, at the same time saying
to him that she could not give him a valid
and marketable titie to the land, because it
was incumbered; that he rejected the deed
on the ground of the alleged incumbrance
upon the land, at the same time notifying her
that he was ready and willing to perform on
his part if she would give him such a deed
as he was entitied to; that she refused to
give him such a deed; that the title to the
land was Incumbered and rendered unmar-
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ketable by the lis pendens filed In the ejectment action; that the defendant could at all
times have obtained the cancellation and dis-.
charge of the lis pendens, and could havel
conveyed to him such a title as the contract j
entitled him to. She, in her answer, ad- 1
mitted the making of the contract; denied
that he had performed, or was ready and
willing to perform, the contract, on his part;
admitted the commencement of the ejectment
suit and the filing of the lis pendens; alleged that she had tendered to him such a
deed as she was bound to give; denied that
she was at any time unable or unwilling
to convey the land; and alleged that she
could at all times since the execution of the
contract have conveyed the titie of the land
to him according to the contract, had she
been so disposed,
and that she has at all
times been ready and willing so to do. It
thus appears that the issue between the parties was as to the performance of the contract the plaintiff alleging that he had performed,- and was ready and willing to perform, and the defendant alleging that she
had performed, and was ready, willing and
able to perform, on her part On the trial
the plaintiff was the sole witness sworn, and
the trial judge, after finding the ownership
of the land by the defendant, and the making
of the contract, found as follows: "That the
plaintiff has in all things performed all the
terms and conditions of said contract, and
has been, on his part, ready and willing to
fulfill the same, and accept a conveyance of
the fee of the said property."
"That the
said defendant, through her attorneys, has,
prior to the commencement of this action, refused to make said conveyance under the
said agreement, notwithstanding the plaintiff's frequent requests therefor."
"That
such refusal on the part of the defendant to
make such conveyance was due to the fact
that one Nathaniel Jarvis, Jr., had, after
said sale, but before the day fixed for the
delivery of the deed thereunder, commenced
an action in ejectment in this court against
said defendant claiming the ownership of
the premises in question, and had filed a
notice of the pendency of said action in the
office of the clerk- of the city and county of
New York, on March 6. 1889." "That thereafter, and before the trial of this action, the
said ejectment suit was brought to trial,
and the complaint therein was dismissed, and
from the judgment entered on which dismissal an appeal was taken to the general
term of this court which court affirmed said
judgment; and no appeal from said order of
the general term has been taken to the court
of appeals, and the time to do so has now
expired."
"That the said plaintiff has expressed his consent at the trial of this action
to accept from the defendant a conveyance
of said land by the usual deed containing
full covenants with warranty, subject to the
reservations contained in the eighth paragraph of the said terms of sale." "That
less than three years have passed since the
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rendering of judgment and the filing of the
damages for a breach of contract
The rule
Judgment roU in the said decision of Jarvis
has been modified since the Code practice
V. Lynch."
And he found, as conclusions of
which authorizes the joinder of legal and
law, "that the sale having been made in
equitable causes of action; and, while the
good faith, and the question as to the title
equitable relief will be denied in such a case,
of the said premises having arisen since the
now the action wUl be retained, and the issue
sale, the defendant should not be compelled
as to the breach of contract and damages
to give a warranty deed, or procure a policy
will be sent to a jury for trial. Sternberger
of title insurance of the Lawyers' Title Inv. McGovem, 56 N. Y. 12. But this rule was
surance Company, insuring the title to the
adopted in equity not solely because at the
said premises to' the plaintiff;" "that the detime of the commencement of the action the
fendant is entitled to judgment dismissing
defects In the title existed, to the knowledge
the complaint upon the merits of the action;"
of the vendee, but also because the case was
"that such judgment should be without prejsuch that at the time of the rendition of
udice to the right of the plaintiff to bring
the judgment the court could not grant the
an action for damages for breach of the conequitable relief. The rule and the ground
tract set forth in complaint."
upon which it Is based have no application to
The plaintiff has been defeated In his aca case where the defect has disappeared at
tion thus far on the ground that It was imthe time of the triaJ, and the court can then
possible for the defendant to perform her
give an effective judgment for the equitable
contract at the time of the commencement
relief demanded;
and no case can be found,
of the action, and that he knew it was. She
prior to this, where an equity court has denied si)ecific performance because the ven(^did not set up such a defense in her answer,
but, on the contrary, alleged that she was
dor's title was defective at the commenceable and ready to perform her contract, and
ment of the action, but valid and perfect at
there was no proof showing that it was then
the time of the trial. In such a case, why
Impossible for her to perform the contract
should not the vendor perform? He is able
to, and the vendee Is entitled to performance
There was no evidence showing what basis,
if any, the claim of title to the land by unless some other defense has intervened,
and the court Is able to enforce performance!.
Jarvis had. It may have been colorable, and
not real or substantial. It did not appear
Here the plaintiff was willing to take such
1tTWS'*as"Tjifer'defeBdairt-<e<dd-- eony6yTITT5g'
that she had made any effort whatever to re■move the incumbrance of the lis pendens.
It '^^Sl. 'riI6"''e3Sctui(illl siilt "Had' Anally "re^
rwas her duty to perform the contract, and -suKSa In favor of the defendant
The lis
/to make all reasonable efforts to remove any pendens had ceased to be operative, and
I obstacle which stood In the way of her per- could, if necessary, have been removed. The
fact that Jarvis could have paid the costs
Iformance.
The plaintiff was not In fault
and taken a new trial under the statute Is of
for refusing to accept a deed which the deno Importance.
There was final judgment
fendant at the lime declared would convey
against him, and the contingency that he
an incumbered title. He was entitled to_a
might take a. new trial is of no more Immarketable title.
MdMe "V. Williams, 115
portance
than the contingency that some
[TT-^rSSBr^SrwrE. 233; Vought v. Williams.
120 N. Y. 257, 24 N. B. 195.
It Is a gen- other person might at some time commence
an action to recover the same land. Equity
eral rule in equity that the specific performcourts,
in awarding relief, generally look
ance of a contract to convey real estate vrill
at the conditions existing at the close of the
not be granted when the vendor, In contrial of the action, and adapt their relief to
sequence of a defect in his title, is unable
to perform. In such cases specific performthose conditions. The plaintiff In an equity
action, as a general rule, should not be turnance Is denied because the court cannot ened out of court on account of any defense
force its judgment, and because, also. It
would be oppressive to the vendor.
But If Interposed to his action, if at the time of the
trial the facts are such that If be then comthe defect in the title existed at the date of
menced his action he would be entitled to the
the contract, or was due to some fault or
to some act of the vendor subsequent to the
equitable relief sought
If a vendor has
contract, the court wiU generally entertain
no titl e, or a de fective tlQe^ta ^land whlch"'^
an action for specific performance, and rehe coffEFacts jo selj, "aftn 'subsequeTjily
ffj;^
tain jurisdiction for the purpose of awardtSiSs^y'tSerfecF" titled he ^ illl ^^ ''impelled
ing damages for the breach of the contract.
tiy"tHii"'g'elid ge to perform ^s contrac t. Fry.
But where, as in this case, the defect In the
AndwEy^should
tSl)u<W"l'Uri."Ba Ed.) 480
title arises after the making of the contract,
the vendor not be compelled to perform if
without any fault of the vendor, and the
he perfects his title while the action for spevendee knew of the defect In the title when
cific performance is pending? A perfect title
he commenced his action, the court will not
by the vendor Is no part of the vendee's
retain the action for the purpose of awardcause of action, and he is just as much ening the damages.
Wiswall v. McGrOwan,
titled to the equitable relief, and the equity
Hoff. Ch. 125; Morss v. Elmendorf, 11 Paige,
court Is just as competent to give It, wheth277.
This rule was adopted because the er the title of the vendor was perfected bevendee should not commence a fruitless acfore or after the commencement
of the
tion In equity simply to recover there his
action. It does not appear that anything OO'
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curred after the commencement of the action which should bar the relief asked by the
There are no complications growplaintifC.
ing out of the lapse of time, and no material
change in the situation of the parties, or
of the land in controversy.
"We therefore
sea no reason to doubt, uiwn the facts found,
th»* the plaintiff was entitled to specific perH.& B.EQ.(2d Ed.)— 45
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formance of the contract; and the Judgment should be reversed,
and a new trial
granted, costs to abide event
and BARTLBTT, JJ.,
and GRAY. JJ., disC. J., not sitting.

FINCH, O'BRIEN,
PECKHAM

concur.
sent.

ANDREWS,

Judgment

reversed.
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GOTTHELP

V.

STRANAHAN.

(34 N. B. 286, 138 N. Y. 345.)

Court of Appeals of New York.

June

6, 1893.

Appeal from city court of Brooklyn, general term.
Action by Charles Gotthelf against James
S. T. Stranahan to compel specific performance of a contract for the sale of lands.
Prom a judgment of the general term (19
N. Y. Supp. 161) aflSrming a judgment for
plaintiff, defendant appeals.
Modified.
George
counsel,)

G. Butcher, (Wm'. O. De Witt, of
for appellant. George G. & P.

Reynolds, for respondent.

ANDREWS,

C.

J.

The original contract,

made on the 7th day of January, 1891, was
by its terms to be completed by a conveyance and payment of the unpaid purchase
money on the 9th day of Pebruary in the
same year.
The vendee was to pay for
the property the sum of $22,500, as follows:
$2,000 on the execution of the contract,
$4,750 on the execution of the deed, and the
balance of $15,750 in five years, with interest, to be secured by mortgage
on the
land. The vendor was to convey the land
by warranty deed In fee simple, free from
all incumbrance. The vendee, on the execution of the contract, paid the simi of $2,000
as provided.
the contract had been performed on the 9th day of Pebruary, 1891,
according to its terms, the question now
presented would not have arisen. The assessments
had not then been laid and, If
the deed had been given on that day, they
would have become a charge on the land
subsequent
to the conveyance, and the defendant would have been under no obligation, legal or equitable, to pay them.
They
would have attached as a charge upon the

If

But by the
title acquired by the plaintiff.
mutual assent of the parties the completion
of the contract was postponed from time to
time, in all for a period of three months,
until May 4, 1891.
The first postponement,
until Pebruary 16, 1891, was for the accommodation of the plaintiff; the others were
for the accommodation of the defendant, to
enable him to clear the land of squatters
who had gone upon it without permission
and erected shanties and hovels in which
they lived, and between whom and the defendant, in some cases, an Irregular sort of
tenancy had grown up by the payment and
receipt from time to time of small sums as
rent. During this period of three months
two assessments on the property for local
Improvements were laid and confirmed by
the city of Brooklyn,— one on the 3d day of
March, 1891, for $901.12, for the grading and
paving of Bush street; and one on the 20th
day of April, 1891, for $1,079.33, for the
grading and paving of William street. This
action Is brought by the vendee against the
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vendor to compel a specific performance of
the contract of sale. The defendant is ready
and willing and has offered to convey the
premises with covenant of warranty as of
the 9th day of Pebruary, 1891, the day
originally fixed for the execution of the deed.
The plaintiff insists that the vendor Is bound
to warrant the title as against the assess-

This is the controversy
mentioned.
case, and the point for determination
is whether the plaintiff, upon equitable principles, is entitled to the relief he seeks, and
to cast upon the defendant the burden of
paying the assessments.
He does not ask
to be relieved from the contract. He elects
to have a decree for performance upon such
conditions as the court shall determine, in
ease it shall be held that upon principles of
law or equity he is not entitled to demand
a covenant by the defendant covering th&
lien created by the assessments.
The premises contracted to be sold consisted of a block and part of a block of land
in one of the outlying wards of Brooklyn,
which, when the contract was made, was
partly covered by water, and was unfenced
and commons.
Bush street, adjoining the
southerly side of the land, was a traveled
road, and had been such for many years.
It was graded to some extent, but had not
It was an ordinary country
been paved.
road. One of the assessments was for the
ments

in the

contemplated Improvement of Bush street
William street, to which the other assessment related, was mostly under water. In
view of the peculiar system of local improvements prevailing In Brooklyn, one question
presented
Is whether the assessments
in
question constituted Incumbrances on the
land In May, 1891, when the defendant offered to convey, within the true meaning of
the contract of sale. The charter of Brooklyn is unique in respect to its system of
local Improvements. The district of assessment is to be prescribed, and the estimated
cost of contemplated local Improvements
is
required to be assessed on the district benefited, and a warrant for the collection of the
issued, and at least one-third
assessments
of the aggregate assessment must have been
collected before any contract for making the
Improvement is authorized to be made; and
the city may, even after the assessments
have been collected, decline to make a contract, or to go on with the Improvement, and
may discontinue the proceedings, returning
the money collected on the assessments. Law»

In oth1888, c. 583, tit 19, §§ 1-8, Inclusive.
er cities, assessments for local Improvements
In
follow the performance
of the work.
Brooklyn they precede the execution, and are
The contemplated imcollectible in advance.
provements of Bush and William streets, for
which the assessments In question were laid
have not yet been made. There is no explanation of the delay.
When the proceedings were
initiated does not appear, and, referring to-
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provlsloils, there can be no Inferthat any step whatever had been taken
when the contract of sale was executed, or
prior to the 9th of February, 1891, when, by
the original contract, the deed was to have
The parties entered Into a conbeen given.
The
tract for the sale of unimproved land.
consideration to be paid and received was presumably based on the value of the land In its
existing condition. William street had no existence except on the city map, and Bush
Whether this
street was an ordinary road.
condition would be changed at any time, and
whether WUUam street would be raised and
made dry land, and Bush street be improved
and brought to the condition of an ordinary
city street, could not be known by the parties
If they anticipated that at
to the contract
some time the city would enter upon the improvement of this section of the city, they
knew that any charge which might be imin the conposed on the property embraced
tract for the expense of such improvement
would represent the benefit recelveS by It from
as the theory of such asthe improvement,
sessment Is that the value of the land would
be enhanced by at least an equivalent amount.
It is impossible to suppose that the parties
contemplated when the contract was executed
created by the force of
that incumbrances
public law for Improvements initiated after
the maldng of the contract and Intermediate
that date and the time fixed for the conveyIf the
ance should be paid by the vendor.
then the
contract can have this construction,
plaintifC is entitled to property not In the condition it was In when he contracted to purchase It, but an improved estate, improved at
the expense of the vendor by the act of the
city, which he could not control. Initiated aftThis construction
er the contract was made.
would compel the vendor to pay out of the
purchase money the cost of an improvement
which by so much has Increased or will increase the value of the property, and the
vendee would acquire property which he did
not pay for.
The question as to the true meaning of the
contract to convey free from all incumbrances
Is quite different from that which would be
made intermepresented by an assessment
diate the date of the contract and the time
fixed for the conveyance for a local Improvement made before the contract was entered
into.
In that case the purchaser buys with
made, and presumably pays
the improvements
a price fixed with reference to the land in Its
The case of periodical
existing
condition.
assessed
taxes for the support of government,
and laid between the date of a contract and
the time fixed for the conveyance, would constitute an Incumbrance within the meaning of
the covenant.
The time of the imposition of
such taxes Is known In advance, and unless
excepted from the covenant would be deemed to be covered thereby. But under the charfor local Imassessments
ter of Brooklyn
the charter
ence
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are made in advance of the execuThey represent, or are supposed to represent, benefits thereafter to be
secured to the property assessed.
The time
when Improvements
will be initiated cannot
be known.
The contract to convey free from Incumordinarily has reference to incumbrances
brances or liens actually existing when the
contract is executed, or thereafter created, or
suffered by the act or default of the vendor.
While the assessments In question constituted,
under the charter of Brooklyn, liens on the
lands assessed from the time of their confirmation by the common council, and are, in a
strict sense, Incumbrances thereon, we are of
opinion that they are not incumbrances within the meaning of the contract.
They did not
diminish the value of the subject of the contract. The plaintiff will acquire what the defendant intended to sell and what he expected
to receive, and, but for the postponement of
the time of the execution of the deed, the
plaintifC would have taken his title before the
assessments
were laid. This incident ought
not to impose upon the defendant a loss pro
tanto of so much of the purchase money. But
even if the contract, by its true interpretation.
Imposes upon the defendant the legal obligation to pay the assessment, this is not decisive of the right of the plaintiff to relief
by way of specific performance. This equitable remedy cannot be claimed as a matter
of right. It is discretionary with the court
to grant or withhold it in furtherance of justice or to prevent injustice. Where, by reason of circumstances attending the making of
the contract, such as fraud, accident, mistake,
advantage has been
or where unconscionable
taken, or where, by reason of circumstances
which have intervened between the making of
the contract and the bringing of the action,
remedy
of the equitable
the enforcement
would be inequitable, and produce results not
within the intent or understanding of the parties when the bargain was made, and there
has been no Inexcusable laches or inattention
in not
by the party resisting performance,
foreseeing
and providing for contingencies
arisen, the court
which have subsequently
may and wUl refuse to specifically enforce the
contract, and will leave the party to his legal
The cases are very numerous under
remedy.
this head, and no hard and fast rule can be
formulated by which it can be readily determined how the discretion of the court in a givBut it seems to
en case should be exercised.
us to be very clear that to enforce the contract in this case by requiring the defendant
to covenant against the assessments in question would violate the spirit of the contract,
and convert the equitable power of the court
Into an instrument for the accomplishment of
rank injustice. The case of Wlllard v. Tayloe, 8 Wall. 564, contains an able discussion
of the principles governing the courts in administering relief by way of specific performprovements

tion of the work.
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ance of contracts, aBd Mr. Justice Field, In
hia opinion in that case, so fully cites the authorities that a further reference to them here
is unnecessary.
We think the Judgment of
the special and general terms should be modified by excepting from the scope of the cove-
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nant in the deed to be given by the defendant
the assessments
tn question, and that, as
modified, the judgment should be affirmed,
with costs to the defendant in all courts. All
concur, except GRAY, J., not voting.
Judgment accordingly.

y
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V.

TRACT

et aL

(34 Conn. 325.)
Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut

Term,

Sept.

1867.

Bill in equity, brought by the petitioners,

joint stock corporation, to the superior
to compel the
court for Hartford county,
specific performance of a contract to assign
The snpeiior court (Lioomis,
a patent right
J.) passed a decree In favor of the petitioners, and the respondents filed a motion for a
The case
new trial and a motion in error.

a

is sufficientiy stated In the opinion.

C. E. Perkins, In support of the motions.
Mr. Hubbard and C. E. Mitchell, contra.

J.

CARPENTER,
It appears that the contract set out lu the plaintiffs' biU was not,
at the time of its execution, duly stamped
pursuant to the laws of the United States.
On the 26th day of March, 1867, the collect-

or of the first collection district of this state
and
caused said instrument to be stamped,
then and there entered upon its margin the

following certificate:
"I have this day afiBxed the proper stamp,
required by law, to this instrument, and satisfactory evidence having been furnished
that the omission to affix a stamp at the
proper time was the result of Inadvertence,
and without design to evade the law, the
Hartford, March 26,
penalty is remitted.
H. A. Grant, Collector."
1867.
To the admission of this instrument, thus
obthe respondents
stamped, in evidence,
The corjected, but the court received it
rectness of this ruling Is the only question
presented by the motion for a new trial.
The law of the United States (Stat 186566, p. 142) makes the instrument if executed
without a stamp, "with intent to evade the
provisions
of this act," "invalid and of no
The act further provides that the
effect."
collector of the revenue shall, upon the payment of the price of the proper stamp required by law, and of a penalty of fifty dollars, aflSx the proper stamp to such instrument, and note upon the margin thereof the
date of his so doing, and the fact that such
penalty has been paid; and the same shall
thereupon be deemed and held to be as valid,
to all intents and pmTwses, as If stamped
But this provision
when made or issued.
does not apply to this case as the respondfor there is no preents seem to suppose;
was executed
tense that this Instrument
without a stamp with the Intent to evade
the provisions of this act but on the contrary, the proper officer has expressly found
that the omission to fix stamps was the result of inadvertence, and without design to
evade the law.
There Is, however, a proviso In the act
which Is applicable to this case. That pro"That when It shall apviso is as follows:
pear to said collector, upon oath or other-
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wise, to his satisfaction, that any such Instrument has not been duly stamped at the
time of making or Issuing the same, by reason of accident mistake. Inadvertence,
or
urgent necessity, and without any willful design to defraud the United States of the
stamp, or to evade or delay the payment
thereof, then and in such case, If such instrument, &c., shall within twelve calendar
months after the first day of August, eighteen hundred and sixty six, or within twelve
calendar months after the making and Issuing thereof, be brought to the said collector
of revenue to be stamped, and the stamp
tax chargeable thereon shall be paid. It shall
be lawful for the said collector to remit the
penalty aforesaid, and to cause such instrument to be duly stamped." The act further
provides that such instrument "may be used
in all courts and places in the same manner
and with like effect as If the Instrument had
been originally stamped."
The certificate of the collector brings this
case within the spirit and letter of this part
of the act, and the contract was properly
received in evidence.
A new trial is not advised.
2. Under the motion in error, It Is objected
that the petitioners have not made out a
case for the Interference of a court of equity,—that courts of equity in this state vyill
not interfere to enforce agreements to seU
personal property unless the circumstances
are such as to make a trust, because there Is
in such a case a remedy at law by an action

for

damages.

The objection assumes .that there is a distinction, In questions of this character, between real and personal property. If any
such distinction exists, It does not go to the
extent claimed.
The ground of the jurisdiction of a court of
equity In this class of cases is that a court of
law Is inadequate to decree a specific performance,
and can relieve the Injured party
only by a compensation In damages, which. In
many cases, would fall far short of the rewhich his situation might require.
dress
Whenever, therefore,
the party wants the
thing in specie, and he cannot otherwise be
fully compensated, courts of equity will grant
They will decree
him a specific performance.
the specific performance of a contract for the
sale of lands, not because of the peculiar nature of land, but because a party cannot be
So In
adequately compensated In damages.
the general rule
respect to personal estate;
that courts of equity will not entertain jurisdiction for a specific performance of agreements respecting goods, chattels, stocks, choses In action, and other things of a merely personal nature. Is limited to cases where a comin damages furnishes a complete
pensation
2 Story, Eq. Jur.
and satisfactory remedy.
§§ 717,

718.

_ The jurisdiction, tiierefore,_of_a_court of_eg;
uitjj does~not "pfoce^ upon agy_ distinction
between

real estate" and~personal

estate,

but

\p

It

a

It

it,

ter invention may supersede
or
may Itself
be an infringement of some patent already
existing. On the other hand
may be so simpie in its principle and construction as to defy
all competition, and give its .owner
practical
monopoly of all branches of business to which

applicable.
In any event its value cannot
be known with any degree of exactness until
after the lapse of time; and even then
doubtful whether
can be ascertained with
sufficient accuracy to do substantial justice becompensation in dam--Ttl
tween the parties by
ages.
On the whole we are satisfied that
justice can only be done. In
case like this.
by a Specffic performance of the contract
There
therefore no error In the decree
complained of.
The other judges concurred.
is

it

1
1

it

a

a

is

/—

upon the ground that damages at law may
not, in the particular ease, afford a complete
remedy.
1 Story, Eq. Jur. §§ 716-718, and
cases there cited; Clark v. Flint, 22 Pick. 231.
When the remedy at law is not full and complete, and when the effect of the hreach cannot be known with any exactness, either hecause the effect will show itself only after a
long time, or for any other reason, courts of
equity will enforce contracts in relation to personalty.
3 Pars. Cent (5th Ed.) 373.
An application of these principles to the
case before us relieves it of all difficulty. The
contract relates to a patent right, the value of
which has not yet been tested by actual use.
All the data by which its value can be estimated are yet future and contingent Experience
may prove it to be worthless, another and bet-
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November 1, 1888.

Appeal from circuit court, Clinton county,
In chancery; Vernon H. Smith, Judge.
This is a suit by John Hicks, Robert M.
Steel, Josiah Upton, and Cornelius Bennett
against William S. Turcli and Townsend A.
Ely, for the specific performance of a conDefendants appeal from an order
tract.
overruling their demurrer to the bill.
James L. Clark and Geo. P. Stare, for apO. Ii. Spaulding, for appellees.

pellants.

J.

SHERWOOD, O.
The bill In this case
is filed to obtain a decree for the specific performance of a contract reading as follows:
"Riverton, Neb., October 31, 1885.
"Due David S. French, attorney in fact for
Hicks, Bennett & Co., eighteen
thousand
three hundred and sixty-six dollars, ($18,366.00,) being the balance on consideration of
one-half interest in personal property and
lands this day sold Robert M. Steel, John
Hicks, William' S. Turck, and Townsend A.
Ely; above sum to be paid by assignment
of a certain mortgage on lands in Gratiot
county, Michigan, to said David S. French,
attorney, for $2,000; and balance of sixteen
thousand
three hundred and sixty-six dollars ($16,366)
to be paid by promissory note
due and payable on or before five years from
date, with annual interest at seven per cent,
per annum, said note secured by mortgage
on the undivided one-half interest in said

ranch property, as collateral security for
payment of said sum of sixteen thousand
three hundred and sixty-six dollars, and interest as aforesaid.
Wm. S. Turck.
"Townsend A. Ely."
The bill states that at the time the note
was given the complainants were a firm located and doing business under the name
of Hicks, Bennett & Co., in Michigan, and
were seized of a large quantity of lands in
the county of Franklin, in the state of Nebraska, the particular description of which
Is fully set out in the bill; that on that day
said firm by David S. French, its attorney
in fact, conveyed by full covenant warranty
deed the lands described in the bill to John
Hleks and Robert Steel, who resided at St.
Johns, Mich., and the defendants, who resided at Ahna, Mich., for the sum of $32,732; that the pm:chasers upon said sale entered upon said premises, and ever since
have had the actual possession thereof; that
on the same day Hicks, Bennett & Co. sold
to the grantees in said deed all the cattle,
stock, hay, grain, farming implements, tools,
and other personal property on said land for
the sum of $10,000; that in consideration of
the premises, and in payment to the complainants for the undivided one-half of the
said real and personal property, Turck and
Ely, who knew all about the lands, the title

it

(40 N. W. 330, T2 Mich. 311.)
Supreme Court of Michigan.

of complainants thereto, and the condition
of the personal property, agreed to pay to
complainants $21,366, being one-half of the
total purchase price of the land and personal property, the payments to be made as
$3,000 in their promissory note due
follows:
in two years, and which they gave, and that
they would secure and pay the balance of
the purchase price by assigning to the said
French, who was attorney In fact of the
complainants, a certain real-estate mortgage
of $2,000 on lands in Gratiot county, Mich.,
and for the remaining sum of $16,366 would
at once execute and deliver to French, for
complainants, their promissory note for that
amount, due on or before five years from the
date thereof, with annual interest at 7 per
cent, and seciue the payment of the same
by mortgage on the undivided half of the
lands so deeded to them; that the said
$2,000 mortgage was assigned, as promised
by the said defendant Turck, but the said
defendants refused to and have not made
the note and mortgage to complainants for
the $16,366, as they agreed to do, and still
request
refuse to comply with complainants'
for them so to do. Complainants further
say and aver in their biU that they have
complied in all things with and fully kept
their agreement with said defendants, and
performed all its requirements on their part
in the premises, and are now entitled to
have said note and mortgage from said defendants as they promised to make
in
accordance with the written agreement hereinbefore referred to, and which was, after
being made by defendants, duly given to
said French, for the complainants, who now
have the same. The complainants ask the
court, upon the foregoing facts, to decree
that defendants specifically perform their
with the complainants, and exagreement
ecute and deliver to them said note and
The defendants appeared in the
mortgage.
case, and demm'red to complainants' bill, assigning two grounds of demurrer: (1) That
the facts set up in the bill are not sufficient
to entitle complainants to the relief prayed;
complete and
have
(2) that complainants
adequate remedy at law touching all matters
The cause was heard
set up in the bill.
before Judge Smith in the Clinton circuit,
who made a decree overruling the demurrer,
and allowUig defendants 20 days in which to
answer.
We are satisfied this decree was proper.
The defendants had received the full consideration for what the complainants asked.
remedy
The complainants might have had
at law; but we are by no means sure
would be an adequate one. On the contrary,
the remedy at law, when resorted to. Is liable to a very great variety of perplexities
and embarrassments arising from the want
of the note promised, the refusal to give
gross violation of their contract,
which is
for which the demurrer concedes no excuse
can be given. The note was liable to run
it,

et aL

a
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five years, and complainants had the right
to have the amount owing thereon during all
the time it did run secured by the mortgage.
The land was not within the jurisdiction of
the courts in this state.
It could be easily
transferred to bona fide holders, and the perils of insolvency are not beyond the possibilities among business men, as all experience
shows. All these are circumstances of more
or less embarrassment when the remedy at
law is resorted to. It Is but equitable and
just that this contract should be specifically
performed upon the showing made in this
bill. This bill is not filed for an accounting,
nor to enforce payment of a debt, but to
compel a party to comply with his promise,
of+pr receiving the full consideration upon

OP CONTRACTS.

which

it was

made,

to make

and

execute

of indebtedness, and give security
for the payment thereof. There is no proceeding at law which can accomplish
this.
Equity alone can take cognizance of such a
case, and do justice between the parties.
The bill furnishes a clear case for the exercise of that sound legal discretion which
the court must always use in awarding
evidence

specific

performance,

and the learned

circuit

judge was right in so holding.
The decree below will be aflBrmed, and the cause remanded,
with Instructions to the circuit judge to allow defendants 20 days In which to answer
the bill after remittitur shall have been filed.
will recover their costs.
The complainants
The other justices concurred.
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GAGE
(65

V.

FISHER.

N. W. 809, 5 N. D. 297.)

Supreme Court of North Dakota.

Nov. 11,

1895.

Appeal from district court, Burleigh counJudge.
Action by J. R. Gage against Asa Fisher.
Judgment for defendant, and plaintiff appeals. Reversed.
6. W. Newton and S. L. Glaspell, for appellant Alexander Hughes, for respondent.
ty; W. H. Winchester,

CORLISS,

J. We

have reached the con-

clusion in this case that we must decide
against the defendant and respondent, on
Taking the view of the
his own theory.
facts which is most favorable to him, we are
yet compelled to hold that he has neither any
defense to the note sued on, nor any valid

counterclaim against the plaintiff for money
paid by him to plaintiff in part payment of
We will state our reasons for
such note.
this conclusion as briefly as the complicated
nature of the case will permit.
The action is on a promissory note for $3,000 given by defendant to plaintiff.
The
consideration for the note was the sale by
plaintiff to defendant of 10 shares of the
stock of the First National Bank of Bismarck, N. D. The date of this transaction
The capital stock
was December 19, 1893.
of the bank was $100,000, divided into 1,000
shares of $100 each.
For some time prior to
1888, plaintiff and defendant had both been
directors of this bank, and defendant had
been president thereof. In 1888 plaintiff was
dropped from the directory, and in 1889 the
defendant also ceased to be a director. The
control of the bank was then in the bands of
a, number of stockholders,
who acted in
unison, and who were more or less hostile
Among these
to defendant and plaintiff.
stockholders
were George H. Fairchild, H.
R. Porter, and Daniel Bisenberg. This group
of stockholders will be designated in the
course of this opinion as the "Fairchild interest" The defendant, for the purpose of
securing control of the bank, began purchasing its stock, and in the summer of 1892 he
found himself the owner of 489 shares of
such stock, and in the possession of a proxy
to vote 16 shares more, owned by a Mrs.
Shaw.
Had this condition of affairs remained unchanged until the next annual
meeting, in January, 1893, the
stockholders'
defendant would have been master of the
situation, and would have secured full control of the bank, electing his own board of
oirectors, and, through them, such oflBcers
of the corporation as he might see fit to
elect.
While this condition existed, the defendant claims that he was induced to part
with his control over the Shaw stock at the
suggestion of plaintiff, and under his promise to allow him (the defendant) to control,
or in other words to direct, the voting of this
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stock at the next annual stockholders' meeting, in January, 1893. Relying on this promise of the plaintiff to defendant, who, unquestionably, could have voted the Shaw
stock at such meeting, had he so desired, defendant notified Mrs. Shaw that she could
sell this stock to the Fairchild interest
The
plaintiff, the defendant, and Mrs. Shaw were
all hostile to the Fairchild interest; and the
motive which prompted defendant in releasing his control over the Shaw stock, and
In suggesting to Mrs. Shaw that she sell it
to the enemy, was apparently a desire to induce the Fairchild interest to assume the
heaviest possible burden, without at the
same time giving them control of the majority of the stock. Defendant, having purchased 2 more shares, was now the owner
of 491 shares; and, when plaintiff promised
him control of his 10 shares, defendant felt
sure of a majority, and therefore permitted
the control of the Shaw stock to pass from
him. Plaintiff now held the balance of power. The Fairchild interest began to bid for
his stock. Finding that plaintiff, despite his
promise to allow defendant to control his
stock at the meeting, intended to sell to the
enemy unless he (the defendant) purchased
It for the sum of $5,000, he finally yielded to
this demand, and the contract of sale was entered into on this basis. It is not claimed,
however, that plaintiff, from the start, intended to inveigle by his promises the defendant into a position where he could take
advantage of the necessities of his situation
to extort from him an exorbitant price for
the stock.
Fraud is not claimed, except as it
is urged that plaintiff's subsequent conduct
was fraudulent in contemplation of law.
Two thousand dollars of the purchase price
was paid at the time of the sale, and the
note in suit, for $3,000, was given for the
balance of the consideration. Subsequently
the defendant paid $1,000 on this note, and
thereafter this suit was brought to recover
the remaining $2,000 due thereon, with interest. The defendant interposed as a counterclaim a claim to recover back the $3,000 so
paid; having, as he insists, rescinded the
contract, and offered to restore to plaintiff
the 10 shares of stock delivered under it
The trial court rendered judgment in his favor, both on the plaintiff's claim against him,
and on his claim against the plaintiff; directing
that the note be canceled, and that defendant
recover from plaintiff the consideration paid,
namely, $3,000.
It is true that the plaintiff
claims, and he so testified, that the agreement
between him and the defendant was that he
would give defendant the preference in purchasing the stock, in case he offered as much
for it as the Fairchild interest; and. If this
be the case, he was acting strictly under the
contract, in demanding the sum of $5,000 for
his stock from the defendant. In that event,
both law and good morals would approve the
course.
But the trial court found that the
contract was as we have stated, and we will
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for the purpose of this decision,
uation to extort from him an exorbitant price
that this finding is correct. The defendant
for the stock. The fallacy of this reasoning
certainly cannot, and he does not, claim that
lies in its untenable assumption that defendhe proved a case more favorable to himself
ant, at the time he bought the stock for
than the findings, nor does he pretend that
$5,000, under the stress of necessity, could
he can ever establish a stronger case on anhave maintained an action against plaintiff
other trial.
to compel the specific performance by him
Taking these findings as the basis of our
of his contract to allow defendant to vote his
decision, we are very clear that the court
If, at the time de(the plaintiff's) stock.
erred in deciding the case in favor of the defendant agreed to pay $5,000 for this propThe court erred in its conclusions
fendant.
erty, he was powerless to secure redress in
of la-w that the facts found established a
a court of equity,— if at that time the plaindefense to the note, and also a valid countertiff could not be compelled to permit him
claim for the $3,000 paid on account of the
(the defendant) to vote the stock,— then plainpurchase price. We regard the contract for
tiff had a perfect legal right to sell to whom
the sale of the 10 shares of stock for $5,000
he pleased^ for such price as he could obas entirely legal, and we do not consider
tain, and therefore had an undoubted legal
that the defendant is in position legally to
right to sell to defendant for $5,000, so long
price
claim that, because an unconscionable
as defendant, being under no other pressure
was extorted from him on account of the nethan that of his necessities, agr eedjp pay
cessities of the situation, he has any right,
l^gL^m 'toJ;_'iJ^'"L>efenaant has no right ^
after having, with full knowledge of the
insist that he~"was unexpectedly placed in
facts, submitted to the demand, to rescind
this peculiar position, relying on the promise
the contract he deliberately made.
If it is of plaintiff; for, if it was a pro mise which a
true (but we express no opinion on this
cou rt of e quity wouSTnot enforce, ne had no'
question of fact) that the plaintiff, after hav- "RgETtoTeiySD BtrCE-promise.
He was*BOTina
ing induced the defendant to part with the
te'~EHbw that ihe plaintiff might refuse to
carry out his agreement, and that In that
control of the corporation, by letting the
Shaw stock slip from him on promise to subevent he (the defendant) would be powerless
stitute his (plaintiffs) stock for the Shaw
to compel its performance, but must, to save
stock, and to allow defendant to use the
himself from being baffled in his scheme,
plaintiff's stock as he (the defendant) could
buy the stock at such a figure as it could be
purchased for. Even assuming the contract
have used the Shaw stock at the next annual
meeting, his subsequent conduct in repudiatto allow defendant to control the stock to be
ing his agreement was an act of gross pervalid, so that its breach would subject plainfidy, and the using of his power, under such
tiff to liability for damages, still defendant
circumstances, to coerce the defendant into
cannot use the breach of that promise as a
paying an exorbitant price for this stock,
basis for rearing upon it this'' argument
that plaintiff took advantage of his neceswhich was worth in the general market not
sities, unless such contract could be specifwas base and dishonorable
in
over $500,
ically enforced in equity. Plaintiff had a leBut the decision of this case
the extreme.
gal right to take advantage of his necessities,
turns on a larger question,-^;thejuieatum-fl£
There Is no pretense that
and exact such price as he could under the
pubUcp^icy^
"plainBicwasguilty of any fraud in the sale circumstances secure, if he could not be compelled by a court of equity to allow defendof the stock. Thenartiea both dealt at arm 's
ant to vote the stock. If plaintiff could break
_Jength. There was no concealment o f any fact.
Inhere was no misrepresentation, wnafever
this promise without liability for damages,
relation of confidence which theretofore exbecause it was void, he could charge what
isted between the plalntifC and defendant
he chose for the stock, and defendant would
must have ceased, whatever esteem which
have no legal ground for complaint. So if
the defendant had entertained for the plainthe breach of this promise, assuming it to
tiff must have instantly perished, when he
be valid, subjected him to liability only for
damages, he yet could break it, and compel
was confronted by the plaintiff with this, to
the defendant to buy the stock and pay him
the defendant, unconscionable demand that
he pay him $5,000 for stock which, as dewhat he asked for it, without rendering himfendant understood, the plaintiff had agreed
self liable to the charge of having, in legal
contemplation, extorted an unconscionable
he was to have the right to use at the meeting without compensation. Whatever defendcontract from the defendant. Suppose that
ant did at this time must have been done,
the contract was valid, and that its breach
not cheerfully, in a spirit of confidence, but
would have subjected the plaintiff to liabilreluctantly, with, anger in his hear t, and
ity for $500 damages. He might have broken
therefore with ITS' disposition on his part to
It, and then have taken the position that,
yield to any demand, except so far as coerced
while he was liable for these damages, he
by the necessities of his position.
yet had the undoubted legal right to break
It is said that plaintiff having, by his prom- such contract and Incur such liability, and
ises, induced the defendant to place himself
thereupon sell the stock to whom he pleased,
In the plaintiff's power, the plaintiff should
without being liable for anything more; and.
not be allowed to take advantage of the sitIf the defendant desired to purchase on the
assume,
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terposition of
court of equity. But, when
such peculiar features exist, equity will decree specific performance. Eckstein v. Downing (N. H.)
Atl. 626; Appeal of Goodwin
Gas-stove & Meter Co. (Pa. Sup.) 12 Atl.
736; Cook, Stock, Stockh. & Corp. Law,
737, 738; White v. Schuyler,
Abb. Prac. (N.
S.) 300; Treasurer v. Mining Co., 23 Cal. 390;
True V. Houghton,
Colo. 318; Bumgardner v. Leavitt (W. Va.) 13 S. E. 67.
When
the only peculiar feature is the desire of the
plaintiff, with the aid of the stock he is seeking to obtain, to secure the control of
corporation, this, perhaps, so far from being a
ground for taking the case out of the ordinary rule, may be a reason for denying the
relief sought. While it is not Illegal for a^
controlling Interest
stockholder to buy up
In a corporation, and so absolutely rule its
affairs, and while it is also true that agreements to vote stock together are not, when
carried out, Ulegal, in the sense that the law
regards the vote as void or voidable, yet it
may be contrary to public policy for a court
of equity to decree specific performance of
contracts touching the control of stock, where
the sole object of the person who is seeking
to enforce the contract is thereby to secure
control of the corporation. We do not say
that such a contract is necessarily void, as
repugnant to pubUc policy, but we are by no
means clear that a court of equity would
specifically enforce it. It may be that sound
public policy demands that a court of equity
should never lend its aid to the enforcement
of a contract relating to stock, when the sole
object of the person who wishes it enforced
Is to give that person control of the corporate affairs. Efforts are often put forth to
secure the management of a corporation,
which are inspired by laudable motives. But
it is also true that many of these schemes
to obtain the control of corporation are conceived and carried on in a spirit inimical to
the interests of the minority stockholders,
and not infrequently for the purpose of so
managing the affairs of the corporation as to
force them to sell their holdings at practically such a figure as the majority stockholders
should dictate. Should courts of equity adopt
minority stockholdthe practice of giving to
er the right to enforce specific performance
contract to buy stock, simply to enable
of
him to control the corporation, or, what is(
still more indefensible, the right to vote or\
control the voting of stock that he does not
own, to enable him to secure control of the
corporation, they would find that in many
cases they had suffered their functions to be
perverted by designing rren; that they had
in fact been lending to dishonorable schemes
such effectual aid as to insure their consummation. Proof that the object was legitimate, that the motive was pure, would furnish no guaranty that the real purpose was
not to wreck or mismanage the corporate affairs.
In no case can court determine with
certainty just what course the minority
a

The defendant could not complain
'that an unfair advantage had been taken of
him, for, if it is the law that a court of equity will not enforce such an agreement as
the original one in this case, but will leave
then
the party to his action for damages,
defendant was bound to know that he was
all the time at the mercy of the plaintiff,
who might at any moment repudiate the contract, without other liability than for damages; and the defendant was in this positloi because be had failed to take the pretion
to secure a promise that would fully
caution
can
He has no legal right to apjiro
rotect him.
peal to equity for relief because the plaintiff took advantage of this struggle for supremacy to exact from him (defendant) an
enormous price for his stock, if he (the defendant) failed to secure from plaintiff such
a contract to protect him against such exaction as a court of equity would enforce for
his protection. Before this promise to allow the defendant to vote the stock was
made, plaintiff might have sold his stock to
defendant for $5,000 without the possibility
ot any rescission of the contract. If defendant saw fit to let the Shaw stock go, without
securing in place of it an agreement that he
could enforce in equity against the plaintiff,
and without securing the plaintiff's stock itself, he voluntarily relinquished his vantage
(ground without taking the precaution to protect himself legally, and trusted himself and
his interests to tije honor of the plaintiff;
knswing full well, as he testifies himself, that
the plaintiff, in the Impending struggle for supremacy, would be sorely tempted to desert
Vhim, and, being only human, might fall.
If we should affirm this judgmenl^ we
would give the defendant all the benefit he
<!ou]d have obtained from
decree of specific
performance, rendered before the stockholders' meeting, that defendant be allowed to
vote the stock.
Defendant would recover
his money; plaintiff would have back his
stock; and it is undisputed that defendant
has in fact voted the stock in the manner he
desired to vote, and has, through the use of
this stock, secured control of the corporation.
We are satisfied that, both on principle and
tinder sound authority, the true rule is that
Z' a court of equity shoiild never specifically enforce
contract by which one person agrees
that another should control his stock without
purchasing it, where the sole ground of the
appeal to equity is the desire of the party
making the appeal to secure control of a corporation through the use of the stock he is
It is a general rule
control.
)»flms seeking to
/that a court of equity will not enforce a
specific performance of a contract for the
Corporate stock
Sk sale of personal property.
comes within the scope of this rule, unless
there are peculiar features calling for the In-
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same terms as another person had offered,
he had a legal right to make a new contract
of sale with him (the defendant), and the
contract would be as valid as a sale to a
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stockholder, when armed by the court with
this absolute power over the corporation, will
pursue when he has attained hia vantage
"ground.
It is therefore possible that the
question whether specific performance should
be decreed ought not to turn on the court's
1 surmise or guess as to the ulterior purpose of
\the person who is seeking to secure control;
'but because there is always danger that such
purpose may be dishonest, and because the
court can never surely know the truth as to
the real motive, it may be that courts of equity should inflexibly refuse to aid the minority stockholder In his effort to obtain control. In this case the defendant's motive appears to have been honorable, and we have
no doubt that such is the fact.
He was
merdy seeking to take the management of
the bank from persons who, in his judgment,
were mismanaging it, and resume control of
its affairs, that it might be built up for the
benefit, necessarily, of all stockholders.
But
perhaps this fact should not influence us.
If the specific enforcement of such a contract
is to turn oo the opinion of the court touching motives, it is obvious that in many cases
dishonest projects will receive effectual equitable aid.
The decision of the Pennsylvania supreme court In Foil's Appeal, 91 Pa.
/St. 434, strongly supports the view that eq'
uity would not specifically enforce a contract
for the sale of stock where the only ground
for invoking the aid of the court is the peculiar value of the stock to the person who
has contracted to buy it, because of his de^slre to secure control of the corporation.
The bill In that case was filed to compel
specific performance of a contract to purchase stock in a national bank.
The basis
of the application to equity was the desire of
the plaintiff to secure control of the bank.
The coxiit unanimously held that, on grounds
of public policy, the relief should be denied.
The court said: "While the legal right of the
complainant to buy up sufBcient of the stock
of this bank to control it in the interest of
himself and friends may be conceded, it is
by no means clear that a court of equity will
lend its aid to help him.
A national bank is
a quasi public institution.
While it is the
property of the stockholders, and Its profits
inure to their benefit, it was nevertheless intended by the law creating it that it should
be for the public accommodation.
It furnishes a place, supposed to be safe, In which
the general public may deposit their moneys,
and where they can obtain temporary loans
upon giving the proper security. There are
three classes of persons to be protected,— the
the noteholders, and the stockdepositors,
holders.
We have no intimation that the
bank, as at present organized, is not prudently and carefully managed. The stock, as now
held, is scattered among a variety of people,
and held in greater or lesser amounts.
It Is
difficult to see how the small stodiholders,
who have their modest earnings invested in
It, the depositors, who use it for the safe-
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keeping of their moneys, or the business public, who look to it for accommodation in the
way of loans, are to be benefited by the concentration of a majority of its stock in the
hands of one man, or in such way that one
man and his friends shall control it. * • »
We are In no doubt as to our duty in the
premises.
We are of opinion that the end
sought to be attained by this bill is against
public policy, and for that reason we refuse
our aid."
It Is true that some stress was laid by the
court on the fact that the plaintiff was operating with borrowed capital, in his efforts
to secure control of the bank. Biit this fact
was not treated as decisive, and it is clear
from the whole trend of the opinion that the
absence of this fact would not have resulted
in a different ruling in the case. Moreover,
this fact was adverted to as tending to sho^r
that the object was to speculate, and not to
Invest funds in corporate stock. But in the
case at bar the defendant never intended to
Invest a dollar in plaintiff's stock until he was
compelled to do it to enable him to accomplish his real purpose, which was to secure
control of the bink. In Moses v. Scott (Ala.)
4 South. 742, after stating that a vote based
upon a prior agreement to vote as a unit
would not necessarily be Illegal, the court
say, at page 744: "Whether an agreement tovote as a unit, or as an agreed majority may
dictate, for any given length of time, is a
contract so binding in its terms that no party
to it can withdraw from it or disregard it
without the consent of his fellows, may be a
Possibly public policy
different question.
may exert an influence in the solution of this
problem.
And even if such a contract be
lawful, and on its face exert a continuing
force, the grave question comes up, will a
court of chancery, in its enlightened discretion, lend its aid to the enforcement of a contract of so doubtful policy?" However, we
are not called upon to settle this interesting
The case before us
question in this case.
presents a stronger one against the exercise
of the equitable powers of the courts to enforce specific performance than a contract for
the purchase of stock; for here the contract
the
was to give the minority stockholder
right to dominate and direct the judgment of
the plaintiff, as stockholder, in the voting of
his stock, without owning the stock himself.
Every other stockholder
in the bank had
the right to demand that the plaintiff should,
if he desired so to do, exercise at the very
time of the annual meeting his own judgment^
as to the best interests of all the stockholders, untrammeled by dictation, and unfetterWe
ed by the obligation of any contract.
know of no case where a court of equity has
enforced such an agreement We regrard as
controlling on this question the rule that an
irrevocable proxy to vote stock is revocable.
See Cook, Stock, Stockh. & Coip. Law, § 610,
note 6.

There is another reason, and to our mind
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still stronger reason for holding that defendant could not have secured in a court of equity a decree specifically enforcing this conThe plaintiff's promise to allow the
tract.
defendant to control his stock was based upon an illegal consideration, — one condemned
by public policy,— and the promise was thereThe trial court
fore not binding In law.
found that before defendant suffered the
Shaw stock to pass beyond his control, and
before plaintiff tiad agreed to permit defendant to control his stock, defendant had informed the plaintiff that it was his purpose
to vote his own and the Shaw stock to make
plaintiff one of the directors of the bank,
and that it was also his purpose to cause him
(plaintiff) to secure employment in the bank
when the new board of directors was elected;
that he desired the advice and co-operation of
plaintiff in securing such control, and the selection of suitable persons to put in the diThe court
rectory to carry out his plans, etc.
also found that thereafter plaintiff represented to defendant that he did ngt need the
Shaw stock "to accomplish his said purpose,"
interthat he had better let the Pairchild
that stock, and that he (the
est purchase
plaintiff) would not permit his stock to be
bought or controlled by the PairchUd interest, but that he would vote his stock with
the defendant's stock at the next annual
stockholders' meeting, for the persons agreed
upon by plaintiff and defendant for directors,
and would in every way aid and assist defendant in the consummation of his plans for
securing the possession, control, and manageThese findment of the bank and Its affairs.
ings make it apparent that one of the considerations,
if not the main consideration,
which infiuenced plaintiff in agreeing to give
defendant control of his stock, was the previous statement of defendant that he intended to make plaintiff a director, and see that
In the bank by the new
he was employed
board of directors to be elected at the apThat both
proaching stockholders' meeting.
parties understood that at least a portion of
the consideration for plaintiff's co-operation
with defendant in the project to obtain control of the corporation was the promise of
defendant
to give him employment in the
bank is apparent from a written contract
subsequently
entered into between the parties. On the 19 th of December, but entirely
separate from the contract of sale, the defendant signed and delivered to plaintiff, who
accepted the same, the following memorandum of agreement: "Bismarck, N. D., Dec.
19, 1892.
In consideration of J. R. Gage
joining me in effecting the controlling interest of the capital stock of the First National
hereby agree to furnish
Bank of Bismarck,
said J, R. Gage a position as cashier of said
bank at a salary of not less than $100 per
month, payable monthly, beginning at the
11th day of January, 1893, and during his
ability to perform his duties as cashier, provided such control is assumed at such time:
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Asa Fisher."
In connection with this agreement the court made a finding of fact which
conclusively shows that, all along, one of the
inducements to plaintiff's promise to vote his
stock with defendant's stock was the promise
of the latter to give him a place in the bank.
"That said agreement was signed by the defendant, Fisher, and was then and there, on
said 1901 day of December, 1892, delivered to
plaintiff, J. R. Gage, by the defendant, and
was then and there accepted and retained
by said plaintiff, and he, the said plaintiff,
then and there promised to perform said
agreement on his part; that said contract,
interpreted and explained by the circumstances under which it was made and the
subject to which it relates, was Intended by
each of the pai-ties thereto as follows: That
the plaintiff would vote his said ten shares
of stock at the annual meeting of the stockholders of said bank, to occur in the month
of January following, for the persons agreed
upon by the plaintiff and defendant for the
directors of said bank, and that he would
aid, assist, and co-operate with the defendant
in carrying out tne plans which they had previously discussed and agreed upon for the
management of said corporation, as hereinbefore set forth, and that the defendant
would use his Influence with the said persons proposed and agreed upon for directors,
when chosen, to elect the plaintiff to the position of cashier of said bank, at a salary of
not less than $100 per month, during his ability to perform said duties."
It is apparent from the findings that this
written agreement
represents
the previous
oral understanding between the parties, reduced to writing.
It is not claimed that the
parties entered into three different contracts.
There were only two agreements made.
One
related to the control of the stock by defendant without buying It. The other was the
contract of sale. The court expressly finds
that this written contract was no part of the
contract for the sale of the stock. That one
of the considerations which induced plaintiff
to enter into an agreement to vote his stock
with defendant's stock was the defendant's
promise to secure his employment in the
bank, is apparent from the findings to which
we have referred; and as it is not pretended,
and does not appear, that two different contracts relating to the control of plaintiff's
stock by defendant preceded the contract of
sale, we can find no escape from the conclusion that the promise on which defendant relied in parting with the Shaw stock was a
promise made by plaintiff under the expectation, justified by defendant's promise, that he
(plaintiff) was to have a place on the board
of directors, and also a position In the bank,
at a salary. We are strengthened in this
view by the consideration that, unless the
promise to give plaintiff employment was
part .of the original arrangement, the subsequent written promise of defendant would be
without consideration. If plaintiff, for a suf-
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ficlent conslderatloii, had already promised
to let defendant control his stock, an agreement on the part of defendant to give him an
additional consideration for the right which
was already his would be a purely gratuitous
So far from its
promise, not binding in law.
appearing that defendant regarded that he
was making such a promise, he shows by
the written agreement signed by him that the
sole consideration running to plaintiff for his
agreement to permit defendant to control his
stock was defendant's promise to secure him
a position as cashier in the bank. It is Impossible to conceive that so shrewd a man as
the defendant would have promised In writing to give plaintiff a position In the bank,
If such had not been part of the original understanding; for, unless it was part of It,
the defendant had already secured, by his
contract with plaintiff, all he could ever obtain by making additional promises.
The
case would be similar to that of a person, after having secured a contract for the sale to
him of stock for a specified consideration,
promising in writing that In consideration of
such sale he would give the owner of the
Such a
stock a place In the corporation.
promise would not be made by a reasonable
being under such circumstances.
The fact
that such a contract was made In this case
is convincing to our minds that the real consideration running to plaintiff for his original
control the stock
promise to let defendant
was the promise of defendant to give him employment in the bank. This was what InAt
duced plamtifC to make the promise.
ieast, we are satisfied that it was one of the
{,
■
The contract was therefore connnducements.
^ .Afrary to public policy and void. At least a
portion of the consideration was illegal, and
hence the promise founded on It was a promThe law
// ise which no court would enforce.
case leaves both parties where It
In
such
a
I*
finds them.
To neither will It give redress.
That a contract relating to the purchase or
control of corporate stock, founded in whole
or in part upon a promise to secure for the
In.
person who owns the stock employment
the corporation, and an office therein, Is illegal and void, Is a doctrine supported by the
Woodruff
voice of the decisions.
V unanimous
V. Wentworth, 133 Mass. 309; Noel v. Drake,
28 Kan. 265; Guernsey v. Cook, 120 Mass.
501; Forbes v. McDonald, 54 Cal. 98; Cone's
Ex'rs V. Russell (N. J. Ch.) 21 Atl. 847; West
135 U. S. 507, 10 Sup. Ct. 838.
V. Camden,
In the case last cited the court, referring to a
contract, one element of which was a promise
to give one of the parties to it permanent employment as manager of a corporation in
which he was a stockholder, said: "It was a
contract, the purpose and effect of which was
as a stockholder
to Influence the defendant,
and oflScer of the company. In the decision of
a question affecting the private rights of others, by considerations foreign to those rights,'
and the defendant, by the contract, was placed under direct and very powerful 'induce-
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ment to disregard his duties to other members of the corporation,
who had a right to
demand his disinterested action in the selection of suitable officers.'
He was to be In a
relation of trust and confidence, which would
require him to look only to the best interests
of the whole uninfluenced by private contracts.
We think this salutary rule is applicable in this case, notwithstanding the alleged contract was not corruptly made for private gain on the part of the defendant There
were other stockholders
in the company.
The defendant and the Standard Oil Company, for whose benefit it is alleged the contract was made, were not all the stockholders;
and it seems to us that it was certainly the
right of those other stockholders to have the
defendant's judgment, as an officer of the
company, exercised with a sole regard to the
interests of the company." It cannot be
claimed that the illegal parts of this contract
could have been separated from the remainder, and the agreement sustained to that extent The case falls within no exception to
the general rule that where a part of a contract is illegal the whole agreement is void.
It was not a case where the contract had
been executed on one side, and the person
who had received the benefit of it was asked
to pay only the legal consideration he had
agreed to pay, the illegal consideration being
waived. In such a case the agreement can
be sustained to the extent of the legal considCasady v. Woodbury County, 13
eration.
Iowa, 113; 1 Pars. Cont. 380. So far as any
consideration ran to plaintiff, there was only
a single consideration to induce him to make
his promise to allow defendant to vote his
stock,
e. the promise to give him employBut even if he had been himent in the bank.
duced to make this promise for money, in addition to the agreement to give him a position
In the bank, still the legal part of the consideration could not have been separated from
the illegal, for no coini: could say, in the light
of the actual contract that he would have
made the promise to allow his stock to be voted by another solely for the cash consideration. To separate the legal from the illegal conand
sideration,
imder such circumstances,
then sustain and enforce the contract as so
radically altered, would be to make a new
contract for one wrongdoer, t» enable him to
against the other wrongdoer, who
enforce
would be no more culpable, an agreement
which he never made. See Greenh. Pub. PoL
p. 17, rule 21, and page 24, rule 25, and cases
dted; 2 Add. Cont pt 2, bottom paging, 762,
and cases in note 1; Tobey v. Robinson, 99
lU. 222-233; Comp. Laws, § 3533. For both of
the reasons set forth in this opinion, we are
clear that at the time plaintiff and defendant
made the contract of sale sought to be rescinded by defendant the latter was powerless to compel the plaintiff to carry out his
promise to allow defendant to vote his stock,
and that, therefore, as defendant to secure
control of the bank, saw fit to buy the plains
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it,

another to extort from him an unconscionable contract. See Hough's Adm'rs v. Hunt,
15 Am. Dee. 569, and note.
Neither can It i
be said that the defendant was compelled to
pay more for the stock than the market price.
The strife of the controlling factions to secure control of the majority of the stock, to
be lised at the approaching stockholders'
meeting, had temporarily given to this stock
a value above its Intrinsic value. To the purchaser of
it meant victory and supremacy
In the management of corporate affairs. Why
should defendant claim that an exorbitant
price had been extorted from him, if he was
paying only what plaintiff could have secured
from the opposing faction, had defendant declined to buy at that figure? The counsel f<>r
the defendant, in his learned and exhaustive
brief, and in his very able oral argument before the court, has presented everything that
could possibly be urged in favor of the case he
represents;
and this, too, with great ingenuity and force. But while we fully agree with
him thali
the facts foimd be true, his client
just grievance in the forum of conhas
science, yet we are unable, because of the
considerations of public policy to which wa
have alluded, to give him any legal redress.
The Judgment of the district court is in all
things reversed, and that court is directed to
modify its conclusions of law in accordance
with this opinion, and to enter judgment for
the plaintiff for the full amount due on the
note, for principal and Interest
All concur.
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to relieve him, because he had been Impelled j
by his desires to pay a large price for the I
thing bought.
The cases rited by counsel
for defendant do not lay down any such doctrine. They are cases where one person has
taken advantage ot the financial distress of

a

tiff's stock for the sum of $5,000, he conid
not, after availing himself of an of the adrantages growing out of the possession of
snch stock, rescind the sale, on the theory
into
that he was coerced by his necessities
making a hard bargain.
The confidential relations existing between
the plaintiff and defendant would not transmute into a contract binding in equity a contract which otherwise would not be enforced
Eqmty will not grant
by a court of equity.
or withhold relief because the promisor was
or was not trusted by the promisee, but it
will withh(M relief, In all cases of this char. acter, irrespective of the question of confidential relations, because public policy demands
(I that equitable aid should not be extended to
Nor is
Uwhat is in fact an illegal scheme.
There any force in the contention that the
case is brought within the scope of the doetrine that a court will relieve a party whe
has made a contract under the stress o£ great
necessity.
As we have already demonstrated, the defendant
has only himself to blame
for trusting to a promise the fulfillment of
which equity would not compeL
He was in
no different position trom that which he
would have occupied had the promise of plainAnd it is too clear
tiff never been made.
to justify argument that had plaintiff demanded $5,000 fear this stock, without having
made any prior promise to permit defendant
to control it, the defendant, if he saw fit to
yield to this demand, would have been entitled to no relief on the ground that it was a
hard bargain, extorted from him by Ihe necessities of his situation. It would be a novel
and dangerous doctrine that a party who, In
his anxiety to secure property, had paid more
^ than its market value, could appeal to equity
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NEW ENGLAND TRUST
(38

Supreme

N. B.
Judicial
Suffolk.

432,

CO. v.

ABBOTT.

162 Mass. 148.)

Court of Massachusetts.
Oct.

18,

1804.

Report from superior court, Suffolk county.
Action by the New England Trust Company against Abbott, executor of the will
of Josiah Gr. Abbott, deceased, to compel
a transfer to the company of certain shares
of its stock held by defendant's testator, and
to enjoin defendant from further prosecuting
an action at law to recover the dividends
Judgment for plaintiff.
on said shares.

for
W. G. Russell and J. L. Stackpole,
L. S. Dabney and F, J. Stimsom,
plaintiff.
for defendant.
MORTON, J. This Is a bill brought by
the plaintiff to compel the transfer to it, by
the defendant, as executor of the will of
Josiah 6. Abbott, of certain shares in the
plaintiff corporation, which were held by
said Abbott at his decease, and which, it
is alleged, he agreed, when the certificates
were issued to him, should be appraised at
his death by the directors, and transferred
to the plaintiff at the appraisal, if the directors so elected.
The biU also seeks to
enjoin the defendant from prosecuting an
action at law brought by him against the
plaintiff to recover certain dividends upon
said shares that have been declared by it
The plaintiff was organized in 18G9, under
a special charter (Acts 1869, c. 182), with a
capital of $500,000, which was afterwards
increased to $1,000,000. The terms of the
alleged agreement are found in the by-laws,
of which all that is now material is as
follows:
"Art 7. Any member of this corporation
who shall be desirous of selling any of his
shares, the executor or administrator of any
member, deceased, and the grantee or assignee of any shares sold on execution, shall
cause such, their shares, respectively, to be
appraised by the directors, which It shall
be theh: duty to do on request and shall
thereupon offer the same to them for the
use of the corporation at such appraised
value; and, if said directors shall choose to
take such shares for the use of the corporation, such member, executor, administrator,
or assignee shall, upon the payment or tender to him of such appraised value thereof,
and the dividends due thereon, transfer and
assign such share or shares to said corporation; provided, however, the said directors
shall not be obliged to take said shares at
the appraised value, unless they shall think
it for the interests of the company; and If
they shall not within ten days after such
shares are offered to them in writing, take
the same, and pay such member, executor,
administrator, or assignee the price at which
the same shall have been appraised, such
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member, executor, administrator, or assignee
shall be at liberty to sell and dispose of the
same shares to any person whatever.
"Art 8. The directors shall have power,
and it shall be their duty, to sell and dispose
of the shares which may be transferred as
aforesaid to the corporation, whenever, In
their judgment, it can be done with safety
and advantage to the corporation; and in
all sales made by the directors, under any
of the aforesaid provisions, it shall be their
duty to sell the shares to such persons as
shall appear to them, from their situation
and character, most likely to promote confidence in the stability of the institution;
no greater number than one himdred shares
being assigned to any one person, nor, in the
case of a person already a member, a greater
number than will be sufficient to increase
his previous number to one hundred shares."
These by-laws were adopted before any
Aftercertificates of stock were issued.
wards, but before the capital was increased,
article 7 was duly amended by adding to it

the following:
"It shall be the duty of such executor, administrator, grantee, or assignee to offer
said shares for appraisal, and to be taken
by the corporation, if it shall so elect, whenever requested by the actuary or secretary,
and no dividends or interest shall be paid
or allowed after a failure to comply with
provided, that such request
such request:
shall not be made imtil after the payment ot
one dividend and the expiration of six
months from the death of the owner or sale
as aforesaid, but the offer may be made at
any earlier period if the party shall prefer."
Every certificate contained on Its face, as
part of the certificate, the provision that
"said shares are transferable only in person
or by attorney, duly constituted, on the
books of the company, and In the manner
and upon the conditions expressed in the bylaws of the company, printed upon the back
of this certificate." On the backs of the
certificates were printed by-laws 7 and 8.
By-law 7 was printed as amended on the
backs of those issued after the increase.
There were also on the stubs from which the
certificates were detached, in the certificate
books, two receipts given and signed by the
defendant's testator at the time the two cer-

tificates were issued to him in the original
and increased capital, which were each as
"Received the above certificate
follows:
subject to the conditions and restrictions
therein referred to, and to the by-laws of the
agree to conform."
company, to which
The defendant contends that these by-laws
are void. We have not found it necessary
to consider that question, and we express no
opinion upon it We think that the case
may well stand on the ground that the defendant's testator entered into an agreement
with the plaintiff to do what the plaintiff
now seeks to compel his executor to do. It
is manifest that a stockholder may make a

I
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contract with a corporation to do or not to
do certain things in regard to his stock, or to
waive certain rights, or to submit to certain
restrictions respecting which the stockholders might have no power of compulsion over
In Adley v. Whitstable Co., 17 Ves.
him.
"It has been
315, 322, Lord Eldon says:
frequently determined that what may well
be made the subject of a contract between
the different Interests of a partnership would
For Instance, an
not be good as a by-law.
among the citizens of London
agreement
that they would not sell except In the markets of London would be good; yet it has
been declared by the legislature that a bySee, also, Davis
law to that effect is void."
etc., 8 Mete. (Mass.) 321;
V. Proprietors,
Bank of Attica v. Manufacturers' & Traders'
Bank, 20 N. Y. 505, 6 Cook, Stocks & S. § 408.
In the present case the certificates were issued to the defendant's testator In consideration of the payment by him to the corporation of the amount due for the stock,
and of the agreements with it on his part
which they contained. By accepting them
without objection, and by signing the receipts, he must be held to have agreed to
the conditions printed on the backs of the
The fact that the conditions
certificates.
may
were contained
in by-laws
which
have been invalid as such does not render
his agreement void, if the contract was in
substance one which the corporation had
power to make.
We think that it had such
power.
It is held in this state that a corporation, unless prohibited, may purchase its
own stock (Dupee v. Water Power Co., 114
Mass. 37); and we see nothing opposed to
public policy in such an agreement as this,
with corporations like this. If honestly carried out by the directors, it tends to secure a
trustworthy
body of stockholders, from
which those having the care and management of the affairs of the corporation naturally would be selected.
It certainly cannot be contrary to public policy that the
managers
of this and similar institutions
should be persons of skUl who possess the
confidence of the public. The restraint upon
alienation is no greater than is often agreed
to.
In England it is not unusual to find in
the deeds of settlement or articles of association under which corporations or joint-stock
companies have been organized, and which
correspond to the charter and by-laws here,
provisions requiring the stockholder, in case
he wishes to transfer his stock, to offer it to
the directors, or to submit to them the name
of the transferee for approval.' Bargate t.
Shortrldge, 5 H. L. Cas. 297; Poole v. Middleton, 29 Beav. 646; Ex parte Penney, 8
7 Ch.
Oh. App. 446; Moffatt v. Farquhar,
Dlv. 591; Chappell's Case, 6 Ch. App. 902.
No objections seem to have been made to
In this state, the legislathese provisions.
ture, in numerous instances, has provided, in
the charters of corporations like this, that
the shares shall be transferable according to
H.&B.B(J.(2dEd.)—
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such rules and regulations as the stockholders shall establish, and not otherwise. It is
hardly possible that the legislature was Ignorant of the construction which has been
put upon the power thus conferred, and
which in the case of the first corporation of
the kind chartered In the commonwealth,
the Massachusetts Hospital Life Insurance
Company (Acts 1818, c. 180), was shown, it
is said, by the adoption of by-laws from
It is
which those in this case were copied.
true that this charter contains no provision
in regard to by-laws or to the transfer of
shares; but the policy of the legislature cannot be affected by such an omission, especially in view of the fact that many of the
charters since granted contain this provision.
Neither do we think that the agreement Is
void for the reason that it authorizes the
plaintiff to invest, as the defendant contends, in its own stock, or because it compels
the defendant to submit .to the appraisal of
the directors. If the enumeration in its charter of certain things in which it may invest
Is to be construed as excluding, among others,
its own stock, we think that the object of
the agreement is not to secure the transfer of
the shares to the plaintiff as an investment,
but to enable the directors to dispose of it to
such person or persons as shall appear to
them, from their situation and character,
most likely to promote confidence in the stability of the institution; and though, pending
its disposition by the directors, it may, for
convenience's sake, be placed with the company's securities, and dividends, if declared,
collected upon it, that does not alter the essential character of the tenure upon which
the company holds It It is settled that one
may agree to sell his property at a price to
be determined by another, and that he will
be bound by the price so fixed, even though
the party establishing it was interested; provided the interest was known, and no objection made by the parties, and no fraud or
bad faith is shown. Brown v. Bellows, 4
Pick. 179, 189; Palmer v. Clark, 106 Mass.
373, 389; Haley v. Bellamy, 137 Mass. 357,
359; Fox V. Hazelton, 10 Pick. 275; Strong
V. Strong, 9 Gush. 569; Benj. Sales (6th Am.
Ed.) § 88, note 3.
The defendant objects that there was no
real appraisal, and that he did not offer the
stock for appraisal. The records of the plaintiff show that at a directors' meeting, at
which were present 16 directors, it was voted
that the defendant's stock be appraised at
$220 per share, and taken for the use of the
corporation. The directors were not bound
to give the defendant notice or a hearing
(Palmer v. Claxk, supra); and we must assume that they gave the matter such attention as, in their opinion, was necessary, and
that the appraisal correctly expresses their
judgment, after taking into account such
matters as they thought should be considered. There is nothing to show that they were
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so mistaken about the facts that what they
did was in no fair sense an appraisal of this
stock, but of something eise. It Is said that
so, it was, at
they omitted the good will.

If

most, an error of judgment, which would not
Invalidate the appraisal. It was not a condition precedent to the appraisal that the defendant should offer the stock. The agree-

ment of defendant's testator was, in sub-

stance, that the stock should be appraised by
the directors, and that it might be taken at
the appraisal by them if they so elected; and
that has been done. The offer was for the

purpose of fixing a time from which the 10
days should begin to run at whose expiration
the stockholder could dispose of his stock
If the directors had not elected to take it.
If the directors appraised the stock, and
voted to take it at the appraisal, an offer was
unnecessary.
Lastly, the defendant contends that the
plaintiff is not entitled to specific performance, because the stock was greatly undervalued, and because the plaintiff has a remedy at law. It is evident that to remit the
plaintiff to an action at law for damages
would defeat the very purpose of the contract, and would not, we think, furnish an
adequate remedy. No stock in the plaintiff
company has ever been sold in the market,
and all the shares that have been transferred
have been transferred to the plaintiff, and
disposed of by the directors in the manner
provided. About three-fourths of the stock
of the original subscribers has been thus
transferred. There is no evidence that the
testator ever objected to this mode of dealing
with it; and we see no good reason why the
plaintiff should be obliged to accept damages for which it might be difBcult to lay
down a clear rule, instead of performance.
Railroad Corp. v. Babcock, 6 Mete. (Mass.)
346; Oushman v. Manufacturing Co., 76 N.
T. 365. The case would perhaps stand differently If the shares were bought and sold in
the market like most stocks. Adam v. Messinger, 147 Mass. 185, 17 N. B. 491. The defendant does not charge the directors with
any fraud in the appraisal. He expressly disclaims that. It is well settled that where one
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agrees that another may fix the price for certain property, or the sum to be paid for material or services, the decision of the party
selected cannot be impeached
by showing
that he has committed an error of judgment,
or failed to avail himself of all the information which he might have obtained, or has
valued the property too high or too low.
Palmer v. Clark, supra; Flint v. Gibson, 106
Mass. 391; Robbins v. Clark, 129 Mass. 145;
Railroad Co. v. March, 114 U. S. 549, 5 Sup.
Ct 1035; Stevenson v. Watson, 4 0. P. Div.
148; Sharpe v. Railway Co., 8 Ch. App. 597;
Richards v. May, 10 Q. B. Div. 400; Tullis v.
Jacson [1892] 3 Ch. Div. 441; Ranger v. Railway Co., 5 H. L. Cas. 72. The evidence that
was offered by the defendant relating to the
value of the stock was therefore rightly excluded.
It is equally well settled that specific
performance of an agreement to convey will
not be refused merely because the price is
inadequate or excessive. The difference must
be so great as to lead to a reasonable conclusion of fraud, mistake, or concealment in the
nature of fraud, and to render it plainly inequitable and against conscience that the
contract should be enforced.
Chute
v.
Quincy, 156 Mass. 189, 30 N. B. 550; Lee v.
Kirby, 104 Mass. 420; Park v. Johnson, 4
Allen, 259; Railroad Co. v. Babcock, 6 Mete.
(Mass.) 346, 352; Cathcart v. Robinson, 5 Pet
271; Underhill v. Van Cortlandt, 2 Johns. Ch,
339; Belchier v. Reynolds, 2 Keny. pt 2, p. 87;
Weekes v. Gallard, 21 Law T. (N. S.) 655;
Fry, Spec. Perf. (3d Am. Bd.) § 424, note L
It is to be observed that this is a suit directly between the company and a stockholder,
to enforce a contract made with the company by the latter, and that the rights of
third parties are not involved. Many of the
cases cited and relied upon by the defendant are cases where the rights of third parties are involved, and therefore inapplicable
to this.
The result is that the plaintiff is entitled
to a decree compelling the defendant to convey the shares upon payment by It of the
amount of the appraisal, with interest, and
enjoining him from prosecuting the action at
law. Ordered accordingly.
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CONGER

et al. v.

NEW YORK, W.

R. CO.

S. & B.

(23 N. E. 983, 120 N. Y. 29.)
Court

of Appeals of New York, Second Division.
March 18, 1890.

Appeal from supremocourt, general term,

department.
Action by Clarence R. Conger and another against the New York, West Shore
& Bnfialo Railroad Company. A judgment In favor of defendajit, entered upon
the decision of the special term, vras affirmed at the general term, and plaintiff
second

again appeals.
Clarence R. Conger, for appellants.
vw Frost, for respondent.

Haisht,

J.

Cal-

This action was brought

to compel a speclflc performance of a contract. The Jersey City & Albany Railway Company was incorporated for the
purpose of constructing and operating a
railroad from Fort Montgomery, in the
county of Orange, to a point on the Hudson river opposite to the city ot'NewTorli.
As such incorporation it entered into a
written agreement with one Catherine A.
Hedges, the plaJntiffgl^rflator, in and by
the ternfs oi wnicn shegave' to the company a right of way across her premises
in Rockland county upon certain conditions, one of which was that the company
should locate a station in the gorge commonly known as the " Long Clove, " and
stop thereat five express trains each way
Subsequently the Jersey City & Al■ dally.
bany Railway Company was consolidated
j with the North River Railway Company,
/ under the name of the North River Railroad Company, and that company was
[
L^onsolidated with the defendant, which
was incorporated for the purpose of constructing and operating a railroad from
the New Jersey state line, through the
state of New York, to the city of Buffalo.
The defendant has entered upon the lands
of the said Catherine A. Hedges, and constructed its road-bed across the same, but^
has not constructed any tatio n there' It
on m Ta»^^^Eon ^ ClOVfe ..^O l'geror~stopped
The
'~a5y~Of-^ttirexBreB8 trains.- thereat.
TnaTtfOurt has found as facts that a suitable station for the accommodation of passengers, and the receipt and delivery of
freight, at the Long Clove gorge, could be
built by the defendant only at a considerable expense, because of the nature of the
ground at tliat point; that the place
where the plaintiffs demand that the steition be located is near the mouth of a long
tunnel, and at a sharp curve in the defendant's railroad, upon the side of a steep
mountain approached by steep grades in
both directions ; that it is sparsely settled.

r
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and if a station were established there it
would be of no use to the public; that
very little, if any, benefit would result to
the plaintiffs, by the erection of a station,
or the stoppage of the trains thereat;
that the public convenience would not be
promoted, but the public travel would be
delayed; and, as a conclusion of law, that
a specific enforcement of the agreement
would work hardship and injustice to the
defendant, and such enforcement will not
subserve the ends of justice; that specific
performance should be denied, and the
plaintiffs left to their action for damages
for a breach of the contract. The evidence sustains the findings of the trial
court, which have been affirmed by the
general term.
The questions for our consideration are therefore narrowed to a
determination as to whether the conclusions of law reached are justified under the
findings of fact.
It has been the well-settled doctrine ot\
this court that the specific performance of
a contract is discretionary with the court,
and that performance will not be decreed
where it will result in great hardship and
injustice to one party, without any consideration, gain, or utility to the other, or
in a case where the public interest would be
prejudiced thereby. Clarke v. Railroad Co.,
18 Barb. 350; Trustees
v. Thacher, 87 N.
T. 311-317; Murdfeldt v. Railway Co., 102
N. Y. 703, 7 N. E. Rep. 404; Day v. Hunt,
112 N. Y. 191-195, 19 N. E. Rep. 414.
As we have seen, the Long Clovegorgeis
located upon the side of a steep mountain,
in a sparsely settled district, and is approached by a steep grade, and that a
passenger station, with an approach thereat, could be constructed only at a considerable expense. These are reasons worthy of consideration, but, if there were no
others, the trial court might not have
deemed them sufficient to refuse specific
performance.
But they are followed by
another, which gives additional force and
weight, and that is that the public travel
will be delayed by the stoppage of the
trains, and that the public convenience
will not be promoted. The defendant is a
corporation organized under the laws of
the state, and is a common carrier of passengers and freight. Its duties are largely of a public nature, and it is bound to so
operate fiEsToad
run its trains.and
las"x5
'
'
promote the pubTic interest and convenience, andj in view of the tact that bat lit-;
tie if any benefit would result to the plam;
tiffs by the erection of a station arid the
Bt'oppage of trains thereat^ as found by^
the trial court, it appear^ to us fKat" that
court properly refused to decree specific
performance and remanded the plaintiffs to
their action for damages. The judgment
should be affirmed, with costs. All concur, except Bbown, J., not sitting.
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ROSS et al.

y.

PARKS.

(8 South. 368, 93 Ala. 153.)
Supreme Court of Alabama.

Nov. IS, ISQO.

Appeal from chancery court, Jackson county; Thomas Cobbs, Chancellor.
Bill to enforce specific performance of a
The title to the
contract to convey land.
land in controversy was in one Jeremiah
French. On the 15th day of December, 1887,
French agreed, in writing, to convey the
land to the complainant, Parks, if Parks
would pay him $200 by December 15, 1888.
At the execution of this option, 50 cents was
paid, and expressed in the contract as the
This contract to sell, or opconsideration.
tion, was signed by French and his wife,
but was not signed by Parks.
It was recorded In the probate office, and defendants,
Ross and McClendon, had actual notice of
its execution.
After the execution of this
contract, French moved to Texas. Subsequently, Ross and McClendon sent an agent
out to Texas where French was, and through
said agent offered French $800 for the land in
controversy,
and thereby, on November 21,
1888, procured a deed from French and his
wife, conveying to Ross and McClendon the
Belegal title to the land in controversy.
fore the expiration of his option, under the
contract of French, Parks paid French the
$200 purchase money as therein agreed, and
a deed to said lands from said
received
French and his wife, which was executed on
and bore the date of 28d of November,
1888.
On December 21, 1888, the said Ross
and McClendon brought an action of ejectment against Parks to recover the possesof which
sion of the land in controversy,
Thereupon, on
Parks was in possession.
January 29, 1889, Parks filed the bill in this
case against said Ross and McClendon, and
prayed to have the ejectment suit enjoined;
the deed made by French and wife to Boss
and to have Ross
and McClendon canceled;
and McClendon specifically perform the contract entered into by French and wife,—
making to the complainant a good and perOn a
fect title to the land in controversy.
final hearing upon the pleadings and proof,
the chancellor granted the relief prayed, and
the defendants now appeal, and assign this
decree as error.

J. E. Brown and Watts & Son, for appellants. L. W. Days and D. D. Shelby, for
appellee.

J. A general rule governing
of specific performance is that the
contract must be mutual, and that either
party is entitled to the equitable remedy of
Exceptions to this
a specific performance.
and one
general rule are well established,
class of contracts to which the exceptions
may be applied are those which are unilatThe
eral in form. Pom. Cont §§ 167, 168.
exception as to unilateral contracts has been
COLEMAN,

cases
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fully recognized and adopted in this statei
The case of Moses v. McClain, 82 Ala. 370, 2
South. 741, was for a specific performance of
the following contract: "For and in consideration of the sum of one dollar in hand paid,
I hereby give A. J. Moses an option on my
lands and improvements situated near Sheffield, and known as my 'House Place,' containing one hundred and twenty acres, more
or less, for the sum of eight thousand dollars. * * • This option good for 2 days.
[Signed] J. W. McClain."
It was contended
that Moses, the covenantee, bound himself
by no writing, and not having bound himself, he could not in this proceeding hold
McClain bound; that the contract not being
mutually binding, chancery will not compel
its specific performance.
The court declared
as follows: "Mutuality is frequently said to
be one of the conditions of a rightful suit
for specific performance.
The authorities,
however, do not carry it to the length contended for. Where the contract is fair, just,
and reasonable in all its parts, and the partysought to be charged has so bound himself
as to meet the requirements of the statute
of frauds, the election of the other contracting party to treat the contract as binding,
and to enforce it, meets all the requirements
of the rule;" citing Wilks v. Railroad Co.,
79 Ala. 180; 3 Pom. Eq. Jur. § 1405, and
notes; Wat. Spec. Perf. Cont. § 201; Cherry
V. Smith, 39 Am. Dec. 150.
The case of
Johnston v. Trippe (C. C.) 33 Fed. 530, is
an authority directly on the point in question,
the contract being almost Identical in its provisions. The difCerent authorities are very
generally quoted and commented on, and the
conclusion
the same as held by this court,
The evidence fails to show that there was
such forcible entry and unlawful detainer
as to deprive complainant of his right to
file a bill to remove a cloud from title, but
the equity of the bill does not depend upon
that principle. "The complainants, holding
the equitable title, bring their bill to compel
a conveyance of the legal title by those who
hold it in ti'ust for them.
In such a case,
the jurisdiction in no wise depends upon posGray v. Jones (0. C.) 14 Fed. 83;
session."
Shipman v. Fumiss, 69 Ala. 562.
The doctrine is well settled that when the
vendor, after entering into a contract of sale,
conveys the land to a third person, who has
knowledge or notice of the prior agreement,
such grantee takes the land impressed with
the trust In favor of the original vendee,
and holds it as trustee for such vendee, and
can be compelled, at the suit of the vendee,
to specifically perform the agreement by conveying the land in the same manner, and to
the same extent, as the vendor would have
been liable to do had he not transferred the
legal title. Pom. Cont. § 465, and note. The
same rule Is declared in Dickinson v. Any,
25 Ala. 424; Meyer v. Mitchell, 75 Ala. 475.
It may be stated as a sound principle of
law. If an owner of land in writing gives
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another an option on land, for a valuable
consideration, whether adequate or not, agreeing to sell it to him at a fixed price, if accepted within a specified time, it is binding
upon the owner, and upon those who pm*chase from the owner with a knowledge of
Moses v. McClaIn, 82 Ala.
such agreement.
MauU
370. 2 South. 741; 33 Fed. 530, supra;
45 Ala. 134, and authorities.
V. Vaughn,

such dreumstances, the fixed time is
material part of the contract, and when
supported by a valuable consideration, the
owner of the land cannot revoke the ofCer before the time has expired within which the
Under
a
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offer may be accepted.
We do not declare
that if no specified, definite time was fixed
by the parties, and the contract of offer was
not supported by a valuable consideration,
such an offer could not be revoked.
We express no opinion upon this question.
Johnston V. Trippe (C. C.) 33 Fed. supra; Wilks v.
Railway Co., 79 Ala. 185; Falls v. Galther,
9 Port. 617; Cherry v. Smith, 3 Humph. 19;
1 Story, Cont § 496; 1 Pars. Cont. *481, bottom p. 511; Bish. Cont. § 325; Benj. Sales.
§ 42.

We find no error in the
chancellor. Affirmed.

decree

of the

y
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December

19,

1887.
•.n equity.
Bill for specific performance by
complainant J. L. Johnston against R. B.
Trippe, defendant On demurrer.

if

G. A. Howell, for complainant
Hopkins & Glenn, for defendant

fect

"Witness my hand and seal, this January

20, 1887.

"[Signed]
R. B. Trippe.
"Witness:
"[Signed] 3. H. Curtright, M. L. Cohen."
Tjhis Instrument was sent, about the time
of its execution, by defendant to complainant by mail to his home In Charleston, South
Carolina, and received by complainant
DeThat equity will not specifically enforce a
contract wanting in definiteness or mutuality,
see Bourget v. Monroe (Mich.) 25 N. W. Rep.
514; Hall y. Loomis (Mich.) 30 N. W. Rep.
374; Mosea v. McGlain (Ala.)
South. Rep.
741; Recknagle v. Schmalz (Iowa) 33 N. W.
Rep. 366; Durkee v. Cota (Cal.) 16 Pac. Rep.
5; Fogg V. Price (Mass.) 14 N. B. Rep. 741.
2

is

(i.

NEWMAN, J. This is a bill filed by complainant against defendant to enforce the specific performance of a certain conditional or
optional contract for the sale of land.
The
bill, after stating some preliminary correspondence and negotiation between complainant and defendant relative to the sale of certain land In White county, Geor^a, by the
latter to the former, alleges that in January,
defendant prepared and executed the
1887,
following written instrument:
"Georgia, Pulton County.
This agreement
witnesseth, that the imdersigned R. B. Trippe,
of said state and county, agrees that if said
J. Lamb Johnston, of Charleston, S. C, or
any one for him, pays or causes to be paid
to the said R. B. Trippe, one thousand dollars,
on or before January 20, 1888, that the said
R. B. Trippe, for himself, his heirs and assigns, covenants and agrees that he .will make
to the said Johnston good and sufficient title
to lots of land numbers 9 and 25, in 3d district, White county, said state. And it is further agreed that if a draft for $50.00 this day
drawn by R. B. Trippe, with this option bond
attached, is paid at sight, then said R. B.
Trippe wUl make said title. If nine hundred
and fifty dollars is paid him on or before January 20, 1888; If said sums of money are not
paid within the time mentioned, that is, $50.00.
on sight draft and $950.00 within twelve
months from this date, then this bond to be
null and void; and It is understood that if
e.,
dollars
the balance of one thousand
$950.00) is not paid by January 20, 1888, the
$50.00 paid on sight draft is forfeited to said
R. B. Trippe, and that this option bond is
null and void, otherwise of full force and ef-

1

the land, and offering, if complainant would
release him from his obligation, to return the
$50 paid him, and to pay complainant $50 in
addition,
the other sale was made. In the
same letter defendant
stated that the bond
sent by him to complataant was not legally
binding anyway. Complainant promptiy replied, both by wire and letter, to defendant
refusing to release him from his obligation to
convey the land In pursuance of the before
In the same letter hi which
stated contract
the complainant refused to release defendant
be Instructed defendant to submit his deeds
and that upon,
to complainant's attorney,
their approval by him, complainant would pay
the balance, $950. This defendant failed and
refused to do, but wrote complainant that he
declined to furnish the tities or convey the
land in accordance with his contract; and in
the same letter inclosed a check payable to
his, defendant's,
order, and Indorsed by him
In blanl^ which he tendered as repayment of
This letter was received by comthe $50.
plataant ta Nacoochee, Georgia, on the night
of March 17, 1887.
On the next day, March
18th, complainant went to Atianta, the home
of defendant, sought an Interview with him,
and immediately returned
to him the $50
check which he had received from him; stating to defendant that he refused to receive it;
and defendant now has the check in his posComplainant at the same time tensession.
dered to defendant $950 ta cash, and demandgood
ed that defendant make complainant
and sufficient titie to the land ta controversy,
which tender defendant refused, and refused to convey, and repeatedly refused to carry
A tender
out his contract with complataant.
is made ta the blU of $950; and the prayer
for a decree for specific performance against
defendant with an alternative prayer for damcanages, ta the event specific performance
An amendment has been filnot be obtained.
ed to this bill, which amendment alleges that
the property described ta the bill, bargataed by
defendant to complainant. Is now worth the
sum of $3,000, and also that the damages to
complainant resnlttag from such refusal and
the failure of the defendant to perform his
decontract exceed $3,000. To this bill
on
murrer has been filed, which demurrer
two grounds: First, that this court has no
Jurisdiction of the subject-matter in the bill
.eta ted; and, second, that the complataant has
not shown a right to any relief against deis
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fendant also drew on complainant
sight
draft for $50, which was sent with the foregoing written histruihent to Charleston.
His
draft was honored and paid at once by complainant and defendant received the $50.
Some time after this, defendant wrote to complainant, saying he had an offer of $1,500 for
a
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fendant
The first ground Is based upon the fact
that the amount ta controversy, as shown
by the original bUl, Is not sufficient to give
this court jurisdiction; the bill havtag been
filed 8tac@ the passage of the act of March
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and at length by many courts of high authority.
The case very generally referred
to and relied upon to sustain the rule requiring that a contract must be mutually
binding to justify its enforcement, is the
decision of Lord Redesdale in the case of
Lawenson v. Butler, 1 Schoales & L. 13.
A careful examination of that case and the
argument and reasoning of the Lord Chancellor will show that the decision was put
mainly upon the ground that where parties,
enter Into an agreement, each supposing the
other to be bound thereby, and it transpires
that one was not bound, such party could
not have specific performance of the contract by the other. He says, in concluding
the opinion, (page 21:) "No man signs an
tract to take the land and pay defendant
agreement but under a supposition that the
the remainder of the purchase money, deother party is bound, as well as himself;
fendant could not be required to carry out the
There is a general rule of law, unand therefore, If the other party is not
agreement
bound, he signs it under a mistake. That
doubtedly, that this element of mutuality must
mistake might be a ground for relief in
exist to justify enforcement of specific perFry, Spec. Perf. i 286; Wat equity, but is surely not a ground for speformance.
cific performance. Under these circumstanSpec. Perf. § 196. It is also true that there
In Fry ces, the impression upon my mind is that I
are cle ar exceptions to this rule.
must dismiss the bill. This agreement was
on specific performance it is stated in sec"The contract may be signed in mistake. It is manifest that Butuon 291, as follows:
ler could not have executed a lease in comof such a nature as to give a right to the
pliance with it; and as he could not, it is
performance to the one party which it does
manifest that this is not the agreement he
not give to the other; as, for Instance, where
meant to sign."
a lessor covenants to renew upon the request
of his lessee, or where the- agreement is in
F.rom a note to this case, (page 21,) it
But the more would seem that the Lord Chancellor was
the nature of an undertaking.
not himself entirely satisfied with the deciaccurate view of such cases as the first, —
sion, as he proposed that the case lie over
perhaps of all that could be treated as wantuntil the next day to look into the cases
ing miatuality,— seems to be that they are
stated that
cited, when plaintifE's counsel
conditional contracts; and when the condithey were content with a dismissal of the
tion has been made absolute, as, for instance,
bill without costs, and it was ordered acin the case above stated, by a request to
cordingly. These comments upon and citarenew, they would seem to be mutual, and
tions from this much-quoted case, are not
capable
of enforcement by either party
miade to question the existence of the genalike."
eral rule alluded to, but to show that its
In Wat Spec. Perf. § 200, in discussing
application, even m its origin, was a matter
the matter of exceptions to this general rule,
of difficulty, and its extent uncertain.
the author says: "But it is w ell settled that
renew
Counsel for defendant relied in argument
an optional agreement to convey^or_to
"'
here mainly on the cases of Marble Co. v.
wrEEout~"any
caren ant 'or""o6 Iiga^
a~l6ase,
Ripley, 10 Wall. 339; Tyson v. Watts, 1
"OrnrTolpurcEase oFacceptTand without any
'mntuality of reinedy, wiU be "enforced in eq- Md. Ch. 1; Duvall v. Meyers, 2 Md. Ch.
proper cbnsideraflon,^ 401; and Peacock v. Deweese, 73 Ga. 570.
"TiilyTrTtTs1Ena30e~5gon
~"oF~l?jrffis
parT^oTa lease of other contract
In the case of Marble Co. v. Ripley, other
questions were made growing out of combetween the parties that may be the true
plex and intricate partnership relations; but
consideration for it, though such an agreeone reason why specific performance should
ment can perhaps scarcely be called an exnot be decreed was want of mutuality.
ception; for, being in fact a conditional conAfter stating this as a reason why specific
tract, when the condition has been made
performance should be refused in that case,
absolute by a compliance with its terms,
the court proceeds to give what is termed
the contract becomes mutual, and capable of
a "still more satisfactory reason for withenforcement by either party. A contract f or
holding a decree for specific performance."
the sale of real estate, at the option of ihe
and lioace, may
But want of mutuality was undoubtedly recvendee only, upbn"nstection
enforced, but th%~ ognized as applicable to that case. In the
not only T3e~specificairy
refusarerthe'vendor to accept the purchase later case of Butler v. Thomson, 92 U. S.
412, the court, in the opinion, uses the folmoney will not destroy the mutuality, though
lowing language: "There may be an offer
the vendee' could thereupon withdrawTiis
which would
to sell subject to acceptance,
'^election."
bind the party offering, and not the other
The decisions upon this question have been
party until acceptance.
The sarnie may be
numerous, and It has been discussed ably
3,

1887.

seems

to be obvi-

ated by the amendment since filed, fixing the
value of the land at $3,000 and the damThere was
ages at not less than that sum.
very little discussion upon this point, in the
and it was not strongly urged.
argument,
The serious and main question in the case
arises under the second ground of the demiurrer, that the complainant has not shown
The
a right to any relief against defendant.
question made is that this contract between
defendant and complainant lacks the element of mutuality, which is necessary to authorize a court of equity to decree a speThat is to say, that, as
cific performance.
complainant was not compelled by his con-
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said of an optional purchase upon a sufficient consideration." The court then alludes
to a class of cases under the statute of
frauds where one party signed a contract
and the other did not. The language as

tion of this agreement on the ground that It
has not been signed by the plaintiflC, and that
the defendant could not have enforced It
against the plaintiff.
am very well aware
that a doubt has been entertained by a judge
^quoted
seems to me to indicate a recognition
.in this court of very high authority, [referby the court of offers to s ell subject to acring to Lord Redesdale, hi Lawenson v. Butler,] whether courts of equity would specificeptance, and optional purchases upon "suffl"cTent consideraHonras'eice ptioSrtoTEiFgen- " cally execute an agreement where one party
only was bound. There exists no provision in
era lrule' re gmrlng mutua lity of_ o bIigation i"n
the contraci. it woumte far from clear the statute of frauds to prevent the executhat Marble Co. v. Ripley, even standing
tion of such an agreement;
and Sir James
Mansfield, who certainly had great experience
alone, should be regarded as controlling in
this case; but the language used in the later
in courts of equity, lays it down in the case
case of Butler v. Thomson shows clearly,
of Allen V. Bennet [3 Taunt 169,] that a conthink, that that court would not so regard
tract signed by one party would be enforced in
equity against that party, and that such was
it. The two cases from the Maryland Chancery Decisions referred to may be disposed
the daily practice of that court."
of with the remark that in neither case
He proceeds to say that "in a case where
cited were the facts at all like the facts that
the court finds a party who has been and is
endeavoring to obtain some undue advantage,
are presented in the case now before this
court.
In the case of Peacock v. Deweese,
or has been playing what is called fast and
loose,' the court would not assist him." In
the supreme court of Georgia held that the
contract sought to be enforced, in that case
the case of Clason v. Bailey, 14 Johns. 484,
lacked the element of mutuality, and stated
the chancellor, after discussing, among other
have just cited, concludes thus:
cases, those
that as one reason why specific performance
"I have thought, and often intimated, that the
would not be decreed.
The court also stated,
however, that "the agreement is gratuitous,
weight of argument was in favor of the conand entirely voluntary on the part of the struction that the agreement concerning lands,
A court of equity never to be enforced in equity, should be mutually
defendant in error.
specific
performance
binding; and that the one party ought not to
a
of a voluntary
iees
^^ieci
Code, § 3189. Any
be at liberty to enforce, at his pleasure, an
qr^ gratuitous contract.
"fiact showing" fhe con&act to be unjust or agreement which the other was not entitied to
unfair or against good conscience, justifies
It appears to be settled (Hawkins v.
claim.
the court in refusing to decree a specific Holmes, 1 P. Wms. 770) that though the plainperformance. Code, § 3190." The undertaktiff has signed the agreement he never can
ing of the two Deweeses in that case was enenforce it against the party who has not signtirely without consideration to them\. Peaed it. The remedy, therefore, in such cases Is
But, notwithstanding this objecnot mutual.
cock agreed to make such tests of the land
for the discovery of minerals as were "sat- tion, it appears from the review of the cases
isfactory to himself." The two Deweeses had
that the point is too well settled to be now
questioned."
their land tied up by this option for six
In a later case in New York— In re Himter,
any remuneration
months without receiving
1 Bdw. Ch. 1—the vice-chancellor
uses the foltherefor, and it was evidently the view of
lowing language:
"In the next place. It Is
the court that the agreement by Peacock
said the covenant to sell is not mutual, the
to make such tests as were "satisfactory to
lessee not being bound to purchase, and that
himselC" was not such a consideration as
This may be as this is a 'one-sided' agreement, the court
would support the contract
will not decree a specific performance.
The
think, from the use of the langathered,
cases of Parkhurst v. Cortlandi, 1 Johns. Ch.
or gratuitous contract"
guage "voluntary
and Benedict v. Lynch, Id. 370, have
282,
This, then, was an optional agreement to sell,
been referred to as eslablishing this point
wholly without consideration.
Chancellor Kent there intimated that such was
have thus far given attention prlncipaUj*
the rule; but in a subsequent case in the
to the authorities relied upon by the eminent
court of errors— Clason v. Bailey, 14 Johns.
in this case, without
counsel for defendant
referring to the long line of decisions which, It 484— he had occasion to review that opinion,
which he found to be erroneous, and admits
seems, hold that contracts such as the one beIn the case that the point is too well settled the other way
fore the court will be enforced.
The court may, therefore^
to be questioned.
of Powle V. Freeman, 9 Ves. 351, it was held
Ithat an agreement in writing for the sale of In a proper case, where there is a covenant on
one side, and no mutuality, decree a perf^ a^
\an estate was binding If signed only by the
— Bestaesrui a case
ancc:
Ivendor, and followed by direction to his atjiES the_tijeg gntlt
may be peculiarly proper. The"rent may have
(tomey to prepare a proper agreement for both
In the case of Ormond v. been fixed at $600 as an inducement to the
I parties to sign.
power of purchasing the property.
This is a
I Anderson, 2 Ball & B. 863, where the court
fair Inference."
dismissed the bill upon another ground, the
In the case of Van Doren v. Robinson, 16 N.
following language was used In the opinion:
Eq. 256, it is held that "the general prin"An objection has been made to the execu-
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dple is that where the contract Is Incapable
of being enforced against one party, that party is equally incapable of enforcing it against
But the principle does not apply
the other.
■where the contract, by its terms, gives the
one party a right to the performance, which
it does not give to the other party." And in
the case of Howralty
v. Warren, 18 N. J.
Eq. 124, after stating the general rule as the
existence of mutuality, and that unilateral or
optional contracts are not favored in equity,
"But modern authorities
the court proceeds:
have narrowed this doctrine down to cases in
which there is no other consideration.
And
it is now well settled that an optional agreement "tp^^eoirTgy,

or~Tenew ~a-lease;'"WItg6ut

or ob ligati on to purehas£_orjie;_
ceptr anS^wittoiJt any mutuiallty of sesmgdjj
wiirWeoIorcedin'equrEyT
ifit is made upon
propeF^o nside ration",' or forms part of a lease'
or "other contract between the parties, that
may beTlTeWie'coHgiaefatlon for it."
A number of cases are then cited by the
court to sustain this view, among them the
cases I hare just referred to.
The language
last quoted seems to me to be a very clear
statement of the correct rule in this matter.
In Smith's Appeal, 69 Pa. 474, the matter before the court being an optional contract for
the sale of land, it was held that thg cnntrapt
In the case of Rogers t.
would be enforced.
Saunders, IS Me. 92, 33 Amer. Dec. 635, the
com-t
cites the decision of Chancellor Kent
in Clason v. Bailey, and states that this appears to be now the generally received docIn Vassault v. Edwards, 43 CaL 458,
trine.
it is held that: "A proposal to sell real estate,
reduced to writing and signed by the vendor
alone, in which he recites that he has sold to
the vendee the land for a price named, and
has received a certain sum as a deposit, as
part payment, which the vendor was to refund
if the title was rejected or bad, the sale to be
subject to a search of and approval of title,
the vendee to have twenty days for the examination of the title, is a valid contract of sale
entered into between the parties."
To the same effect is the case of Schroeder
The court, after
V. Gemeinder,
10 Nev. 355.
stating that there are many exceptions to the
"We
rule in the cases, as to mutuality, says:
thini: it may now be considered as well settled by all, or nearly aU, of th e modem a ub
thofttjesriiwtt-g-conrl at ecijfll£_ln. acflsfisjor
the sneciflc perf orman ce of. optional contracts.
~a9.d covefaal S-to lease or convey la nd. wiH enfor ce thT co venantralthoush the remedy is not
mutual, provided It Is shown to- have been
made upon a fair consideration, or where it
forms part of a contract, lease, or agreement,
which may be the true consideration for it."
Entering into the discussion of this quesany" covenant
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tion, in many of the cases, is that part of the
statute of frauds providing that contracts for
the sale of land must be in writing, signed by
the party to be charged thereby, or some person by him lawfully authorized.
(This law
as codified in Georgia, is in section 1950, Code
1882.) It is held in some of these cases that
the question should be controlled by the language of the statute just quoted; and that, as
the contract need be signed by only one party, viz., the party to be charged thereby, it is
only necessary that he should be bound.
It
seems to me, however,
that the question of
mutuality is one distinct and apart from any
question that might arise under the statute of
frauds. It is a matter separate from, if not
over and above it, and
have considered it in
that view. I thinli it is settled by the above
authorities, and others that might be cited,
that where an owner of land gives another,
for a sufficient consideration,
an option or
privilege to purchase the land within a given
time, in writing, with full knowledge of the
fact that he is bound and the other party is
not, it is such a contract as will be enforced
in equity at the instance of the party holding
the option.
Does such a contract Indeed lacli
mutuality? The seller, for fair consideration,
agrees to give the proposed purchaser a certain fixed time in which to make the contract
mutual, by acceptance of the offer to sell. If
he accepts within the specified time, both parties are fully bound.
Now, as to this case. Here, for a reasonthe sum of $50, the deable consideration,
fendant agrees that the complainant shall
have the privilege of buying his land within a
year; that is, the defendant sells to him for
$50 the privilege of purchasing the land within a year. That contract, the sale by defendant to complainant of the privilege of purchasing, is executed by the payment by complainant of the sum agreed upon. The remainder
of the contract Is conditional upon the complainant's accepting within a year the continuing offer of the defendant to sell him the
land.
see no reas on w hy a court o f equity
On the
sh ould'no ^ enforce" such a contract.
"contrary, it seems to 'me "TTwoulH^e Inequiam clear,
table to refuse Its enforcement.
therefore, that this case does not come within the class where laclt of mutuality will prevent enforcement of the contract, and that it
does come within a well-recognized exception
to that rule, of optional sales upon fair considThis case Is considered now, of
eration.
course, upon the facts as stated in the bill.
How it may be affected by what the defendant can hereafter show must be a matter for
My conclusion is that
future consideration.
the demurrer must be overruled on both
grounds, and it will be ordered accordingly.
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O'CONNOR
(30

Atl.

V.

1061,

Court of Chancery

TYRRELL
53

N.

J.

et aL

Jan.

21,

1895.

Bill by Lawrence O'Connor against Peter
Tyrrell and others for specific performance

of a contract to convey land.
dismiss bill. Motion denied.

On motion to

Charles L. Corbin, for the motion.
Garrick, opposed.

of the failure of said parties of the
first part so to deliver said deed at the time
herein stated, said party of the second part
hereby agrees to surrender possession of said
premises, within fifteen days from June 26th,
1894, to James Tyrrell, one of said parties of
the first part hereto.
And said party of the
second part shall not, under any circumstances, be held to be liable for any rental for
the occupancy of said premises."
In pursuance of this agreement, the complainant paid
$250 In cash, broke up his home in the city
of New York, and moved to the premises conevent

Eq. 15.)

of New Jersey.
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McGILL, Ch. The motion Is made in virtue of the 213th rule, and takes the place of
a demurrer to the bill. The case presented by
the bill is this: James Tyrrell, for himself,
and as attorney in fact for others, who are
cotenants
with him of certain land In the
city of Bayonne, on the 20tli of April, 1894,
agreed to sell that land to the complainant
for $7,250, of which $250 was to be paid upon the execution of the agreement of sale,
and the balance was to be paid upon the delivery of the deed, on the 21st of the following May,— $5,000 in cash, and the remainder
by assumption of the payment of a mortgage
of $2,000, by which the property was incumUpon examination of the title. It was
bered.
discovered that the power of attorney under
which James Tyrrell assumed to act for his
cotenants, who lived in Ireland, though duly
executed, was defectively acknowledged by
some of the cotenants.
Therefore, It was
agreed that, Instead of having the power of
attorney reacknowledged, the deed should be
directly executed by all owners of the property, and be sent to Ireland for that purpose.
As more time would be required in such execution than the terms of the contract of sale
would admit of, a new agreement was entered into on the 8th of May, by which the former contract was annulled, and the 26th of
June w?s fixed for the delivery of the deed,
and the full consummation
of the transaction.
The litter agreement contains this stipula"Said party of the second part [O'Contion.
nor] shall have possession of said premises
on the 14th day of May, 1894; and, in the
event of the failure of said parties of the
first part to deliver the deed at the time and
in the manner hereinafter referred to, the
said parties of the first part hereby agree
to repay to said party of the second part the
said sum of $250, heretofore paid as part of
the consideration money, and, in addition
thereto, such sum, not exceeding $1,250, as
said party of the second part shall have paid
upon the examination or guaranty of the title to said premises, or in the repair, improvement, or furnishing of the building, or
ground, or the survey thereof, or shall have
In any way incurred or expended In the preparation for the purchase of and taking of title to said premises, not exceeding the said
sum of $1,250; such payment to be accepted
by said party of the second part as liquidated
damages for any breach of this agreement
by the said parties of the first part; and. In

tracted to be conveyed to him, upon which
he made repairs which have cost him nearly $2,000. On the 26th of June, 1894, he duly tendered the $5,000 he was then to pay,
and demanded a deed, in accordance with
the terms of the agreement
To which tender and demand, James Tyrrell replied that,
as attorney in fact, he was unable to deliver
the deed, and that he desired a statement of
the complainant's expenditures, contemplated
by the clause of the contract which has been
quoted, in order to ascertain and pay the sum
agreed upon as liquidated damages, and also
that he desired to fix a day, within the terms
of the contract, upon which the complainant
would surrender to him possession of the

land.
The only question presented in the argument was whether this court will compel a
conveyance to the complainant, notwithstanding the provision for the payment of liquidated damages upon the breach of the contract; the contention in behalf of the defendants being that by the agreement the parties have expressly stipulated the measure
of the damages which will result from the
nonperformance of the agreedefendants'
ment, and therefore equity will leave the
complainant to the recovery of those damages, on the groimd that an appeal to equity
is unnecessary,
since the legal relief, by
agreement, has been rendered adequate.
For the breach of contracts the common
law gives a single remedy.
It requires the
wrongdoer to pay a sum of money as compensation.
When the contract broken Is an
obligation to pay money, that remedy amounts
to specific performance. But there are many
contracts,
for the breach of whidi such a
remedy is inadequate; and that Inadequacy
has given rise to the jurisdiction of chancery
to enforce specific p^ormance of contracts,
requiring the performance or omission of the
very acts agreed upon.
The remedy is thus
made identical with the right withheld, and
the defendant is thereby deprived of the option, which the legal remedy practically gives
him, to disregard the actual obligation by which
he Is bound, and pay a sum of money in the
place thereof.
Pom. Spec. Perf. Cont. § 3.
The Inadequacy of the legal remedy, by compensation in damages. Is generally regarded
as conspicuous In cases of agreements for the
sale and purchase of real estate^ each parcel
of which differs in some respects from others.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
Sucli property Is usually bought because it
possesses some feature -which attracts by personal gratification, and determines the purchaser to make some particular use of it
The present case is not an exception to this
usual condition. The description of the property discloses Its boundary upon the shore of
the Newark Bay, with its expanse of water,
and the occupancy of it by the complainant
Indicates that he has determined to make it
his residence, and his expenditures upon it
give evidence of his appreciation of its situation and surroundings. It is thus made plain
that compensation in damages will not be
the full measure of relief which a breach
of the contract by the defendants, In justice,
Tliis situation primarily leads to
demands.
a critical examination of the contract and the
have quoted, to
meaning of its clause which
ascertain the correctness of the defendants'
assumption that a stipulated sum has been
fixed as damages to be had for the mere nonof the contract by the defendperformance
That which was contracted foir was
ants.
A portion of
the purchase and sale of land.
the purchase money was to be paid at once,
and the purchaser was to go into possession
pending the execution and delivery of the
deed, when the remainder of the purchase
It was in contemmoney was to be paid.
plation that he would proceed to repair, improve, and furnish the property. In the event
of the defendants' failure to deliver the deed,
he was to surrender the possession of the
land to their agent; receive back the purchase money paid, together with his expendiThat repayment
tures, not exceeding $1,250.
and surrender were expressly made dependent upon the failure of the defendants to deliver the deed. In this arrangement, which
repayment upon the happening
contemplated
of the one event, —failure to deliver the deed,
—was Interpolated the parenthetical clause,
that such repayment was to be accepted by
the complainant as liquidated damages for
"any breach" of fiie contract by the defendants.
As the repayment was limited to a
single event, and made payable upon the happening of that event only, the words "any
breach,"
in the parenthetical clause, could

I
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not have a broader significance than failure
to deliver the deed, for the complainant was
bound to accept the repayment only in that
event
It is to be noted that upon the defendants' failure to deliver the deed, the complainant is to have merely pecuniary reimbursement,
and not compensatory damages.
He is to have nothing for his disappointment,
trouble, and discomfort
The inference from
a submission to such inadequate damages is,
think, that a stronger meaning was intended to be given to the word "failure" than
mere arbitrary refusal of the defendants to
deliver the deed. "Failure" is the result of
action 'Which predicates earnest effort and
not mere inaction and refusal to do. It Is in
think, that the word was used
this sense,
in this contract It demanded from the defendants a bona fide effort to deliver the complainant a deed which would vest in him
the titie to the property. It was failure after
such effort that was to constitute the breach
for which reimbursement was to be accepted
as satisfaction.
It is obvious that the contract was not an alternative one, to convey
Damages were to be paid
or pay damages.
upon a "breach" of the contract which primarily required an honest effort to perform,
and failure, and do not become a factor m the
consideration of remedies until that precedent condition Is performed. The professed
Inability of James Tyrrell to deliver the deed
required does not prove the inability of him
and his cotenants to carry out the contract
upon their part The case presented, then,
is this: A certain sum is agreed upon as satisfaction to the complainant if bona fide effort
to make him title fails. So far as it appears
by the bill, the defendants can make that
title, and the aid of this court is invoked to
compel them to do so.
think that as the
facts now appear, the complainant is clearly
entitied to a decree, and that the case is not
brought within the controversy referred to
in Crane v. Peer, 43 N. J. Eq. 557, 4 Aa 72,
or affected by the intimation of Chancellor
Halsted in St Mary's Church v. Stockton, 8
N. J. Eq. 520, as the defendants' proposition
The motion will be denied, with
suggests.
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GRUBB

et al. v.

SHARKEY

et al.

(20 S. E. 784, 90 Va. 831.)

Supreme

Court of Appeals
22,

of Virginia.

Dec.

1894.

Appeal from circuit court, Botetourt county.
Bill by one Sharkey and others against one
Decree for complainants,
Grubb and others.
and defendants appeal.
Affirmed.
Benj. Haden and John H. Lewis, for appellants. J. 5. H. Figgatt and C. M. Lunsford, for appellees.

LEWIS, P.
performance.

This was a suit for specific
In April, 1887, the appellees

conveyed to the appellants a tract of land containing about 19 acres, adjoining the lands of
the Lynchburg Iron Company, situate in Botetourt county. Below and contiguous to this
land is a grazing farm owned by the appellees, which, at the time of the conveyance to
the appellants, was mainly, if not solely, watered by a stream flowing through both tracts.
The land was purchased by the appellants
for the purpose of erecting and operating
It was accordingly
thereon an ore washer.
covenanted in the deed of conveyance that if
the said stream should be made continuously
muddy by the proposed ore washing, so as to
render the water therein unfit for stock, the
appellants would lay a %-inch pipe from a
certain spring branch above, so as to conduct
a supply of clear water over the land to a
designated point on the appellees' farm, and
there erect a trough for the use of stock.
The bill, which was filed In October, 1889,
after setting out substantially the foregoing
facts, alleges that this covenant has not been
observed by the defendants
(the appellants
here); that they have not laid a pipe and
erected a trough, as they covenanted to do,
notwithstanding the water in the said stream
has been continually muddy and unfit for
stock, in consequence of washing ores on the
and
land, since the date of the conveyance,
although they have often been requested so
to do.
The bill also states that the complainants have been compelled. In consequence of
the defendants' default, to drive their stock a
considerable distance to water, whereby they
and damhave been greatly inconvenienced
aged. And the prayer of the bill is that the
defendants be required to specifically perform
their covenant, and to make proper compensation to the complainants for the damage
sustained by them, etc.
there
The defendants being nonresidents,
was an order of publication. An attachment
was also sued out, which was levied on the
At the May term, 1890,
said 19 acres of land.
a decree was entered for the specific performance of the contract, with a further provision
that the defendants pay to the complainants
$750 damages for the breach of the contract
At the ensuing October term, the defendants
appeared, and filed their petition, praying that
the decree be set aside, and that they be al-
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lowed to make defense.
They thereupon,,
with the leave of the court, demurred to the
bill, and also answered.
In their answer
they stated, among other things, that since
the commencement
of the suit they had laid
the pipe and erected a trough as they had
agreed to do, and that this was done before
the decree was entered.
The cause was then
referred to a commissioner, with directions to
ascertain and report, among other things,
what damages, if any, the complainants had
sustained by reason of the alleged breach of
the contract, in obedience to which the commissioner subsequently reported that they had
been damaged to the amount of $900.
This
finding was afterwards, upon exceptions to
the report, reduced by the court to $750, and
by the same decree it was ordered that "performance of said contract be confirmed to the

complainants."
1. A number of objections have been urged
to this decree, none of which, in our opinion,
are well founded. In the first place, the case
stated in the bill is undoubtedly within the
jurisdiction of a court of equity. The contract therein sought to be enforced Is not
one requiring personal labor, or the exercise
of any peculiar skill or judgment, or involving the performance of continuous duties
and supervision. On the contrary, it is such
a contract as could be readily performed bj
a lmost any ordina ry jorkroan, and-itaastturg.
Ts such tnat jhelFemedy at law fpr itg b r^gf]l_
IsT^ge ciuater~T£is brines the case within
the~general rule that a court of equity has)
jurisdiction to enforce specific performance
st a contract by a defendant to do defined
work upon his own property, in the performance of which the plaintiff has a material interest, and which is not capable of
adequate compensation
In damages; as, for '
example, an agreement on the part of a railway company to make an archway under its
tracks, or to construct a siding at a particular point for the convenience of an adjoining landowner. 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 721a;
Storer v. Railway Co., 2 Younge & 0. Oh.
48; Greene v. Railway Co., L. li. 13 Eq. 44.
It is, moreover, well settled that, as auxiliary
to its authority to decree specific performance, a court of equity may award damages
for a breach of the contract, to be assessed
either by an issue of quantum damniflcatus
or by a master, at its discretion. Phillips v.
Thompson, 1 Johns, Ch. 131; Nagle v. Newton, 22 Grat. 814; CampbeU v. Rust, 85 Va.
653, 8 S. B. 664.
This, indeed, is not dis
puted.
But the appellants contend that their
performance of the contract in question before the entry of the decree, although subsequent to the filing of the biU, left nothing
to be specifically enforced, and consequently
that the auxiliary power to decree damages
was likewise at an end. In other words,
the contention is that, after the pipe was
laid and the trough erected, the suit was
nothing more than a suit to recover damages, of which equity has not jurisdiction.
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compensation or damages will be decreed
view. The court
having acquired jurisdiction
of the" case
him. 2 Story, Eq. Jur. § 794; Ndson v.
.jifmi BiiuTla We'ground, no subseqiient asLplL Bridges, 2 Beav. 239; Chapman v. Railroad
^Ee defendants' could oust that jur isdiction. . Co., 6 Ohio St 119.
'
;f~principle, as laid" d6Wn
2. As to the further point made by the
Judge Staples in Walters v. Bank, 76 Va.
appellants in the petition for appeal, upon
12, that, when a court of equity has once
the authority of Pennoyer v. NefE, 95 U. S.
acquired jurisdiction of a cause, it may go on
714, that state courts have no power to
render, judgments or decrees in personam
to a complete adjudication, even to the exagainst nonresident defendants, who are
tent of establishing legal rights and granting legal remedies, which would otherwise
it is
summoned merely by publication,
That
enough to say that here the defendants, after
he beyond the scope of its authority.
rendition of the decree of the May term,
is a very strong case. The object of the suit
1890, appeared and defended on the merits,
was to subject the estate of a married woman
thus submitting themselves to the jurisdicto the payment of a certain negotiable note,
tion of the court; so that the case stands
upon which the appellant was Indorser, or
upon the same footing, so far as the power
to require the appellant to pay It In the
and jurisdiction of the court are concerned,
progress of the case, it appeared that there
as if they had been personally served with
was no separate estate, whereupon it was
process at the commencement
of the suit
insisted that, as the supposed existence of
a, separate
3. Both sides complain of the amount of
estate was the sole ground for
awarded; the appellants contenddamages
^oing into equity, the court could proceed no
ing that the amount is excessive, while the
further, and that the bill should be disappellees insist that the sum reported by the
missed. But this view was rejected, and a
commissioner, viz. $900, ought to have been
■decree rendered against the appellant for
allowed, and that the circuit court erred in
the debt, which this court aflarmed, on the
reducing the amount to $750. Without reprinciple above stated. So it has been held
viewing the evidence before the commissionthat where the complainant was originally
er, we deem it suflScient to say that we see
■entitled to a specific performance, but pendno reason to disturb the decree on this or
ing the suit the subject-matter of the litigaany other point It is therefore affirmed.
tion Is established or destroyed, he will not
Decree affirmed.
be turned round to his remedy at law, but

But this Is a mistaken
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